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Abstract

The development of steel reinforced concrete in the early 20,h century led to a decline 

in masonry arch bridge building. Traditional masonry arch construction is time 

consuming and involves considerable formwork usually in the form of timber 

centring, as well as traditional skills. It is also limited by the spans at which the 

design is efficient. As a result, reinforced concrete arches and slab and beam bridges 

became common. However, durability issues associated with corrosion of steel have 

become a major and costly problem and design can now favour steel-free structures 

that are either reinforced with FRP or unreinforced. Experience has shown that 

unreinforced compression structures, such as arches are durable structures that have 

stood the test of time. The FlexiArch bridge system is a sustainable alternative for 

short span crossings and contains no steel reinforcement or mortar joints.

This thesis presents detailed research into the behaviour and analysis of straight span 

FlexiArch systems through laboratory models and non-linear finite element analysis. 

Eight third-scale arches were constructed and tested. Five third-scale arches were 

based on a 5 m x 2 m (span x rise) full-scale bridge and three third-scale arches on a 

10 m x 2 m geometry. The arches were monitored through lifting, loading of the arch 

ring only, backfilling, and under full test loading. The variables in the eight arches 

were the backfill type, arch ring thickness, solid and hollowcore voussoir design, and 

span to rise ratio. The experimental investigation demonstrated that higher peak 

loads were achieved in the arches of higher arch ring thickness; the rings with solid 

voussoirs sustained higher loads than rings with hollowcore voussoirs, and doubling 

the arch span (shallower profile) typically halved the peak load. The importance of 

accurate material properties for use in numerical prediction was highlighted in the 

literature and control tests were carried out to determine the material properties.

The non-linear finite element analysis investigated three areas. Firstly, models were 

constructed to replicate those tested in the laboratory and to further compare key 

variables. Secondly, a detailed parametric study in material properties demonstrated 

that many of the parameters had a linear relationship with the arch predicted peak 

load. Finally, the NLFEA model was validated through modelling four arch bridges 

presented in the literature and predicted accurate behaviour when compared to tests.
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Abbreviations, Notation and Symbols

Abbreviations

A.D. Anno Domini

B.C. Before Christ

CFRP Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer

DDA Discontinuous Deformation Analysis

DEM Discrete Element Method

EC Eurocode

ERS Electrical Resistance Strain (Gauge)

EU European Union

FE Finite Element

FRP Fibre Reinforced Polymer

GPR Ground Penetrating Radar

MAE Maximum Axle Load

MEXE Military Engineering Experimental Establishment Method

NLFEA Non-Linear Finite Element Analysis

PAL Provisional Axle Load

PFC Particle Flow Code

QUB Queen’s University Belfast

SMART Sustainable Masonry Arch Resistance Technique

S-N Stress versus No. of cycles (curve)

sv Special Vehicle

TLS Terrestrial Laser Scanning

TRL Transport and Road Research Laboratory

UK United Kingdom
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USA United States of America

VWSG Vibrating Wire Strain Gauge

1-D One-dimensional

2-D Two-dimensional

3-D Three-dimensional

Notation

c’ cohesion

d arch ring thickness

g gravity

gr gram

h depth of fill at crown

k kilo

kg kilogram

m metres

mm millimetre

q line load

r arch rise

t tonnes

w point load

E Elastic Modulus

feu Concrete compressive strength

Ft Concrete tensile strength

G Giga

H Horizontal component at springing
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1 Second Moment of Area

L Arch span

M Mega

N Normal force

N Newton

P Peak load

P Applied load

Pa Pascal

Pc Predicted peak load of continuous arch ring model

Pd Predicted peak load of discrete arch ring model

Prc Predicted peak load of reinforced continuous arch ring model

Prd Predicted peak load of reinforced discrete arch ring model

P CB Predicted peak load of continuous arch ring model with backfill

Prcb Predicted peak load of reinforced continuous model with backfill

Pdb Predicted peak load of discrete arch ring model with backfill

Plab Peak load in laboratory physical model

P CBF Predicted peak load of full-scale continuous ring model with backfill

u Strain Energy

Symbols

qp phi, angle of friction

0 degrees

P Drucker-Prager angle of friction

5 deflection

E strain

£c arch concrete compressive strain
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sp concrete plastic strain

at concrete tensile yield stress

p density

Obf maximum stress in arch after backfilling

omax maximum stress in arch at predicted peak load

p coefficient of friction

pe microstrain

v Poisson’s ratio

X magnitude of joint opening (mm)
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1.0 Background to the research

The development of the FlexiArch over the last seven years is a timely response to 

the issues of durability and sustainability of bridges highlighted in recent years. The 

repair and maintenance of bridge structures has become a growing concern. 

Durability issues associated with the deterioration of reinforced concrete are costing 

governments increased costs due to the corrosion of steel reinforcement.

The UK Flighways Agency states that consideration should be given to all means of 

reducing or eliminating the use of corrodible reinforcement, and recommends the use 

of the arch form where ground conditions permit (BD 91, 2004). In Northern Ireland, 

the total number of bridges on motorways, trunk roads and non-trunk roads is 

approximately 6,000, of which 64 % are masonry structures (Taylor et al., 2007).

The deterioration of older masonry arch bridges has been highlighted from various 

problems such as mortar loss, ring separation, cracking, water penetration, 

foundation scour and vegetation growth (Page, 1993). Some of these issues are 

augmented by increased traffic loads and requirements for bridges to carry larger 

axle loads than those of the original design. The annual expenditure on the 

maintenance and strengthening of minor structures, the majority of which are 

masonry arches, now amounts to approximately £5 million. In the whole of the UK, 

there are approximately 3500 bridges with spans between 3 m and 10 m that need to 

be strengthened or replaced at an estimated cost of £80 million (Taylor et al., 2008). 

It is important that environmental and aesthetic considerations receive attention and 

that priority is given to the whole life cycle cost of a bridge structure.

However, many existing arch bridges show signs of excellent durability and it is 

likely that a large proportion are sufficient in meeting these requirements. In these 

situations, the analysis of masonry arches is key in avoiding unnecessary repair and 

strengthening. In the last two decades, the use of finite element software has become 

increasingly popular in the study of arch bridges. However, a sound knowledge of 

the material properties of the structure is of high importance for an accurate analysis. 

The availability of field and laboratory tests is therefore useful to verify the structural 

analysis method used and this is presented in this thesis.
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The FlexiArch system avoids any possible deterioration due to corrosion or mortar 

loss as neither material is used in the design (Long et ah, 2007). Since its invention, 

several undergraduate projects have been carried out on the system and many of 

these have involved the construction and testing of a laboratory-scale arch which has 

been tested to peak load (e.g. Treanor and Quinn, 2007). Some have included very 

basic analyses using the Archie-M package and the Abaqus finite element software. 

Ffowever, none of the research presented previously has included a detailed study of 

the effects of certain arch variables, in particular, solid versus hollowcore voussoirs, 

arch ring thickness and the stiffness of the backfill. Furthermore, the material 

properties were not accurately determined and many values in the analyses were 

assumed. The arch ring thickness and the backfill stiffness can have a significant 

influence on the arch behaviour as highlighted in the review of literature. In previous 

finite element analysis, the sensitivity of the arch system to the variation in the 

material parameters had not been fully investigated, nor did any of the analyses 

include the presence of the polymeric reinforcement.

1.1 The thesis

The primary objectives of this research were to complete a detailed study on the 

behaviour and analysis of FlexiArch systems and to address the gaps in the research 

knowledge in relation to FlexiArch and as highlighted in the review of literature. 

This thesis details three main areas, namely, the physical testing (including material 

tests on control samples), the finite element and mechanism analyses, and the study 

of material properties both through individual testing and a study of their influence 

through finite element parametric studies. The key variables in the physical testing 

were the arch ring thickness, solid and hollow voussoir types, span to rise ratio, and 

the backfill type. These are investigated in the finite element analysis and further 

study of the influence of various geometric and material parameters on the arch 

predicted peak load is presented in a parametric study.

Chapter 2 outlines a review of the relevant literature. The history of the arch is 

investigated from early forms up to modern day bridges and arch terminology, types 

and materials are discussed. A review of arch assessment methods is also examined
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various assumptions in early masonry arch research. The chapter also details a 

review of field testing, laboratory arch models and relevant analyses of arch systems. 

This was directly relevant to the research presented in this thesis, and enabled 

detailed investigation of material values used in the literature. Most recent FlexiArch 

research was reviewed. The main conclusions arising from the literature review are 

as follows:

The use of hollowcore voussoirs was not found in the literature and is novel to this 

research. The use of polymeric reinforcement in arches is also novel and very little 

research has been carried out with polymeric reinforcement placed at the arch 

extrados.

Two model types are widely used in the construction of masonry arch bridge 

numerical models. These include ‘continuum’ or ‘homogenous’ models which model 

the arch ring as a continuum with a little or no tensile strength , and discrete element 

models with joints between each of the voussoirs. Both model types have the ability 

to produce satisfactory results. However, the need for measured material properties is 

highlighted when comparing physical and numerical models. Using accurately 

determined material properties improves the accuracy of the numerical predictions. It 

is often a shortfall of numerical models that insufficient material data is available and 

this research has enable realistic values for the backfill stiffness under confinement 

to be applied. Parametric studies are shown detailing the influence of various 

material and geometric parameters. However, in some cases it is not conclusive 

whether the relationship between certain parameters and the predicted peak load is 

linear or non-linear.

Chapters 3, 4 and 5 detail the physical laboratory testing. Chapters 3 and 5 relate to 

the construction and testing of eight third-scale FlexiArch models. Eight arches were 

constructed in order to examine key variables, that is, arch ring thickness, solid and 

hollowcore voussoir arch ring construction, span to rise ratio and backfill type. The 

deflections, joint openings and strains in the concrete and polymeric reinforcement 

are discussed at each stage of the testing programme, that is, lifting, arch ring only 

tests, backfilling and full test loads. Chapter 4 details the material testing of the 

control samples, namely, the concrete, polymeric reinforcement and the granular 

backfill. This provided accurate values for the finite element analysis.
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Chapters 6, 7 and 8 detail non-linear finite element analysis and the use of AbaqusR 

software. Chapter 6 details the construction of eight numerical models which were 

designed to replicate the arches tested in the laboratory. Both continuous and discrete 

element modelling techniques were investigated. In the modelling, further studies of 

the variables initiated in laboratory testing were carried out. The influence of the 

polymeric reinforcement was investigated by comparing similar reinforced and 

unreinforced numerical models. In the finite element modelling, the significance of 

changing the material properties was highlighted and Chapter 7 details the parametric 

study of the material and geometric parameters on the behaviour of the FlexiArch. 

The findings can be applied to the FlexiArch and other masonry arch bridges, 

however the span/rise ratio and fill height will, in turn, affect some of these 

parameters. Chapter 8 outlines a validation study where four arch bridges from the 

literature were used to validate the proposed NLFEA model outlined in Chapters 6 

and 7.

The general conclusions of the research and future recommendations for further work 

are given in Chapter 9. The PhD research presented in this thesis is significant in 

that it provides a comprehensive study of FlexiArch behaviour and analysis, through 

eight third-scale laboratory arch models, material testing of concrete, granular 

backfill and polymeric reinforcement, and extensive finite element analysis. It has 

been found that these three key areas (physical model testing, material testing and 

finite element analysis) are important to produce a higher quality piece of research, 

as each area compliments the other. As discussed in the literature review, much 

research has already been carried out on masonry arch bridges both through testing 

and analysis. However, the research presented here is novel in that it relates directly 

to the FlexiArch system, which is a mortarless masonry concrete system. Each of the 

eight laboratory models was a FlexiArch system, and specific variables (including a 

novel hollowcore design in three of the arches) were included in their design. 

Material testing of granular backfill was not found in the literature and the use of 

measured values was highlighted as of importance in the analysis. In the literature, 

the unavailability of sufficient material data was highlighted as an inconvenience by 

those carrying out numerical modelling. Furthermore, the finite element modelling of 

the polymeric reinforcement was novel to the research.
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2.0 Introduction

This chapter details the history of the arch form, investigating arch types and 

materials through to analysis methods and research into the behaviour of masonry 

arch systems. The key terms and components of masonry arch bridges are discussed 

and the most common failure mode when tested to collapse, that is, through the 

formation of hinges in the arch ring. The evolution of arch bridge building is 

discussed, from early corbel arches to modern shallow concrete profiles. The decline 

of the masonry arch bridge and some causes of deterioration such as prolonged 

exposure to environmental effects and increasing traffic loads in excess of the 

original design are also discussed. A review of the common masonry arch assessment 

methods is detailed, including the MEXE and ARCHIE methods. Research 

surrounding these methods is also discussed, many of which have developed from 

Pippard’s early arch theories, such as the analysis of a 2-pinned arch.

The chapter also reviews recent arch bridge research, with physical models and non

linear finite element analysis. The physical model tests include both full-scale field 

tests on masonry arch bridges and laboratory tests on scale models of arch bridges 

and masonry arch rings. Polymer-reinforced arch research is also reviewed, where 

the reinforcement has been placed on the arch intrados and/or the extrados. Two 

main finite element modelling techniques using continuum and discrete methods are 

discussed, as well as a review of numerical analysis models used in the literature, 

many of which were constructed to compare behaviour with that of physical models. 

The chapter concludes with a review of the major FlexiArch research since its 

development in 2004.
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2.1 Arches: Terminology, Types and Theory

2.1.1 Key Terms

The key terms of the arch bridge are detailed below and in Figure 2.1. The primary 

load bearing element of a masonry bridge is the arch ring or barrel which is 

constructed from masonry voussoirs but the major capacity relies on the interaction 

with the backfill. Arches transfer load to the abutments which provide horizontal and 

vertical resistance to the applied load. Spandrel walls contain the fill on each side of 

the bridge and sometimes internal spandrels were built to divide the fill into sections. 

The spandrels also provide additional stiffness when connected to the arch 

(Melbourne et al., 1995). Wing walls retain the fill behind the abutments and may 

also increase their stability. Haunching or backing was often built on the arch barrel 

to increase the load capacity of the arch (Orban and Gutermann, 2009). Tests on a 20 

m railway bridge by Marefat et al. (2004) indicated that the arch ring, spandrel wall, 

fill layer, pier, foundation and even the ballast layer contributed to the load carrying 

capacity.

ExtradosParapet

Arch RingSpandrel Wall

Intrados

SkewbackSpringingWing Wall
Abutment

Fig 2.1: Features of an Arch Bridge (BD 91/04, 2004)
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Key terms include;

Span: The horizontal clear dimension between abutments or the arch intrados ends

Rise: The maximum height of the arch soffit above the level of the intrados spring 

line

Voussoir: One masonry unit of an arch

Keystone: The voussoir located at the crown of the arch. Also called the ‘key’

Crown: The apex of the arch extrados. In symmetrical arches it is at the midspan

Intrados: The curve which bounds the lower edge of the arch. The distinction 

between soffit and intrados is that the intrados is a line, whilst the soffit is a surface

Extrados: The curve that bounds the upper edge of the arch

Arch ring: The layout of voussoirs which connect the abutments and the pier

Depth: The dimension of the arch at the skewback which is perpendicular to the arch 

axis

Springer: The first voussoir from a skewback

Skewback: The surface on which the arch joins the supporting abutment(s)

Skewback Angle: The angle made by the skewback from horizontal

Abutment: The masonry or blockwork placed which support one end of the arch at 

the skewback.

Springing: The point where the skewback intersects the intrados

Spandrel Wall: The masonry contained between a horizontal line drawn through the 

crown and a vertical line drawn through the uppermost point of the skewback

Centring: Temporary shoring used to support an arch until the arch becomes self- 

supporting

Label Course: A ring of projecting brickwork that forms the extrados of the arch
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2.1.2 Arch Types

There are many variations in arch design, most of them relating to the arch geometry. 

Some common arch types are described below (Treanor and Quinn, 2007). 

Additional arch types as sketched by Cotton (2001) are seen in Figure 2.2.

Blind - An arch whose opening is filled with masonry

Bullseye - An arch whose intrados is a full circle, also known as a circular arch

Elliptical - An arch with two centres and continually changing radii.

Fixed - An arch whose skewback is fixed in position and inclination. Masonry 

arches are fixed by nature of their construction.

Gauged - An arch formed with tapered voussoirs and thin mortar joints.

Gothic - An arch with relatively low span-to-rise ratio, whose sides consist of arcs of 

circles, the centres of which are at the level of the spring line.

Horseshoe - An arch whose intrados is greater than a semicircle and less than a full 

circle.

Jack- A flat arch with zero or little rise.

Multicentered - An arch whose curve consists of several arcs of circles which are 

normally tangent at their intersections.

Relieving - An arch built over a lintel, jack arch or smaller arch to divert loads, thus 

relieving the lower arch or lintel from excessive loading.

Segmental- An arch whose intrados is circular but less than a semicircle.

Semicircular or Round - An arch whose intrados is a half circle.

Slanted - A flat arch which is constructed with a keystone whose sides are sloped at 

the same angle as the skewback and uniform width brick and mortar joints.

Triangular - An arch formed by two straight, inclined sides.
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Tudor - A pointed, four-centred arch of medium rise-to-span ratio whose four 

centres are all beneath the extrados of the arch.

Venetian - An arch formed by a combination of jack arch at the ends and 

semicircular arch at the middle. Also known as a Queen Anne arch.

Bell
arch Trefoil arch 

(Gothic)

Flat
arch

Horseshoe
arch

Lancet arch 
(Gothic)

Tudor arch

Ogee arch

Segmental arch

O
Syrian arch

Figure 2.2: Arch Types (Cotton, 2001)

2.1.3 Hooke’s Anagram

There are many ways in which the arch structure can carry load and thus many 

possible equilibrium states (Heyman, 1995). Hooke published an anagram in 1675 

which read: “As hangs the flexible line, so but inverted will stand the rigid arch” 

(Hooke, 1675). The curvature of the hanging line is thus the thrustline in an upright 

arch. The geometry of this thrust line depends on the length of the arc and the 

distance between the supports. What Hooke meant was that if the blocks to be used
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to form an arch are hung from a weightless cable and the profile of the cable is then 

inverted, the masonry arch will stand if the profile fits within the thickness of the 

arch (cited in (LimitState, 2011)). This was represented in a model study by Barlow 

(1846) as shown in Figure 2.3. Barlow showed that by moving the shims between the 

voussoirs, dramatic changes could be affected in the working thrustline without 

noticeable change in the geometry of the arch (Harvey, 2006).

Hanging Cable

Masonry blocks
Thrustline

Figure 2.3: Hooke’s theory (Barlow, 1846)

2.1.4 Hinge formation and thrustline

Stresses occur in the arch ring due to the self-weight of an arch in combination with 

the applied load. These stresses are nearly always compressive until the arch joints 
open due to tensile forces causing hinge formation. In the 19th and 20th centuries 

engineers computed thrust lines assuming all applied forces were vertical, that the 

thrust crossed the crown of the arch at its centre and that the horizontal component of 

thrust would be such as to keep the line of thrust as close as possible to the axis of 

the arch (from (Harvey, 2006)). The stress resultant for an arch can be presented by 

the thrust line acting through the ring of the arch. As shown in Figure 2. 4, when this 

line is positioned near the centreline of the ring, the stresses in the ring will remain
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safely compressive. If the thrust line moves above or below the centreline, there is a 

greater chance of tensile stresses and a hinge developing at that point.

Centreline
Thrustline

Figure 2.4: Hinge formation and thrustline in an arch

In 1872, Rankine applied the middle third rule to arches such that the line of thrust 

was constrained to lie within the middle third of a cross section in an arch ring to 

avoid any tensile stresses (Rankine, 1872). If the thrust born from the arch self

weight lies within the middle third of a cross-section, the stability for live load is also 

improved (Tsutsui et al, 2010). Tsutsui et al. studied this in further detail, 

investigating catenary, arc and parabolic lines of thrust. When an arch is subjected to 

a sufficiently large concentrated live load, it will crack. Harvey (2006) suggests that 

“typically, there will be an initial crack near the crown of the arch which is often too 

small to be visible. In that circumstance, the crack will migrate from the crown 

towards the load and only become visible as the load continues to increase”. Once 

the ‘hinge’ has reached the load point, the rotation there will grow with increasing 

load, but without substantial change of geometry of the structure. The eccentricity, 

‘e of the thrust at this point reaches a limit and the effective moment in the arch (the 

eccentricity times the thrust), becomes stable (Figure 2.5). Cracks or openings begin
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to form elsewhere and to migrate towards stable positions. Each hinge rotates freely 

at a constant moment until a fourth hinge forms and the structure becomes a 

mechanism.

A possible collapse mechanism for a masonry arch bridge is shown in Figure 2.6. 

Heyman (1982) noted that the collapse of a simple arch demands four hinges, as the 

presence of three hinges merely transforms a redundant structure into a determinate 

structure.

Rotation causes 
cracking and 
hinge formationCentreline

Figure 2.5: Hinge formation and eccentricity of thrustline

Axle or 
Wheel Load

Line of thrust

Figure 2.6: Possible collapse mechanism for a masonry arch involving four hinges

Heyman’s research of hinge formation and thrustlines included a study of a semi

circular arch of least possible thickness where the thickness ratio t/a was determined 

for stability. In the arch in Figure 2.7 a the line of thrust due to the arch self-weight is
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shown to lie well-within the masonry. If the arch is reduced in thickness, there is a 

limit beyond which further reduction of thickness is possible as hinges will form 

when the line of thrust touches the intrados or extrados as shown in Figure 2.7 b. The 

geometrical problem was solved by considering the statical equilibrium of portions 

of the arch between the hinge points. The thickness ratio was then determined as 

shown in Equations 2.1 and 2.2.

Figure 2.7: (a) line of thrust under arch self-weight; (b) line of thrust in arch of 

minimum thickness (Heyman, 1982)

t (/? — sm/?)(l — cosfi) 
a /?(! + cosfi)

[Equation 2.1]

t
- = 0.106 [Equation 2.2]
a

2.2 Historical Review of Masonry Arch Bridges

Arch bridges have been around for thousands of years and many of them are 

testament to the durability of such structures. Bennett (1999) stated that ‘Without 

doubt the arch is one of the greatest discoveries’. Mainstone (1975) defines the arch 

as “a structural element capable of spanning a horizontal gap and carrying its own 

weight and other loads wholly by compression”. There are varying theories relating 

to the discovery date of the first arch form. The earliest forms were a corbelled arch, 

and although it is not a true arch, it is the form from which the arch was developed. 

The Science Museum (2004) suggests that ‘the earliest improvement on the simple
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beam bridge may well have been a single pair of stones wedged into an inverted V- 

shape between the banks of a stream’.

Some naturally occurring arches have been discovered where natural weathering and 

erosion have produced the arch fonn. The unusually perfect fonn and impressive size 

(71 m span) of the Rainbow Arch in Utah, Figure 2.8, is one such example, fonned 

by natural weathering and the favourable alignments of the internal planes of 

weakness along which exposed faces would most readily spall off. It is often 

described as the world’s highest natural bridge and shows how the load is carried 

through compression.

Early arch construction can, in some cases be considered as ‘false’ arch construction 

where the distinguishing characteristic was that all the blocks or bricks were bedded 

more or less horizontally on one another. Either the two sides met eventually at the
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centre or they approached near enough to be joined by a single block. Corbelling is a 

traditional system to build arches and domes that consists in overhanging gradually 

layers of stone or bricks, rising all the way to the cap. In Spain and Portugal a great 

variety of small corbelling domed huts related to peasants’ and shepherds’ lives. 

Stones removed from the cultivation of fields were used to construct the structures 

(Manzanares et ah, 2010).

Bennett (1999) claims it took until about 4000 B.C. to discover the secrets of arch 

construction. Although most Egyptian building was dominated by post-and-lintel 

construction, the corbelled arch had been discovered and was used frequently in 

constructing passageways, relieving arches, and escape tunnels within massive 

pyramid structures. Peng and Fairfield (1999) suggest the history of arch bridges can 

be traced to circa 3600 B.C. in the ancient kingdoms of Egypt and Mesopotamia. At 

Dendereh in Egypt, three arches still stand, dating from 3600 B.C. Newgrange in 

Ireland dates back to 3300 B.C. and consists of a corbelled arch vault supporting its 

main chamber, and can still be seen today. Garnett (2005) describes the basic 

principles of this vault: “A corbelled vault is stable because the inner ends of the 

rising corbels ‘oversail’ the cavity beneath and are held in place by leverage... that 

they can not fall inwards”.

The advantage of all these early arch forms was that they could be constructed with 

little or no centring or other temporary support, beyond what might be desirable to 

facilitate the handling of the larger blocks. The main shortcomings were the 

limitation on the spans and the large boulder required to complete the ‘arch’. It had 

to be considerably large to span any useful size of gap and as a consequence required 

large supports in order to resist the thrust developed. Thus, the false arch was the 

least efficient form unless it was merely an opening in a long continuous wall. By 

1500 B.C., these corbelled arches were used all over the Middle East to support walls 

above doorways and it was around this time that the Romans and the Greeks became 

aware of the advantages of the arch form.

The corbelling technique was also used in bridges. The ‘Arkadiko Bridge’ or 

‘Kazarma Bridge’ in Greece in an early example of a corbel arch; dating back to the 

Bronze Age it is believed to be one of the oldest surviving arch forms built in the 

period 1300 - 1190 B.C. (Figure 2.9). The structure is 22 m long, carrying a 2.5 m
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roadway but with a culvert span of only 1 m (Simpson, 1998). In the seventh century 

B.C. the Sumerians used five corbelled arches to take an aqueduct across a 20-metre- 

wide valley. The Science Museum (2004) suggests that this was the first recorded 

arch bridge.

Figure 2.9: ‘Arkadiko Bridge’, Greece, 1300 B.C. (Simpson, 1998)

Mainstone (1975) indicates that the masonry arch or ‘true voussoir arch’ began to 

appear in stone between 600 and 400 B.C. in Greece, Etruria, and Rome, and 

suggests that sometime in this period the Etruscans most likely introduced the 

Romans to the arch. In addition, Mainstone states that “the brick arch and the stone 

voussoir arch may be taken as the first fully-developed arch forms”. Although all the 

great ancient civilisations knew about the arch, for a considerable period of time the 

Greeks used it only in underground severs and never raised an arch above ground, 

whereas the Egyptians, Babylonians, Assyrians and Romans exploited the arch as a 

means of spanning and enclosing space (Levy, 2006).

Attempts were made in constructing the arch form by the Chinese, Egyptians and 

French (Mainstone, 1975). China’s oldest surviving stone masonry arch, ZhaoZhou 

Bridge, can be dated to 500 A.D. having withstood earthquakes, floods, traffic 

loading and weathering (Peng and Fairfield, 1999). However, it was the Romans’ 

understanding of materials and building skills that eventually contributed to hundreds
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of masonry arch bridges. Early arches were semicircular in profile and had voussoirs 

of considerable depth, even for modest spans. Standing since the third century B.C., 

the entrance arch at Falerii Novi, Italy contains voussoirs of depth that are close to 

two thirds of the radius (Dartmouth, 2003).

The first major bridge-building activity was closely associated with the building of a 

network of roads to facilitate communications in the Roman Empire and with the 

supply of water to its principal cities. Typical examples of arches of the third and 

first century B.C. are those of bridges like Pont Julien (Figure 2.10) and the Pont du 

Card respectively (Figure 2.11), which can be taken as representative of the best road 

bridges and elevated aqueducts respectively. Both of these structures have survived 

the changes of two millennia in addition to proving the impressive durability and 

sustainability traits of the structure over time. Both structures, formed of circular 

arcs, have stone-voussoir arches of typically Roman form and proportions. The 

arches used in Roman design are nearly always semi-circular. The piers are founded 

directly on rock and have widths, which characteristically, are between one-quarter 

and one-fifth of the span. The arches in the Pont du Card are semicircular in profile. 

To ensure the voussoirs fit closely together without the need for mortar, they were 

laid out on the ground as a final preliminary check and lettered and numbered to 

indicate their final positions in the arch (Mainstone, 1975).

Figure 2.10: Pont Julien, Provence, 3rd Century BC (Bourret, 2000)
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Figure 2.11: Le Pont du Card (Ronile, 2010)

Although masonry arch bridges generally followed the Roman pattern, there was a 

departure from this pattern in the later Middle Ages (12lh - 1511’ century A.D). The 

use of very flat segmental arches was introduced such as the 14th Century Ponte 

Vecchio in Florence and the Ponte Santa Trinata (Figure 2.12). Its varying curvature 

gives a smooth, aesthetically pleasing structure. Large masonry arch bridges 

continued to be built until the beginning of the present century, but rarely with such 

flat arches. The arch principle was the vital element in all building and bridge 

technology over later centuries.

Figure 2.12: Ponte Santa Trinata, Florence (Otara, 2007)
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2.3 Bridge Building in 19th and 20lh Century Europe

The expansion of the railway and canal systems led to an explosion of bridge 

building. Brickwork arches became popular and with the construction of the 

Coalbrookdale bridge in 1780 a new era of arch bridge construction began. A century 

later cast iron, wrought iron and finally steel became increasingly common, 

subsequently challenged by reinforced concrete in the 20th century (Melbourne, 

2000).

Masonry arch bridges form an integral part of the railway infrastructure in Europe 

(and throughout the world) and are the oldest structure type in the railway 

population, with approximately 200,000 representing 50 % of the total railway bridge 

stock (Orban & Gutermann, 2009). In the UK alone, it is estimated that there are 

70,000 masonry arch spans almost all of which are at least 100 years old (Ashour and 

Garrity, 1998). Many of these arch bridges form an important part of the UK road 

and rail network, equating to approximately 40% of the total used within the UK. In 

Northern Ireland, 64 % of bridges on motorways, trunk roads and non-trunk roads 

are masonry structures (Taylor et ah, 2007).

Masonry arch bridge building was reaching its peak around the beginning of the 20th 

Century, with the arrival of reinforced concrete which subsequently became the 

major construction material for bridges. As a result, masonry arch bridge building 

fell into decline, largely due to the high labour costs. Traditional masonry arch 

construction involves traditional skills in the construction of centring which is costly 

in terms of both materials and labour. In addition, the spans at which this design is 

economical are limited. Mainstone (1975) stated that “any centring or formwork, 

even when economically designed, tends however, to be expensive in both materials 

and labour in relation to the direct costs of whatever is built on it. It contributes 

nothing to the finished structure”.

A large proportion of the European arch bridge stock can be found in Italy. Palaoro 

et al. (2010) investigated construction methods of arch bridges in Italy finding that 

historical periods have influenced their development. In Italy, no arch bridges were 

built during the first and second World Wars or in the period 1968 - 1989 where
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precast concrete was heavily used in the construction of slab and beam bridges rather 

than masonry arches.

Due to the development of reinforced concrete, modem arches can form slender, flat- 

arch profiles or very pronounced segmental-arch curves, depending on the length of 

the span required and the ground conditions. Modem developments in arch bridges 

can be seen in the Natchez Trace Bridge in Tennessee, Figure 2.13. Opened in 1994, 

the bridge is unique in that it does not use spandrel columns to support the deck from 

the arch, resulting in a “clean, unencumbered appearance” (Corven and Jordan, 

1993). Rather than being evenly distributed along the arch's length, the weight of the 

bridge is concentrated at the crown of the arch.

Figure 2.13: Natchez Trace Bridge in Tennessee (Battle, 2007)
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2.4 Sustainability and Changes in Bridge Design

The importance of sustainable development for the future of society has been 

recognised worldwide and in recent years the repair and maintenance of bridge 

structures has become a major concern (Mulheron, 1999). Increased interest in 

performance and long-term aspects of structures has led to many changes in design 

philosophy and construction. Buildings are generally designed for a service life of 50 

years (Kestner & Webster, 2010) whereas bridges are designed for 120 years service 

life (EC2, 2005). Providing sustainable bridge designs can involve higher initial cost, 

but it is necessary to evaluate the long-term costs of maintenance and repair when 

considering whole life costing. Until recently, strength and functionality have been 

the main requirements in structures, that is, load capacity, stability, economy, and 

aesthetics with little or none of the project allocation for environmental requirements. 

Radic et al. (2006) stated that “Good sustainable bridge design should put greater 

importance on environmental issues”.

Experience has shown that unreinforced arch bridges are very durable structures in 

comparison to other bridge forms. Arch bridge design has fallen into decline in 

recent years, and concrete box culverts or flat decks are more often chosen in 

projects where short spans are required. This is due to the cost and labour intensity of 

building the arch centring (which obstructs river crossings) as well as the 

requirement for traditional skills. Many existing arches have suffered deterioration 

due to mortar loss, foundation scour, vegetation growth and more crucially 

deformation due to increased vehicle axle loads. Common causes of deterioration are 

discussed in Section 2.6. While this remains a pressing problem it is important to 

remember that there are many examples of masonry arch bridge structures showing 

excellent durability. The UK Highways Agency recommends the use of the arch 

form where ground conditions permit and also states that “consideration shall be 

given to all means of reducing or eliminating the use of corrodible reinforcement” 

(BD 91, 2004).

The FlexiArchIM bridge system is the result of a need to prevent deterioration in 

bridges; with no steel rebar content, the possibilities for internal corrosion, rebar 

expansion, and resultant cracking or spalling are eliminated. This is discussed further 

in Section 2.11.
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2.5 Arch Materials

The use of masonry, timber, cast iron, and concrete in arch bridges is discussed in 

this section. A review of other materials such as glass and composite materials can be 

found in Appendix A.

Masonry

On the basis of construction material, masonry arch bridges may be divided into 

three groups, namely, brickwork arches, stone arches, and plain concrete arches 

(Marefat et al., 2004). Historically, arch bridges are associated with stone masonry. 

The Rialto Bridge in Venice is an example of a famous stone arch bridge which has 

become one of the architectural icons of the city. The Romans used stone such as 

granites, marble and limestone. The Greeks built primarily with limestone or marble. 

Dense limestone and marble are about half the strength of granite, but limestone is a 

much more workable stone which can be split, sawn and shaped easily (Levy, 2006). 

Stone masonry led to brickwork masonry in the nineteenth century.

Levy (2006) stated that “the arch as a construction technique is intimately connected 

to the material of which it is constructed, namely masonry”. Where stone is used it is 

important to be sensitive to the nature of the material. Melbourne (2000) suggested 

that modern quarrying techniques should be employed (laser cutting, diamond 

sawing, flame texturing and sandblasting) reserving traditional dressing to 

conservation schemes.

Timber

It is thought the first major timber arches were those of Trajan’s bridge over the 

River Danube in Romania. Its engineer, Apollodorus of Damascus, used wooden 

arches set on twenty masonry pillars that spanned 38 m each (Troyano, 2003). Some 

of the finest surviving medieval timber arches are in Westminster Hall, London. 

Each arch was built up from three sets of timbers side by side, originally held 

together by oak pieces. The roof was completed in 1402 when the large timbers 

necessary for its span of 20.5 m were still easily obtainable (Melbourne, 2000). 

When, by the 16th century, large timber was not as plentiful, it became necessary to
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make do with shorter lengths of reduced thickness. Although rebuilt in 1986, the 

‘Accademia Bridge’ in Venice, Italy (Figure 2.14) was originally built in 1931 as a 

temporary timber footbridge and is used and admired today (Palaoro et ah, 2010).

The timber arch bridge is a form of traditional bridge engineering in China which 

contains an arch ring woven from longitudinal and transverse straight logs (Yang and 

Chen, 2010). Weaving logs together in a crisscross fashion fonns what has become 

known as the rainbow bridge (Figure 2.15). According to historical records, the first 

timber arch bridge in China was built in 1032-1033 A.D. Dozen of large timbers 

were tied together so that they spanned the river without piers (Yang et ah, 2007). 

However, none of these arches from that period of time have survived to this day. 

Yisheng (1986) suggests: “It was 19.2 m long and 8.9 m wide, and there were 21 

groups of log arch frameworks arranged in parallel.”

Figure 2.14: Accademia Bridge, Venice (Golfphotog, 2010)

The Second System The First System

Figure 2.15: Sketch of the rainbow bridge structure (Yang and Chen, 2007)
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Cast Iron

Cast iron was used in arch bridges from the latter part of the 18lh century. Its merits 

were its high strength and stiffness and more importantly its performance in tension. 

Bridges of this material could thus span considerably farther and carry higher 

imposed loads as simple beams than a stone lintel was able to do. The world's first 

large iron structure was the Iron Bridge, near Telford in Shropshire (Figure 2.16) 

Built in 1779 by Abraham Darby III it is now recognised as one of the great symbols 

of the Industrial Revolution. The remarkable structure still dominates the small town 

that bears its name (Ironbridge, 2011). Its design led to the adoption of shallow 

profiles in subsequent cast-iron bridges.

Concrete

The use of reinforced concrete and modem structural steel gives the opportunity for 

slender, elegant arches. Concrete arches were favoured for large spans up to the 

middle of the 20th century. However, other structural systems were then developed 

for large spans which made arches non-competitive, primarily due to large 

construction costs. In the past, heavy falsework was needed for the arch construction, 

which was often more demanding than the arch itself (Radio et al., 2004).

Four concrete arch bridges built on Croatia’s Adriatic Coast in the sixties were 

highlighted as major developments in bridge engineering technology. However, due
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to their harsh environment with strong salty winds and large variance in 

temperatures, many deficiencies developed, many of which required structural 

repairs as detailed by Radio et al. (2006). One of these was the Krk Bridge which is 

the largest conventional reinforced concrete arch structure in the world (Figure 2.17). 

The bridge, consisting of two spans measures 1430 m and the longer span at 390 m is 

the second longest concrete arch in the world.

Figure 2.17: Krk Bridge, Croatia (Katarzyna, 2005)

2.6 Masonry Arch Deterioration, Repair and Strengthening

The main causes of arch deterioration are prolonged exposure to environmental 

effects and increasing traffic loads in excess of the original design. The presence of 

water plays a significant part in the deterioration process of masonry arch bridges, 

and the management of water is vital to the successful maintenance of arch bridges 

(Pearson & Cunningham, 1998). Therefore it is essential to identify the potential 

causes of water penetration, such as seepage from broken or blocked drainage 

systems. Seepage may be evident on the arch soffit, through cracks at the edges of 

the arch barrel, or through spandrel walls (Newbegin & Shelley, 1995). Common 

defects outlined by Page (1993) and Melbourne (2000) include: deteriorated pointing 

and brickwork, arch ring separation, weak fill, foundation movement, scour of 

foundations and vegetation growth. A list of the remedial options to the common 

defects has been compiled by Page (1993) and can be found in Appendix A.
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Oliveira et al. (2010) investigated the diagnosis and repair of a historic stone 

masonry arch bridge in Portugal and found that the roots of a tree, which had grown 

inside the cutwater of the second pier, had caused considerable damage to the 

spandrel wall and the cutwater of the pier. In addition, longitudinal cracks, mortar 

loss and material degradation led to the partial collapse of adjacent spans (Figure 

2.18). Kaminski et al. (2010) investigated the condition of the historical Osobowicki 

Bridge in Wroclaw and found that the main deficiencies of the structure were related 

to insufficient waterproofing of spans, which would lead to the destruction of the 

masonry through cracking and mortar loss.

Figure 2.18: Structural damage in masonry arch bridge (Oliveira et al., 2010).

Various methods of arch repair exist and include: repointing of mortar, brickwork 

repairs, arch grouting, saddles or relieving slabs, sprayed concrete, embedded 

reinforcement, radial anchors and asphalt overlay (Ryall et al. 2000). Aesthetically, 

arches have a universal appeal and it is important that repair works carried out are 

sympathetic to the appearance and existing materials of the bridge. A more detailed 

description of the methods can be found in Appendix A. Many of the repair 

techniques will also be used in strengthening contracts. More recently, a new 

strengthening method using composite materials bonded to the arch intrados has been 

proposed. Canning (2011) described the strengthening of the Minsterley Bridge using 

CFRP fabric and pultruded plates bonded to the arch intrados which greatly 

increased the strength of the existing bridge.
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2.7 Arch Assessment and Analysis Methods

Many methods of arch bridge analysis have been introduced over the years, 

increasing or decreasing in use and popularity with time (Bicanic et ah, 2003). A 

range of inspection methods is currently used to investigate the condition or 

determine the composition of masonry arch bridges. The most common method is 

still visual inspection. More recently, advances in technology have enabled the use of 

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) and Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) in the 

assessment of masonry arch bridges. These methods are non-destructive and can 

provide 3-D information on/below the surface of the structure. Where original 

drawings are available, the current bridge geometry can be compared. Further details 

of both methods can be found in Appendix A.

Destructive testing is also used though non-destructive testing is usually preferred. 

Cores can be taken from the structure to determine material strength and 

composition. The technology for in-situ experimental assessment of structures has 

been improved in the last decade and load testing is considered to provide the ‘most 

reliable information’ on the structural behaviour of the bridge when structural safety 

or serviceability cannot be confirmed by analytical techniques (Orban & Gutermann, 

2009). Destructive or partially destructive tests that involve material sampling are not 

discussed here, but rather the assessment methods that involve visual inspection 

and/or arch analysis theory.

The first coordinated modern research into the behaviour of masonry arch bridges 

commenced in 1936, under Professor Pippard at the Building Research Station, on 

behalf of the Ministry of Transport, UK (Wu, 2010). Although much research into 

the behaviour of masonry arches has been since carried out, Fanning and Boothby 

(2001) suggest that “no accepted procedure for the rational analysis of masonry arch 

bridges exists”. Effective widths can be determined for concrete slab bridges, and 

distribution factors for steel girders, but this is not the case with arch bridges. In 

addition, internal elements of masonry arch bridges can be diffcult to define and 

assess. Gibbons and Fanning (2010) state that “there are a number of different 

assessment methods available with a corresponding number of different results for 

the load capacity of these structures”. The following sections describe some of the 

commonly used assessment methods, including some of their limitations. The
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analytical model developed by Pippard is described first as other assessment 

methods, such as MEXE, are based on this model.

Pippard Analytical Model

The analytical model assumes a two-pinned parabolic arch with a span to rise ratio of 

4 and loaded at the mid-span with a single axle as shown in Figure 2.19. Pippard 

acknowledged this was not the most onerous loading position for an arch, but argued 

that it allowed for the least amount of load distribution and therefore a greater 

concentration of load (Pippard, 1948). Pippard used Castigliano’s theorems that the 

partial derivative of the strain energy, U, with respect to a force, is equal to the 

displacement in the direction of the force. Pippard ignored the axial thrust and 

shearing force terms in the strain energy equation and hence the strain energy was 

assumed to be totally dependant upon the flexural response of the arch (Equation 

2.3). In Figure 2.19, the horizontal reaction at the supports can be determined by 

taking moments about the load point (Equation 2.4). The horizontal reaction at the 

support can be compared to that found in a three-pinned parabolic arch with a 

uniformly distributed load q as shown in Figure 2.20. Taking moments about point 

C, Equation 2.5 is produced. The difference in the horizontal reaction in each 

example can be attributed to the inclusion of the dead load of the fill in Figure 2.20. 

Further development of the analytical model in Figure 2.19 enabled a provisional 

axle load to be developed for a given span and crown thickness, as used in the 

MEXE method.

B

[Equation 2.3]
A

H = ------- [Equation 2.4]128 a L 1 J

[Equation 2.5]
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Figure 2.19: Pippard’s Analytical 2-Pinned Arch Model
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Figure 2.20: Three-pinned parabolic arch

The MEXE Method

The Military Engineering Experimental Establishment (MEXE) method is a widely 

used semi-empirical method, and evolved from work undertaken by Pippard in the 

1930s which included both field and laboratory work to calibrate theoretical work.

It stemmed from Pippard’s study of the elastic response of a 3-pinned parabolic arch, 

and was developed during World War II to determine the suitability of arches for 

tank crossing by the military (Thavalingam et ah, 2001). It uses various reduction
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factors based on a visual inspection (BA 16/97, 2001). Several assumptions made 

when developing the MEXE method (Pippard, 1948) are outlined below:

1. Parabolic shaped arch

2. Span/rise ratio ~ 4

3. Variable rib section

4. Loading dispersed at 15°

5. Load applied at crown

6. Fill density = masonry density

7. Fill has no structural strength

8. Behaves as a 2-pin arch

Pippard’s research led to the development of a nomogram which enables a 

Provisional Axle Load (PAL) to be determined for an arch on the basis of the arch 

span and the total crown thickness (arch thickness and fill depth above crown). 

Alternatively, the PAL may be obtained by substituting the values of span and total 

crown thickness into Equation 2.6. When the PAL has been calculated, it is then 

modified by reduction factors based on the observed condition and geometry of the 

bridge using Equation 2.7.

[Equation 2.6]

PAL = Provisional Axle Load; d = arch thickness; h = depth of fill at crown

MAL = PAL. Fsr. Fp. Fm. Fc. Fj [Equation 2.7]

MAL = Maximum Axle Load Fm = material factor

PAL = Provisional Axle Load Fc = condition factor

Fsr = span to rise factor 

Fp = profile factor

Fj = joint factor
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Although this method is simple to apply it is mostly highly conservative, although 

there is growing concern that the current version of MEXE overestimates the load 

carrying capacity of very short span bridges (Fanning et ah, 2001 and Wang et ah, 

2011). The basic formula for the allowable axle load is based on a parabolic arch, 

and thus is believed to be conservative for segmental and elliptical arches. This 

becomes unsuitable if it leads to unwarranted bridge closures or unwarranted 

strengthening of bridges (Fanning and Boothby, 2001). Thus, other forms of 

assessment are necessary before such drastic measures are carried out.

The Mechanism Method

The most widely accepted analysis method is the mechanism method, proposed by 

Heyman (1982). The term ‘mechanism’ indicates that a displacement distribution in 

the structure is produced by inelastic deformations (the formation of hinges) which 

occur in a finite number of sections due to disconnections and cracking (Betti et al, 

2008).

The mechanism method is a plastic analysis where the collapse of the arch is caused 

by a four or five hinged mechanism (Peng and Fairfield, 1999). It is based on 

research by Pippard and Baker (1957) predicting collapse loads and general stability 

requirements for arch bridges. The method is based on the assumptions that sliding 

between voussoirs cannot occur, mortar has no tensile strength, voussoirs have 

infinite compressive strength and the fill pressures may be idealized as sets of 

equivalent vertical and horizontal forces. The arch was idealised as a two- 

dimensional plane strain structure thereby ignoring the spandrel, wing and parapet 

walls.

A typical arch bridge failure mechanism is shown in Figure 2.21, with four hinges 

supposed to exist at: A, B, C, and D. In order to describe the thrustline, three 

unknowns must be found: the live load P, The vertical abutment reaction Rv, and the 

horizontal abutment reaction Rh (Ng and Fairfield, 2004). By taking moments M, 

through any of the i hinge positions (with co-ordinates x„ y,) the static equilibrium 

equations may be derived. At each hinge position, the weight of the surrounding fill 

is included as a vertical force and horizontal force, thus taking into account active
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and passive fill pressures. As shown in Equation 2.8, the sum of the moments at the 

hinges A, B, C and D is equal to zero. Solving this system of equations enables the 

line of thrust to be drawn.

If the hinge locations are already known, the virtual work of the arch (Equation 2.9) 

can be calculated by considering the rotation of each of the three segments in Figure 

2.21. Any given set of feasible values when substituted into the work equation will 

produce a value of P (load) that will be an upper bound on the actual collapse load 

(Gilbert and Melbourne, 1994). A full set of numerical calculations using this 

principle can be found in Appendix A. They have been briefly compared with the 

NLFEA results from Chapters 6 and 7.

P
-0

near-surface reinforcement

Figure 2.21: A typical arch bridge failure mechanism (Chen et ah, 2007)
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[Equation 2.8]

[Equation 2.9]

The Archie-M program (discussed in the next section) gives a lower bound solution 

of the arch collapse load as it is based on a lower bound line (or ‘zone’) of thrust 

methodology and determines the active thrust line associated with the formation of 

three hinges (Gilbert, 2007).
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ARCHIE

The Archie-M computer programme developed by Harvey (2001) is an application of 

the mechanism method. The programme provides rapid interactive equilibrium 

analysis of arches and determines the active thrust line associated with the formation 

of three hinges. The arch will remain stable unless a fourth hinge is formed (Figure 

2.22). A collapse mechanism is assumed in order to find the maximum axle load, 

which is modified by factors. Archie supports the following arch shapes: circular, 

elliptical, three centred, pointed, flat and true shape.

The programme uses the same basic assumptions used in the plastic analysis method; 

masonry has zero tensile strength, and no sliding between voussoirs is permitted. The 

infinite compressive strength of the masonry is modelled as ‘limited’ as the 

maximum value allowed is 30 MPa. However, as the programme does not allow 

failure by crushing, this value is not of importance unless a very small compressive 

strength is specified.

Single Axle impact at 1112 mm

Considered unstable as 
arching thrust outside 
backing

Figure 2.22: Typical arch bridge collapse mechanism in Archie-M software

Before loading, the line of thrust remains within the arch ring and structure behaves 

symmetrically as a 3-pinned arch under its self-weight. This corresponds with arch 

theory with pins at the crown point and at the springing. The passive influence of the
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backing material is taken into account. Loads are increased by EU load factors and 

distributed through the fill by an assumed dispersal. However, the only input 

parameters required for the backfill are its density and the angle of friction. This 

would make a comparison of concrete and granular backfill difficult, as considerably 

more material properties would be required to accurately capture the behaviour. 

Other limitations are that no deflections are available and the model does not 

consider failure modes other than hinge formation. Furthermore, Archie-M gives the 

arch ring an even number of voussoirs, whereas most arches have a ‘keystone’ 

voussoir which will give an odd number of voussoirs. However, this is unlikely to 

affect the behaviour of the bridge model significantly.

When predicting a collapse load, the loading is increased until the thrust line moves 

outside the abutment. Where concrete backing is used, this improves arch stability if 

the thrust line moves outside the arch ring. The programme was designed for 

assessment of existing arch bridges but is now being used for design. Once the axle 

loads have been applied, the thrustline position is analysed and the thickness of the 

arch ring can be compared to the existing arch ring thickness to determine the need 

for further analysis or remedial work. However, it is often found that the analysis is 

conservative. Gibbons and Fanning (2010) studied ten masonry arch bridges, finding 

that ARCHIE-M predicted collapse loads that, in most cases, were less than the 

MEXE method, the rigid block method and 2-D and 3-D elastic methods.

Numerical Modelling

The use of advanced computerised techniques in the analysis of masonry arch 

bridges is a relatively new concept. These methods were developed to describe the 

complex nature of arch deformation, cracking, and the arch-fill interaction. Crisfield 

(1984) began the use of non-linear finite element programs for arches, proposing a 

model in which the arch is simulated with beam elements. He took into account the 

fill over the arch as well as the active and passive soil pressures included by the fill 

by using non-linear, one dimensional elements. Choo et al. (1991) used tapered beam 

elements to predict displacement under loading, finding reasonable accuracy in 

comparison with load tests.
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Traditionally arches are quite commonly analysed as two-dimensional structures 

although they act in three dimensions. Harvey (2006) suggests that the only 

economically viable analyses are essentially two-dimensional. Most of the 

assessment methods examine the capacity of a bridge in one plane along the span 

direction. Finite element software has since been used to construct 2-D and 3-D 

models and is becoming an increasingly powerful analysis method. The third 

dimension is taken into account using notional lanes for distribution giving an 

effective width to carry the axle loads. However, the three-dimensional effects are 

important as they contribute to the capacity of the bridge. A significant number of 

arch bridge failures are due to transverse effects whether through soil pressures on 

the spandrel walls or longitudinal cracks in the arch barrel (Fanning et ah, 2001).

Boothby (2001) suggests that 2-D finite element analysis should no longer be 

considered a legitimate means of research investigation of any structures (other than 

wall arches) due to the widespread availability of 3-D packages. However, he adds 

that for implementation in practice, two-dimensional analysis makes very good sense 

as steel and concrete bridges are analysed as 2-D structures, and the complications 

and uncertainties in parameter estimation make 3-D analysis unfit for mainstream 

engineering practice. Furthermore, Orban and Gutermann (2009) suggest that higher 

levels of assessment with complex analysis methods might not give more favourable 

results. Accurate finite element analyses require accurate material properties, some 

of which are assumed.

In the numerical modelling of masonry arch bridges, two different approaches are 

widely used in the idealisation of the arch, namely the continuum method and the 

discrete method. The choice of method is often affected by the composition of the 

arch, that is, if the joints contain mortar or if the arch contains a large number of 

voussoirs. Both methods are effective in the investigation of many of the factors 

affecting the strength of arch bridges such as failure mechanisms, arch-fill 

interaction, spandrel walls and other 3-D effects.

A fundamental approach in the modelling of arch bridges is the macro-modelling of 

the arch ring as an equivalent continuum. In the homogenization methods, the 

properties of the masonry and the mortar are incorporated into a single element. The 

general features of this element are a general elastic-plastic constitutive law, with
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significantly lower strength in tension than in compression (Boothby, 2001). Where 

the arch fails by hinges as tensile forces develop, the tensile strength of the arch is 

taken as the equivalent strength of the joint, whether dry or mortar-filled.

Discrete elements are a class of numerical model aimed at representing the 

mechanical behaviour of systems composed of multiple bodies, blocks or particles 

and have particular application to geo-materials such as rock, soil, concrete 01 

masonry (Lemos, 2007). Different types can be used, such as distinct elements, 

discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA), discrete-finite elements, and rigid block 

analysis. Discrete element models are designed to allow full separation between 

blocks; this is useful in arch ring analysis as it enables the development of hinges to 

be identified. Bicanic et al. (2003) report good correlations between computational 

predictions and experimental results with the use of discontinuous modelling 

framework.

2.8 Review of Recent Masonry Arch Bridge Research

This section details recent research in various areas such as assessment methods, 

experimental and field tests, and finite element modelling through continuum and 

discrete element methods.

2.8.1 Research in arch assessment methods

In 2002, Ng and Fairfield carried out mechanism method analyses using a Monte 

Carlo simulation whereby the mechanism method was re-run many times. Four hinge 

positions were iteratively chosen to search for the minimum collapse load whilst 

keeping the line of thrust in the arch. Thirteen variables were investigated: the arch’s 

span; rise; ring thickness; fill depth at the crown; centreline co-ordinate of the load 

platen; width of the load platen; arch and backfill bulk unit weights; backfill active 

and passive pressure coefficients; backfill angle of shearing resistance; number of 

arch segments, and the live load dispersal angle. The variables in the simulation were 

produced by a computer based random number generator. Through comparison with

J 38
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field test results of the Barlae Bridge, the authors concluded that the method was 

successful in performing risk analysis based arch bridge assessment.

Distribution of thrust

Figure 2.23: (a) effective strip model; (b) fan model; (c) sweeping model (Harvey,

2006)

39
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In 2006, Harvey highlighted that in arch bridge assessment the behaviour of the arch 

in the transverse direction is often overlooked. When a load is applied to an arch it is 

often assumed that the load is converted to a thrust which runs parallel to the 

geometry of the arch, running from the load point down towards the springing. 

However, this is not always the case. If we examine a parallel-sided active strip of 

arch ring (of substantial thickness) that is loaded with a circular patch load, there are 

various possible ways that the force can ‘flow’ (Figure 2.23).

In traditional masonry arches there is continuity across the width of the bridge so 

each of these distributions could be possible. Considering the load path in Figures 

2.23 a and b suggests the effective strip model is less stiff than the fan model as the 

force flow only goes in one direction in a. Further consideration shows that 

curvilinear flow in Figure 2.23 c is more realistic, as there is an opportunity for force 

to flow less directly due to the thickness of the arch. Thus the sweeping model can be 

realised, but would be unnecessarily complex for calculation. Harvey concluded that 

“using a distribution model which is more in line with anticipated behaviour is 

capable of yielding results which allow an engineer to differentiate effectively 

between bridges which are safe and those which are in danger”.

In 2007, Melbourne et al. presented a new sustainable masonry arch resistance 

technique (SMART) for arch assessment. It differs from other techniques in that it 

takes a holistic approach considering all possible modes of failure that the structure 

may experience under any given load. The approach is designed to give a more 

realistic assessment of current capacity and gives an indication of the residual life of 

the bridge. This broad approach (Figure 2.24) considers the form of construction, 

material properties, limit states, actions (current and historical loading), analysis and 

modes of failure. In the assessment, each of these areas is looked at in detail in order 

to provide a more accurate representation and analysis of the bridge. The first section 

takes into account (where possible) the arch geometry, internal spandrel walls, 

foundation condition etc. The second section aims to avoid assumptions about 

materials that are present in other assessment methods. For example, brick bonding 

between rings is important in order to prevent ring separation; and “a random rubble 

arch may have up to 40 % volume of mortar with a consequential reduction in 

strength”. In the third section, the distribution of load is recognised as variable as it is
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affected by the internal construction. The fourth section requires a description of the 

fatigue properties of the masonry in order to assess the long-term performance using 

S-N (stress versus no. of cycles) curves. Combined with the investigation of the 

likely failure modes along with limit states (in the fifth section) the assessment 

calculates the capacity and life expectancy of the bridge. It was concluded that the 

SMART method can be applied as a ‘methodology’ which identifies potential critical 

parameters. However, the S-N curve information is only available for specific 

laboratory-based programmes and thus the present application relies on the use of 

permissible stress.

Figure 2.24: SMART assessment procedure (Melbourne et al., 2007)
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In 2010, Gibbons and Fanning investigated several assessment methods finding 

inconsistencies in the predicted axle loads across ten different bridges with spans 

from 2.4 m to 15.2 m and span/rise ratios in the range 2.6 - 10.0. They investigated 

the MEXE method, plastic methods (three hinge plastic method and rigid block 

method) and elastic methods (2-D and 3-D analysis). In all ten bridges, the MEXE 

method was shown to be highly conservative, particularly in spans greater than 9 

metres, but this method does not provide any information as to where a bridge is 

deficient. However, the condition factor can be changed to improve the PAL to give 

higher capacity. The importance of accurate representation of the lane location was 

highlighted in the 2-D methods (which is an advantage of the 3-D elastic method). 

The rigid block method gave higher results than the three hinge plastic method and 

the 3-D elastic method gave higher results than the 2-D elastic method. A range of 

predicted peak loads using each assessment method for each of the bridges was 

found to give variances in the range of 21 - 60 % when compared to the peak loads 

predicted by the 3-D elastic method. The authors concluded that the effect of 

including the earth pressures in the elastic model requires further investigation and 

may have bearing on the rankings of the assessment methods.

That same year, Wu and Hughes (2010) developed a spreadsheet which contained the 

calculations required to analyse most aspects of a single span masonry arch bridge. 

The load position can be specified, or alternatively the built-in optimization software 

contained within the spreadsheet can determine the critical position as well as the 

ultimate or service load. Deflections and stresses can be found for all arch locations 

and inbuilt graphical functions present these as a range of graphs. The arch is divided 

into a number of elements and Castigliano’s theory (Equation 2.3) is used to 

determine the abutment forces and moment and subsequently the deflections of the 

individual elements. The combination of arch ring elements is treated as a curved 

beam with each of the elements subjected to forces that can be resolved into axial 

shear and moment components. The intention of the spreadsheet is “to allow 

engineers to understand bridge assessments using a procedure that is both fully 

transparent and, importantly, suitable for subsequent user modification”.

Armesto et al. (2010) used a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) to analyse deformations 

in the Segura Roman Bridge with an accuracy of 6 mm at 50 m distance. The bridge
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consists of five masonry arches with spans of 7.54 - 10.41 metres, of which three 

have been reconstructed. The bridge’s vaults and arches were scanned from four scan 

positions and the data point clouds subsequently aligned in order to assess the 

geometry. The second vault was studied, and the results revealed significant 

differences between semi-cross-sections. The asymmetry was of a few centimetres 

close to the keystone, but towards the vault springing the differences were close to 1 

m, indicating that the reconstruction of that arch may well have been accomplished 

on only one half of the vault instead of a total reconstruction. (If the asymmetry was 

due to settlement of a support, this would be shown in the data). They confirmed the 

asymmetry by exporting the results into a drawing package, finding that the 

difference in left and right half spans was 0.353 m. Armesto et al. concluded that 

engineers can benefit greatly from TLS monitoring as it can be used for measuring 

and diagnosis. The overlapping of semi-cross-sections allowed visual inspection and 

quantification of asymmetry and deformation and the authors added that “the 

comparison of surfaces dating from different times is also considered interesting for 

the near future in order to allow the monitoring of deformations in historic bridges”.

2.8.2 Experimental Research on Arches

This section details various arch research including laboratory arches and field 

testing. Laboratory models are widely used in the literature as they can be built at 

scale and tested to collapse. Field tests to destruction are less common, as they can 

only be carried out on decommissioned or prototype bridges. Experimental results 

obtained from collapse tests on full-scale and model-scale bridges highlight the 

significant influence of the fill and spandrels on the bridge capacity and highlight the 

limits of arch models to predict the real behaviour of bridges (Cavicchi and 

Gambarotta, 2005).

Field Tests on Arch Bridges

Page (1987) details the load test to collapse of the single span Prestwood Bridge as 

part of a study on masonry bridges supported by the Transport Research Laboratory
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in the UK. The bridge was constructed with a single brick arch ring, brick spandrel 

walls and a sandy backfill. The collapse mechanism exhibited four hinges as shown 

in Figure 2.25. The fill is seen to move downward under the applied load and the fill 

at the left side of the bridge to move upward. The experimental collapse load was 

228 kN and was later used to compare with numerical models by Cavicchi and 

Gambarotta in 2005, 2006 and 2007. The importance of adopting a suitable value for 

the fill cohesion was highlighted. The behaviour of the Prestwood Bridge is 

discussed further in Chapter 8.

Figure 2.25: Collapse mechanism of Prestwood Bridge (Cavicchi and Gambarotta,

2005).

In 2004, Marefat et al. reported the results of a field test on a mass concrete arch 

railway bridge of 20 m span in Iran. The bridge had suffered from extensive cracking 

at the crowns of each of the two spans, and environmental damage. To evaluate the 

remaining strength of the bridge, a dynamic test using a 1200 kN locomotive and a 

static test up to 7300 kN was carried out. Cylindrical cores taken from the bridge 

indicated the concrete was of adequate strength. The increase in crack width and the 

load-deflection response was monitored at the crown and in the static test suggested 

the yield limit was reached at 6000 kN as the slope of the load-deflection curve

44
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declined and large deformation began. This suggested that structural damage and 

environmental attack had not caused any significant decline in the safety of the 

bridge for the expected service load. This was also seen in the dynamic tests where 

rapid decay of amplitude was recorded after the passing of the locomotive indicating 

a large absorption capacity and the lack of any resonance effects.

In 2008, Brencich and Sabia reported the dynamic testing of the Tanaro Bridge, an 

18 span masonry bridge built in 1866 with spans of 10 m. They highlighted the 

advantage of dynamic tests over static tests, as measurement under live loading does 

not require traffic to be stopped nor displacements to be measured. The outcomes of 

dynamic tests are mode forms, frequencies and damping ratios. The progressive 

demolition of the bridge enabled several tests to be carried out. The dynamic 

response was tested: on the full bridge under service loads; during the demolition of 

the bridge; and on the first two spans with/without fill and with-without spandrels. 

The accelerometer results were analysed to give the natural frequencies and mode 

shapes of the bridge and it was concluded that the spandrels play a fundamental role 

in distributing the dynamic actions amongst adjacent barrels.

Laboratory Tests on Arch Bridges

In 1998, Rosson et al. investigated the behaviour of masonry arches with sand-lime 

mortar joints and voussoirs. Four arches were constructed each with span and rise of 

1.2 m and 0.3 m respectively. Arches 1 and 4 were constructed with a mortar that had 

a 1:3 lime to sand ratio by volume, and Arches 2 and 3 with a 1:2 lime to sand ratio. 

Load was applied to each arch via hangers and the largest deflections were under the 

load as expected, and the displacements at the keystone were less than elsewhere. 

The deflections in Arches 2 and 3 (with weaker mortar) were typically 0.4 mm, 

compared to 0.1 mm and 0.2 mm in Arches 1 and 4 (stronger mortar) respectively. 

Arch 1 was loaded with a lower initial load and was increased more gradually and it 

was suggested that the initial hardening of the mortar plays a significant role in the 

displacement response. This was further seen when Arch 1 sustained the lowest load 

when all four arches were tested to collapse. It was found that the differences in the 

loading history and the subsequent hardening had a significant impact on the ultimate
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load testing results. Arch 4 sustained the highest load due to its stronger mortar type 

and Arches 2 and 3 sustained lower (but similar) loads, as expected. In order to build 

the numerical arch models, material tests were carried out on the mortar. The 

numerical model indicated that the structure accumulated no further displacements 

after the first time the load traversed the arch, indicating the arch had ‘shaken down’. 

However, the experimental results indicated that multiple load passes were required 

to dissipate the inelastic response. The research concluded that a masonry arch 

jointed with sand-lime mortar shakes down after initial loading at a level sufficient to 

cause yielding of the joints, and the permanent deformations of an arch appear to 

stabilize after a sufficient number of passes.

In 2004, Kumar and Bhandari studied the response of two laboratory brick arches of 

2.53 m span up to peak load. The arches were constructed using table moulded bricks 

from a local kiln and both arches had two rings separated with a cement sand mortar 

layer. They were tested to ultimate load applied at the quarter point until a four-hinge 

mechanism was formed. The development of hinges was observed in both arches due 

to the removal of load after the first and second hinges formed at the quarter points, 

before subsequent loading and reloading until the third and fourth hinges formed 

near the abutments. The peak loads were similar indicating reproducibility in the 

tests. The results were then compared with a 2-D non-linear finite element model 

(Section 2.8.3).

In 2010, Lourenco et al. studied the load deflection behaviour of a single span 

masonry arch subjected to vertical impact load in a laboratory in Portugal. When an 

explosion occurs, a bridge can be subjected to blast pressure, impacts from 

fragments, and base excitation from ground shock. Thirteen granite voussoirs, 

initially with dry joints, were used to construct the arch which was tested 

experimentally using a drop weight apparatus. An initial static test was carried out to 

observe the peak load and the locations of the hinges. Subsequently, a range of tests 

with varying weights and drop heights were carried out producing various kinetic 

energies. Either a mechanism or full collapse was observed in the arches that were 

dry jointed, whereas the mortared arches either experienced a mechanism or 

remained intact. Permanent deformation was observed in the dry arches, whereas the 

mortared joint arches rebounded back after impact with a low residual deformation.
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It was concluded that mortared joint arches are more robust than dry jointed masonry 

arches to resist impact loads.

2.8.3 Finite Element Analysis of Arches

In recent years considerable effort has been made to better understand the behaviour 

of arch bridges up to collapse and to correctly predict the load carrying capacity of 

existing masonry arch bridges. A variety of approaches namely; the cracking elastic 

method, three hinge analysis, rigid block analysis, discontinuous deformation 

analysis, 2D and 3D finite element analyses have been attempted to predict the 

response (Kumar and Bhandari, 2004). As discussed in this section, the discrete 

element method (DEM) was used more often in the finite element research as it is 

presumed to be more accurate in capturing the exact locations of the hinges as they 

develop in masonry arch bridges. However, modelling the arch as a continuum is 

also reported frequently, particularly in 3-D finite element models.

In 1998, Navedo et al. studied the nave of an abbey church in northern Burgundy 

where pier displacements of 250 mm had increased the span of the arches making 

them sag at the crown. The first FE model used was homogeneous and the common 

nodes between adjacent elements were coupled, that is, there was full transfer of 

loads and displacements between units. Without joints, the homogenous model was 

incapable of accurately representing the large deformations observed in the real arch. 

However, it was useful for studying the distribution of forces and stresses in the arch. 

Subsequently, the discrete model used 2-D interface elements which allowed 

separation/contact of adjacent voussoirs. In removing the tensile capacity of the 

joints, the discrete model predicted the behaviour of the arch more accurately.

In 2001, Frunzio et al. used homogenous characteristics for the arch in the 3-D finite 

element modelling of a Roman stone arch bridge, involving non-linear behaviour. 

The structural role of the spandrels and the fill were considered in the analysis. Low 

stress levels were predicted indicating that material failure could be considered 

absent. Also in 2001, Fanning et al. used a homogenous isotropic material model in 

the 3-D finite element analysis of a masonry arch bridge. The purpose of the research 

was to investigate longitudinal and transverse effects in masonry arches, and thus a
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homogeneous model was adequate in order to highlight other aspects of the bridge 

behaviour that were being investigated such as lateral soil pressures on the spandrel 

walls. It is worth noting here that a 3-D discrete model can be computationally 

onerous and can take considerable time for one analysis to complete. Fanning et al. 

(2001) suggested that critical transverse effects can be lost completely by 2-D 

models. The authors concluded that transverse effects are more predominant in 

bridges with thin arch barrels and high fills. This is often because bridges with 

thinner arch rings tend to have thinner spandrel walls and the lateral soil pressure 

(developed from an applied axle load) can be destructive “causing pushing out or 

overturning of the spandrel or wing-walls”.

Also in 2001, Fanning and Boothby used a non-linear 3-D finite element model to 

analyse the behaviour of the Griffith Bridge in Dublin and compare with field testing 

results. Accurate numerical results were obtained using an arch ring thickness 

consistent with that observed on the face of the arch, with masonry properties based 

on the observable construction characteristics of the material, and with assumed 

properties for the fill.

In 2003, Bicanic et al. reviewed discontinuous modelling frameworks referring to 

work by Bull (2001) where a non-linear finite element model, particle DEM model 

and discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA) were used to model the behaviour of 

the Edinburgh University Model arch with backfill (Fairfield, 1994). Bicanic et al. 

(2003) also studied the computational models of Crisfield (1984) constructing a more 

detailed DDA model of the Bridgemill arch. In both of these arch bridges the 

influence of the backfill as well as changes in the lateral stiffness were shown to 

greatly influence the collapse load.

In 2004, Kumar and Bhandari used a 2-D finite element model to compare behaviour 

with that of several brick arch ring laboratory models (without backfill). Material 

testing was carried out to determine accurate material properties used in the FE 

model. The non-linear analysis modelled the arch as a continuum and was found to 

predict loads close to the laboratory results. It was concluded that the non-linearity 

was well-captured by the FE model due to the use of the measured tensile strength 

which improved the accuracy of the numerical model. The authors concluded that a
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realistic value of the tensile strength gives a better estimate of the load carrying 

capacity of an arch ring system.

In 2006, Drosopoulos et al. modelled a single span masonry arch using a discrete 

model with frictional contact interfaces. The friction modelling was described in 

detail and a friction coefficient of 0.6 was chosen. The effect of the number of 

interfaces on the predicted peak load was investigated in the numerical model based 

on a 10.63 m span stone arch bridge in the UK. For quarter-span loading, increasing 

the number of interfaces (that is, the representation of a joint) from 12 to 26 

produced a 28 % reduction in predicted peak load, indicating the reduced capacity 

with a larger number of joints. However, the number of joints in the numerical model 

should match the physical arch ring.

In 2007, Lemos presented a review of the main discrete element models used for the 

modelling of masonry structures. Discrete element methods are particularly 

applicable to masonry structures as they model the individual voussoirs and the 

collapse mode is a mechanism. The highly non-linear material behaviour as well as 

joint sliding and separation can be modelled. The rigid body/block method is the 

simplest assumption regarding the mechanical behaviour of a block. The assumption 

that blocks act as rigid bodies is justified, as experimental evidence has confirmed 

this. For seismic problems, rigid blocks are used much more often than deformable 

blocks as they have a significant computational advantage. Deformable blocks are 

suited to simulate the fill material, including non-linear behaviour. Lemos referred to 

a particle model by Petrinic (1996) which represented the backfill of a masonry arch 

by circular particles. These models are computationally efficient and only require the 

calculation of the distance between particle centres. In earlier work, Lemos (2001) 

used discrete elements to numerically model a stone masonry fapade composed of 

three arches supported by pillars. Multiple cycles of loading were applied to the 

model and the numerical analyses showed a good agreement with the results 

obtained from the experimental testing.

In 2009, Toth et al. carried out a study to investigate the effect of backfill on the 

mechanical behaviour of a masonry arch bridge using the discrete element method to 

model the thirty-one voussoirs in the ring. A 2-D numerical model was used to 

analyse the middle-span of the Nishida Bridge, neglecting any transverse effects.
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Four backfill types were compared: dense sand; loose sand; medium stiff clay; and 

soft clay. The medium stiff clay had a lower stiffness than both of the sands but 

produced the highest load-carrying capacity as it has a higher cohesion, highlighting 

the influence of the value of cohesion on the fill behaviour and on the load capacity. 

The coefficient of friction of the backfill was also found to have a significant effect 

on the load capacity.

In 2010, Domede and Sellier used a damage model in the numerical analysis of a 

masonry arch bridge in France. In the damage model, the location of cracks is not as 

predefined as in discrete element calculations (where each voussoir joint is present) 

since the cracks and damage zones are the natural consequences of the localization 

process induced by the softening phase of the behaviour law, and cracks will form 

where yield occurs. In addition, unilateral aspects of the behaviour law are included: 

the cracks have the possibility to reclose, and crushing in compression can occur 

although this does not usually occur in practice. Experimental tests on brick masonry 

were carried out in order to provide a homogenized numerical arch model. An arch 

ring tensile strength of 0.1 MPa was used and the model successfully showed the 

development of cracks as the load was applied. The first two cracks were transverse, 

but subsequently the most widely opened cracks were longitudinal. An advantage of 

the model is that a serviceability state can be chosen in terms of crack opening as the 

width of the cracks is calculated step by step.

2.9 Research in Material and Geometrical Properties

Finite element method software is very useful in its ability to investigate the effect of 

the material and geometrical properties on the behaviour of masonry arches, and is 

considerably easier than conducting numerous physical tests. However, research 

using both physical models and finite elements models has been carried out and the 

literature is discussed in this section and further results are given in the parametric 

study in Chapter 7. The material properties largely relate to the fill material and arch 

ring tensile strength, and the geometric properties relate to the height of the fill 

material, and the position of the load. A key study that brings together much of this 

research is also included in Section 2.9.10.
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2.9.1 Load Position

The collapse mechanism method proposed by Heyman (1982) assumes a four hinges 

mechanism as the collapse mode for an unreinforced arch loaded with a vertical 

concentrated force in the quarter-span of the arch. According to Heyman’s research 

in arches, Drosopoulos et al. (2006) suggest that “the quarter-span is probably the 

worst position of the live load”. In other research Fanning et al. (2001) investigated 

the deformed shape of the arch barrel of the Jones bridge under load at the crown 

point (midspan), Toth et al. (2009) investigated loading positions at the eighth-span 

point, quarter-span point, three eighths-span point, and midspan point, finding that 

the largest deflections occurred when the load was located in the quarter-span region. 

Thavalingam et al. (2001) produced a numerical model based on a 2 m x 1 m semi

circular arch with backfill; and, after varying the load position, found the critical load 

point to lie in the thirdspan region, which agreed with the experimental finding by 

Fairfield (1994). It is important to note that the critical load position is affected by 

the height of the backfill above the crown. Increasing this value increases the 

dispersal of load on the arch. This is discussed further in section 7.1.

2.9.2 Arch Tensile Strength

In most traditional masonry arches, the voussoir joints contain mortar which provides 

some tensile capacity in the arch ring. Although the voussoirs are considerably stiffer 

than the mortar, cracking/opening of joints occurs when hinges form under sufficient 

tensile stresses. The behaviour of masonry is dictated by the physical and mechanical 

properties of both blocks and joints and therefore the weaker (in tension) of the two 

will fail first (Idris et al., 2008). As will be seen in chapter 7, the choice of this value 

greatly affects the predicted capacity of the arch bridge. It is usually in the range 0-1 

MPa. If the arch ring does not contain mortar, it is assumed to have zero tensile 

strength. In the numerical analysis of the Bargower Bridge, Gago et al. (2002) used a 

value of 0 MPa, whereas Alfaiate and Gallardo (2001) used a value of 1 MPa. The 

bridge was considered to be in moderate conservation state and no mortar loss was 

indicated. The lower value of tensile strength gave more accurate load predictions. 

However, this was also due to the complexity of the numerical model. Kumar and
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Bhandari (2004) measured the properties of two laboratory brickwork arches, finding 

the tensile strength of 0.29 MPa. This value was then used in a numerical model 

which captured the behaviour of the arch accurately. Brencich and Sabia (2008) also 

made reference to using a tensile strength of 0.3 - 0.4 MPa in 3-D FEM models.

2.9.3 Arch Ring Elastic Modulus

Arches generally fail by hinge formation and not crushing (Heyman, 1982). Idris et 

al. (2008) in the modelling of ancient masonry tunnel structures found that the 

masonry support remained stable with an elasticity modulus equivalent to 80 MPa 

(about 98 % reduction of initial elasticity modulus value). This value did not 

influence the behaviour of arch bridges as little or no crushing was observed in any 

of the reported tests in the literature. Negligible material crushing occurred in the 

Bargower arch bridge, but the failure was recognised as a four-hinge mechanism 

(Page, 1987). The elastic modulus can be determined by separate compressive tests.

2.9.4 Arch Density

Arches are typically constructed of masonry of stone, brick or concrete, thus the 

density varies depending on the material used. In historic masonry arches such as 

those found in cathedrals, the masonry density can be high, whereas in some bridge 

structures it can be less in the arch barrel. Solid basalt has a density of 30 kN/m3 

whereas common brick has a density of 19 kN/m3 (Walker, 1998). The density of 

concrete is typically taken as 24 kN/m3. Values of arch ring density found in the 

literature are shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Variation in arch densities

Author Arch Ring Density Material Type

Navedo et al. (1998) 27 kN/m3 Ashlar Masonry

Chen et al. (2007) 23 kN/m3 Clay Brick

Audenaert et al. (2008) 21.6 kN/m3 Masonry

de Felice (2009) 22 kN/m3 Strong Brick

Bayraktar et al. (2010) 16 kN/m3 Cut Stone
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2.9.5 Fill Height at the Crown

Fill heights can vary depending on the bridge type; many old stone arch bridges had 

shallow fill depths at the crown such as the old arched stone bridge in Figure 2.26 (a) 

near Kipi, Greece. In some cases the top of the crown was the finished road level, 

although these are often footbridges. Other arch bridges such as small river crossings 

may have deep fill depths when compared to the rise of the arch as shown in Figure 

2.26 (b) in the arch culvert crossing in a national park in South Carolina.

Figure 2.26: (a) stone bridge with shallow fill (Dempsey, 2010); (b) arch culvert with 

deeper fill depth (US Forest Service, 2006)

As discussed further in Section 7.6, the height of the backfill affects the spread of the 

live load onto the arch as the amount of load dispersal determines what length of the 

arch ring is loaded. Arch bridges have been strengthened in the past by increasing the 

fill depth, most usually the surfacing (Ford et ah, 2003). In strengthening masonry 

arch bridges, large increases in fill heights are achievable but only at the expense of 

vertical alignment of the highway above and by increasing the parapet height (Peng 

and Fairfield, 1999). Thavalingam et al. (2001) investigated the influence of the fill 

height on the failure load of a masonry arch using a numerical model and found that 

a change in the fill height “significantly increases the collapse load”. It was not clear 

from the results whether the relationship between varying this parameter and the 

predicted peak was linear or non-linear. However, but this may be due to the particle 

flow code (PFC) model type, which models “the movement and interaction of 

particles”.
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2.9.6 Fill Density

The effect of the fill density on the predicted peak load of an arch bridge has been 

studied in the literature. Thavalingam et al. (2001) varied the fill density in five steps 

between 1400 kg/m3 and 2200 kg/m3 using a particle flow code (PFC) numerical 

model. From the results of five densities studied it was not clear whether the 

relationship with peak load was linear or non-linear. Only three of the results showed 

a linear relationship. The difference in failure load between each of the density 

values was approximately 5 % of the failure load obtained using the 1400 kg/mJ 

density. Ng and Fairfield (2004) varied the fill density using values of 18, 19, 20 and 

21 kN/m3 and found that the difference between each value amounted to 

approximately 4 % increase of the collapse load obtained with the 18 kN/m3 density.

2.9.7 Elastic Modulus of Fill

In the literature, there is widespread variance in the reporting of the value of the fill 

elastic modulus as illustrated in Table 2.2 with values ranging from 15 MPa by 

Fanning et al. (2001), to represent poor fill material, to 300 MPa by Drosopoulos et 

al. (2006). Toth et al. (2009) compared the behaviour of dense and loose sands with 

elastic moduli of 200 MPa and 20 MPa respectively. The value determined from 

material tests on confined samples was 40 MPa (Chapter 4) but the amount of 

confinement will also affect the value.

Table 2.2: Fill elastic modulus values in other research

Author E (MPa) Fill Type

Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2005) 300 Reddish brown sand

Drosopoulos et al. (2006) 300 Reddish brown sand

Idris et al. (2007) 200 Soil

Toth et al. (2009) 20, 200 Loose sand, dense sand

Shamsabadi et al. (2010) 70-140 Backfill soil

Fan and Fang (2010) 60 Sandy fill

Wilson and Elgamal (2010) 16-48 Silty gravelly sand

Fanning et al. (2001) 15 ‘Poor’ soil fill

J 54 l
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2.9.8 Fill Angle of Friction

Toth et al. (2009) varied the angle of friction of the granular backfill between 15° 

and 45° in a numerical model finding that the change in the peak load was linear for 

the two different fills investigated. Increasing the angle of friction from 22.5° to 45° 

(double) increased the load carrying capacity by 32 %. Toth et al. also found that the 

value of the angle of friction was more critical when the arch was loaded near the 

thirdspan (compared to midspan). It was also observed that “the plasticity state of the 

backfill was strongly affected by the friction angle of the backfill”. Ng and Fairfield 

(2004) investigated arch collapse load in numerical models with 25°, 35° and 45° 

angles of friction respectively and found that the capacity was higher with a higher 

backfill O value. Thavalingam et al. (2001) varied the angle of friction between 30° 

and 44° and found that the relationship with predicted peak load was linear.

2.9.9 Fill Cohesion Value

Research by Toth et al. (2009) indicated that the value of cohesion for the backfill 

had a strong influence on the value of peak load of a masonry arch bridge. Among 

the analysed material characteristics, it was found that the cohesion had the most 

significant effect on the load-carrying capacity. Cohesion values in the range 0-100 

kPa were used and their relationship with the predicted collapse load did not appear 

to be linear. Large differences in the collapse load were observed between cohesion 

values of 0 kPa and 50 kPa with less of an increase observed between 50 kPa and 

100 kPa. This also indicates that the arch capacity is less sensitive to this parameter 

above a certain value around 50 kPa but depending on other factors, such as arch ring 

thickness and span to rise.

Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2005) used values of 10 kPa and 20 kPa in their collapse 

analysis of the Prestwood Bridge comparing both resistant and non-resistant fill. In 

2007, Cavicchi and Gambarotta published research on lower bound limit analysis 

again relating to the Prestwood Bridge, this time using a cohesion of 13 kPa, stating 

that information from the original load test on the bridge by Page (1987) did not 

furnish enough data about cohesion. In order to avoid “arbitrary evaluations” the 

stated cohesion value was chosen in order to obtain the experimental collapse load as
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approximately the average between the lower bound and upper bound failuie loads. 

They did use the angle of friction and masonry compressive strength from 

experimental observations by Page. The effect of the cohesion value was also 

investigated by varying the numerical model values in the lange 5-20 kPa and the 

effect of this value on the collapse load was found to be linear. Elsewhere, Frunzio et 

al. (2001) used a cohesion value of 500 kPa to model a concrete backfill in a 3-D 

FEM analysis of a Roman arch bridge.

2.9.10 Key Study

An extensive study was carried out by Fairfield and Ponniah (1994) determining the 

effect of fill on backfilled arches through a series of 88 laboratory tests. Two arches 

of span to rise ratio 2 and 4 were constructed using timbei voussoiis, each with a 

span of 700 mm. The fill was a medium, uniformly graded dry silica sand with 

rounded particles. Still photography and video were used to record the movements of 

the arch and fill during a series of load tests. In all tests, bearing failure of the fill 

occurred before arch collapse (probably due to the single grading giving a lower 

bearing capacity than a well-graded fill).

The load position was varied in the semi-circular arches (each with a different fill 

height) and the lowest load was found between the thirdspan and quarter-span 

regions. When the load was close to the thirdspan, mobilization of the fill passive 

pressure was observed above the opposite thirdspan as the arch segment rotated in 

this area due to hinge formation. The fill height, dc, at the crown was also studied 

with a range 10-100 mm. An increase in fill depth was found to increase the load 

capacity as expected. However, Fairfield and Ponniah state that As dc increased, the 

dead load increased and increased the collapse load between 30 % and 40 %. The 

live load dispersal made up between 60 % and 70 % of the inciease in collapse load . 

(N.B. Two distinct tests were carried out to discover this. In the first test, the effect 

of the fill dead load only was examined by applying the load to the arch intrados. In 

the second test, the load was applied on top of the fill, thereby examined the effect of 

fill dead load and load dispersal).
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The end wall distance (that is, the increase in fill length beyond the springing in the 

longitudinal direction) was also varied experimentally and the findings showed that 

“if the end walls were too close to an arch, an increased lateral pressure would have 

been exerted on the arch as a result of the greater degree of confinement in the fill 

over the haunches”. This increased the collapse load by preventing arch displacement 

in areas close to the end walls.

2.10 Polymeric reinforcement in masonry arches

The increase in traffic loads in addition to the common forms of deterioration has 

resulted in damage to masonry arch bridges. Foraboschi (2004) highlighted that in 

repair works traditional reinforcement techniques are often labour-intensive and they 

usually violate aesthetic and/or conservation requirements. In order to extend the life 

of these structures, fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) composite repair and 

strengthening techniques have been investigated to reinstate or enhance the 

performance of masonry arch bridges. FRP materials were considered for use due to 

their relative ease of application, non-invasiveness, lightweight, high strength, high 

stiffness, and excellent corrosion resistance (Drosopoulos et ah, 2007). Surface 

epoxy-bonded reinforcements enable masonry structures to withstand higher tensile 

stresses. Economical, mechanical, and aesthetical factors lead to the application of 

narrow strips, rather than full-width sheets (Ascione et al, 2005). Using near-surface 

reinforcement in masonry arch bridges enhances the load carrying capacity, delays 

the formation of cracks and hinges, and minimises disruption to the bridge users 

(Chen et al., 2007). The reinforcement can be placed on the arch extrados, intrados or 

within the structure in a new build, as in the FlexiArch system.

In 2004, Foraboschi carried out extensive testing on masonry arches and vaults 

strengthened with FRP strips in the intrados. The benefits of FRP over conventional 

reinforcement materials were outlined in its adaptability to curved and rough 

surfaces, such as in masonry arch bridges. The experimental procedure involved full- 

scale laboratory tests on over 50 specimens of brickwork arches, vaults and domes 

with and without FRP reinforcement. Two strip arrangements were used to reinforce 

the intrados of the arches, which failed under a four hinge mechanism. Flowever, the
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position of the hinges was found to differ from that of the unreinfoiced position. The 

ultimate loads for the two arrangements were 14.3 and 7.8 times greater than the 

ultimate load in the unreinforced arch. Foraboschi found that all the specimens failed 

by masonry crushing, and all of the crushing loads were considerably greater than the 

loads where failure by hinges was more prevalent. In the brickwork cross-vaults, the 

extrados reinforcement was 45 % and 25 % respectively. Failure was dictated by 

crushing of the loaded web (centre-top of vault), and the ultimate loads were 2.5 and 

2.1 times the ultimate load of the unreinforced specimen.

Through the series of tests, five modes of failure were observed, some of which aie 

also mentioned by Tao et al. (2009): (1) mechanism failure; (2) masonry crushing; 

(3) sliding along a mortar joint; (4) debonding of the FRP reinforcement; (5) tension 

rupture of the FRP reinforcement. Foraboschi concluded that, under load, a crack still 

develops at a reinforced boundary, and therefore also a pin still develops on the 

opposite boundary, but the reinforcement prevents the hinging behaviour of the pin. 

In addition, the behaviour at the pin causes the reinforced arch to be more susceptible 

to failure by crushing.

In 2005, Ascione et al. investigated the load carrying capacity of an FRP- 

strengthened barrel vault using a 2-D finite element model. Physical tests weie not 

carried out and the study was numerical. The vault was idealized as having FRP 

strips bonded on (a) the extrados; (b) the intrados. Carbon fibres (with a tensile 

strength of 4.89 GPa) embedded in epoxy resin were considered. Initially, an 

unreinforced model was analysed and the development of three hinges in the vault 

was observed, with a fourth hinge occurring in the buttress. The second case 

considered FRP reinforcement on the vault extrados and modelled two bond 

strengths of 0.1 MPa and 0.01 MPa. The higher bond strength corresponded to an 

increase of 56 % in the ultimate load carrying capacity, with respect to the 

unstrengthened structure. Two hinges were formed in the vault and two hinges in the 

buttress led to a “frame” collapse mechanism. Three hinges formed in the vault and 

one in the buttress when the lower bond strength was used and the increase in load 

capacity was 43 % with respect to the unreinforced model. The third case considered 

the FRP reinforcement on the vault intrados. This produced a 5 % reduction in 

capacity, associated with masonry ripping near the midspan of the vault. It was
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concluded that the external reinforcement performed better than the inner 

reinforcement as the collapse mechanism of the unreinforced structure showed two 

cracks at the extrados of the vault and only one at the intrados. However, it should be 

noted that these tests did not contain backfill which would give resistance to negative 

hinges (at the arch extrados) and in which case the reinforcement might be more 

useful on the intrados.

In 2007, Chen at al. used a modified four-hinge mechanism analysis to predict the 

behaviour of masonry arches strengthened with near-surface reinforcement. The 

analysis assumed that the grout provided sufficient bond between the reinforcement 

and the masonry surface for full composite action to occur. The analysis was 

validated by comparison with results obtained from the physical testing of masonry 

arches strengthened with near surface reinforcement. For two of the arches studied, 

the analysis predicted peak loads that were 12 % and 38 % higher than the laboratory 

values. The authors also referred to earlier work by Chen (2004) who found that the 

reinforcement at the springing, remote from the applied load, had little or no 

contribution to the load capacity of the arch.

In 2009, Tao et al. investigated the repair of a model masonry arch bridge using FRP. 

Brick arches were constructed and backfilled with sand. The bridge was 

subsequently loaded until cracks formed to simulate damage and a four-hinge 

mechanism was established. The arch was repaired using pultruded CFRP plates 

which were bonded to the intrados of the arch. The surface of the masonry was 

prepared and cleaned to ensure a good bond when the epoxy adhesive and CFRP 

were applied. The arch was then reloaded and achieved a peak load that was five 

times greater than the original peak load before repair.

The authors acknowledged earlier work by Valluzzi et al. (2001), Chen (2002), 

Foraboschi (2004), Bati et al. (2007), De Lorenzis et al. (2007), and Bati et al. (2008) 

which established four main failure mechanisms for FRP-strengthened masonry 

arches:

a) crushing of the masonry;

b) tensile rupture of the FRP;
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c) debonding of the FRP along the masonry adhesive joint due to rotational 

opening of a crack in the masonry (flexural cracking); and

d) debonding of the FRP due to shearing of the masonry joints

The initial debonding failure occurred at the intrados hinge beneath the load due to 

high shear stress across the adhesive. The final debonding was sudden and brittle. In 

all cases, separation of the CFRP from the masonry occurred slightly within the 

masonry, and left a thin layer of brick bonded to the plate on either side of the hinge. 

Further back from the hinge, however, the separation occurred within the laminate, 

leaving exposed fibres. The final stage of failure was a four-pin collapse of the arch. 

The results showed that a small amount of FRP was an effective strengthening 

technique and that the load capacity and stiffness of the arch were increased due to 

the restriction of the intrados crack opening by the CFRP plates.

In 2010, Zheng et al. carried out nonlinear finite element analysis of the FlexiArch 

system with polymeric reinforcement in the extrados. They found that the polymeric 

strips connected to the arch voussoir extrados enhanced the loading capacity. Zheng 

used a nonlinear finite element model as he believed the traditional arch design 

methods could not provide a reasonable analysis for a FRP reinforced arch bridge 

structural system. The analysis was compared to a physical laboratory model of 

semicircular profile with span and rise of 2.667 m and 1.0 m respectively with 

granular backfill. In the load test, non-linear behaviour was observed and the peak 

load sustained was 58 kN. In the finite element model, the reinforcement was 

simulated as a 2-D beam element attached to the arch extrados, and predicted peak 

load of 62 kN was similar to the laboratory result. An unreinforced bridge model was 

also analysed, which predicted a peak load of 30.5 kN, typically half of the previous 

value. At failure, the mechanism revealed several voussoirs falling out due to the 

lack of continuity in the unreinforced model.
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2.11 Background to FlexiArch & Recent Research

The FlexiArch™ bridge system is a flat-pack bridge system made of unreinforced 

precast concrete voussoirs connected by a polymeric reinforcement and top screed as 

detailed in previous papers (Long et al., 2007). The system was developed through a 

Knowledge Transfer Partnership between Queen’s University Belfast and Macrete 

Ltd and several bridges have been built in Ireland and the UK using this system 

(Long et al, 2010, Taylor et al, 2009, and Gupta, 2008).

The FlexiArch is the result of a need to prevent deterioration in bridges; with no steel 

rebar content, the possibilities for internal corrosion, rebar expansion, and resultant 

cracking or spalling are eliminated. It is also unlikely that much or any future 

maintenance will be necessary. As the system contains no mortar, loss of mortar or 

voussoirs falling out is not possible, and deterioration due to water is less likely due 

to adequate drainage installed in the backfdl and the joints between each metre-wide 

ring being well sealed. With its quality design, the FlexiArch can be transported to 

site as a flat pack where it is then lifted, closing the tapered edges and forming the 

arch shape. The construction and lifting process is discussed in Chapter 3.

Since its development in 2004, the FlexiArch design has been an area of ongoing 

research and development. Based on a segmental profile, the initial designs were of a 

5 m x 2 m (span x rise) for road bridges and 10 m x 2 m for footbridges. Examples of 

these are shown in Figure 2.27. Since then, more arch profiles have been investigated 

and several FlexiArch bridges have been load tested.

Figure 2.27: (a) Blean Green Bridge (10 m x 2 m FlexiArch) (b) Tievenameenagh 

Bridge (5 m x 2 m FlexiArch) (Gupta, 2008).
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Taylor et al. (2007) and Long et al. (2007) detail the construction and testing of a 1 m 

wide prototype arch unit of 5 m internal span and 2 m rise. The stability of the arch 

was monitored during backfill operations and it was concluded that the arch was very 

stable. A concrete backfill was used and the bridge subsequently load tested. At the 

equivalent single wheel load of 5.75 tonnes the deflection and strains were very low. 

The arch ring was loaded up to approximately six times the current wheel load for 

the bridge category and deflected by 10.3 mm at an applied third-span loading of 35 

tonnes. Following the success of the prototype a 5 m wide arch bridge (of the same 

dimensions) was constructed and tested. The arch bridge system with concrete 

backfill was capable of supporting a third-span load of 74.3 tonnes at which there 

was no visible cracking and a maximum deflection of 0.48 mm was recorded.

Taylor et al. (2008) investigated the behaviour of a 10 m x 2 m (span x rise) 

FlexiArch system, finding that the shallow profile was more flexible during 

backfilling than the 5 m x 2 m arch tested in 2007. The monitoring results showed a 

reasonably symmetric response in the arch as the concrete backfill was poured. The 

maximum movement in the crown was 5.6 mm upwards and occurred when the 

concrete backfill was at the height of the crown of the arch. This was due to the 

lateral pressure of the wet concrete creating an inwards movement at the sides of 

arch which in turn caused the crown to rise. The deflection was found to reduce as 

the concrete hardened.

Following the success of various full-scale tests, the first FlexiArch bridge was 

installed in Ireland in 2007. Tievenameenagh Bridge (as shown in Figure 2.27 b) was 

load tested in 2009. Taylor et al. (2009) report the test procedure and results. Load 

was applied to the bridge via three trucks with increasing axle load. Each axle was 

weighed to establish the actual axle weight and the load transfer on to the bridge. 

There was no visible movement or cracking in the arch ring, or any opening of the 

joints between the voussoirs. The maximum deflection was 0.21 mm and occurred 

when the triple back axle was at the midspan position. A numerical analysis was 

carried out and predicted a peak load of 75,000 kN indicating the excessive strength 

of the bridge with concrete backfill.

More recently, Quinn et al. (2010) investigated the development of double-radius 

FlexiArch for use in railway network bridges. This arch design requires increased
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headroom which is achieved using a large radius curve combined with smaller radius 

curves at the springing. This design requires the use of thirty-one voussoirs in its 

construction. Most recently, Lydon et al. (2011) used structural health monitoring to 

study the behaviour of soil-structure interaction in the FlexiArch system and showed 

the influence of stiffness of the supports and the crown backfill.

2.12 Summary

The history of the arch form from early corbel arches through to roman masonry arch 

bridges and modern concrete arches has been discussed. The arch bridges that have 

stood the test of time are those of dry and unreinforced construction. A selection of 

arch materials and their influence on behaviour has been discussed as well as various 

arch terminologies. The development of reinforced concrete caused a considerable 

decline in masonry arch building in the 20th Century. However, the deterioration of 

reinforced concrete bridges has caused concern and such structures are expensive to 

repair. Mortar loss and inadequate waterproofing were highlighted as common 

causes of masonry arch bridge deterioration. The UK Highways Agency 

recommends the use of the arch form and consideration is given for reducing or 

eliminating the use of corrodible reinforcement.

Experimental tests, assessment methods and numerical modelling have been 

reviewed in the literature. The basis of the different arch bridge assessment methods 

is discussed with the conclusion that arches are complex three-dimensional structures 

and their behaviour can be difficult to study fully. Research in finite elements has 

shown that knowledge of material properties is important for improved accuracy in 

the numerical models. Testing and numerical models have also shown that the 

capacity is affected more significantly by critical parameters such as fill stiffness and 

cohesion.

Developments in computer modelling enable the transverse behaviour of arches to be 

investigated as well as the study of variables through parametric studies. The two 

common forms of arch numerical modelling include ‘continuum’ or ‘homogenous’ 

models which model the arch ring as a continuum with a little or no tensile strength , 

and discrete element models with joints between each of the voussoirs. Discrete
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element models were common in the literature as they are suited to masonry 

structures. However, the computational time can be reduced with continuum models. 

Both model types have the ability to produce satisfactory results. However, the need 

for measured material properties was highlighted when comparing physical and 

numerical models. Using measured material properties can improve the accuracy of 

the numerical model. NLFEA parametric studies showed the influence of various 

material and geometric parameters. However, in some cases it is not conclusive 

whether the relationship between certain parameters and the predicted peak load is 

linear or non-linear.

The use of hollowcore voussoirs was not found in the literature and is novel to the 

research. The use of polymeric reinforcement in arches is also novel and little 

laboratory research has been done with polymeric reinforcement placed on the arch 

extrados. The use of fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) materials in structures has been 

highlighted, commonly used as a sustainable strengthening method in arch bridges; 

with the exception of the FlexiArch where it is used for the lifting but may have 

some beneficial influence in preventing negative hinge formation. Recent research in 

the FlexiArch system has been summarised. The design is sustainable as it contains 

no mortar, and factory-quality units are delivered to site alleviating any need for 

costly formwork or traditional skills.
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3.0 Introduction

This chapter details the construction of eight third-scale laboratory FlexiArch bridge 

systems in which the main variables were the arch span, ring thickness and type of 

voussoir. The test observations and results are discussed in Chapter 5.0. Five arches 

were built at a one third scale based on a 5 m x 2 m arch (span x rise) and a further 

three one third scale of a 10 m x 2 m arch, which are typical spans for this type of 

bridge. Each arch was designed with twenty-three voussoirs with the dimensions to 

give the required span to rise for a circular shape arch.

3.1 Determining Arch Profile

The choice of twenty-three voussoirs in the arch was made as it was the minimum 

number to give a curved form despite the straight sides of the voussoirs. Using fewer 

voussoirs made the segmental shape of the arch appear more as a series of straights. 

It also makes the casting and handling of the voussoirs more achievable as large 

voussoirs at full-scale are substantially heavy.

The geometry of arches with varying numbers of voussoirs was investigated using an 

arch thickness of 67 mm and the third-scale span and rise of 1667 mm and 667 mm 

respectively. Three arch drawings were produced with thirteen, seventeen and 

twenty-three voussoirs respectively (Figure 3.1). An odd number of voussoirs was 

used for aesthetical reasons as this allows a full block at the midspan, or ‘keystone’.

3.2 Mould design

The geometry of the voussoir blocks was calculated from the overall span, ring 

thickness and circular shape of the arch. Laboratory moulds were constructed using 

material that would not expand with moisture to ensure accuracy in the dimensions 

of each voussoir. A water resistant rigid 12 mm thick plastic was used. Eight plastic 

moulds were constructed in the laboratory, four moulds were used for casting the 

solid voussoir concrete blocks, and four moulds incorporated a 44 mm diameter
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cylinder to create the hollowcore concrete voussoirs (Figure 3.2). Moulds for the 

anchor blocks were also designed and cast in plastic moulds with the same concrete 

as that of the voussoirs.

1667 mm }

1667 mm f

1667 mm
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Figure 3.1: Arch Ring containing (a) 13 voussoirs; (b) 17 voussoirs; (c) 23 voussoirs

These cylinders were later removed in the construction of the solid voussoirs. The 

variation in the arch ring thickness was achieved by using the same mould but with a 

depth gauge in the moulds to ensure the required level, namely 30 mm, 50 mm, and 

67 mm arch ring thickness. A summary of the variables for each laboratory arch test 

model is given in Table 3.1 with the arch label notation indicated in the first column. 

The geometry of the voussoirs is given in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.2: Third-scale Voussoir Moulds

Table 3.1: Summary of laboratory arch models

Arch Span (mm) Rise (mm) Ring Type Depth (mm) Backfill

1-H67B1 1667 667 Hollow 67 6 mm Agg.

2-S67B2 1667 667 Solid 67 Type 3 GSB

3-H67B2 1667 667 Hollow 67 Type 3 GSB

4-S50B2 1667 667 Solid 50 Type 3 GSB

5-S30B2 1667 667 Solid 30 Type 3 GSB

6-H75B2 3333 667 Hollow 75 Type 3 GSB

7-H67B2 3333 667 Hollow 67 Type 3 GSB

8-S67B2 3333 667 Solid 67 Type 3 GSB

Arch # \ ^ Backfill Type

Voussoir Type 
H=Hollow 
S=Solid

_________________________________________________________________ ^ 68 1_

Arch Thickness
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(b) 108 mm

Figure 3.3: (a) Concrete voussoirs; (b) Voussoir dimensions Arches 1-3; (c) Voussoir
dimensions Arches 7-8

3.3 Concrete Design Mix

A third-scale concrete mix was designed with aggregate sizes in the range 1 - 6 mm 

as given in Table 3.2. The mix was based upon previously used scaled mix where 

the major desirable property of the mix was to achieve a ratio of tensile to 

compressive strength similar to that of the full-scale mix whilst maintaining the scale 

relationship of the aggregate (Taylor et al, 2003). The model concrete thus behaves 

in a similar structural manner to the full-scale concrete but is reduced in size. The 

appropriate relationship for the tensile to compressive strength is normally assumed 

to be: Tt/V/ckcube- Coarse grit was used for the coarse aggregate.

Table 3.2: Concrete Design Mix (per cubic metre)

Material kg

Cement 400

Water 250

6 mm Aggregate 525

1-3 mm Coarse Grit 875

Sand 350
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Slump tests were carried out for each batch, with slumps of 25 - 50 mm recorded. 

100 mm cubes were cast with each batch and tested in accordance with BS 1881 

(1983). Each of the arches was tested at a period after the 28 day strength had been 

reached. The average strength of all the control samples was found to be in excess of 

30 N/mm2. The compressive strength of the concrete in the arch ring does not have a 

significant influence on the behaviour of the arch ring system as the voussoirs do not 

fail by crushing, but by the formation of hinges.

3.4 Construction Method

This section details the construction method for all laboratory arch models. The tops 

of the voussoirs were roughened with a wire brush a couple of hours after the pour 

(or an angle grinder when hardened) to improve the bond with the top screed. A 

horizontal timber formwork was used in the construction of all the arch rings and it 

enabled the voussoirs to be laid parallel before the top screed was cast. Twenty-three 

hollow voussoirs were laid together in the formwork, and the polymeric 

reinforcement was cut and placed on top of the blocks. The width of the voussoirs, 

and hence the arch ring was 333 mm corresponding to a 1000 mm width single arch 

ring in the typical full scale arch system. After placing, the polymeric reinforcement 

contained four longitudinal strips in the direction of the arch ring span (Figure 3.5 a).

In order to measure the strain in the polymeric reinforcement during the lifting 

process and load testing, strain gauges were bonded to the surface of the polymeric 

reinforcement in the longitudinal direction. Electrical resistance strain gauges (ERS) 

with a 30 mm gauge length were used and bonded to the surface using an epoxy 

adhesive and protection layer. The gauges were placed at locations of high strain; 

that is, at the position of the lifting hooks which were at midspan and near the 

thirdspan positions (the root of the cantilever during the construction process) 

(Figure 3.4).

An acrylic adhesive was applied to the top concrete surface immediately before 

casting the top concrete screed (Figure 3.5 b). The data acquisition recorded the 

changes in strain at each stage of the construction and testing.
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Lifting Hooks at 7th, 12th and 17th Voussoirs

Figure 3.4: (a) ERS gauges placed at lifting position; (b) position of lifting hooks

The concrete mix for the screed was similar to that of the voussoirs but with the 

addition of cement and super-plasticiser, at 1% weight of the cement, in the concrete 

screed mix to increase the workability. The purpose of the concrete screed was to 

contain and protect the polymeric reinforcement, and provide a bond with the tops of 

the voussoirs. The concrete screed was then placed, tamped and float finished 

(Figure 3.6 a, b). A 13 mm screed was placed on the third-scale 5 m x 2 m arch rings; 

a 20 mm screed was placed on the third-scale 10 m x 2 m arch rings. 5 mm crack 

inducers were then cut into the screed directly above the position of the voussoir 

joints to control the cracking when the arch was lifted.

Figure 3.5: (a) Polymeric reinforcement and ERS gauges on arch; (b) applying 
adhesive to improve bond with screed
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Figure 3.6: (a) applying the concrete screed; (b) concrete screed after placing

3.5 Construction of 5 m x 2 m Arch Ring Systems

Five third-scale arch systems were constructed in the laboratory each with span and 

rise of 1667 mm and 667 mm respectively. The variables were the thickness of the 

arch ring and the hollow and solid voussoir construction as shown previously in 

Table 3.1.

The first three arches were of 67 mm ring thickness, the fourth arch was 50 mm 

thick, and the fifth was 30 mm thick as shown in Figure 3.7. Hollow voussoirs were 

used to construct Arch 1-H67B1. Subsequently, solid blocks were used in Arch 2- 

H67B2. ERS gauges were bonded to the polymeric reinforcement but none were put 

above the voussoir joints as these failed in the first arch (as discussed later). Arch 3- 

H67B2 was a repeat of Arch 1-H67B1 but using the well-graded backfill instead of 

the 6 mm aggregate fill. The voussoirs used in Arch 1-H67B1 were re-used as no 

crushing of the voussoirs had occurred. The screed and geotextile were removed 

(Figure 3.8). The geotextile was undamaged and most of the blocks were in good 

condition but a couple of the blocks were replaced. The arch was lifted similarly to 

the previous arches and placed under the hydraulic load actuator for backfilling and 

testing. Arch 4-S50B2 was constructed with 50 mm solid voussoirs which were 25 % 

lighter than those used in Arch 2-S67B2; the reduction in depth resulting in a more 

lightweight arch.
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-H67B1

1667mm

2-S67B2

1667mm

4-S50B2

1667mm

5-S30B2

1667mm

Figure 3.7: Drawings of third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches
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Arch 5-S30B2 was constructed with 30 mm solid voussoirs, which were 55 % lighter 

than those used in Arch 2-S67B2. In both Arch 4-S50B2 and Arch 5-S30B2 a depth 

guide was used to place the screed to a depth of approximately 13 mm (Figure 3.9 a). 

The slenderness of the arch can be seen in Figure 3.9 b where the backfill has been 

applied.

Figure 3.8: Removing screed and reinforcement layer from Arch 1-H67B1

Figure 3.9: (a) Applying screed on Arch 4-S50B2; (b) Arch 5-S30B2 with backfill

3.6 Construction of 10 m x 2 m Arch Ring Systems

The sixth, seventh, and eighth arches were each based on a third-scale 10 m x 2 m 

(span x rise) arch system. The design variables were the arch ring thickness, and the 

solid and hollowcore voussoir construction as seen Figure 3.10. In Arch 6-H75B2,
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the hollowcore voussoir blocks were cast with plastic piping which created 49 mm 

cores. The voussoirs in Arch 7-H67B2 contained 44 mm diameter holes. Arch 8- 

S67B2 was constructed with solid voussoirs. In each arch, a screed of 20 mm depth 

was placed on top of the polymeric reinforcement layer. The 67 mm voussoirs used 

in Arches 7-H67B2 and 8-S67B2 were the same depth as those used in first three 

arches, but producing arches that were double the span.

6-H75B2

3333 mm t

Arch # 6: 75 mm depth, Hollowcore Construction

7-H67B2

3333 mm

Arch # 7: 67 mm depth, Hollowcore Construction

8-S67B2

Arch # 8: 67 mm depth, Solid Construction

Figure 3.10: Drawings of third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches
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3.7 Lifting the Arch

When the concrete screed had been cured for a minimum of 7 days the arch was 

lifted into shape and placed on anchor blocks. The tapered edges of the precast 

concrete voussoirs enabled the arch to fonn into the required shape when lifted. The 

polymeric reinforcement connected the voussoirs together and carried the weight of 

the system through tensile forces as it was lifted. The objective of the hollowcore 

voussoir design was to reduce the tensile force in the reinforcement by reducing the 

self-weight of the system. The inclusion of electrical resistance strain (ERS) gauges 

was employed to measure this tensile strain as the arch was lifted.

Hand calculations were also carried out. The lever arm was taken as the distance 

from the centre of the lifting hook (the root of the cantilever) to the centroid of each 

voussoir (Figure 3.11 a). The weight of each voussoir was calculated and then 

multiplied by each lever arm to give the corresponding moment (Equation 3.1). The 

position of the lifting hook in the 71'1 voussoir produces a total moment from the 

adjacent six and a half voussoirs of 0.098 kNm. Assuming the compressive stress 

acts over a small 5 mm portion at the base of the voussoir (Figure 3.11 b), this gives 

a tensile force of 1.50 kN in the polymeric reinforcement (0.375 kN in each of the 

four strips). When compared to the strip capacity of 5.8 kN found in Chapter 4, a 

factor of safety of 15.5 was found. Full calculations using two different methods can 

be found in Appendix B.

MA — M1 + M2 + M3 + M4 + Ms + M6 + M6 S = (T)(d) [Equation 3.1]

Lifting Hook Tension force 
in polymeric 
reinforcement

d = 65 mm
Lever Arms

Compressive 
force in 
voussoir

Figure 3.11: (a) Position of lifting hook and lever arms; (b) idealised stress block
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Lifting hooks at the 7th, 12th and 17th blocks provide support and the maximum 

moment occurs at the root of the cantilever (the outer joint of 7th and 17lh block). The 

lifting process can be seen in Figure 3.12. The lifting position at the midspan (or 12lh 

block) was raised first in order to assist the formation of the arch. Tension was then 

applied to the lifting chains at the 7lh and 17111 blocks and the arch was then fully 

formed. Care was taken not to let the midspan region become slack as this can cause 

damage to the screed and induce further tension in the polymeric reinforcement at the 

thirdspans.

Figure 3.12: Lifting Arch 5-S30B2

77 1
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3.8 Test Set-up and Instrumentation

In positioning each of the arches, it was important to ensure the geometry was 

symmetrical and that no voussoir joints were allowed to open near the ends of the 

arch as it was placed on the seating units. To ensure even contact between the end 

voussoirs and the seating units, an epoxy resin was applied at the contact face. A 

layer of plastic was used to separate the arch from the supports so that the two 

surfaces were not bonded together and so that the seating unit could be used in 

further tests (Figure 3.13). The arch was then placed under the ram of an accurately 

calibrated hydraulic actuator. Each of the third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches was placed 

with the loading ram directly above the thirdspan position as the numerical 

predictions had shown this to be a critical area for loading. It was not possible to load 

the third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches at the thirdspan due to laboratory constraints, thus 

they were loaded at a point above the I0'h and 11th voussoir, halfway between the 

midspan and thirdspan (the numerical predictions showed similar predictions for the 

crown and thirdspan load points).

Subsequently, the formwork and monitoring instrumentation was set up. Deflection 

transducers and vibrating wire strain gauges were then installed under the arch on the 

intrados at the first voussoir, thirdspan and midspan (Figure 3.14).

Figure 3.13: Arch-support contact improved with epoxy resin layer

3.8.1 Deflection Transducers

Electronic displacement transducers were used to measure the movement of the arch 

and as this could be inward or outward both vertical and horizontal deflections were
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measured to give the overall deflection and direction of movement at the intrados of 

the arch. The transducers and their typical positions for the shallow profile arches 

can be seen in Figure 3.14. Transducers were placed at the mid, third and quarter 

spans and near the seating units. Arch displacements in the range 0-30 mm were 

expected, so appropriate transducers were used; namely; those with a total deflection 

range of 50 mm and 25 mm. The 50 mm transducers were used at the mid, third, and 

quarter spans, and the 25 mm transducers were placed at the seating units. Positive 

and negative values indicate the direction of the movement in each transducer. 

Vectored displacements can be determined using the combined vertical and 

horizontal displacements (Figure 3.15 a).

Figure 3.14: Instrumentation set-up

Figure 3.15: (a) Horizontal and Vertical displacement transducers on arch intrados; 
(b) VWSG installed on arch intrados
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3.8.2 Vibrating Wire Strain Gauges

Vibrating wire strain gauges (VWSG) change their natural frequency in proportion to 

the square root of tension placed on them (Datataker, 2003). A tensioned wire in a 

protected casing is fixed to the concrete and an electromagnet close to the centre is 

used to induce a vibration by plucking the wire. The resulting frequency of vibration 

is compared with a reference gauge to identify the strain on the wire. Highly accurate 

measurements of strain can be recorded (1-2 microstrain). These gauges were also 

installed on the arch intrados to measure the joint opening by assuming that all of the 

tensile strain is caused by the joint opening. Epoxy resin was used to bond the ends 

of each gauge to the arch intrados.

Two sizes of strain gauges were used in the testing, 63 mm and 140 mm. The larger 

gauges were placed across voussoir joints in areas where joint openings were 

expected, such as directly below the applied load (Figure 3.15 b) and at the 

corresponding position opposite the loaded area, where the highest compressive 

strains were expected. The smaller gauges were placed on the centre of particular 

blocks such as the midspan and blocks close to the support where the largest 

compression occurs.

3.8.3 Formwork

In arch tests completed prior to this research, steel shuttering had been used on both 

sides of the arch to contain the backfill. However, the disadvantage of this was that 

arch deformation and hinge formation was not visible during testing.

Thus it was decided to use a clear 6 mm acrylic sheet on one side of the arch as the 

spandrel wall and the viewing of the formation of hinges was then possible at each 

level of loading. The sheet was cut to match the arch profile and plywood used at 

each end as supports; longitudinal bracing was provided by rectangular hollow 

section steel beams (Figure 3.16).
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3.9 Test Procedure and Backfilling

Initial load tests were carried on the arch ring only before it was backfilled, to a 

maximum deflection of 10 mm under the load point at the right thirdspan. The arch 

was loaded in initial increments of 0.1 kN, with instrumentation measurements at 

each load increment. The inside edges of the arch were then sealed at the shuttering 

interface using silicon to prevent gravel falling out during the backfilling process but 

without contributing to the structural capacity of the arch ring. The first arch (1- 

H67B1) was backfilled with 6 mm aggregate in 100 mm layers; each level was 

compacted with a vibro-compactor (Figure 3.17).

Subsequent arches were backfilled using a well-graded granular backfill (Figure 

3.18) and compacted in 100 mm layers using a steel plate and vibro compactor. This 

material was chosen as it was a scaled version of the Type 3 GSB fill used in bridges 

in the UK (MCHW, 2009) and more suitable than the 6 mm aggregate fill used in 

Arch 1-H67BI. Details of the behaviour of the backfill is discussed in Chapter 4.0 

and Chapter 5.0.

The complete third-scale arch bridge was then load tested, with the load applied 

across a 150 mm wide plate representing a wheel loading. At each increment of load 

the strain and deflections were recorded and the behaviour of the arch ring was 

monitored by digital imagery.
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3.10 Load Procedure

Each arch was placed under the ram of an accurately calibrated hydraulic actuator. 

Initial load tests were carried on the arch ring only (before backfill). The arch was 

loaded in initial increments of 0.1 kN. The deflection of the right thirdspan intrados 

was not permitted to exceed 10 mm. When the load was removed the deflection 

reduced but some small permanent deformation of the arch occurred. This 

deformation was not adjusted before backfilling. The arch was then backfilled and 

the complete system was load tested in 1.0 kN increments with the load applied 

above the right thirdspan position. The deflections were monitored both visually and 

by data acquisition at each load increment up to peak load.

3.11 Summary

The design and construction of eight third-scale FlexiArch ring systems has been 

presented in which the main variables were the arch span, arch ring thickness and 

voussoir type. Five arches were built at a one third scale based on a 5 m x 2 m arch 

(span x rise) and a further three one third scale of a 10 m x 2 m arch, which are 

typical spans for this type of bridge at full-scale. In addition to the design and 

construction of the arches the monitoring instrumentation, test set-up and backfilling 

has been discussed.

An extensive testing programme was carried out which included data acquisition 

during the lifting process, load test on arch ring only, backfilling, and finally the load 

test to peak load.

Each arch was load tested under an accurately calibrated load actuator; the third- 

scale 5 m x 2 m arches were loaded at a point above the thirdspan, the third-scale 10 

m x 2 m arches were loaded midway between the thirdspan and midspan position. 

The test observations and results are discussed in Chapter 5.0.

The importance of care during the lifting process has been highlighted including 

calculations relating to the tensile force in the polymeric reinforcement during this

process.
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4.0 Introduction

The determination of material properties for the three main components, namely the 

concrete voussoirs, polymeric reinforcement and granular backfill is discussed in this 

chapter. To establish an accurate non-linear finite element analysis it was necessary 

to establish accurate material properties.

Owing to the uncertainties in the behaviour of the backfill material, experimental 

methods have been used to verify the material properties for use in the analytical 

models (e.g. Bayraktar et al. 2009). When laboratory or field results are compared 

with numerical predictions there can be differences in the results if the material 

properties are not accurately defined. The finite element model of the bridge can be 

updated by changing uncertain modelling parameters such as material properties or 

boundary conditions to eliminate differences as much as possible. This process is 

known as model updating (Mottershead and Friswell, 1995) but was not carried out 

in this research. Nonetheless, a sensitivity analysis of the various material properties 

was carried out to see the effect of these parameters on the overall arch behaviour, 

but accurate material properties, measured experimentally, were used for the 

analysis. The sensitivity of arch performance to variations in the material properties 

is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.0.

The key material property for all components was the elastic modulus ‘E’ and for the 

backfill the angle of friction ‘phi’ or ‘qp’. The elastic modulus ‘E’ is a measure of the 

stiffness of an isotropic material in the elastic phase. It is defined as the ratio of the 

uniaxial stress over the uniaxial strain of a material, and can be experimentally 

determined from the slope of a stress-strain curve created during tests conducted on a 

sample of a material. Examples of linear materials include carbon fibre and glass, 

which show linear behaviour up to high stress level. Rubber and soils are essentially 

non-linear, except at very small strains. Concrete and steel can exhibit both linear 

and non-linear behaviour.

In geotechnical engineering, Mohr-Coulomb theory is used to define the shear 

strength of soil at different stresses, such as in confined backfill. The angle of friction 

‘qp’ is dependant upon the shear strength of soils and is usually established using 

shear box tests. The increase in the maximum shear stress of a soil layer with
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increasing normal stress is observed. The angle of friction is commonly used by 

geotechnical engineers in the characterisation of sands and gravels (which are 

generally taken as drained); whereas in clays the undrained shear strength is 

specified. The characterisation of soils containing sand and clay is more complex.

4.1 Concrete Voussoirs

Three 100 mm cubes and three 150 mm cubes were cast using the design mix as 

detailed in Chapter 3.0. (Initially, the testing was carried out using concrete 

cylinders. However, problems were encountered with equipment and concrete cubes 

with vibrating wire strain gauges were chosen). The average compressive strength of 

the concrete was determined from the 100 mm cubes in accordance with BS 12390 

(2000) and BS 1881-116 (1983). The 28-day concrete strength of the three samples 

was found to be 28.24 N/mm2. The 150 mm cubes were then prepared for loading in 

an accurately calibrated load actuator for the strain versus applied load to be 

measured. The maximum load was calculated as 40 % of the concrete compressive 

strength, in accordance with BS 1881-121 (1983) to stay within the elastic limit.

Vibrating wire strain gauges with a gauge length of 50 mm were bonded to the 

middle face of the cubes, to avoid edge effects, and parallel to the direction of the 

applied load. In each test, the prepared cube was placed in the load actuator and the 

load increased in increments of 10 kN and strain measured at each increment (Figure 

4.1). This load was then reduced (in the same increments) to zero and repeated a 

further two times.

Figure 4.1: Elastic modulus test on concrete cube
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The process was repeated for each of the three concrete cubes tested. No cracking or 

crushing was observed. The corresponding stresses were plotted against strains, in 

accordance with BS 1881 to determine the elastic modulus. A summary of test 

results is shown in Figure 4.2 where the slope indicates the elastic modulus. Further 

results are given in Appendix C. The average value from Figure 3.2 was 27.4 GPa. 

The stress-strain behaviour during unloading is given in Appendix C. Setting the 

trendline intercept to the origin gave an average elastic modulus of 28.3 GPa which 

was slightly higher than the previous value.

Average Elastic Modulus of Concrete Cubes 
♦ Cube 1 —■—Cube 2 * " Cube 3

Figure 4.2: Stress strain curves for determination of modulus of elasticity

The elastic modulus can also be estimated using the value of the concrete 

compressive strength. The formulae below were used to predict the elastic modulus 

value based on the measured compressive strength.

Ec = 4.23 fck cube0-5 [1] (Hognestad, 1952)

Ec=10(fckcube°-5+8)0-333 [2] (CEB, 1993)

Ec = 4.7 fck cube0-5 [3] (EC2, 2004)

Ec = 0.9 fck cube [4] (BD91/04, 2004)
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The formulae produced elastic moduli values of 22.5 GPa, 23.7 GPa, 25.0 GPa and 

25.4 GPa respectively, each of which were on average 12% lower than the 

experimental value of 27.4 GPa. The experimental value of 27.4 GPa was used in the 

numerical modelling. The influence of this material parameter on the arch behaviour 

is discussed in section 7.10.

4.2 Polymeric Reinforcement 

4.2.1 Introduction

Polymeric reinforcement was used in the construction of the third-scale arches in the 

laboratory. As mentioned in the previous chapter and Appendix A, this material is 

normally used as soil reinforcement in geotechnical applications and its use in a 

concrete structure is new. Various grades of reinforcement are available with 

longitudinal strengths in the range 30 - 200 kN/m with transverse strengths in the 

range 15-100 kN/m. Details for the 80/15 grade used are included in Figure 4.3. The 

manufacturer specified a tensile strength of 6 kN for a strip, which was verified in 

laboratory tests.

Polymeric Reinforcement 80/15

Mechanical properties

Tensile longitudinal strength 80 kN/m

(Manufacturer’s reported value)

Strip Tensile strength (longitudinal) 6.00 kN

Tensile cross strength (typical value) 15 kN/m

Elongation (longitudinal) 12%

Physical properties

Strip reinforcement polymer PES

Strip coating polymer PE

Mass per unit 430 gr/m
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Thickness 1.2 mm

Strip width (longitudinal) 

Mesh size (open area) 200 x 50 mm

24 mm

Figure 4.3: Manufacturer’s Specification for 80/15 Reinforcement

(Details shown can be found at www.maccaferri.com')

4.2.2 Tensile Tests on Reinforcement Strips

Constant rate of strain axial tensile tests give an indication of the tensile strength of a 

geotextile and of the axial strain at rupture (Ingold and Miller, 1988). Uniaxial tensile 

tests using stroke control were completed on individual strips of the polymeric 

reinforcement to determine their tensile strength and elastic modulus value. Four 

tests were carried out using the longitudinal strips of the reinforcement. It was found 

that the restraint of the ends was difficult as slippage occurred in the clamps of the 

tensile test machinery. The importance of end restraint was detailed by Bennitz and 

Schmidt (2009) who highlighted the difficulty of correct anchorage of CFRP tendons 

in order to observe the linear elastic properties of the FRP.

An accurately calibrated load actuator was used to apply a tensile load (using stroke 

control) in each test. The deflection recorded was the movement of the top cross head 

and was recorded through data acquisition. The deflections were not used to 

determine the elastic modulus but rather the results of the strain gauge placed on the 

surface of the reinforcement strip. The following section details the test set-up and 

findings in each test.

4.2.2.1 Test 1

The sample was placed vertically in the machine and each end restraint was clamped 

tightly in the top clamp of the testing machine (Figure 4.4 a). The ends of the strip 

were wrapped around small pieces of timber before clamping to improve anchorage. 

An electrical resistance gauge (ERS) was bonded to the surface of the strip at the
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midpoint and connected to a data logger. A small amount of tension was applied to 

remove the slack and to ensure the sample was taught prior to measuring the 

movement in the crosshead. An initial loading rate of 1 mm/min was used. The strain 

gauge debonded at a measured strain of 224 pc and the large recorded displacements 

were due to slippage at the anchorage. As the test progressed, the outer UV coating 

separated from the inner polyester strands. The lack of end restraint was evident as 

the clamping system became detached (Figure 4.4 b). The maximum tensile force 

obtained in the test was 3.6 kN (Figure 4.5).

Reinforcment Tensile Test 1

Slip occurred

Z 2.5

Test 1

Displacement at load head (mm)

Figure 4.5: Load displacement plot, tensile test 1
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4.2.2.1 Test 2

Due to the large amount of end slippage that occurred in the first test, the second test 

secured the ends by gluing the timber and sandpaper with the geotextile to provide a 

more rigid system (Figure 4.6 a). Epoxy resin was used and this system was easier to 

insert into the clamps. The load was applied at a movement rate of I mm/min as 

before. The system was more successful than the first, and there was no slippage for 

the first part of the test. However, the lower timber piece was crushed by the upward 

force on the strip, and this caused it to slip upwards. The strain gauge also debonded 

at an applied load of 0.7 kN. As before, the outer UV coating separated from internal 

structural polyester fibres (Figure 4.6 b) and the load reduced due to the excessive 

slippage at the anchorage. The peak load recorded was 5.1 kN with a displacement 

(including slippage) of 53.5 mm (Figure 4.7).

Fig 4.6: (a) End restraint system glued; (b) taught polyester fibres after yielding

Reinforcement Tensile Test 2 Slippage
occurred

Test 2

Displacement at load head (mm)

Figure 4.7: Load displacement plot, tensile test 2
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4.2.2.3 Test 3

The material behaved in the same way as previous tests with the plastic separating to 

reveal the internal fibres. It was not possible to break the fibres due to slippage 

occurring. This was also evident due to the decreasing load value. A peak tensile 

load of 3.8 kN was reached (Figure 5.8). In order to calibrate the ERS gauge (to 

relate actual strain in the fibres to the measured displacements), the restrained length 

of sample, 169 mm, was measured before the load was applied. The length of the 

strain gauge (30 mm) was then used as a fraction of the sample length to calculate 

the equivalent displacement over the gauge length during loading. The loading rate 

of 1 mm/min was onerously slow and was changed to 3 mm/min. The strain gauge 

debonded at an applied load of 0.9 kN with a sample displacement of 3 mm, 

equivalent to 5800 pe.

Reinforcement Tensile Test 3

£ 2.5

Test 3

Displacement at load head (mm)

Figure 4.8: Load displacement plot, tensile test 3

4.2.2.4 Test 4

The test set-up was similar to Tests 2 and 3. The restrained length of sample was 

measured at 232 mm prior to applying the tensile load and the load was applied 

under stroke control at a rate of 3 mm/min. The strain gauge debonded at an applied 

load of 0.3 kN, corresponding to a sample displacement of 1.33 mm. The load 

increased steadily up to 4.47 kN whereby the load started to drop slightly, but then 

started to increase again. The end restraint stayed clamped in this sample and
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slippage was not evident. The UV coating and polyester separated but the applied 

load continued to increase as the fibres were carrying tensile forces. The peak load 

was 5.8 kN but after this point the load reduced steadily to a value of 0.16 kN (post 

peak load).

In the latter half of the test some slippage occurred. However, this was the first test to 

successfully break the polyester fibres, which was the main purpose of the test. 

Failure occurred near the top restrained end (Figure 4.10 a) but some of the fibres in 

the middle part of the sample also failed (Fig 4.10 b). The recorded peak load was 

5.81 kN with a corresponding displacement of 71.7 mm (Figure 4.9). This value was 

very close to the strip tensile value of 6.0 kN provided by the manufacturer.

Reinforcement Tensile Test 4

Test 4

Displacement at load head (mm)

Figure 4.9: Load displacement plot, tensile test 4
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4.2.3 Determination of Stresses and Modulus of Elasticity

In each test, strain gauges were bonded to the samples in order to record strain at low 

tensile load, up until the gauge debonded under tension on the glue/sample surface. 

The stress-strain results for Tests 2, 3 and 4 are given in Figure 4 11; the reduction in 

strain as the gauge debonds is also indicated. A small amount of settlement was 

observed as seen in the initial slope in each test result. The linear behaviour of the 

material can be seen. The tensile stress was calculated using the cross sectional area 

of the material as detailed in Figure 4.12. To take account of the small voids that 

occur between the polyester strands inside the geotextile, a solid area of 80 % 

(estimate as used in structural tension cables) of the gross area was used.

Reinforcement Tensile Tests, Stress vs Strain

-'UK—Test 2 A Test 3 0 Test 4

10000

Microstrain pe

Figure 4.11: Stress strain results

5.8 kN0.333 m

5.8 kN

5.8 kN

Longitudinal strips 5.8 kN

Plastic sheath
Polyester

1.2 mm

Figure 4.12: Paragrid layout and external cross-sectional dimensions
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The stress-strain response in Figure 4.11 was used to calculate the elastic modulus. 

The linear portion of each curve is indicated by the triangles in Figure 4.11. The 

average elastic modulus was 6.8 GPa and the rupture strain equated to 37,000 pe.

4.3 Granular Backfill

4.3.1 Sieve Tests and Material Grading

The first arch (Arch 1-H67B1) was backfilled with 6 mm aggregate and compacted 

in 100 mm layers. During testing of this arch, it was found that the bearing capacity 

of the backfill was exceeded prior to the failure of the arch ring. The load plate 

penetrated the backfill and large deformations in the fill were observed. This was 

due to singly-graded fill with a low bearing capacity. A well-graded backfill with a 

higher bearing capacity was used for subsequent tests. Well-graded fills are used in 

road structures in the UK and provide improved load dispersal (MCHW, 2009). 

Grading curves of well-graded fill (Figure 4.13) were used as a guideline to 

determine quantities of aggregate required at each size. The well-graded mix 

consisted of 20 mm, 10 mm and 6 mm stone, horticultural grit (1-3 mm) and sand in 

various proportions as shown in Table 4.1. 1300 kg of material was mixed in a large 

concrete mixer to ensure uniform distribution of the aggregates.

Table 4.1: Proportions for well-graded backfill

Material size %
20 mm 5
10 mm 15
6 mm 20

1-3 mm Grit 30
Sand 30

Sieve tests were carried out on the well-graded backfill to determine its grading 

curve. Four samples were taken (at random) from the 1300 kg of material mixed and 

sieve tests (Figure 4.14) were carried out for each in accordance with BS EN 1377
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(1990). The results showed the four samples were similar and most of the material 

lay within the bounds of the well-graded curves (Figure 4.13).

Particle Size Distribution for Well-Graded Backfill 
■e—Sample! —H—Sample 2 Sample 3
*— Sample 4 --------Well-graded fill — — — Well-graded fill

Sieve Size mm

Figure 4.13: Particle size distributions for full-scale GSB fill material

Figure 4.14: (a) Coarse sieve stack, (b) mass passing through coarse sieves
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4.3.2 Shear Box Tests

Shear box tests were carried out to determine the shear strength of the fill material 

under confinement. The shear box test was carried out in accordance with BS177-7, 

(1990). A steel box in two halves was moved horizontally until the backfill sheared. 

In each test, the maximum shear stress found on a surface was observed against the 

normal stress.

Compaction of a granular fill varies with moisture content, so Proctor compaction 

tests were carried out to determine the optimum moisture content of the material 

(Proctor, 1933). Due to the presence of aggregates up to 20 mm, the California 

Bearing Ratio (CBR) mould was used for the compaction tests. The material was 

dried in the oven and the natural moisture content of the sample was found to be 3.3 

%. Water was then added to the dry sample to a moisture content of 2 %. The 

material was compacted in 5 layers using a cylindrical hammer and weight dropping 

300 mm with 62 drops for each layer in accordance with BS 1377 - 4 (1990) (Figure 

4.15 a). The sample weight was then recorded. The process was repeated with 

moisture contents (m.c.) of 2, 4, 6 and 8 % and results were plotted against density 

to find the optimum moisture content of the material of 6 % (Figure 4.15 b).

Compaction Curve for Backfill
^ 2280

Moisture Content %

Figure 4.15: (a) Compaction test in cylindrical CBR mould; (b) Compaction curve
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Figure 4.16: (a) Layer marks in shear box; (b) Shear box test apparatus

The volume of the shear box was then measured, and the volume of material to be 

compacted was determined using the corresponding density at the optimum m.c. of 6 

%. Three layers were installed and compacted in the shear box using a vibrating 

hammer. Markers were made at 50 mm in the box (150 mm deep) and each amount 

of material compacted to this marker (Figure 4.16 a). This enabled compaction to be 

done to the same amount as in the Proctor tests. After compaction, the vertical load 

was applied on the lid of the shear box. The shear rate was displacement of 0.5 

mm/minute and the horizontal load was applied using a proving ring. Three separate 

tests were carried out at normal stresses of 59 kPa, 117 kPa, and 217 kPa 

respectively. The horizontal displacement was plotted against the shear stress as 

shown in Figure 4.18. The horizontal loads applied through the proving ring were 

translated to shear stress by dividing them by the internal cross sectional area of the 

shear box. The horizontal stresses increased linearly to a peak value when the 

material failed, reducing to a lower ultimate stress after large shearing took place. 

Peak shear stresses of 84 kPa, 143 kPa and 195 kPa were determined, with ultimate 

shear stresses of 51 kPa, 97 kPa and 175 kPa. These values were plotted against their 

respective normal stress values applied in the test to determine peak and ultimate 

friction angles. Two graphs were plotted (Figure 4.18) with the angle of the trendline 

determining the angle of friction with the assumption in Figure 4.20 (a) that the fill 

was a cohesionless material. The Drucker-Prager plasticity model used for numerical 

modelling required a cohesion yield stress and interpretation of the results shown in
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Figure 4.18 (b) was required to ascertain this value. The trendlines were found to 

intersect at the y-axis, thus giving low values of cohesion. The peak and ultimate 

angles of friction of 34° and 38° corresponded to cohesion values of 51 kPa and 5 

kPa respectively. The angle of friction of 34° and corresponding 51 kPa cohesion 

value was used in the finite element analysis; and in the plane strain condition it was 

found to produce more accurate predicted failure loads as further discussed in 

Chapters 6 and 7.

Shear Box Test Results for Scaled Backfill

217 kPa
200 -

117 kPa

59 kPa

Horizontal Displacement (mm)

Figure 4.17: Stress curves from three shear box tests
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Angle of Friction for Scaled Backfill (Intercept at 0)

Angle of Friction for Scaled Backfill (Intercept on y-axis)

Cohesion:

5 kPa (Ultimate)

y = 0.6825x+ 51.255

y = 0.7843x +4.9256

Ultimate:

Normal Stress (kPa)

Figure 4.18: (a & b) Determining the ‘cp’ fill angle of friction
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4.3.3 Elastic Modulus tests 

4.3.3.1 Basic stress-strain tests

This section describes tests carried out on the well-graded fill with the confinement 

simulated using a timber frame. The frame was constructed with square dimensions 

of 333 mm and 250 mm depth to replicate dimensions of the fill contained under the 

load point of each arch tested in the laboratory (Figure 4.19).

Three tests were carried out on the backfill, in the first two tests the fill was 

compacted; in the third test no compaction was applied. For each test, a 10 kg sample 

was dried in the oven to remove the existing water content; subsequently further 

water was added to achieve an m.c. of 6 %; determined previously as the optimum 

value for maximum strength. The fill material was installed in three layers and 

compacted to replicate the method carried out in the arch tests. The three tests are 

summarized below.

Figure 4.19: Design of containing box

4.3.3.2 Test 1

Three layers were installed and compacted using a vibro-compactor as shown in 

Figure 4.20. When compacted, the fill in the box was found to have a density of 2032 

kg/nT. A steel load plate measuring 330 mm x 150 mm in plan was placed on top of 

the fill. This was the same plate used in the arch tests. The box was then positioned 

under an accurately calibrated hydraulic load actuator and deflection transducers 

were positioned on the load plate to record vertical deflection under load (Figure 

4.21 a). The applied load was increased initially in increments of 0.2 kN and
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subsequently in increments of 0.5 kN and 1.0 kN. The material was found to be stiff 

due to the stiff boundaries around the fill (the walls of the box) in comparison to the 

size of the plate.

4.3.3.3 Test 2

In the second test, the fill material was placed and compacted in three layers as in 

Test 1. However, a plate measuring 175 mm x 175 mm was used (Figure 4.22 b). 

Although this plate was smaller, the fill behaved similarly to the fill in Test 1 with 

the larger plate and no displacement of the fill was evident visually.

Figure 4.21: Load plates: (a) Test 1; (b) Test 2

4.3.3.4 Test 3

A third test, on the material without compaction, was carried out to determine the 

influence of compaction of the stiffness of the backfill. The density of the fill in this 

case was 1556 kg/m’, 30 % lighter than the compacted fill. The material was loosely

To2 [
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placed in the box, the top was levelled off, and the load plate applied. With no 

compaction, the plate was found to significantly penetrate the fill under load (Figure 

4.22).

4.3.3.S Results

The load deflection response of the compacted fill can be seen in Figure 4.23. The 

load values in each test were converted into stresses (taking account of the two load 

plate sizes used) and vertical deflections were converted into strains by dividing 

them by the original fill depth in the box. In each test, the graphs show some initial 

settlement of the plate before the linear behaviour of the fill can be seen.

Load Deflection response of confined fill 

o Test 1: 330 mm x 150 mm plate m Test 2: 175 mm square plate
24

0 12 3 4 5 6

Deflection (mm)

Figure 4.23: Load deflection response, Tests 1 & 2
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The stress-strain response for each test is given in Figures 4.24 to 4.26 which 

indicated a fairly linear stress versus strain response after the initial settlement of the 

fill. However, the settlement was more notable in the case of the uncompacted fill 

(Figure 4.26). The linear portion of each curve was used to determine the elastic 

modulus values which were 22 MPa, 66 MPa and 5 MPa respectively.

Elastic Modulus Test 1
—e—Compacted Fill with 330x150mm plate

Figure 4.24: Stress-strain curve, Test 1

Elastic Modulus Test 2
Compacted Fill with 175mm square plate

Linear behaviour

Settling
0.3

0.0080.002

Strain

Figure 4.25: Stress-strain curve, Test 2
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Elastic Modulus Test 3

Uncompacted Fill with 175mm square plate

Linear behaviour

Settling

Strain

Figure 4.26: Stress-strain curve, Test 3

Test 2 gave a higher stiffness value than Test 1, despite the fact that the plate was 

smaller in Test 2 and was expected to penetrate the fill to a larger extent. This was 

likely due to more effective compaction in the second test or a confinement issue. (It 

is difficult to measure compaction when using a vibro-compactor. Using the system 

specified in BS 1377-4 the level of compaction can be specified using small material 

moulds. However, it would be very impractical to backfill a bridge in this manner).

The uncompacted fill behaved poorly, with a stiffness that was about 10 % of the 

stiffness found in the compacted tests. A large amount of deformation took place in 

this test as the plate began to compress the material under load. From the two 

compacted tests, the stiffness range was found to be between 22 - 66 MPa. The 

boundaries in the test were relatively stiff which would also have been expected to 

give a stiff material value. This value (or range) was lower than expected, as a value 

of 300 MPa had been reported by others, such as Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2004) 

who assumed the same fill elastic modulus value in their collapse analysis of 

masonry bridges with arch-fill interaction. The value of 300 MPa may be too high.

The review of literature found that there was a variance in the soil stiffness value in 

other research. Toth et al. (2009) investigated different arch backfill types using
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elastic moduli of 200 MPa for dense sand, 20 MPa for loose sand, 10 MPa for 

medium stiff clay and 1 MPa for soft clay. Fanning et al. (2001) used an elastic 

modulus of 15 MPa in the finite element analysis to represent the poor fill material in 

the Cemetery, Jones and Oberlin bridges. Due to this variance and to validate the 

range of values produced in the three tests already discussed, it was concluded that 

triaxial tests should be carried out to investigate this value further.

4.3.4 Triaxial Tests

The most widely used testing apparatus for investigating the stress-strain behaviour 

of soils is the ‘confined triaxial’ test (Bishop and Henkel, 1957). A cylindrical soil 

sample is contained in a rubber membrane to isolate it from direct contact with the 

surrounding fluid (typically water) with which the testing cell is filled. Compression 

tests are more commonly performed using this apparatus, with lateral confinement 

provided by the cell pressure (Wood, 1990).

The fill was placed in a triaxial cell and fully saturated compression tests were 

carried out with a simulated confinement of 50 kPa. This is a low confinement used 

to represent the relatively shallow soil conditions in the arch tests. The results of 

deviator stress versus axial strain can be seen in Figure 4.27. The deviator stress was 

the difference between the major and minor principle stresses in the test. The peak 

deviator stress of 454 kPa occurred at an axial strain of 1.6 %. Linear behaviour was 

observed up to 400 kPa and from the slope of this line determined the elastic 

modulus value.

The elastic modulus value was found to be 40 MPa which was within the range of 

values produced in the earlier tests, indicating the validity of the simple box model 

arrangement. Values for the angle of friction were also determined in the test, and 

were found to produce peak and ultimate values of 39° and 36° respectively. These 

values were found to be in a similar range to those produced in the shear box tests.

The elastic modulus can change with loading and unloading and the material can 

become stiffer in the unloading phase due to permanent strain induced in the 

material. The material also exhibits strain hardening under load. It is possible that the
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resilient modulus could be 2 or 3 times the value found above. However, to use a 

resilient value in the analysis would not be representative of the arch tests where the 

load was applied once (in a dynamic test this would be different). The resilient 

modulus is an elastic modulus value after several cycles of loading and unloading. 

Also, in practice arch bridges will include the presence of surfacing (with higher 

stiffness), enabling the load to be spread at a wider dispersal angle through the layers 

below.

Triaxial Test on Scaled Backfill

Linear behaviour

100 r

Axial strain %

Figure 4.27: Triaxial stress-strain results
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4.4 Summary

The following conclusions were made through the material testing carried out in this 

chapter:

■ Material properties were determined for each structural material, namely the 

concrete cubes, polymeric reinforcement and the well-graded backfill.

■ The elastic modulus of the concrete was 27 GPa.

■ The elastic modulus of the polymeric reinforcement was 6.8 GPa.

* Particle-size distribution curves were used in the design of the scaled and 

well-graded Type 3 backfill.

■ The peak angle of friction of the fill was 34° and the cohesion value was 51 

kPa.

■ Two types of test were carried out to determine the elastic modulus of the fill 

but the triaxial test was considered most accurate. The value of 40 MPa was 

found in triaxial tests and this value was used in the numerical model also.
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5.0 Introduction

This chapter discusses the test results and observations during the testing programme 

of each of the eight third-scale FlexiArch systems constructed in the laboratory as 

detailed in Chapter 3. The test results from the lifting of each arch are discussed, then 

the results for each ring only test, backfilling operations, and the load test results 

from each of the full arch system tests. At each test stage, the intrados deflections, 

intrados joint openings, intrados strains and polymeric reinforcement strains are 

reported. Where deflections are discussed, the ‘vectored deflection’ refers to the 

resultant deflection of the vertical and horizontal deflections at any given position to 

give the overall magnitude and direction of movement. Distinction between inward 

and outward movement is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The key areas where tension and 

compression occur in the arch intrados are highlighted. Where joint openings are 

discussed, they refer to the opening between voussoirs under the loaded region at the 

right thirdspan. Where intrados strains are discussed, they refer to compressive 

strains at the left thirdspan as it moved outward under the applied load. Where strains 

in the polymeric reinforcement are discussed they refer to a change in strain (positive 

or negative) in the polymeric reinforcement placed on the arch extrados.

Outward
Movement

Applied Load

Inward
Movement

C = Compression Region 
T = Tension Region

Figure 5.1: Distinction between inward and outward movement in the arch results

5.1 Summary of Tests

Three arch variables were investigated in the series of tests: arch ring thickness, 

hollow and solid voussoir behaviour, and span to depth ratio. The key variables in
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the arch tests are summarized in Table 5.1, along with the peak load sustained in 

each load test, where the arch failed as a mechanism.

Table 5.1: Summary of laboratory arch systems tested

Arch Span (mm) Rise (mm) Ring Type Depth (mm) *Peak Load (kN)
1-H67B1 1667 667 Hollow 67 22.6
2-S67B2 1667 667 Solid 67 34.1
3-H67B2 1667 667 Hollow 67 25.4
4-S50B2 1667 667 Solid 50 20.9
5-S30B2 1667 667 Solid 30 11.1
6-H75B2 3333 667 Hollow 75 11.5
7-H67B2 3333 667 Hollow 67 12.4
8-S67B2 3333 667 Solid 67 14.6

*peak load in arch test with backfill

5.2 Lifting

Each arch was raised and lowered in equal height increments of 60 mm and strain 

readings were taken at each increment as discussed in chapter 3. The results for each 

arch are shown in Figures 5.2 to 5.8 inclusive. The lifting positions coincide with the 

thirdspan and midspan position when in the final arch form. The arch was lifted and 

lowered three times, and peak strains were observed when the arch was fully lifted 

and off the ground.

In theory, the maximum strain occurs at the outer lifting regions due to the cantilever 

moment, but it is possible for the midspan region to experience similar or higher 

changes in strain if the lifting chain is set too high. The manner in which the arch is 

lifted can cause variations in the strains at these points. For example, if there was 

more tension in the central lifting chain compared with the outer lifting chains, the 

polymer in the central region can support a higher load resulting in a higher moment 

and higher changes in strain in this region compared to the outer regions.
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The rupture strain of the polymeric reinforcement was 37,000 pe as determined from 

material tests and detailed in Section 4.2.3. The maximum change in strain recorded 

during the lifting of each arch is shown in Table 5.2 where they are compared as a 

percentage of the polymer rupture strain. Appendix B includes a calculation to 

determine the theoretical strain in the polymeric reinforcement at full lift height. For 

Arch 2-S67B2 this value was 2400 ps which is close to the values of 2384 pe and 

2667 pe for Arch 3-F167B2 and Arch 4-S50B2 respectively (Table 5.2).

Although the result appeared chaotic, in each test the peak strain was typically found 

at maximum lift height and as expected (see Figures 5.2 to 5.8, with the exception of 

Figure 5.6). In most cases, the peak strain was found to decrease in the second and 

third lifts. Tension stiffening in reinforced concrete is the increase in stiffening away 

from the cracked area due to the development of higher tensile stresses in the 

concrete between the cracks (Jenkins, 2010). In the arch, the cracks develop in the 

screed and polymeric reinforcement develops tension as the system is lifted. This 

may have caused differences in the strain reading post initial lift.

The change in strain generally returned to zero (or a very low value of microstrain) 

when the arch was laid flat. However, in some cases negative changes in strain were 

recorded. The polymeric reinforcement cannot support compressive forces and the 

negative change in strain was probably due to a release of the tensile strain which 

developed during construction or from a previous lift.

Table 5.2: Summary of maximum change in strains during lifting (and % of rupture

strain)

Arch Left Thirdspan Midspan Right Thirdspan
1-H67B1 766 pe (2%) 1056 pe (3%) 749 pe (2%)

2-S67B2 n/a 394 pe (1 %) 488 pe(l %)

3-H67B2 531 pe (1 %) 1540 pe (4 %) 2384 pe (6 %)

4-S50B2 1197 pe (3 %) 2667 pe (7 %) 1779 pe (5 %)

5-S30B2 70 pe (0.2 %) n/a 439 pe(l %)

6-H75B2 n/a 253 pe (0.7 %) 338 pe (0.9 %)

7-H67B2 295 pe (0.8 %) 203 pe (0.5 %) 169 pe (0.5 %)
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Polymer Strain during Lifting of Arch Ring 1-H67B1
Left Thirdspan MidspanRight Thirdspan
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Figure 5.2: Strain results during lifting of Arch 1-H67B2

Polymer Strain during Lifting of Arch Ring 2-S67B2
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Figure 5.3: Strain results during lifting of Arch 2-S67B2

Polymer Strain during Lifting of Arch 3-H67B2
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Figure 5.4: Strain results during lifting of Arch 3-H67B2
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Polymer Strain during Lifting of Arch 4-S50B2
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Figure 5.5: Strain results during lifting of Arch 4-S50B2
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Figure 5.6: Strain results during lifting of Arch 5-S30B2
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Figure 5.7: Strain results during lifting of Arch-6H75B2
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Polymer Strain during Lifting of Arch 7-H67B2
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Figure 5.8: Strain results during lifting of Arch-7H67B2

In Arch 1-H67B1 the change in strains were similar at both thirdspans, but were 

lower than the midspan strain of 1056 pc. The position of the peak change in strain 

generally corresponded with maximum lifting height (Figure 5.2). In Arch 2-S67B2, 

these peaks were similar, but with lower changes in strain (Figure 5.3). This was not 

expected as the solid arch had a higher self-weight than that of the hollowcore arch. 

This may have been due to tension stiffening effects. Arch 3-H67B2 was the same 

design as Arch 1-H67B1 but recorded strains that were double, and large differences 

in strain were observed between the left thirdspan and right thirdspan positions 

(Figure 5.4). This was an indication of non-symmetrical behaviour and probably due 

to tension stiffening effects. Arch 4-S50B2 recorded the maximum strain in the 

testing programme with 2667 pc occurring at the midspan (Figure 5.5). Arch 5- 

S30B2 recorded large differences in strain at both thirdspans. However, this was the 

thinnest arch ring (of 30 mm thickness) and had the lowest change in strain as 

expected with the lowest cantilever moment.

The strains in the two third-scale 10m x 2 m arches (6-H75B2 and 7-H67B2) were 

comparable, with the 67 mm ring recording lower strains than the 75 mm ring 

(Figures 5.7 and 5.8, Table 5.2). The strains in both these arches were lower than 

those of the other arches based on 5 m x 2 m design, perhaps due to the curvature or 

indeed tension stiffening once again.
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In all cases, the changes in strains were found to be small; the maximum change in 

strain of 2667 pe occurred in Arch 4-S50B2 and assuming that the initial strains 

during construction were very low, this is equivalent to 7 % of the rupture strain, 

indicating that the tensile force developed in the polymer was in the low service 

range. The strains were expected to be higher in the thirdspan regions than the 

midspan. However, this was not the case in all of the arches, due to tension stiffening 

effects and the lifting process. The change in strain was expected to be higher in the 

arches with larger ring thickness, but again this was not always the case. This could 

have been to one strip taking more load than adjacent strips in the polymeric 
reinforcement.

From Figures 5.2 to 5.8, it can be concluded that the changes in strain in the 

polymeric reinforcement were complex, and the values recorded were highly variable 

in the different arch rings and with no clear trend in behaviour. However, the lifting 

process did show a difference in the change in strain between the midspan and 

thirdspan regions. This was due to varying levels of tension in the supporting chains 

attached to the crane and that the maximum strain occurs in the reinforcement when 

the arch is fully lifted off the ground. This was in agreement with basic theory. 

However, the magnitude of the strains was not similar in the same span arches.

5.3 Arch Ring Only Tests

The behaviour of the arch ring only was investigated. A displacement controlled test 

was carried out maximum deflection of 10 mm under the load point at the right 

thirdspan. Some permanent deformation occurred in each arch and the residual 

deflection was recorded after load removal. The permanent deformation was not 

adjusted before the backfill was applied.

5.3.1 Deflection

Deflection at the supports, thirdspans and midspan are discussed and the full set of 

results is given in Appendix D. Masonry arches can redistribute the thrustline to 

sustain stability under an applied load. The highest deflections in these tests occurred 

at the thirdspan (below the loading position) and the deflections for each of the third-
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scale 5 m x 2 m arches can be seen in Table 5.3 and Figure 5.9. These deflections 

occurred as the right thirdspan deformed inwards as shown previously in Figure 5.1. 

The load recovery is the percentage reduction in deflection from the highest value 

indicated. In most cases, the residual deflection was larger than the deflection at 2 

kN, indicating permanent deformation occurred at loads higher than 2 kN. However, 

this does not suggest that the deflection was elastic up to this value, as residual 

deflection could have occurred had the arch been unloaded after reaching the 2 kN 

load.

Table 5.3: Summary of Arch Ring Only results for third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches

Arch P1 max ^max ^residual Recovery 6, 2 kN

1-H67B1 2.2 kN 8.4 mm 1.4 mm 84% 5.2 mm

2-S67B2 9.8 kN 8.2 mm *n/a *n/a 0.3 mm

3-H67B2 6.8 kN 9.2 mm 6.5 mm 30% 1.5 mm

4-S50B2 6.2 kN 5.6 mm 4.7 mm 17% 0.2 mm

5-S30B2 0.3 kN 6.2 mm 2.9 mm 53% n/a

P = applied load <5 = deflection *value not available

Comparison of Arch Deflections, Ring Only
i i & j —*—Arch 1-H67BI

Arch 2-S67B2 
Arch 3-H67B2 
Arch 4-S50B2 
Arch 5-S30B2

Intrados Deflection (mm)
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Figure 5.9: Arch Intrados Deflections for third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches
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Arch 1-H67B1 deflected by 5.2 mm at 2 kN and by 8.4 mm at 2.2 kN. This 

deflection reduced to 1.4 mm when the load was removed. At 2 kN load, Arch 2- 

H67B2 deflected by 0.5 mm which was considerably less. This was due to the 

dilterence in weight and thrustline position in the solid voussoirs and perhaps better 

construction in the second, arch as discussed further in Chapter 6. Arch 3-H67B2 

produced similar results but with lower recovery in deflection after unloading as 

summarised in Table 5.3. In Arch 4-S50B2 the recovery in deflection was 17 % 

indicating that the arch experienced permanent deformation. This also occurred in 

Arch 5-S30B2, where the percentage load recovery was 53 %. In general, the arches 

with larger ring thickness sustained higher loads in the arch ring only tests. 

Furthermore, at 2 kN deflection, the solid voussoir arches (Arch 2-S67B2 and Arch 

4-S50B2) experienced lower deflection than the hollow voussoir arches.

The deflections in the third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches are shown in Table 5.4 and 

Figure 5.10. Arch 6-FI75B2 had a higher ring thickness (75 mm) and at 1 kN load 

deflected by 3.0 mm. The maximum deflection of 8.5 mm occurred at an applied 

load of 1.8 kN with a recovery in deflection of 61 % after the load was removed and 

sufficient time given for recovery. Arch 7-H67B2 had a ring thickness of 67 mm and 

deflected by 3.4 mm at 1 kN load, which was slightly higher than Arch 6-H67B2 as 

expected. The maximum deflection of 8.9 mm occurred at 1.5 kN and was similar to 

Arch 6-H75B2. Arches 8-S67B2 and 7-H67B2 differed only in the type of voussoir 

(solid vs. hollow) and they behaved very similarly as shown in Figure 5.10.

Table 5.4: Summary of Arch Ring Only results for third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches

Recovery 6, 1 kN
6-H75B2 1.8 kN 8.5 mm 3.3 mm 61 % 3.0 mm
7-H67B2 1.5 kN 8.9 mm 4.7 mm 47% 3.4 mm
8-S67B2 1.3 kN 9.5 mm 5.9 mm 38 % 4.1 mm
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Comparison of Arch Deflections, Ring Only
-Arch 6-H75B2

Figure 5.10: Arch Intrados Deflections for third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches

5.3.2 Strains in the Polymeric Reinforcement

This section compares the strains experienced in the polymeric reinforcement during 

the arch ring only tests. As the arch ring acts in compression when in the arch form, 

the polymeric reinforcement is not required after the construction phase. However, 

when a hinge forms in the extrados, such as at the thirdspan region opposite to the 

load point, the polymer may provide some resistance to this hinge opening (Figure 

5.11).

The strains at the left thirdspan region (opposite side to the loading position) are 

compared, as this region deformed outwards inducing tension in the polymer. The 

change in strain in each of the third-scale 5 m x 2 m arch ring tests can be seen in 

Figure 5.12. In each of the arches, an increase in strain occurred with increasing 

applied load with the exception of Arch 4-S50B2 where the strain was found to 

fluctuate. However, this may have been due to the debonding of the gauge.
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Figure 5.11: Relationship between hinge formation and reinforcement strain

At 6 kN, the change in strains in Arches 2-S67B2 and 3-H67B2 were 81 pe and 233 

pe respectively (Figure 5.12), indicating higher change in strain in the hollowcore 

arch when compared to the solid arch. The largest change in strain occurred in Arch 

5-S30B2, with a maximum change in strain of 349 pe at an applied load of 0.3 kN. 

This arch had the lowest arch ring thickness (30 mm) of all of the third-scale 5 m x 2 

m arches.

1 he change in strain in each of the third-scale 10 m x 2 m arch ring tests can be seen 

in Figure 5.13. Strain gauges were not applied during the construction of Arch 8- 

S67B2 due to time and equipment constraints. At 1.4 kN, the strain in the polymeric 

reintorcement in Arch 6-H75B2 was 57 pe. At the same load, the strain in Arch 7- 

H67B2 was 67 pe, which was higher (as expected) due to the reduced arch ring 

thickness. The strains reduced in both arches when the load was removed as shown 

in Figure 5.13.
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Polymer Strain at left thirdspan, Ring Only Test

Arch 1-H67BI

Arch 2-S67B2

Arch 3-H67B2

Arch 4-S50B2

Arch 5-S30B2

Change in pa

Figure 5.12: Strain variation during ring only tests on third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches

Polymer Strain at left thirdspan, Ring Only Test

Arch 6-H75B2

Arch 7-H67B2

Change in ps

Figure 5.13: Strain variation during ring only tests on third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches

5.3.3 Joint Openings and Arch Intrados Strains

VW strain gauges recorded the behaviour of the voussoir joints and compressive 

strains at the arch intrados. Openings at the voussoir joint directly below the load at 

thirdspan were observed. The size of the joint openings at this location, versus the 

applied load for each of the five arches is shown in Figure 5.14.
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At 6 kN, the joint openings for Arches 2-S67B2, 3-H67B2, and 4-S50B2 were 0.02 

mm, 0.36 mm and 0.25 mm respectively. A larger joint opening occurred in the 

hollow arch ring compared to the solid arch ring (Arch 3-H67B2 versus Arch 2- 

S67B2), and also a larger joint opening in the thinner arch (Arch 4-S50B2 versus 

Arch 2-S67B2). Furthermore, the joint opening in Arch 5-S30B2 (the arch with 

lowest ring thickness) was 0.5 mm at the very low load of 0.3 kN. Each of the joint 

openings reduced when the load was removed.

The left thirdspan region moved outwards in each test and compressive strains were 

measured at the intrados. These strains are compared in Figure 5.15. The largest 

change in strain of 852 pe was recorded in Arch 2-S67B2 at an applied load of 9.8 

kN. This arch sustained the highest load, but exhibited low joint opening 

measurements as shown in Figure 5.14. At 6 kN, the strains in Arches 2-S67B2, 3- 

H67B2 and 4-S50B2 were 225 ps, 235 ps and 340 pe respectively. This indicated 

higher strain in the hollowcore arch when compared to the solid arch, and also higher 

strain in the two of the solid arches compared. Very low change in strain of 53 pe 

occurred in Arch 5-S30B2 (with the lowest ring thickness) due to the low applied 

load of 0.3 kN. Flowever, when compared to other arches at 0.3 kN load, it recorded 

a much higher change in strain. The change of strain in Arch 2-S67B2 was 3 pe at 

0.3 kN load.

Right Thirdspan Intrados Joint Openings, Ring Only Test

Arch I-H67B1

Arch 2-S67B2

Arch 3-H67B2

Arch 4-S50B2

Arch 5-S30B2

Intrados Joint Opening (mm)
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Figure 5.14: Joint openings in arch ring only tests on third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches
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The initial positive strain in Arch 4-S50B2 (Figure 5.15) may have been due to an 

initial rotation/deformation of the arch left thirdspan region during the initial stages 

of the test.

Change in Strain at Left Thirdspan Intrados, Ring Only Test

Arch I-H67BI

Arch 2-S67B2
o -

Arch 3-H67B2

Arch 4-S50B2

Arch 5-S30B2

Change in pe

Figure 5.15: Compressive strains at left thirdspan (opposite to load point)

The joint openings and strains in the third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches are compared in 

Figures 5.16 and 5.17.

At 1.0 kN, the joint openings in Arches 6-F175B2, 7-H67B2 and 8-S67B2 were 0.28 

mm, 0.26 mm and 0.14 mm respectively. This lowest joint opening was in the solid 

arch. A larger joint opening occurred in the hollowcore arch than the solid arch. 

Similar values of joint opening occurred in both hollowcore arches. In each case, the 

joint opening reduced to half its value when the load was removed, as shown in 

Figure 5.16. This resulted in residual deflection as shown previously.

At 1.0 kN, the compressive strains at the left thirdspan in Arches 6-H75B2, 7-H67B2 

and 8-S67B2 were 315 ps, 150 ps, and 50 pe respectively (Figure 5.17). The lowest 

strain occurred in Arch 8-S67B2 which corresponded to the lowest joint opening at 

the opposite thirdspan at the same load. Larger strains occurred in the hollowcore 

arches which corresponded to the larger joint openings that occurred at the opposite 

thirdspan at the same load.
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Right Thirdspan Intrados Joint Openings, Ring Only Test

Arch 6-H75B2 
Arch 7-H67B2 
Arch 8-S67B2
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Intrados Joint Opening (mm)

Figure 5.16: Joint openings in arch ring only tests on third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches

Change in Strain at Left Thirdspan Intrados, Ring Only

Arch 6-H75B2 
Arch 7-H67B2
Arch 8-S67B2

-1000
Change in ps

Figure 5.17: Comparison of left thirdspan compressive strains
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5.4 Backfilling

Each arch ring was backfilled and compacted in 100 mm layers with deflections and 

strains recorded at each increment. Arch 1-H67B1 was backfilled with a 6 mm 

aggregate, and all subsequent arches were backfilled with an appropriately scaled 

and well-graded fill.

5.4.1 Deflections

In most cases the deflections were inwards as the self-weight of the backfill induced 

compression in the arch. Deflections at the right thirdspan and midspan locations are 

compared for the third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches in Figure 5.18. The deflections 

fluctuated as the backfill height increased due to placement at each side. At backfill 

level ‘8’ the fill was level with the arch crown.

The midspan deflected outwards for each of the arches shown in Figure 5.18. This 

was caused by the active pressure from the self-weight of the surrounding fill. 

Inward deflections occurred at the thirdspans due to the active pressure. Deflections 

were found to be very similar in all of the arches, with a maximum deflection of 4 

mm at the thirdspan in Arch 2-S67B2. The midspan deflections were found to reduce 

when the fill was above the crown as the weight of the fill reduced the upward 

deflections that occurred as the fill approached the thirdspans at backfill level ‘6’. 

The variations in the deflections were due to settling of the arches, and larger 

deflections were not observed in thinner arches.

Larger deflections occurred in the shallow arches during backfilling as shown in 

Figure 5.19. The third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches were found to be less stable than the 

5 m x 2 m arches, with typical deflections that were three times larger. This is 

because the span to thickness ratio is effectively double in the longer span arches, 

which has an effect on both the stability and flexibility of the arch. The thirdspans in 

each arch moved outward due to the active pressure from the self-weight of the 

backfill. The deflections at the midspan and thirdspans in each arch reduced when 

the backfill was above the crown (backfill level 'S’, Figure 5.19). The deflections in
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the solid and hollowcore arches were similar (Arch 7-H67B2 and Arch 8-S67B2) 

with the exception of Arch 6-H75B2 where settlement of the joints occurred.

Vectored Deflections during Backfilling

Thirdspan
Deflections

Midspan
Deflections

InwardsOutwards

Intrados Vectored Deflection (mm)

1- H67BI

2- S67B2

3- H67B2

4- S50B2

5- S30B2

1- H67BI

2- S67B2

3- H67B2

4- S50B2

5- S30B2

Figure 5.18: Vectored deflections during backfilling of third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches

Vectored Deflections during Backfilling
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Figure 5.19: Vectored deflections during backfilling of third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches
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5.4.2 Strains in the Polymeric Reinforcement

This section compares tensile strains in the polymeric reinforcement at the midspan 

due to the upward movement of this region during backfilling. Changes in strain 

followed the trend in the deflection behaviour. The strains in the polymer were less 

than 400 pe, (approximately I % of its rupture strain) with the exception of the arch 

with the smallest ring thickness: Arch 5-S30B2 recorded a maximum strain of 1368 

pe. However, this was less than 4 % of the rupture strain (Figure 5.20). Large 

variation in strain was seen in this arch due its slenderness as the backfill was placed 

on each side. The change in strain in the hollowcore arches was larger than the solid 

arches.

Strain in Polymeric Reinforcement during Backfdling

Change in pe

Figure 5.20: Polymer strains during backfilling third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches

The change in strain during the backfilling of Arches 6-H75B2 and 7-H67B2 is 

shown in Figure 5.21. At all backfill levels a higher change in strain was found in the 

thinner Arch 7-H67B2 and at maximum height of backfill recorded a value of 219 ps 

compared to 66 pe in Arch 6-H75B2.
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Strain in Polymeric Reinforcement during Backfilling

Arch 6-H75B2 
Arch 7-H67B2

-50 0 50 100 150 200 250
Change in pe

Figure 5.21: Polymer strains during backfilling third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches

5.4.3 Joint Openings and Arch Intrados Strains

Backfilling an arch increases compression in the arch ring and the compressive 

forces at the arch intrados are compared here. Very small joint openings in the range 

0.02 - 0.2 mm were measured with the exception of Arch 5-S30B2 where an opening 

of 0.9 mm occurred due to instability in the arch with the lowest ring thickness. The 

behaviour of the joint openings mostly aligned with the deflection response. The 

compressive strains at the midspan intrados for each of the arches is shown in Figure 

5.22.

The compressive strains in Arches 2-S67B2, 4-S50B2 and 5-S30B2 at full backfill 

level were 387 pe, 736 pe and 1025 pe respectively. Each of these arches contained 

solid voussoirs, and larger strains occurred in arches with lower ring thickness. The 

largest compressive strain was observed in the arch with lowest ring thickness. Arch 

5-S30B2 with a maximum value of 1091 pe. This aligned with the large values of 

tensile strain in the polymeric reinforcement in this arch shown previously in Figure 

5.20. With the exception of Arch I-H67B2, larger strain was observed in the 

hollowcore arch than the solid arch (Arch 3-Ff67B2 versus Arch 2-S67B2). This was
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not found to be the case in the 10 m x 2 m arches shown in Figure 5.23. At full 

backfill level the strains in Arches 7-F167B2 and 8-S67B2 were 812 pe and 2234 ps 

respectively. This aligned with the midspan deflections where larger outer deflection 

occurred in Arch 8-S67B2. In Arch 6-H75B2 the midspan intrados change in strains 

were compressive until the fill advanced above the height of the crown whereby they 

reduced and became tensile due to the weight of the fill above the crown. This agreed 

with the inwards midspan deflection in this region.

Intrados Strain at Midspan during Backfdling
Arch 1-H67B2
Arch 2-S67B2
Arch 3-H67B2
Arch 4-S50B2
Arch 5-S30B2

-600 -400
Change in ps

-1200 -1000

Figure 5.22: Compressive strains during backfilling of third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches

Intrados Strain at Midspan during Backfdling
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Figure 5.23: Compressive strains during backfilling of third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches
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5.5 Full Test Loads

This section details the test results from each of the eight full arch systems tested 

under service and up to peak loads. Mechanism failure was observed by the 

formation of hinges and the peak load was recorded. In each of the tests, three hinges 

were evident at the right quarter-span, right thirdspan and left thirdspan regions. The 

fourth hinge wasn’t as obvious but formed the failure mechanism. No crushing of the 

voussoirs was observed, indicating that the compressive stresses were below the 

strength of the concrete. The average concrete compressive strength was 42 N/mm2 

and the stresses, based on the measured compressive strain and assuming the 

concrete was in the elastic load range, were lower than this. These stresses are 

investigated in more detail in the finite element analysis in Chapter 6.0. No cracking 

or crushing occurred in the hollowcore blocks, where the wall thickness was as small 

as 10 mm, indicating that the hollowcore design was fit for purpose.

5.5.1 Deflection

The deflections in each arch at the midspan, thirdspans and near the supports are 

shown in Figures 5.24 to 5.40 inclusive. Permanent deflections were recorded during 

the arch ring tests, and during the backfilling process but these have not been 

incorporated into the full test load results which indicate changes of deflection under 

the load test only. Each arch was tested to peak load and the backfill was found to 

compress under the loading plate as the allowable bearing capacity of the fill was 

exceeded causing failure in the fill when arch deflection became noticeable. The non

linear behaviour of each arch can be seen in the load-deflection responses and 

symmetrical responses occurred at the thirdspans. The deflections were small, 

typically less than 2 mm with a fairly linear response, up to 30 % of the peak load. 

Subsequently, the deflections increased more with each increment in load and were 

found to double after 85 % of the peak load had been reached, producing the latter 

part of the non-linear load deflection curves presented in this section.

The right thirdspan, below the load position, deformed inwards and the other (left) 

thirdspan deformed outwards. The deflections at the midspan were generally less
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than 5 mm, and rotation (or reversal of the deflection) occurred at the crown just 

prior to peak load in Arches 1-H67B1.2-S67B2 and 5-S30B2.

The behaviour of Arch 1-H67B1 is shown in Figure 5.24. A peak load of 22.6 kN 

was achieved and a non-linear deflection response occurred above a load of 5 kN. 

The midspan deformed inwards up to an applied load of 21 kN when the rate of 

deflection at the thirdspans increased and caused the reversal of deflection at the 

crown. A maximum deflection of 3 mm upwards occurred at the crown at the peak 

load. The maximum deflection at the loaded thirdspan was 28 mm at the peak load.

InwardsOutwards

Vectored Deflections, Full Load Test, Arch 1-H67B1

Intrados Vectored Deflection (mm)

15 1 »' Right Support 

—■—Left Support 

* Left Thirdspan 

Midspan

"* Loaded Thirdspan

Figure 5.24: Arch 1-H67B1 deflections during full load test

Figure 5.25: Arch 1-H67B1 before and after load test (with backfill)
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Very low deflections were recorded near the abutments, as they were longitudinally 

restrained. The hinges formed at the thirdspans and near the supports. After the peak 

load was reached, further load was applied to identify the positions of the hinges 

more clearly. The deformed shape of the arch after the removal of backfill can be 

seen in Figure 5.25. The arch right thirdspan was deformed in excess of 100 mm but 

remained connected due to the polymeric reinforcement.

The behaviour of Arch 2-S67B2 is shown in Figure 5.26. A well-graded backfill was 

used and had higher compaction due to better packing compared to the previous 6 

mm backfill which did not compact as tightly. The arch sustained a peak load of 34.1 

kN with maximum deflection of 24 mm. Deflections were less than 4 mm up to an 

applied load of 20 kN. The midspan deflection was 2.2 mm inwards at 29.5 kN 

which subsequently reduced to 1.2 mm at peak load, due to a reversal of deflection 

and rotation of the arch as it deformed. Three hinges were clearly observed at the 

peak load and they occurred between voussoirs 5/6, 9/10 and 14/15 as shown in 

Figure 5.27. Separation of the backfill was observed above the left thirdspan region 

due to the outward movement of the arch in this area (Figure 5.28 a). The deflection 

continued post peak load but collapse of the system did not occur although 

demonstrating excessive bending in the arch system (Figure 5.28 b).

Vectored Deflections, Full Load Test, Arch 2-S67B2

Right Support

Left Support

Left Thirdspan

Right Thirdspan (Load)

Midspan

Outwards Inwards

Intrados Vectored Deflection (mm)

Figure 5.26: Arch 2-S67B2 deflections during full load test
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Figure 5.27: Hinge formation during full load test, Arch 2-S67B2

The behaviour of Arch 3-H67B2 is shown in Figure 5.29. The arch achieved a peak 

load of 25.4 kN with a maximum overall inwards deflection of 16 mm under the load 

point and 5 mm at the midspan. The thirdspans deflected in equal and opposite 

directions. Three main hinges were observed in the arch (Figure 5.30) at the same 

locations as Arch 2-S67B2; at joints 5/6, 9/10, and 14/15 (In Arch 2-S67B2 the hinge 

was at 15/16, that is, to the left of voussoir # 15).
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Vectored Deflections, Full Load Test, Arch 3-H67B2

-16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8

Intrados Vectored Deflection (mm)

Figure 5.29: Arch 3-H67B2 deflections during full load test

Figure 5.30: Hinge formation during full load test, Arch 3-H67B2.

The behaviour of Arch 4-S50B2 is shown in Figure 5.31. The arch achieved a peak 

load of 20.9 kN with a maximum vectored deflection of 16 mm at the thirdspan 

below the load. The 50 mm arch ring was 25 % thinner than Arches 1-H67B1, 2-
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S67B2 and 3-H67B2 and a similar reduction in peak load was found. After initial 

bearing failure in the fill, failure in the arch was observed as a combination of hinge 

formation and slippage between two voussoirs beneath the loaded area (Figure 5.32).

Vectored Deflections, Full Load Test, Arch 4-S50B2

Right Support 

Left Support 

Left Thirdspan 

Midspan

Right Thirdspan (Load)InwardsOutwards

Intrados Vectored Deflection (mm)

Figure 5.31: Arch 4-S50B2 deflections during full load test
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The behaviour of Arch 5-S30B2 is shown in Figure 5.33. This arch had the lowest 

arch ring thickness of the five third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches tested (with a thickness of 

30mm) and consequently sustained a peak load that was less than half of the peak 

load achieved in the arches with 67 mm ring thickness. The arch achieved a peak 

load of 11.1 kN, with a maximum vectored deflection of 21 mm at peak load which 

increased further to 30 mm (Figure 5.33). The thirdspans responded equally and in 

opposite directions; the midspan had an overall 1 mm deflection and the deflection 

response indicates some rotation (by the reversal of the deflection response). The 

hinges formed during the test were located between voussoirs 5/6, 9/10 and 14/15 as 

shown in Figure 5.34 and these were the same hinge locations observed in previous 

arch tests.

InwardsOutwards

Vectored Deflections, Full Load Test, Arch 5-S30B2

Intrados Vectored Deflection (mm)

-------Right Support

)< Left Support 

Left Thirdspan 

—■—Midspan
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Figure 5.33: Arch 5-S30B2 deflections during full load test
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Figure 5.34: Hinge formation during full load test. Arch 5-S30B2

The behaviour of Arch 6-H75B2 is shown in Figure 5.35. Additional deflection 

transducers recorded the movement at the quarter-span points. The arch achieved a 

peak load of 11.5 kN with a peak vectored deflection of 37 mm inwards under the 

loaded area. Large rotation of the arch occurred between the right thirdspan and the 

midspan resulting in the outwards deformation of the arch at the midspan and the 

right thirdspan and quarter-span points. The hinges formed during the test were 

located between voussoirs 10/11, 13/14 and 14/15 as shown in Figure 5.36. A fourth 

hinge was not clear although a likely location would be at the left quarter-span. The 

position of the hinges did not match those seen in the five arch tests already 

discussed due to the differing geometry and load position (The third-scale 10 m x 2 

m arches were loaded at a position between the thirdspan and midspan. This is not 

likely to affect the peak load significantly as discussed in Section 7.10).
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Vectored Deflections, Full Load Test, Arch 6-H75B2
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Right Thirdspan (Load) 
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Figure 5.35: Arch 6-H75B2 deflections during full load test

Figure 5.36: Hinge formation during full load test. Arch 6-H75B2

The behaviour of Arch 7-H67B2 is shown in Figure 5.37. Arch 7-H67B2 was similar 

to Arch 6-H75B2 but with a reduced thickness of 67 mm. The arch ring depth was 

the same as that used in Arch 1-H67B1, 2-S67B2 and 3-H67B2 and the results 

provide information on the effect of the span/rise on the load carrying capability. The 

non-linear behaviour was seen in the load deflection curves; the arch achieved a peak 

load of 12.4 kN with a maximum vectored deflection of 17 mm at the thirdspan
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under the load. Deflections as high as 30 mm occurred after the peak load had been 

reached. The location of the hinges can be seen in Figure 5.38. The hinges observed 

during the test were located between voussoirs 6/7, 10/11 and 14/15 (the right 

quarter-span, right thirdspan and left thirdspan respectively).

Vectored Deflection, Full Load Test, Arch 7-H67B2 
14

"ST
Left Support 

-Right Support 

Left Quarterspan 

-Left Thirdspan 

Midspan

-Right Thirdspan (Load) 

Right Quarterspan

-10 -5 0 5 10 15 20
Vectored Intrados Deflection (mm)

25 30 35

Figure 5.37: Arch 7-H67B2 deflections during full load test

Figure 5.38: Hinge formation during full load test, Arch 7-H67B2
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The behaviour of Arch 8-S67B2 is shown in Figure 5.41 (Arch 8-S67B2 was the last 

to be tested of three longer-span arches and was constructed with solid voussoir 

blocks). The arch achieved a peak load of 14.6 kN with a peak vectored deflection of 

28 mm inwards under the load at the right thirdspan. The midspan also deflected 

inwards by 13 mm at peak load. Four hinges were observed in the test and were 

located between voussoirs 6/7, 10/11, 14/15 and 20/21 as shown in Figure 5.42.

InwardsOutwards

Vectored Deflection, Full Load Test, Arch 8-S67B2

Vectored Intrados Deflection (mm)
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*( Right Thirdspan (Load) 
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Figure 5.39: Arch 8-S67B2 deflections during full load test

Figure 5.40: Hinge formation during full load test. Arch 8-S67B2
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Vectored Intrados Deflection (mm)

Figure 5.41: Comparison of third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches at scaled axle loads

Comparison of tests with equivalent Scaled SV Axle Loads
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Figure 5.42: Comparison of third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches at scaled axle loads

The load versus deflection behaviour of the eight third-scale arches is compared at 

scaled axle loads as shown in Figures 5.41 and 5.42 and summarized in Table 5.5. A 

scale factor of 9 was used as determined in the numerical models in Section 6.11.
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The design manual for unreinforced bridges (BD 91, 2004) specifies vehicles to be 

considered for various categories of arch bridge. An SV100 is proposed for an arch 

bridge built to carry a ‘principal road’; an SV80 is proposed for ‘other public roads’. 

An SV196 axle load is also specified for principal roads. However, the 180 kN axle 

load on an SV196 vehicle is likely to be outside of the category for most of the 

FlexiArch bridge systems. Taking the SV100 axle load of 100 kN in a 3 m notional 

lane (and assuming minimum distribution over three arch rings) gives a load of 33.3 

kN per 1 m wide arch ring. Scaling this down to an equivalent third-scale arch model 

gives an axle load of 3.7 kN and this is shown in Figures 5.41 and 5.42.

Table 5.5: Summary of laboratory test results and equivalent deflections

Arch Voussoir Type Pmnv (kN) Ssvioo(nim) 8svi96 (mm)
1-H67B1 67 mm Hollow 22.6 0.14 0.38
2-S67B2 67 mm Solid 34.1 0.36 0.73
3-H67B2 67 mm Hollow 25.4 0.30 0.86
4-S50B2 50 mm Hollow 20.9 0.24 0.67
5-S30B2 30 mm Hollow 11.1 0.58 2.35
6-H75B2 75 mm Hollow 11.5 4.24 11.33
7-H67B2 67 mm Hollow 12.4 1.39 3.61
8-S67B2 67 mm Solid 14.6 0.67 2.43

In Figure 5.41 the maximum deflections in each arch were less than 0.7 mm at the 

scaled SV100 axle load. This is well within the service range when compared to 

allowable deflection of span/250 (Eurocode 2) as 0.7 mm deflection is equivalent to 

span/2381. The largest deflection was observed in the arch with least ring thickness 

(Arch 5-30B2). Similar deflection occurred in the solid and hollow-core arches at 67 

mm thickness (Arches 2-S67B2 and 3-H67B2 respectively). However, differences in 

deflection between solid and hollow arch rings are noticed in Figure 5.42 where the 

deflections in Arch 8-S67B2 and Arch 7-H67B2 were 0.7 mm and 1.4 mm 

respectively, that is, double the deflection in the hollow arch but equivalent to 

span/2381 which is well within the service range. The equivalent deflection in Arch
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6-H75B2 was 4 mm which was higher than expected considering the larger ring 

thickness of 75 mm.

The deflection results show the strength of the arches when backfilled. However, it 

should be noted that the tests did not include the presence of surfacing which would 

enhance the stiffness of the fill due to confinement in the top face, enable more 

dispersal of the load and thus increase the load carrying capacity of the arch system. 

This would reduce the deflections further. However, the tests show the deflections 

are well-within acceptable limits for both spans.

5.5.2 Strains in the Polymeric Reinforcement

This section compares the strains in the polymeric reinforcement in each arch ring at 

the left thirdspan (opposite to load) during the full test loading. As observed in the 

arch ring only tests, the left thirdspan region experienced tensile strain in the polymer 

as the ring deformed outwards. The strains in Arch 1-H67B1, 4-S50B2 and 5-S30B2 

are shown in Figure 5.43. Due to debonding of some of the ERS gauges, the strain 

values could not be measured for Arch 2-S67B2 and 3-H67B2. The highest change 

in strain of 1197 pe occurred in Arch 5-S30B2 at an applied load of 11.1 kN as this 

was the lowest arch ring thickness of the arches compared here.

Polymer Strain at Left Thirdspan, Full Load Test

-q

Arch 1-H67B1 
Arch 4-S50B2 
Arch 5-S30B2

-1200 -1000 -600 -40C
Change in pe

Figure 5.43: Polymer strain in third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches during full load test
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The polymeric reinforcement in the arch system with highest arch ring thickness had 

a strain of 392 pc (Arch I-H67B2) and the 50 mm arch had a value of 756 pe at peak 

load (Arch 4-S50B2) as seen in Figure 5.43. The strains in the polymeric 

reinforcement in the third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches were similar as shown in Figure 

5.44. The changes in strain in the polymeric reinforcement in Arch 6-H75B2 and 

Arch 7-H67B2 were 68 pe and 58 pe at applied loads of 11.5 kN and 12.4 kN 

respectively.

Polymer Strain at Left Thirdspan, Full Load Test

Arch 6-H75B2

Arch 7-H67B2

Change in pe

Figure 5.44: Polymer strain in third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches during full load test

To illustrate the strains in the polymeric reinforcement over the different construction 

and test phases of the arch system, the results were combined as shown in Figures 

5.45 and 5.46. The term ‘test life’ indicates the combination of the construction 

phases followed by the various tests that were conducted including the initial lifting, 

ring only testing, backfill operations and load testing.

Figure 5.45 illustrates the typical strains in the reinforcement below the loaded 

thirdspan in Arch 1-H67BI. The highest change in tensile strain in the polymeric 

reinforcement occurred during the lifting of the arch. When in arch form, the strain 

values reduced indicating a release of the tension in the polymer (shown as a
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negative change in strain in Figure 5.45). The change in strain in the polymer during 

backfilling was very low. A negative change in strain (or release of pre-tension) also 

occurred at the thirdspan position under the load point accompanied by opening at 

the intrados. As the hinge formed during the load test a positive increase in strain 

occurred. This may have been due to the rotation of the adjacent voussoirs as the 

hinge formed. When the load was removed, a small negative change in strain was 

observed.

Figure 5.46 illustrates similar results, but at the other lifting position. The highest 

change in strain occurred during the lifting phase, but in this case the change in strain 

was positive (increasing tension) due to the formation of a hinge at the intrados 

producing an opening at the extrados. When the extrados is in compression, the 

polymeric reinforcement does not contribute to the structural behaviour of the arch. 

However, the behaviour of the material in tension where an opening occurs at the top 

of the joint was of interest. This is investigated further in Chapter 6.0 where the finite 

element model compares arches with and without polymeric reinforcement.

Polymer Strain at right thirdspan (below load) over full test 
programme. Arch 1-H67B1

Lifting Ring Test Backfilling 

<------------- <--------------------------

Load TestInitial Load Tests
1000

800

^ 400

£ 200

-400
Block 8

-600

-800
'Test Life' of Arch #1

Figure 5.45: Strains in Arch # 1 over full test programme, right thirdspan
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Polymer Strain at left thirdspan over full test programme, 
Arch 1-H67B1

Lifting Ring Test Backfilling Initial Load Tests Load Test

Block 17

Figure 5.46: Strains in Arch # 1 over full test programme, left thirdspan

5.5.3 Joint Openings and Arch Intrados Strains

The voussoir joint openings and strain results are summarized in Table 5.6. The 

openings at the voussoir joint directly below the load (in the full load tests) are 

shown in Figures 5.47 and 5.48. The joint openings increased with increasing load. 

Some variation in the values occurred either through the debonding of the gauges due 

to joint rotation or through a decrease in joint opening where the arch deformed or 

rotated and caused a previous joint opening value to decrease.

The joint openings for the third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches are shown in Figure 5.47 and 

Table 5.6. At the equivalent SV100 axle load, similar joint openings occurred in 

solid and hollow arches of 67 mm arch ring thickness. The largest joint opening 

occurred in the arch with the lowest arch ring thickness (Arch 5-S30B2). However, 

this arch did not produce the largest joint opening at peak load. It was the 

deformation of the arch ring as a whole (mechanism behaviour) that was relevant to 

the peak load, and it appears that the magnitude of the joint opening beneath the load 

had no significant effect on the peak load of the arch system.
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Table 5.6: Summary of joint openings and strain results - full test loads

Arch Pmax (kN) \p(mm) \svioo(mm) f c.p(|4£) ^ e.SVIOO (pf-)

1-H67B1 22.6 2.34 0.12 1199 72

2-S67B2 34.1 0.24 0.14 1737 97

3-H67B2 25.4 1.47 0.02 n/a* 97

4-S50B2 20.9 0.70 0.06 1372 365

5-S30B2 11.1 0.78 0.91 1150 378

6-H75B2 11.5 n/a* 0.02 1986 443

7-H67B2 12.4 1.37 0.10 1069 404

8-S67B2 14.6 0.37 0.11 425 109

*gauge debonded; Pmax = Peak load; ^ = joint opening;

ec = arch compressive strain in the intrados

Arch Intrados Joint Openings, Full Load Test

Arch I-H67B1 
Arch 2-S67B2 
Arch 3-H67B2 
Arch 4-S50B2 
Arch 5-S30B2 

- • - Equivalent EU (SV100) Axle Load

0.5 1.0 1.5
Intrados Joint Opening (mm)

Figure 5.47: Joint openings in full load tests on third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches

The joint openings for the third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches are shown in Figure 5.48 

and Table 5.6. The gauges on Arch 6-H75B2 did not capture the formation of the
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hinge due to debonding. Non-linear behaviour, in the load versus joint opening 

response, is seen in Arch 7-H67B2 and 8-S67B2. The joint opening in Arch 8-S67B2 

was the smaller of the two joint openings and also sustained the highest load. Some 

fluctuation in the values of the joint opening are seen close to peak load due to 

excessive deformations in the thirdspan region. At the equivalent SV100 axle load, 

the lowest joint opening occurred in the arch of highest ring thickness, Arch 6- 

H75B2. At the same load, similar values of joint opening occurred in the solid and 

hollowcore arches of 67 mm arch ring thickness.

Arch Intrados Joint Openings, Full Load Test

Arch 6-H75B2

■*—Arch 7-H67B2

-*—Arch 8-S67B2

•— Equivalent EU (SV100) Axle Load

Intrados Joint Opening (mm)

Figure 5.48: Joint openings in full load tests on third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches

Negative changes in strain were recorded in the left third-span intrados indicating 

compression as this region of the arch moved outwards. This behaviour is shown in 

Figures 5.49 and 5.50 where the compressive strain increases with load, and peak 

changes in strain were recorded at the peak value of applied load. Fluctuation in the 

value of the changes in strain is seen in Arch 3-H67B2 above an applied load of 14 

kN and this was due to debonding of the VWS gauge. At peak load, the thickest Arch 

2-S67B2 experiences the highest compressive strain of 1737 ps. The lowest
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compression was seen in the arch system with the lowest arch ring thickness, with a 

strain value of 1050 pe in Arch 5-S30B2. Lower compression is due to the 

slenderness of the arch and its increased flexibility as a result. An arch with a higher 

ring thickness cannot rotate as easily and can withstand larger compression forces. 

(Also the arch thrust will stay in the ring section at higher loads, and therefore iss 

more stable). At the equivalent SV100 axle load, (see Table 5.6 and Figure 5.49) 

similar changes in strain were observed in the hollowcore and solid arches of 67 mm 

depth (Arches I-H67B1, 2-S67B2 and 3-H67B2) and higher changes in strain 

occurred in the arches with lower arch ring thickness (Arches 4-S50B2 and 5- 

S30B2).

In Arches 6-H75B2, 7-H67B2 and 8-S67B2 the highest compressive strains were 

measured at the left quarter-span (at voussoir joint 16/17) as shown in Figure 5.50. 

At the equivalent SV100 axle load, the arch with the highest ring thickness (Arch 6- 

H75B2) recorded the highest compressive strain. At this load, similar strains 

occurred in Arch 6-F175B2 and 7-F167B2 due to their similar thickness and 

hollowcore construction (Table 5.6). Lower strains were measured in Arch 8-S67B2 

and this system achieved the highest peak load of the three arches compared here.

Change in Compressive Strain at Left Thirdpsan Intrados,
Full Load Test

Arch I-H67B1

Arch 2-S67B2

Arch 3-H67B2

Arch 4-S50B2

Arch 5-S30B2

• — Equivalent ED 
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Load

-2500 -1500 -500
Change in pe

Figure 5.49: Comparison of left thirdspan compressive strains
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Change in Compressive Strain at Left Quarter-span Intrados,
Full Load Test
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Figure 5.50: Comparison of left quarter-span compressive strains

5.6 Discussion

The results of the tests on eight third-scale FlexiArch systems have been presented in 

this chapter. The variables investigated were the arch ring thickness, the span to rise 

ratio, hollow and solid voussoir construction and the backfill type. This section 

compares the laboratory test results in order to make relevant conclusions relating to 

these variables.

5.6.1 Backfill Type

The first and third arches (Arches 1-H67B1 and 3-H67B2) were of identical design 

but each was tested with different type of backfill; Arch 1-H67B1 was backfilled 

with single-grade 6 mm aggregate whereas Arch 3-H67B2 used an appropriately 

scaled well-graded Type 3 GSB backfill as outlined in the previous chapter.

The 6 mm aggregate was found to deform at lower loading levels compared to the 

well graded backfill but this was observed in the deformation of the fill beneath the 

load plate rather than the deflection of the arch. The ‘well-graded’ Type 3 material
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was chosen for all subsequent arch systems. Openings were only observed in the 

stiffer grade backfill on top of the fill when hinges formed in the arch extrados (at the 

left thirdspan) causing the arch and fill to move upward in this area. The difference 

in behaviour was also observed in the peak loads sustained in each test as seen in 

Table 5.7.

Table 5.7: Comparison of backfill type

Arch Peak Load (kN) Backfill Type

1-H67B1 22.6 6 mm aggregate

3-H67B2 25.4 Scaled Type 3 GSB Fill

A 12 % increase in load was observed when using the well-graded fill compared to 

the 6 mm aggregate fill. This would indicate that the granular backfill type does have 

an influence on the peak load. However, it is more significant to conclude that the 

presence of the backfill, regardless of its composition, substantially increases the 

strength of the arch system as shown by comparison of results for the arch ring only 

and full system testing. The largest difference was found in Arch 5-S30B2 as shown 

in Figure 5.51. At 5 mm deflection, the corresponding loads with and without 

backfill are 0.3 kN and 8.7 kN, indicating the important structural contribution of the 

backfill.

Influence of Backfill on Arch Peak Load

— - 5 mm deflection 
—•—Arch 5-S30B2 Ring Only

Arch 5-S30B2 with Backfill

Vectored Intrados Deflection (mm)

Figure 5.51: Load deflection behaviour of arch with/without backfill
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It was seen that the backFilling can cause deflections in the arch as the large volume 

of till provides lateral active pressure on the arch resulting in a squeezing effect. This 

was more significant in the longer span arches which exhibited higher upward 

deflections at the crown compared to the third-scale 5 m span bridges during 

backtilling. It is also possible that the manual method of the compaction could have 

caused slight variation in the degree of stiffness of the fill. In addition, the extent to 

which the arch deflects during the backfilling stage may affect the peak load, 

particularly if sway has occurred.

5.6.2 Arch Ring Thickness

The thickness of the arch ring was compared in the solid arches; namely Arches 2- 

S67B2, 4-S50B2 and 5-S30B2 which had ring thicknesses of 67 mm, 50 mm, and 30 

mm respectively. As seen earlier, the deflections and polymer strains were larger in 

the thinner arch rings. However, the compressive strains in the left thirdspan arch 

intrados (where it deforms outwards) were lower in the arches with lower ring 

thickness due to their increasing flexibility to deform.

Ihe relationship between arch ring depth and peak load can be seen in Figure 5.52. 

Comparing Arch 5-S30B2 and 4-S50B2, the difference in ring thickness was 60 %, 

and a similar difference of 53 % was found in the peak loads these arches sustained. 

Three trendlines are shown in Figure 5.52 and it was not clear whether the 

relationship between peak load and arch ring thickness was linear or non-linear. 

Where it crosses the x-axis, the linear trendline suggests that an arch ring thickness 

of 14 mm can not sustain applied load. However, it is possible that this value is 

considerably higher. Similarly, the logarithmic trendline suggests an arch ring 

thickness of 21 mm can not sustain applied load. Although the exponential curve 

shows a non-linear curve passing through the results, it crosses the y-axis and may 
not be valid.

The relationship between arch ring thickness and peak load is further studied in 

Chapters 5 and 6 using NLFEA and in Chapter 7 using hand calculations with 

mechanism analysis.
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Relationship between Peak Load and Voussoir Depth

Arch 2-S67B2

y = 27.983ln(x)- 85.279

Arch 4-S50B2

Arch 5-S30B2
y = 0.6339x- 8.8338

Solid Voussoir Depth (mm)

Figure 5.52: Relationship between ring thickness and peak load

5.6.3 Comparison of solid and hollow voussoir arch systems

Similar behaviour was observed during the testing of the hollowcore and solid arches 

with no crushing of the blocks observed. The deflections in the solid arches were 

lower than the hollowcore arches. This was also found in the magnitude of the joint 

openings below the loaded region.

The main difference was in the peak loads sustained as shown in Table 5.8. The 

comparison of voussoir type was tested in two different span to depth ratios. A 

difference in peak load of 25 % occurred in third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches, that is, the 

peak load in the hollowcore voussoir arch was 25 % less than the load sustained in 

the solid voussoir arch. However, in the third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches, the peak load 

in the hollowcore voussoir arch was only 15 % less than the load sustained in the 

solid voussoir system. It can be concluded that the hollowcore voussoir design 

reduced the capacity of the arch system by between 15 - 25 % compared to the 

similar solid system. This difference may be due to the difference in stress 

distribution around the hollow cores causing earlier hinge formation or due to the
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reduction in arch self-weight and this is discussed in more detail in Chapters 6.0 and 

7.0.

Table 5.8: Summary of solid and hollowcore arch results

Arch Voussoir Type Arch Type Pmax (kN)
2-S67B2 67 mm Solid Third-scale 5 m x 2 m 34.1
3-H67B2 67 mm Hollow Third-scale 5 m x 2 m 25.4
7-H67B2 67 mm Hollow Third-scale 10 m x 2 m 12.4
8-S67B2 67 mm Hollow Third-scale 10 m x 2 m 14.6

5.6.4 Span to Rise Ratio

Five arches were tested based on a third-scale 5 m x 2 m design, with a further three 

based on a third-scale 10 m x 2 m design. The corresponding span to rise ratios were 

2.5 and 5.0 respectively. The most frequent voussoir depth in these arches was 67 

mm and this has been used for comparison. The peaks loads for the 2.5 ratio were 

34.1 kN (solid) and 25.4 kN (hollow) respectively whereas the peak loads for the 5.0 

ratio were approximately half with 14.6 kN (solid) and 12.4 kN (hollow) respectively 

(Figure 5.53). It was expected that the longer span arches would sustain a lower peak 

load, and this was the case. The experimental results are illustrated in Figure 5.54 

showing a decrease in peak load with increasing span to rise ratio. For the solid 

arches, doubling the span reduced the peak load by 43 %. For the hollowcore arches, 

doubling the span reduced the peak load by 49 %. Both of these comparisons were 

very similar and suggested that doubling the span would halve the load.
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Load versus deflection Comparison

Arch 2-S67B2

Arch 3-H67B2

Arch 7-H67B2
Arch 8-S67B2

Thirdspan Vectored Intrados Deflection under load (mm)

Figure 5.53: Load deflection comparison of solid and hollow arches
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Figure 5.54: Relationship between span/rise ratio and peak load
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5.7 Summary

The following conclusions were made from the testing and instrumentation of eight 

third-scale arches discussed in this chapter:

■ The maximum tensile strains in the polymeric reinforcement occurred during 

the lifting process when the full self-weight of the arch was carried in tension. 

Peak strains were typically observed when the arch shape was fully formed 

and lifted off the ground. Considerable variation in the values of the change 

in tensile strains was probably due to tension stiffening effects. However, the 

maximum value of 2667 ps was approximately 7 % of the rupture strain of 

the reinforcement.

■ The change in strains in the polymeric reinforcement during arch ring only 

tests, backfilling operations and full test loads were lower, as the arch 

behaves as a compressive structure until hinges form at the extrados inducing 

tension in the polymer, but the value of the change in strain was lower than 

during the lifting.

■ The deflections in the arch rings were higher when no backfill was included, 

particularly in those with lower arch ring thickness.

■ The deflections during backfilling were higher for the third-scale 10 m x 2 m 

arches and outward deflections occurred at the midspan region.

■ Each arch was tested to peak load (after backfilling) and the arches with the 

highest arch ring thickness sustained higher peak loads than the slender ones. 

The relationship between arch ring thickness and peak load appeared to be 

linear.

■ At equivalent axle loads, generally the largest joint openings and changes in 

arch compressive strain occurred in arches with lower arch ring thickness

■ The solid voussoir arches had slightly higher peak loads and lower 

deflections than the equivalent hollowcore arch rings.

■ Larger deflections were observed in the arch system with 6 mm aggregate 

backfill when compared to the well-graded scaled backfill, due to the 

difference in bearing capacity.

■ For similar arch ring thickness and rise, doubling the arch span reduced the 

value of the peak load by approximately half.
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6.0 Introduction

This chapter details the building of the NLFEA model and numerical predictions for 

each of the arches tested in the laboratory. The AbaqusR finite element software 

package was used to predict and compare the behaviour of the finite element models 

to that of the physical models previously detailed in Chapter 5. The material model is 

discussed in detail as accurate material properties are needed to model the non-linear 

behaviour of the arches. Due to the non-linear behaviour, an explicit analysis 

(detailed in section 6.2) was used in all of the finite element models. The building of 

a typical finite element model is discussed using both continuous and discrete 

element models for the arch ring. Subsequently an initial analysis on load position is 

discussed before the main modelling results are presented.

The difference in behaviour of each arch is discussed. The initial models predicted 

the peak load of the arch rings only with no polymeric reinforcement. Subsequently, 

the predicted peak load was also determined when the polymeric reinforcement was 

included in the arch ring. The backfill was then included and a further increase in 

peak load was predicted. This process enabled an understanding of how the 

reinforcement contributed to the strength and behaviour of the arch.

The process of building the finite element model is shown in Figure 6.1. The 

development of different possible numerical analysis techniques was discussed in the 

literature review including two modelling techniques namely, homogenous 

modelling and the discrete element method. Both were used in this chapter to 

compare results and to determine a suitable modelling technique for further analyses 

and the parametric study which is detailed in Chapter 7 where a large number of 

models were compared.

The key aims of the finite element modelling were to predict peak loads for the arch 

systems tested in the laboratory, to compare predictions with the test results, and to 

construct a NLFEA model that included the polymeric reinforcement in order to 

determine its effect on the behaviour of the arch system under load up to collapse. 

The behaviour of solid and hollowcore arches was investigated, and the distribution 

of stress and strain used to study the position of the thrustline. Two full-scale arch 

NLFEA models were constructed in order to examine scale effects and to determine
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the serviceability behaviour of the arch system under the maximum axle load for the 

associated bridge category.

Change of physical problem
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•*-
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Figure 6.1: The finite element process (Bathe, 1996).

6.1 Material Model

A parametric study on the effect of the material properties is presented in Chapter 7 

and it details the sensitivity of the non-linear finite element models to the various 

material properties. The effect of the geometric properties on the predicted behaviour 

was also investigated. The influence of material properties was also highlighted in 

the review of literature and the material testing in Chapters 2 and 4 respectively. The
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values for the material properties that were determined in the tests were kept constant 

in all of the models discussed in this chapter.

The performance of structural masonry is characterised by high compressive 

strengths with low or no tensile strength. In the case of the FlexiArch ring, with no 

mortar in the joints, the tensile strength is zero at the intrados. In a continuous or 

homogenous model, tensile stresses in the intrados result in the formation of cracks 

but the discrete model more accurately reflects joint opening. Fanning and Boothby 

(2001) modelled an arch ring as a continuum where cracking or crushing of an 

element was initiated once the principal stresses in an element exceeded the tensile or 

compressive strength of the continuum. They modelled the backfill using a Drucker- 

Prager material model which requires accurate values for the cohesion, angle of 

internal friction and the angle of dilation.

When modelling a FlexiArch ring with twenty-three discrete voussoirs, elastic 

isotropic concrete material properties were used as given in Table 6.1. This is 

acceptable as the physical arches failed through a hinges mechanism, not by crushing 

and values of concrete strain were within the elastic range. A coefficient of friction 

of 0.6 was used at the concrete to concrete interface between the blocks. When using 

the discrete element method, only elastic properties of the concrete were required. 

When modelling the arch unit as homogenous using a ‘continuous’ model, further 

properties were required to model the inelastic behaviour of concrete as shown in 

Table 6.2. The values of fb0/fco and K define the yield surface; the eccentricity and 

dilation angle define the flow surface.

Table 6.1: Concrete Elastic Discrete Model Properties

Density

24 kN/ m 26.5 GPa 0.167

Table 6.2: Concrete Damaged Plasticity Properties

Dilation Angle Eccentricity fb0/fc0 K Viscosity

15° 0.1 1.16 0.667 0 0.05 N/mm
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The concrete properties in Table 6.2 were used in the continuous model and assigned 

using the ‘concrete damaged plasticity’ option, which is capable of modelling 

concrete structures under dynamic loading and represents the inelastic behaviour of 

concrete (Abaqus, 2009a). In addition, stress vs. strain curves for the plastic 

(damage) behaviour of concrete in both compression and tension were required as 

shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. These curves were studied in detail by Thorenfeldt et 

al. (1987) and Jenq and Shah (1988). The line of the compressive curve was not 

sensitive in the analysis as the concrete does not fail by crushing and the peak stress 

was also not important. However, the predicted behaviour was highly sensitive to the 

value of tensile yield stress as this value determines the strength of the arch in 

tension (and the formation of cracks in the arch ring). Figure 6.3 shows the strain 

softening curve and it affects how much the concrete in tension loses its strength 

after the initiation of cracking. It was taken as a straight line with the plastic 

behaviour occurring at 0.05 N/mm2. In order to determine a suitable threshold value 

for the tensile strength of the concrete in the arch the effect of this value was studied 

parametrically as detailed in Section 7.2. An artificially low peak tensile strength of 

0.05 N/mm2 was chosen as it reflected the cracking load which gave equivalent 

behaviour to the joint opening in the physical tests. This value was chosen based on 

the findings of several numerical models constructed for both third-scale 10x2 and 

5x2 arches, as using a value lower than this did not give accurate predictions.

Concrete Damaged Plasticity, Compressive Behaviour

------Compressive Behaviour

0.004 0.006
Inelastic Strain £

Figure 6.2: Compressive stress/strain curve for concrete plasticity continuous model
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Concrete Damaged Plasticity, Tensile Behaviour

-0.05

------Tensile Behaviour

^ 0.01

0.015 0.025
Cracking Strain e

Figure 6.3: Tensile stress/strain curve for concrete plasticity continuous model

The backfill material and level of compaction has a significant effect on the ultimate 

strength of an arch bridge. When the backfill is applied, it induces an increase in 

compressive stresses in the arch ring. The backfill disperses the applied load over a 

greater area of the arch barrel compared to the area of the applied load and provides 

longitudinal restraint to the arch ring when outward movement is induced by its 

interaction with the surrounding soil medium. The granular backfill was modelled 

using a Drucker Prager yield criterion which is a pressure-dependant model for 

determining whether a material has undergone plastic yielding. The criterion was 

introduced to deal with the plastic deformation of soils. The Drucker-Prager yield 

surface is conical, and a smooth version of the Mohr-Coulomb yield surface, both of 

which are shown in Figure 6.4.

A yield surface is a state of stress inside which the behaviour of the material is 

elastic. The yield surface can be expressed and visualized in terms of the principal 

stresses (oi, 07, 03) in 3-D space or by stress invariants (/;, I2, Is) in 2-D or 3-D space. 

When the stress increases to a point where it lies on the yield surface it has reached 

its yield point and the material then behaves as plastic. Further deformation of the 

plastic material causes the stress state to remain on the yield surface, even though the 

shape and size of the surface may change as the plastic deformation evolves. The
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yield surface is expressed in terms of the cohesion (c) and angle of friction (qp). A list 

of the properties used to model the backfill are given in Table 6.3.

Mohr-Coulomb theory determines the combination of shear and normal stress that 

will cause the material to yield. According to the principle of normality the stress at 

failure will be perpendicular to the yield line describing the fracture condition. It can 

be shown that a material failing according to Coulomb’s friction hypothesis will 

show the displacement introduced at failure forming an angle to the line of fracture 

equal to the angle of friction (Abaqus, 2009b) as seen in Figure 6.5. The value used 

for the friction angle was also used for the dilation angle and thus an ‘associated 

flow’ assumption was used. The associated flow rule is valid for irreversible plastic 

materials where work expended on plastic deformation cannot be reclaimed (Chen 

and Han, 1988). Plastic deformations were observed in the laboratory testing in 

Chapters 3 and 5.

The Mohr Coulomb angle of friction is modified to the Drucker-Prager P-value using 

the expression in Equation 6.1. The angle was thus modified from 34° to 42.66° for 

use in the model. The cohesion yield stress was specified for Drucker-Prager 

hardening in compression. The cohesion yield stress was formulated using the value 

of cohesion as determined in material tests as 51 kPa. The formulae to calculate the 

cohesion yield stress are given in Chapter 7 where the effect of the cohesion is 

discussed.

-cr2

Figure 6.4: Mohr-Coulomb and Drucker-Prager yield criteria (TNO DIANA, 2003)
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6.2 Analysis Type

RNon-linear finite element analysis (NLFEA) models were built using the Abaqus 

software package based on the geometry and material parameters of the third-scale 

arches tested in the laboratory. In this research, explicit analysis was used as opposed 

to the implicit method as it was capable of dealing with the plastic deformation 

experienced in the backfill, and the non-linear contact analysis. Robinson and Taylor 

(2008) demonstrated the explicit method as an effective and accurate means of 

analysing the FlexiArch system. This section details the explicit method used in both 

the continuous and discrete models. The contact analysis is detailed and it was only 

required for the discrete model, which was only possible when using the explicit 

analysis type.

Under non-linear behaviour the stiffness of the structure changes with increasing 

load as the stresses and strains change due to deformation or cracking. The non

linearity in the implicit finite element method manifests itself as the requirement to 

solve a system of non-linear equations. The solution of these is normally achieved 

using a modified Newton-Raphson approach which requires small load increments to 

be taken and an iteration procedure to be undertaken until the equations are satisfied 

to the desired accuracy. Equilibrium of the externally applied loads and the internal 

forces is enforced by the iterations at each increment. For brittle materials, obtaining 

an accurate solution of these equations can present convergence problems.

The explicit method eliminates the problem by removing the need to solve a system 

of non-linear equations and does not enforce equilibrium at each increment. The 

analysis can proceed from one time step to another by updating the deflections by 

relatively simple computation (Chopra, 1995). However, small increments are 

required to ensure the solution does not drift from the correct solution and thus a long 

loading time and an extremely high number of time (load) increments is required. 

The explicit method relies on taking very small time steps to obtain an accurate 

solution and these need to be small as there is a need for the ratio of the time step to 

element size to be below a given value which is smaller than would influence the 

accuracy of the stresses. The explicit method is ‘conditionally stable’. The stability 

limit, or critical time step, is based on the highest frequency of the individual 

elements which in turn can be expressed in terms of the element size, Ax, and the
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dilational wave speed of the material, Cd, as shown in Equation 6.2. The wave speed 

is a function of stiffness and density and as the load is increased the stiffness of the 

structure changes, especially at/near failure. The size of the time steps was observed 

in the modelling and where a fine mesh was used, such as in the hollowcore arch ring 

with discrete blocks, the time step used was smaller than that for the equivalent solid 

arch ring. This was due to the reduced element sizes in the finer mesh.

AtCrit [Equation 6.2]

Where: E= Young’s Modulus, p = density of the material 

Ax = element size, Cd = dilational wave speed of material

The explicit method uses the Central Difference Method to solve the dynamic 

equation of motion. The Central Difference Method is a time stepping method used 

to detennine the response quantities ui+1 (displacement), iii+1 (velocity), and ui+1 

(acceleration) at the time instant ,+/ that satisfy the equation of motion at time ,+/ 

(Equation 6.3). The Central Difference Method is based on a finite approximation of 

the time derivatives of the displacements. Expressions for velocity and acceleration 

are substituted into the equation of motion (Equation 6.4).

mil + cii + ku = p(t) [Equation 6.3]

mui+1 + cui+1 + kui+1 = pi+1 [Equation 6.4]

The unknown ui+1 is then given by ui+1 - j- . Further details of the Central

Difference Method are included in Appendix E. The solution ui+1 at time ti+1 is 

detennined from the equilibrium conditions at time £;, without the use of the 

conditions at time ti+1 , such methods are called explicit methods (Chopra, 1995).

Explicit Analysis is normally associated with dynamic analysis where short transient 

responses are required, such as in impact or seismic solutions. Here it was used to
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simulate pseudo static analysis in order to eliminate the convergence difficulties 

associated with the implicit method. The load is applied as ramped (Figure 6.6) and 

the stiffness matrix is updated at the end of each increment based on changes in 

material and geometric properties. The next increment of load is applied when the 

new overall stiffness matrix has been constructed. As a pseudo-dynamic analysis was 

being undertaken the load is applied over a specific time. The influence of the load 

rate was investigated by Robinson and Taylor (2008) where various loading times 

between 1 and 10 seconds were used in a non-linear finite element arch bridge 

model. It was found that increasing the loading time reduced the predicted peak load, 

and it was found that a loading time of 5 seconds was sufficient for convergence and 

would be used in further analyses.

The loading time was not studied in this research. Each of the models presented here 

was analysed with the self-weight being applied over a time of 1 second, and the 

surface load applied over 5 seconds with a ramped pattern as shown in Figure 6.6. 

The load is applied over several seconds because if the arch is loaded too quickly, 

such as less than a second, there can be significant inertia effects. Furthermore, a 

slow load time was used in the experimental model. However, it is desirable to keep 

the load time as low as possible as the run time is proportional to loading time, 

therefore running the analysis for a load time of 2 seconds will take twice as long as 

running it for 1 second.

NLFEA Load Application (Total time)
'TZJ

'Ramped' Loading -

Time/Frequency (secs)
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Figure 6.6: Application of self-weight and applied load in Abaqus model
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When building a model with discrete blocks for an explicit analysis, three interaction 

options are available in the Abaqus software; ‘General contact’, ‘Surface-to-surface 

contact’ and ‘Self-contact’. ‘General contact’ allows contact between many or all 

regions of a model with a single interaction. However, it cannot be used for two- 

dimensional surfaces, small-sliding contact and some surface interaction models. 

‘Surface-to-surface contact’ describes contact between two surfaces and requires 

more careful definition of the contact area. As a 2-D analysis was used, the ‘general 

contact’ was not adopted. Surface to surface contact appeared to be the most suitable 

option. However, an analysis was run with the ‘self-contact’ interaction. The results 

indicated penetration/overlap of the arch voussoirs as well as a very low predicted 

peak load. The surface-to-surface interaction was then used and adopted for all 

discrete element models.

The mechanical constraint formulation allowed either kinematic contact or penalty 

contact to be specified. The two contact methods are summarized in Appendix E. 

Both methods were compared using in a discrete model of Arch 2-S67B2 and the 

penalty contact method predicted a peak load that was 2 % higher than the kinematic 

method. As both methods gave similar results, the kinematic method was adopted as 

it is the default method used to strictly enforce contact constraints in the explicit 

model.

An interaction property was assigned to each surface interaction in the model. This 

allowed the inclusion of parameters that would govern the behaviour of the voussoir 

joints in both the tangential and normal directions. In the tangential direction a 

‘penalty’ friction formulation was used with a coefficient of friction of 0.6 as 

suggested in the literature and in Section 7.11. In the normal direction, the ‘hard 

contact’ relationship was specified which specified that no contact pressure occurs 

until nodes are in contact, and unlimited contact pressure is allowed once contact has 

been established. The ‘hard contact’ relationship minimizes the penetration of slave 

nodes into the master surface and does not allow the transfer of tensile stresses across 

the interface. Separation after contact was allowed and no damping was specified in 

the joints.
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6.3 Building the NLFEA Model

The key activities in building the non-linear finite element model are summarised in 

Appendix E. 2-D deformable shell elements were used and the backfill, polymeric 

reinforcement, and arch were each modelled as separate parts. The polymeric 

reinforcement layer was constructed as a layer at the extrados of the arch and 

modelled as a 1-D truss element.

Two dynamic explicit steps were created; the first was the ‘gravity’ step which 

determined the stresses and strains due to the self-weight of the structure only. The 

second step was the ‘applied load’ step which applied the live load in time 

increments. The applied load was applied to a 150 mm top portion of the backfill 

above the arch right third-span region, similar to the experimental test set-up.

Boundary conditions were applied to the boundaries of the structure. The ends of the 

backfill were restrained against displacement in the horizontal direction. The base of 

the fill was restrained against displacement in the vertical direction, and the ends of 

the arch were restrained against displacement in both the vertical and horizontal 

direction. In meshing the model, the backfill region was partitioned into four regions 

to make this process smoother and to enable a good quality symmetrical mesh. 

Where possible, the seeding (division of region boundaries) was done symmetrically 

as quadrilateral elements were used. Standard linear quadrilateral plain strain 

elements were used to mesh the structure. The quality of the finite element mesh 

determines the accuracy of the model and it was useful to refine the mesh to produce 

the most accurate predicted peak load. This is discussed in Section 6.7.

The predicted peak load for both continuous and discrete models was determined 

using one or a combination of the following methods:

■ Examination of the graphical contoured output. Graphical outputs were 

produced at 0.1 second increments. The contoured deflections often showed 

jumps in deflection between time steps.

■ Examination of the history output. The load deflection response of a node 

placed at the thirdspan intrados was observed and at failure the deflection was 

seen to increase suddenly. The time history of the kinetic energy and 

acceleration were also viewed (Figure 6.7) but were not necessary as the
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vertical deflection plots were sufficiently accurate in indicating the point of 

failure.

■ The progress of the analysis was observed in a data display where the time 

steps and increments could be seen. The step size, that is, a small fraction of 

the load was seen to reduce by one order of magnitude. This was due to a 

complete loss of stiffness when the continuous model was at/near failure. In 

the discrete models, this was not always evident as sometimes a voussoir fell 

out and the analysis continued. Therefore the other two methods were used to 

determine the peak load.

Energy |

Time (Load)

Acceleration

Time (Load)

Figure 6.7: Time history plot of (a) kinetic energy; (b) arch thirdspan acceleration
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6.4 Mesh Sensitivity Study

A meshing study was carried out in order to decide a suitable mesh density for both 

the arch ring and the backfill. The models used in this chapter were meshed with 

quadrilateral 4-noded linear plane strain elements. Six finite element models were 

constructed, each with varying mesh densities.

For the arch rings the meshing procedure was relatively straightforward. Both solid 

and hollow voussoirs were meshed with quadrilateral elements using a free meshing 

technique, with a finer mesh used in the hollow voussoirs to take account of the 

curve around the hollow core. The backfill is the largest part of the model and thus 

the density of the mesh used in modelling it was of significance as it can affect the 

memory required for running the numerical model at each time (load) increment but 

needs to be fine enough to give accurate modelling. The mesh density of the arch 

ring was also significant in capturing the collapse mechanism accurately. 

Consistency in the modelling was of equal importance to ensure similar models had 

similar meshes. It was found that the density of the mesh greatly affects the predicted 

peak load and thus it was important to ensure each arch had a similar mesh density to 

avoid misleading results.

Various densities of mesh have been used in other researchers’ modelling. Some 

models contained coarse backfill mesh and fine arch mesh; others contained fine 

mesh for both arch and backfill. In most cases, the arch ring contained four elements 

in the radial in-plane direction, with varying numbers of elements along its curvature 

varying from thirty to sixty. Audenaert et al. (2008) used 150 elements in the 2-D 

analysis of a masonry arch bridge. Thavalingam et al. (2001) used 472 elements in 

the discontinuous modelling of a masonry arch bridge experiment. Others have used 

very fine meshes; Frunzio et al. (2001) used 28,388 elements in a 3-D finite element 

analysis of a Roman arch bridge.

The density of the mesh is directly correlated to computational time, as the time step 

is a function of the smallest element size. As the density of the finite element mesh 

determines the accuracy of the model it is useful to refine the mesh to produce the 

most accurate predicted peak load. A continuous model of Arch 2-S67B2 was used 

to carry out an initial mesh sensitivity analysis and it was computationally less
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onerous than the discrete model. Four-noded quadrilateral deformable shell elements 

were used.

For each numerical model, the number of elements contained in each arch and 

backfill parts as well as the corresponding predicted peak loads are summarized in 

Table 6.4. The meshes are shown in Figure 6.8. A coarse mesh was chosen initially 

and was found to predict a peak load that was much higher than that found in the 

laboratory test model. A denser mesh was then constructed and a lower peak load 

was found; the process was then repeated each time increasing the number of 

elements in the mesh. The effect of the number of finite elements on predicted peak 

load is shown in Figure 6.9. The models with coarse mesh were found to produce 

higher predicted peak loads compared to those with fine mesh, and large differences 

were observed in models with a mesh density below 1500 finite elements. Increasing 

the density above this value still reduced the peak load but with less effect. The 

results were found to converge at a density of 3300 elements. It was concluded that 

the very fine mesh (Table 6.4) was suitable for Arch 2-S67B2 on the basis that it 

gave the most accurate predicted peak load and similar to models with a finer mesh. 

This equated to 40 elements per voussoir in an 8 x 5 configuration. Different 

configurations of elements had to be used for each arch due to the differing thickness 

in order to keep the elements of similar size. Based on this, Arch 4-S50B2 used a 7 x 

4 configuration of elements per voussoir, and Arch 5-S30B2 a configuration of 7 x 3 

elements per voussoir. Arch 6-H75B2 contained a 12 x 6 configuration of elements 

in order to mesh around the hollowcore in the centre.

Table 6.4: Summary of mesh densities and corresponding predicted peak loads

Mesh Type Arch Elements Fill Elements Total Elements Pen m
Very Coarse 24 72 96 50.9

Coarse 92 598 690 41.4

Medium Fine 207 1066 1273 31.9

Fine 520 1872 2392 27.3

Very Fine 920 2392 3312 24.2

Finest 920 3128 4048 24.7
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96 Elements

m

Figure 6.8: Various densities of finite element mesh used
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Effect of Mesh Density on Load Prediction

o 40

No. of Finite Elements

Figure 6.9: Mesh density study

6.5 Load Position

In the literature review it was found that the critical load point for an arch lies in the 

thirdspan to quarterspan regions when there is sufficient backfill above the crown 

level. In the laboratory tests (detailed,in Chapters 3 and 5) the arches were loaded 

above the thirdspan.

Before each of the arch numerical models was constructed, an initial study of load 

position was carried out on a single arch ring loaded at the midspan, thirdspan and 

quarter-span positions. A continuous ring model was used with a relatively fine mesh 

of 552 elements. The density of the mesh was investigated in the previous section 

with the backfill included. The effect of the load position when the arch was 

backfilled was also studied and this is included in Chapter 7.

In studying the load position it was found that the behaviour of the arch was highly 

sensitive to the value of the concrete tensile yield stress. The value used in the 

analyses was 0.05 N/mm2 and very small differences were observed between each of 

the load positions at this value. However, the lowest predicted peak load of 0.98 kN 

was found when the load was applied at the thirdspan in the model. The predicted 

peak loads at the midspan and quarterspan were 1.03 kN and 1.08 kN respectively. In
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order to further investigate the differences in predicted load, the tensile yield stress 

was subsequently increased tenfold to 0.5 N/mm2. This increased the predicted loads 

by a factor of approximately 4.5. The predicted loads at midspan, thirdspan and 

quarterspan loads were 4.99 kN, 4.47 kN, and 4.73 kN respectively. Although the 

difference in the predicted loads was small, the analysis indicated that the thirdspan 

was the weakest of the three load positions investigated. The results are shown in 

Figures 6.10 and 6.11.
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Figure 6.10: Loading positions: (a) midspan; (b) thirdspan; (c) quarter-span
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Effect of Load Position on Predicted Arch Peak Load

■ Midspan

■ Thirdspan

■ Quarterspan

■ Midspan

■ Thirdspan

■ QuarterSpan

Figure 6.11: Effect of Load Position in Arch Ring (without backfill)

6.6 Building the Arch Ring Models

The first step in the model building process was to create the part representing the 

arch ring. In the previous section, the effect of load position was observed using a 

continuous arch ring model. In this section, the predicted peak loads (at thirdspan) 

for each of the eight laboratory models were compared using both continuous and 

discrete models. The merits of each method were discussed in the literature review; 

the key advantages are that the continuous model is computationally less onerous, 

and the discrete model is useful to model the contact between the blocks or to model 

the hollow-core voussoirs more effectively. Design data from each of the physical 

arch models (as detailed in Chapters 3 and 5) is shown in Table 6.5.

The graphical results for each arch using both continuous and discrete finite element 

models are shown in Appendix E. The numerical results are summarized in Table 6.5 

and typical graphical results (contoured deflection) are given in Figures 6.12-6.17. 

In each case the discrete model predicted a peak load that was lower than that 

predicted by the continuous model. This was due to the very small tensile capacity 

used in the continuous model and due to differences in the two modelling techniques. 

The discrete model requires only elastic material properties and the location of each 

voussoir joint is not only specified, but has zero tensile capacity. The continuous
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model uses non-linear material properties which allows for cracking and crushing. 

These differences were observed in the graphical output seen in Figures 6.12-6.17 

where the continuous arch ring model deforms as one continuum and the discrete 

block model fails by voussoir separation leading to collapse. The red regions in each 

figure indicate the largest deformations relative to the elements original position 

before loading. In each model, these were found beneath the load point. Both models 

failed as a mechanism. Large plastic deformation is shown at failure in the 

continuous models in Figures 6.12, 6.14 and 6.16. The mechanism behaviour is less 

obvious in the continuous model until the plastic strains are viewed and this is 

detailed in Section 6.10.3. The discrete model failed as a mechanism and the hinges 

were evident as shown in Figures 6.13, 6.15 and 6.17.

Table 6.5: Summary of laboratory arch models

Arch Span (mm) Rise (mm) Pc kN Pd kN PcJPd
J

1-H67B1 1667 667 0.33 0.23 1.43

2-S67B2 1667 667 0.80 0.30 2.67

3-H67B2 1667 667 0.33 0.23 1.43

4-S50B2 1667 667 0.57 0.14 4.07

5-S30B2 1667 667 0.37 n/a* n/a

6-H75B2 3333 667 0.76 0.51 1.49

7-H67B2 3333 667 0.49 0.37 1.32

8-S67B2 3333 667 0.79 0.42 1.88

*model failed under gravity loading (self-weight)

Pc = Predicted peak load of continuous arch ring model 

PD = Predicted peak load of discrete arch ring model

Arch 1-H67B1 and Arch 3-H67B2 had similar hollowcore arch rings but with 

different backfill (as discussed in Section 6.9). A fine mesh of 47 elements per 

voussoir was used in both the continuous and discrete hollowcore models. The 

continuous arch model was partitioned into twenty-three regions to enable each
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voussoir region to be meshed more easily. The model deflections are seen in Figures 

6.12 and 6.13 and the peak load compared in Table 6.5.

Arch 2-S67B2 predicted higher peak loads than the hollowcore equivalent Arch 1- 

H67B1 and 3-FI67B2 due to the solid voussoirs in the arch ring. The continuous 

model predicted a peak load that was over twice that of the discrete model perhaps 

due to the small tensile capacity specified. However, it was not obvious at this stage 

which modelling technique was more accurate. The continuous model predicted a 

peak load than was 30% larger than the hollow discrete model in Arch 1-H67B1. 

This difference was further investigated when the backfill was included. Both models 

for Arch 4-S50B2 failed at lower predicted loads than Arch 2-S67B2 as expected, 

due to the reduced ring thickness. The continuous model for Arch 5-S30B2 failed at 

0.37 kN where large deflection in the arch was observed. A discrete model was also 

produced but experienced stability issues without backfill, i.e. the self-weight was 

not sufficient to resist the outward movement at the thirdspan regions from the arch 

dead load (Figure 11, Appendix E). As the density was increased from 0 to 24 kN/m3 

over a period of 1 second, the deflections increased and a premature stability failure 

occurred. Thus no peak load could be predicted for the model.

Both models for Arch 6-H75B2 predicted higher peak loads than those of Arch 7- 

H67B2 due to the slightly larger ring thickness. Similarly, the models for Arch 8- 

S67B2 (solid voussoirs) predicted higher loads than Arch 7-H67B2 (hollow 

voussoirs).
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— - +S.7Me + DD_L +D.DDC* + DD

Figure 6.12: Contoured deflection of Arch 1-H67BI continuous model at 0.33 kN
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Figure 6.13: Contoured deflection of Arch 1-H67B1 discrete model at 0.23 kN
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Figure 6.14: Contoured deflection of Arch 2-S67B2 continuous model at 0.80 kN
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Figure 6.15: Contoured deflection of Arch 2-S67B2 discrete model at 0.30 kN
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Figure 6.16: Contoured deflection of Arch 8-S67B2 continuous model at 0.79 kN
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Figure 6.17: Contoured deflection of Arch 8-S67B2 discrete model at 0.42 kN

6.7 Polymeric Reinforcement Modelling

The next process in the NLFEA modelling was to include the reinforcement layer 

and examine its effect on the behaviour of the arch when loaded. The material 

properties, as determined from the testing, are shown in Table 6.6.

Table 6.6: Polymeric Reinforcement material properties

Density p Young’s Modulus E Cross-sectional area A c

3.97 kN/mJ 6.8 GPa 92.16 mm2

In the continuous arch model, the polymer layer was applied as a ‘stringer’ to the top 

of the arch where it acts like a skin. A stringer reinforcement is bonded to the edge of 

an existing part. In the discrete model, it was constructed as a separate part and then 

tied to the top of the discrete blocks using a surface interaction. This ensures the 

nodes at the boundary are shared between the polymer and discrete blocks. In 

addition, the number of elements in the polymer mesh was the same as the edge of 

the discrete blocks onto which it was placed. In both cases, the polymer was
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modelled as a ‘truss’ element, that is, it has tensile capacity, but doesn’t develop 

bending moment.

The graphical results for each of the arches modelled with polymeric reinforcement 

using both continuous and discrete models are given in Appendix E. Examples are 

included in Figures 6.18 - 6.21. The predicted peak loads are summarized in Table 

6.7. In all cases, the inclusion of the polymeric reinforcement on the arch extrados 

increased the predicted peak load compared to the same numerical model without the 

polymer layer. This was true for both the continuous and discrete models. When the 

arch tests did not have backfill they relied on the polymeric reinforcement to improve 

their stability, due to the reinforcement at the extrados. This was particularly seen in 

Arch 5-S30B2; with the lowest arch ring thickness of 30 mm the numerical model 

was unstable under its self-weight and thus could take zero applied load until the 

reinforcement layer was included.

The NLFEA predictions results for the arches with and without the polymeric 

reinforcement are compared in Table 6.7. In each case, the increase in predicted peak 

load can be seen as a factor of about 2. When using the continuous model, the 

predicted peak load was increased by a factor of 1.82 (average) when the polymeric 

reinforcement was included but this factor increased to 3.63 (average) in the discrete 

model comparisons. Over the eight arches studied using NLFEA, the continuous 

model with polymeric reinforcement had predicted peak loads that were, on average, 

25 % higher than the discrete models with polymeric reinforcement. The difference 

can be attributed to the difference in the tensile capacity of the joints and the contact 

analysis. Both methods were further compared when the backfill was added, as 

discussed in Section 6.8.

A larger increase in predicted peak load was observed in Arches 1-5 (based on a 

third-scale 5 m x 2 m arch) than in Arches 6-8 (based on a third-scale 10 m x 2 m 

arch). Arches 1-5 and 6-8 had span to rise ratios of 2.5 and 5.0 respectively. The 

results suggest improvement was more significant for the lower ratio. This may be 

due to the sharper curvature of these arches where the weight of the voussoirs was 

less able to resist the thrust developed in the arch with outward deflections at the 

third-spans observed. This was found earlier where Arch 5-S30B2 was unstable 

under self-weight (Figure 11, Appendix E).
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Figure 6.18: Contoured deflection of Arch 2-S67B2 continuous model with 

polymeric reinforcement at peak load of 1.62 kN
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Figure 6.19: Contoured deflection of Arch 2-S67B2 discrete model with polymeric 

reinforcement at peak load of 0.80 kN.
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Figure 6.20: Contoured deflection of Arch 8-S67B2 continuous model with 

polymeric reinforcement at peak load of 1.32 kN
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Figure 6.21: Contoured deflection of Arch 8-S67B2 discrete model with polymeric 

reinforcement at peak load of 1.20 kN
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6.8 Modelling the Arch system with Backfill

The fill material has a significant effect on the ultimate strength of an arch bridge 

system. This was demonstrated in the physical laboratory models as discussed in 

Chapter 5 illustrating the load deflection response of each arch before and after 

backfilling. The material model and properties used were discussed in Section 6.1. 

Both continuous and discrete models for the arch ring were examined.

The main objectives in modelling the backfill were:

■ To determine the influence of the backfill on the predicted peak load of each 

arch system
■ To determine the effect of the polymeric reinforcement in the arch system

■ To compare predicted peak loads with the observed loads in the physical 

laboratory tests.

Arch 1-H67B1 was not modelled in this section as it contained 6 mm gravel which 

was then replaced by a well-graded fill for all subsequent laboratory models.

6.8.1 Continuous Modelling

In order to determine the effect of the polymeric reinforcement in the backfilled arch 

system, it was necessary to build arch models with rings with and without the 

polymeric reinforcement but with backfill. Previously, the polymeric reinforcement 

was found to increase the predicted peak load of the arch ring only by a factor of 

two. However, when backfill was included in the model, the arch was provided with 

most of its stability and the polymeric reinforcement had less of an influence on the 

peak load. The soil/structure interaction provides stability and the dead load of the 

fill induces further compressive stress in the arch. The screed layer was not included 

in this continuous model as its mass was similar to the backfill and it does not 

contribute to the strength of the arch when in arch form.
Before the numerical modelling commenced, it was estimated that the models 

containing polymeric reinforcement and backfill would predict a higher peak load 

than those models where no polymeric reinforcement was included. This was due to 

the assumption that the reinforcement delays the formation of a hinge at the arch
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extrados. It was shown in the laboratory testing that it did not prevent the hinge 

forming at higher load, as in each test a clear hinge was observed in the left third- 

span region of each arch (Figure 6.22). However, the arch in Figure 6.22 was 

deformed beyond the peak load causing the hinge to open further. It was shown in 

Chapter 3 that rupture of the reinforcement did not occur as the polymeric 

reinforcement layer was removed from Arch 1-H67B1 after testing in order to reuse 

the voussoirs and construct Arch 3-H67B2. No damage to the polymeric 

reinforcement layer was observed. Thus it was concluded that the polymeric 

reinforcement experiences either internal slippage or stretching along its length 

during load testing to peak load. However, the extent to which this happens was 

difficult to determine. At low levels of applied load, it is likely that no extension of 

the reinforcement takes place. However, it is important that the serviceability 

behaviour of the arch system is known, and this was investigated in Section 6.11 by 

examining both deflection and stresses in full-scale models under the maximum axle 

load for the bridge category.

Figure 6.22: Hinge formation and exposure of polymeric reinforcement in Arch 7- 
H67B2 (backfill removed after load test)

Continuous ring NLFEA models with backfill were built for each of the arches tested 

in the laboratory. Continuous models with and without polymeric reinforcement were
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constructed. As before, the polymeric reinforcement was included as a ‘stringer’ to 

the arch extrados and material properties assigned. The backfill was included and the 

load added as previously described in Section 6.3. Bearing failure of the backfill 

beneath the load plate was observed in each of the numerical models and a typical 

example is shown in Figure 6.23 where the red region indicates 21 mm deformation 

in the backfill. This replicated the observed behaviour in the physical models as 

described in Chapters 3 and 5. As the load increased the deformation of the arch 

became evident until excessive deformation (typically >100 mm) of the thirdspan 

region indicated that the model reached the predicted the peak load (Figure 6.24). 

The load deflection response is shown in Figure 6.25.
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Figure 6.23: Contoured deflections indicated bearing failure of the backfill beneath 

the load above right thirdspan in model Arch 2-S67B2
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Figure 6.24: Contoured deflections indicated excessive deformation in model Arch 2- 

S67B2 at predicted peak load of 25.02 kN
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Comparison of Load Deflection Behaviour in Arch 2-S67B2

--------Arch 2-S67B2 (NLFEA Continuous Reinforced)

— • ■ Arch 2-S67B2 (NLFEA Continuous Unreinforced)

Thirdspan Vertical Deflection under load (mm)

Figure 6.25: Comparison of reinforced and unreinforced arch behaviour in Arch 2-

S67B2

The excessive deformation in the NLFEA model was not reflective of the physical 

model, where the actual openings were observed between voussoirs as hinges 

formed. However, the NLFEA identified a peak load with corresponding peak 

stresses and strains indicating the positions of the hinges (as discussed later in 

Section 6.10).

The predicted peak loads for each of the arches are shown in Table 6.8. The 

graphical output, detailing the deformation at failure in each model can be viewed in 

Appendix E. The increase in predicted peak load when the backfill was added can be 

seen in Table 6.8 where a multiplication factor for each arch is given. For example, 

Arch 2-S67B2 predicted a peak load that was 15.4 times higher in the model with 

polymeric reinforcement and backfill {Prcb) when compared to the model with 

polymeric reinforcement and no backfill (Prc). The increase in predicted load is also 

compared for backfilled arches with and without the inclusion of polymeric 

reinforcement (Prcb/Pcb)- In Section 6.7 (Table 6.7) it was seen that the inclusion of 

the polymeric reinforcement increased the predicted peak load of the arches by a 

factor in the range 1.3 - 2.23. When the backfill was included, it increased the
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predicted peak load of the reinforced arch further by a factor in the range 9.6 - 44.2 

compared with the reinforced arch ring only. This highlighted that the backfill 

provided considerably more stability and strength than that provided by the 

reinforcement.

The NLFEA models with and without the polymeric reinforcement gave reasonable 

predictions of peak load when compared with laboratory test results. In most cases 

the predictions were conservative with the exception of Arch 5-S30B2. This may 

have been either due to the influence of the artificially low concrete tensile strength 

specified in the NLFEA model or the laboratory model peak load was lower than 

expected. Arch 6-F175B2, Arch 7-H67B2 and Arch 8-S67B2 predicted peak loads 

that were very close to the laboratory values. A comparison of physical and NLFEA 

models is discussed in more detail in Section 6.9. The presence of the polymeric 

reinforcement was found to increase the predicted peak load of the arch system by an 

average of 3 %.

Table 6.8: Summary of continuous arch model predicted peak loads with backfill

Arch # Pcb kN Prcb kN Pcb/Pc Prcb/Prc Prcb/Pcb

2-S67B2 24.13 25.02 30.2 15.4 1.04

3-H67B2 18.66 18.85 56.5 25.5 1.01

4-S50B2 22.42 23.07 39.3 21.4 1.03

5-S30B2 20.58 21.23 55.6 44.2 1.03

6-H75B2 11.92 12.13 15.7 9.6 1.02

7-H67B2 11.05 11.35 22.6 14.6 1.03

8-S67B2 13.81 14.30 17.5 10.8 1.04

Notation:
PCB Predicted peak load of continuous arch ring model with backfill

Prcb Predicted peak load of polymer reinforced continuous arch ring model with backfill

Pc Predicted peak load of continuous arch ring model

PD Predicted peak load of discrete arch ring model

PRC Predicted peak load of polymer reinforced continuous arch ring model

Pcb/Pc Predicted peak load increase factor with backfill in unreinforced arch model
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Prcb/Prc Predicted peak load increase factor with backfill in polymer reinforced arch model 

The load deflection response was found to be similar in both the reinforced and 

unreinforced models with backfill as shown in Figure 6.25. Thus the significance of 

the polymeric reinforcement was observed to be small when the backfill was 

included. It was earlier observed that it improved the predicted peak load of an arch 

by a factor of two when no backfill was included and it was found to substantially 

improve the stability of the arch ring only. However, the results presented in this 

section highlight that the backfill provides considerably more stability than the 

reinforcement and large increases in the predicted peak load were found when 

comparing an arch ring with backfill to an arch ring with polymeric reinforcement.

6.8.2 Discrete Modelling

The behaviour of the arches with backfill using the discrete model was investigated. 

Discrete models were constructed for Arch 2-S67B2, Arch 3-H67B2, Arch 7-H67B2 

and Arch 8-S67B2. The behaviour of the backfill was similar to that observed in the 

continuous NLFEA models. However, the behaviour of the arch ring with discrete 

blocks more clearly showed the development of the hinge beneath the load. 

However, the behaviour of the voussoirs in the left thirdspan area often indicated 

some sliding, observed by the unevenness of the arch intrados, which was not 

reflective of the physical behaviour. The behaviour of models Arch 2-S67B2 and 

Arch 8-S67B2 at predicted peak load is shown in Figures 6.26 and 6.27. The model 

results using the discrete method are given in Table 6.9. The full results are given in 

Appendix E.

Arch 2-S67B2 and Arch 3-H67B2 predicted peak loads that were lower than their 

corresponding continuous model predictions which was expected due to the absence 

of tensile strength between voussoirs in the discrete model. However, Arch 7-H67B2 

and Arch 8-S67B2 predicted loads that were both higher than the continuous model 

and the physical model. In both cases the unreinforced models predicted peak loads 

that were close to the laboratory values. In addition, the hollowcore arch predicted a 

lower peak load than the solid arch as expected. However, when the polymeric
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reinforcement was included, the predicted peak loads were larger than expected, with 

values approximately 60 % larger than the laboratory values.

In each of the discrete models the increase in predicted peak load due to the 

polymeric reinforcement was observed to be higher than that predicted by the 

continuous models, with increases ranging from 5 % to 62 % found.

It was decided to briefly examine the effect of changing the elastic modulus of the 

reinforcement, and the discrete model for Arch 8-S67B2 was subsequently modified 

by reducing the elastic modulus to one tenth of its original value. This produced a 

failure load of 18.52 kN (Figure 6.28) which was a reduction of 17 % when 

compared with the previous value in the reinforced model and an increase of 14 % 

when compared to the unreinforced model.

Table 6.9: Summary of discrete arch model predicted peak loads with backfill

Arch # P,m kN Pmm kN

2-S67B2 20.86 21.94 1.05

3-H67B2 14.23 17.55 1.23

7-H67B2 12.84 20.80 1.62

8-S67B2 16.25 22.42 1.38

Notation:

Pdb = Predicted peak load of discrete arch ring model with backfill

Prdb = Predicted peak load of polymer reinforced discrete arch ring model with backfill

u. Magnitude
r +1.461e + DZ
- +1.M&- + DZ
- +l.Zie« + DZ
- +1.G96« + DZ
- +9.745C + D1
- +6. SZ7e + Dl
- +7.3C>S« + D1
- +&.D9&e + Dl
- -M.S7Ze + Dl
- +3.6S4e + Dl
- +Z.436ff + IM

— - +l.ZlSe + Dl
L +D. DD&s + DD

Figure 6.26: Contoured deflection of Arch 2-S67B2 discrete model with polymeric 

reinforcement at peak load of 21.94 kN
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E - +l.S13e + Dl
- +1.210- + D1
- +9.D76e + DD_ - +6.DSle + DD

— - +D.D25e + DD
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Figure 6.21 \ Arch 8-S67B2 discrete model with polymeric reinforcement at peak

load of 22.42 kN
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Figure 6.28: Arch 8-S67B2 discrete model with modified polymeric reinforcement 

(Epoiymer reduced by 90%) at peak load of 18.72 kN

6.8.3 Comparison of Continuous and Discrete Model Results

In order to further examine how the NLFEA models replicated the behaviour of the 

physical models, the load deflection behaviour of both the continuous and discrete 

models were compared against the laboratory results as presented in Chapter 5. The 

load deflection behaviour of NLFEA continuous models, NLFEA discrete models, 

and physical models for Arch 2-S67B2, Arch 3-H67B2 and Arch 8-S67B2 is 

compared in Figures 6.29, 6.30 and 6.31 respectively.

The load deflection response and non-linear behaviour was better replicated in the 

continuous model results than in the discrete model. Before the live load was applied 

in the discrete model, an initial deflection (< 1 mm) was observed at the voussoir 

joints when the self-weight of the backfill was added. Both NLFEA models were 

found to be conservative when compared with the peak load of the physical model. 

However, the continuous model predicted deflections that were closer to the 

observed physical behaviour and a common data-point was observed. In Arch 2-
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S67B2, the deflection at 18 kN was 3 mm, and as predicted by the continuous model. 

In Arch 3-H67B2, 3 mm deflection occurred at 14 kN in both the physical model and 

the NLFEA continuous model. Similarly, in Arch 8-S67B2, 11 mm deflection was 

predicted at 13 kN. In each case, the initial behaviour was stiffer in the NLFEA 

continuous model and predicted lower deflections than the physical model results. 

This is most likely due to the absence of imperfections in the NLFEA model. In a 

physical arch, small movements of the supports and imperfections in the arch 

geometry are likely to have an influence on the deflected shape of an arch and may 

account for the differences in deflection observed in Figures 6.29, 6.30 and 6.31. 

However, care must be taken when predicting deflections at serviceable loads as they 

may be conservative due to the ‘perfection’ of the model.

It was concluded that the continuous NLFEA modelling technique was more reliable 

in predicting the load-deflection behaviour of the arches and thus would be used for 

further analyses to compare geometric and material parameters, as well as further 

comparison of physical and NLFEA results. In addition, the continuous modelling 

technique presented the advantage of being more efficient in both the time taken to 

build the model and in the computational time to run the analysis.

Comparison of Load Deflection Behaviour in Arch 2-S67B2

Common
data-point

Arch 2-S67B2 (Physical Model) 

Arch 2-S67B2 (NLFEA Continuous) 

Arch 2-S67B2 (NLFEA Discrete)

Thirdspan Vertical Deflection under load (mm)
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Figure 6.29: Load deflection comparison of model results for Arch 2-S67B2
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Comparison of Load Deflection Behaviour in Arch 3-H67B2

Arch 3-H67B2 (Physical Model) 

Arch 3-H67B2 (NLFEA Continuous) 

Arch 3-H67B2 (NLFEA Discrete)

Thirdspan Vertical Deflection under load (mm)

Figure 6.30: Load deflection comparison of model results for Arch 3-H67B2

Comparison of Load Deflection Behaviour in Arch 8-S67B2

Arch 8-S67B2 (Physical Model) 

Arch 8-S67B2 (NLFEA Continuous) 

Arch 8-S67B2 (NLFEA Discrete)

Thirdspan Vertical Deflection under load (mm)

Figure 6.31: Load deflection comparison of model results for Arch 8-S67B2
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6.9 Comparison of NLFEA with laboratory test results

A comparison of NLFEA results with those of the physical laboratory models is 

given in Table 6.10. The NLFEA replicated the three key findings of the laboratory 

research:

* Reducing the ring thickness reduced the peak load

■ The peak load in hollowcore arch rings was lower than the solid arch rings

■ Increasing the span/rise ratio reduced the peak load

Of the seven models studied, six gave satisfactory results. Flowever, the predicted 

peak load of 21.2 kN determined for Arch 5-S30B2 was noticeably higher than the 

laboratory result of 11.1 kN. This may have been due to two factors, the first being 

that the small artificial concrete tensile strength of 0.05 N/mm2 may have increased 

the strength of the NLFEA arch model; or secondly the laboratory result was lower 

than predicted due to imperfections in the geometry which would have a larger 

influence in a slender arch (Arch 5-S30B2 was the thinnest of all of the arches 

tested). A value of 0.005 N/mm2 was also modelled and predicted a peak load of 

14.73 kN which was closer to the laboratory result. However, for continuity the value 

of 0.05 N/mm2 was adopted for all the arch models.

It was previously mentioned in Chapter 5 that the peak load of 34.1 kN for Arch 2- 

S67B2 was higher than expected when compared against the results of the other 

laboratory arch tests. For example, Arch 4-S50B2 had a ring thickness that was 25 % 

less than Arch 2-S67B2 but sustained a peak load that was 39 % lower. However, it 

was not clear if the relationship between load and ring thickness was linear. A 

parametric study on the effect of ring thickness against predicted peak load was 

subsequently carried out and the results can be found in Chapter 7.

The NLFEA predictions, although conservative suggested that the laboratory peak 

load of 34.1 kN was high by predicting a peak load of 25.02 kN. It also predicted that 

Arch 4-S50B2 would sustain a peak load that was only 8 % less than this value.

The NLFEA continuous models for Arches 6-H75B2, 7-H67B2 and 8-S67B2 

predicted peak loads that were very close to the laboratory loads. This was also the 

case in Arch 4-S50B2 as seen in Figure 6.32. The predicted peak load of was 23.07 

kN was close to the laboratory result of 20.9 kN. The load deflection response of
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each of the models for Arch 2-S67B2, Arch 3-H67B2 and Arch 8-S67B2 was shown 

in the previous section in Figures 6.29, 6.30, and 6.31.

Table 6.10: Comparison of Lab and NLFEA results

$ PiAH kN PNLl'liA kN PNLMa/PLAH

Arch 1-H67B1 22.6 - -

Arch 2-S67B2 34.1 * 25.02 73 %

Arch 3-H67B2 25.4 18.85 74%

Arch 4-S50B2 20.9 23.07 110%

Arch 5-S30B2 11.1** 21.23 191 %

Arch 6-H75B2 11.5** 12.13 105 %

Arch 7-H67B2 12.4 11.35 92%

Arch 8-S67B2 14.6 14.30 98%

^lab result was higher than expected, **lab result was lower than expected

Comparison of Load Deflection Behaviour in Arch 4-S50B2

------Arch 4-S50B2 (NLFEA)

Arch 4-S50B2 (Physical 
Model)

Thirdspan Vertical Deflection under load (mm)

Figure 6.32: Load deflection behaviour in Arch 4-S50B2

The hollowcore arch models predicted peak loads that were 25 % and 21 % lower 

than the solid arch equivalent for Arch 3-H67B2 and Arch 7-FI67B2 respectively.
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The load deflection behaviour is shown in Figure 6.33 and Figure 6.34. This was 

similar to the laboratory results where the equivalent reductions in peak load for 

hollowcore arches were 25 % and 15 % respectively.

Comparison of Solid and Hollowcore Arch Behaviour 
(Span to Rise Ratio of 2.5)

--------Arch 2-S67B2 (NLFEA Solid)

--------Arch 3-H67B2 (NLFEA Hollow)

Thirdspan Vertical Deflection under load (mm)

Figure 6.33: Comparison of solid and hollowcore arch predicted behaviour (span/rise

= 2.5)

Comparison of Solid and Hollowcore Arch Behaviour
(Span to Rise Ratio of 5)

Arch 8-S67B2 (NLFEA Solid)

• - Arch 7-H67B2 (NLFEA Hollow) -

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
Thirdspan Vertical Deflection under load (mm)
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Figure 6.34: Comparison of solid and hollowcore arch predicted behaviour (span/rise

= 5.0)
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6.10 Stresses, Strains, Thrustline and Hinge Formation

The non-linear finite element analysis was useful not only in predicting the peak load 

for each arch, but to further examine the stress and strains with increasing load. The 

stress values determine the position of the thrustline in the arch ring and in predict 

the formation of hinges and a mechanism failure. The stresses in each of the models 

are discussed in this section. However, Arch 2-S67B2 was used for further study of 

stress and strain to indicate the position of the thrustline, hinge formation and the 

development of plastic strain. Arch 3-H67B2 was also studied to compare the stress 

distribution in the hollowcore arch to that of the equivalent solid arch.

6.10.1 Maximum Predicted Compressive Stresses

The maximum predicted compressive stress in each arch model is given in Table 

6.11. The maximum stresses in each arch after backfill and at 75 % of the predicted 

peak load are also shown in Table 6.12. The predicted compressive stresses in each 

arch ring, when backfilled, were low and for all of the third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches 

were less than 1 N/mm2. A comparison of Arches 2 to 5 indicated the highest stress 

of 0.77 N/mm2 was in Arch 3-H67B2. However, this was due to stress concentration 

at the hollowcore and a value of 0.45 N/mm2 was more typical in the arch ring. In 

addition, the stress was higher in the hollowcore arch when compared to the 

equivalent solid arch (Arch 2-S67B2). It was also found that the thinner arch rings 

experienced a higher stress when backfilled, with Arch 4-S50B2 and Arch 5-S30B2 

experiencing higher stress than Arch 2-S67B2. These findings were also discovered 

in the third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches. The hollowcore arches Arch 6-H75B2 and Arch 

7-H67B2 indicated higher stresses than the solid Arch 8-S67B2. In addition, the 

hollowcore arch with the lower ring thickness, Arch 7-H67B2, had a higher predicted 

stress than Arch 6-H75B2. This was expected as it experienced a similar load level 

over a smaller contact area.

At 75 % of the predicted peak load and for the seven arch models, the compressive 

stresses were in the range 3.5 - 4.7 N/mm indicating low stresses. This aligns with 

the theory that arches do not generally fail by crushing, but rather by the formation of 

hinges, unless the voussoirs are constructed from a very weak material (less than 4
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N/mm2 compressive strength). Furthermore, the maximum stresses given in Table 

6.11 agree with this, with values in the range 3.8 - 6.0 N/mm2. A concrete strength in 

excess of 30 N/mm2 was used and thus no crushing was observed in the tests.

The location of stress in the arch is discussed in Section 6.10.2 where the formation 

of hinges is shown. The Von Mises stresses in the backfill of model Arch 2-S67B2 

are shown in Figure 6.35 and were found to be low with values of 0.3 N/mm" 

predicted as the analysis approached peak load. (Before loading, the stresses in the 

backfill from its self-weight were typically 0.01 N/mm2). The stress pattern above 

the left thirdspan can also be seen in Figure 6.35 which was caused by the outward 

movement of the arch in this region. The stress is low in this region as the only factor 

resisting the upward movement of the fill is its self-weight. The stress in the out-of

plane direction is given in Figure 6.36. The stress builds due to lateral restraint from 

the plane strain analysis.

Table 6.11: Von Mises Stress in arch NLFEA models

Arch # Pnu-i:a kN Obf N/mm: oa 75 N/mm2 <W N/mm2

Arch 2-S67B2 25.02 0.25 3.7 5.1

Arch 3-H67B2 18.85 0.77*, 0.45 4.6 5.2

Arch 4-S50B2 23.01 0.31 3.5 4.9

Arch 5-S30B2 21.23 0.47 4.5 6.0

Arch 6-H75B2 12.13 1.95*, 1.20 4.4 4.9

Arch 7-H67B2 11.35 2.37*,1.57 4.7 5.6

Arch 8-S67B2 14.30 1.01 3.3 3.8

*stress concentration around hollow gives higher stress

Notation:

obf = Maximum stress in arch after backfilling
00 75 ~ Typical stress at 75% of predicted peak load

omax = Maximum stress at predicted peak load
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Figure 6.35: In-Plane Mises Stress in backfill, Arch 2-S67B2, Max 0.3 N/mm2
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Figure 6.36: Out-of-plane principal stress of 0.2 N/mm2 in backfill, Arch 2-S67B2

6.10.2 Hinge Formation

The stress diagrams were able to show the positions of the hinges at various load 

stages in the analysis. The plastic strains also indicated the hinge position as 

discussed in more detail in section 6.10.3. The stresses in the arch after backfilling 

are shown in Figure 6.37 and locations of the maximum and minimum stresses of 

0.25 N/mm2 and 0.00025 N/mm2 respectively are also shown.

The positions of the hinges as the arch is loaded are given in Figure 6.38. The 

contoured output indicates the regions of compressive stress and it is opposite to 

these regions that the hinge will form. Under the loaded region (right thirdspan) the 

compressive stress is indicated near the arch extrados. Correspondingly, an area of 

very low compressive stress, which then becomes tensile, forms at the arch intrados 

in this region. When the concrete tensile yield stress is exceeded, a hinge is formed. 

The typical locations of the hinges observed in the laboratory tests on the third-scale
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5m x 2m arches were at voussoir joints 5/6, 9/10, and 14/15. These locations 

correspond to the right quarterspan, right thirdspan and left thirdspan respectively. In 

some cases a fourth hinge was also seen near the left quarterspan but was often 

difficult to observe. The development of plastic strain was also useful to indicate the 

position of the hinges as seen in the following section.

5, Mises 
(Avg: 7S*)
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Elem: PART-1-1.2D5 
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Figure 6.37: Values of Mises stress in arch with backfill applied, Arch 2-S67B2, and 

location of maximum and minimum stresses (same both sides due to symmetry)
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Figure 6.38: Mises stress output in Arch 2-S67B2 at applied load of 7.8 kN showing

the position of developing hinges

6.10.3 Plastic Strains

The behaviour of the arch under loading can best be studied through the development 

of the plastic strains. The development of plastic strain in Arch 2-S67B2 is shown in 

Figure 6.39. At plastic strain sp=0.0002, three clear hinges were seen to form which 

corresponded with laboratory observations. An obvious hinge forms under the load at
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the right thirdspan, with subsequent hinges forming at the right quarterspan and left 

thirdspan. A fourth hinge was also predicted at the left support. However, this hinge 

was difficult to observe in the physical tests due to restricted visibility from the 

spandrel formwork at the springing.

Figure 6.39: Development of plastic strain in Arch 2-S67B2 at 9.1 kN, £p=0.0002

Figure 6.40: Plastic strain in Arch 2-S67B2 at 22.7 kN, ep=0.01

The plastic strain at an applied load of 22.7 kN (91 % of the predicted peak load) is 

shown in Figure 6.40. The grey regions in the contour plot indicate plastic strains in 

the range 0.0002 - 0.01, and higher plastic strain occurred beneath the loaded area as 

the model approached peak load. The maximum in-plane plastic strain (with no cut

off) is shown in Figure 6.41. The plastic strain in the fill beneath the load point at 

failure was 0.36. If this strain is related to the depth of the fill below the load area 

(approx 250 mm) this would indicate a change in length, over the depth of fill, of 90 

mm in this region as the model fails. Large deformation of the finite elements was 

observed at failure in the NLFEA so this value was expected. Furthermore, large 

deformation of the fill was observed in the physical tests when pressure on the load 

plate was applied beyond the point at which the peak load was reached.
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Figure 6.41: Maximum in-plane plastic strain in Arch 2-S67B2 at 22.7 kN

6.10.4 Comparison of Solid and Hollowcore Arches

The stresses in Arch 2-S67B2 and Arch 3-H67B2 are compared in Figure 6.42. The 

compressive stresses were isolated to within the 0.2 - 1.0 N/mm2 range in order to 

compare the thrustline in both solid and hollowcore arches. As the thrustline is the 

locus of the point through! which the resultant forces pass, it can pass through the 

cores in the hollowcore arch. However the stresses cannot.

The position of the arch thrustline was found to be similar in both models and was 

generally concentrated at the intrados or extrados of the arch. The location of the 

hinges also corresponded with the expected locations of the hinges as observed in the 

laboratory tests. However, the thrustline was found to be less complex in the solid 

arch ring model compared to the hollowcore arch ring model. In the hollowcore arch, 

stress concentration was found around the cores, particularly where the thrustline 

position moves from the intrados to the extrados or vice versa. This was observed in 

the regions indicated in Figure 6.42b where regions of stress run parallel on either 

side of the hollowcore where the stress migrates from one region to the other. This 

transition of stress from the extrados to intrados, and vice versa, occupied more 

voussoirs in the hollow model due to the inability for stress to pass through the core. 

This phenomenon may have caused increased rotation or instability of the voussoirs 

and may be the reason why the hollowcore arches, in both physical and NLFEA 

models, sustained lower peak loads than the equivalent solid arch. Alternatively, the 

reduction in self-weight in the hollowcore models may also have resulted in the 

lower peak load.
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6.11 Full-scale models

When the arch design was scaled to one-third of a typical full-scale FlexiArch bridge 

system for the purpose of the laboratory testing it was scaled in both the in-plane and 

out-of-plane directions. A scale factor of 9 was used in Chapter 5 when comparing 

deflections at equivalent service loads. However, when the arch is scaled, a full-scale 

voussoir weighs twenty-seven times that of its third-scale counterpart as it is scaled 

in depth, width and breadth. To examine scale effects between the full-scale and 

model-scale, a full-scale NTFEA arch model was constructed for comparison to one 

of the third-scale models used earlier. The scaling effect, if any, due to gravity and 

the depth of fill at full-scale was also unknown.

A continuous NLFEA model with artificially low tensile strength was used for this 

full-scale model as it was computationally less onerous and the previous predictions 

using this model were fairly accurate. Equivalent full-scale NLFEA models of Arch 

2-S67B2 and Arch 8-S67B2 were built, namely, F2-S200B2 and F8-S200B2 

respectively. The predicted peak loads, stresses and deflections are given in Table 

6.12 and 6.13. The graphical outputs are shown in Figures 6.43 - 6.46 inclusively.

The predicted peak load for the full-scale models is compared with the third-scale 

equivalent in Table 6.12. Scale factors of 9.18 and 9.29 were found, which indicated 

that scale effects were not significant. The stresses in the full-scale models were also 

found to be slightly higher than the third-scale models as expected due to higher 

gravity loading. However, the maximum stress of 6.23 N/mm2 support the theory that 

an arch does not fail by crushing but rather by the formation of hinges. It also 

indicates, as discussed in Chapter 3, that the strength of the concrete is not critical in 

affecting the behaviour of the arch system.

The deflection of both full-scale models is compared against an equivalent EU 

SV196 axle load of 180 kN (assuming 60 kN per arch ring) in Figure 6.47 and Table 

6.13. The deflections under load were 0.48 mm and 1.35 mm for F2-S200B2 and F8- 

S200B2 respectively. The low deflection indicates that the arch is fit for purpose at 

this axle load despite the fact that the model did not include the presence of surfacing 

which makes the results slightly conservative compared to the real bridge deck 

system.
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The result for F2-S200B2 can be compared to tests (in the literature review) carried 

out by Taylor et al. (2009) where a full-scale FlexiArch bridge, with surfacing, 

deflected 0.21 mm under a combined axle load of 175 kN. The smaller deflection in 

the real bridge can be attributed to increased load dispersal due to surfacing and 

transverse load dispersal, as well as a concrete saddle between the arch ring and 

backfill. The load-deflection behaviour in F8-S200B2 indicates the strength of the 

shallow arch, which currently used for footbridges, far exceeds any design load that 

would be found on such a bridge.

Table 6.12: Summary of predicted peak loads for full-scale models

Arch # Span x Rise Pm-kN Pan- kN Pcbf/Pcht

F2-S200B2 5 m x 2 m 221.40 24.13 9.18

F8-S200B2 10 m x 2 m 128.30 13.81 9.29

Table 6.13: Summary of predicted stresses and deflections for full-scale models

Arch # Span x Rise 0cnr N/mm2 0cm- N/mm2 0O.5CBF SVIM

F2-S200B2 5 m x 2 m 6.23 5.1 2.80 0.48 mm

F8-S200B2 10 m x 2 m 5.68 3.8 3.10 1.35 mm

Notation:
PcBF = 

PcBT = 

OCBF = 

°CBT = 

°0.5CBF =

(5 S V196 =

Predicted peak load of full-scale continuous ring model with backfill

Predicted peak load of third-scale continuous ring model with backfill

Peak stress in full-scale model

Peak stress in third-scale model

Stress in full-scale model at 50 % peak load

Deflection at equivalent EU SV196 axle load
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Figure 6.43: Failure of full-scale model F2-S200B2 at 221.40 kN
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Figure 6.44: Failure of full-scale model F8-S200B2 at 137.25 kN
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Figure 6.45: Stresses in Arch F2-S200B2, 2.8 N/mm2 at 50 % of peak load
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Figure 6.46: Stresses in Arch F8-S200B2, 3.1 N/mm2 at 50 % of peak load
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Load Deflection Response of Fullscale NLFEAArch Models

-e— F2-S200B2 (under load)
F8-S200B2 (under load)

— ■ EU (SV196) Axle Load (per 1 m ring)

Vertical Deflection at Intrados Node (mm)

Figure 6.47: Load deflection response of full-scale NLFEA models

6.12 Summary

An extensive non-linear finite element analysis programme was conducted in order 

to predict the behaviour of arch systems built and tested in the laboratory. In the 

modelling process, care was taken to include the measured materials’ properties. In 

addition, plane strain analysis was used in order to replicate the lateral restraint on 

the fill provided by the spandrels/formwork in the physical tests. The mesh for each 

NLFEA model was sufficiently fine to accurately predict the peak load values for the 

range of arches. The density of the mesh was consistent in all of the models.

The NLFEA achieved the following key outcomes:

■ The behaviour of arches without reinforcement and fill was modelled. The 

arches failed at low loads due to the absence of external dead load to provide 

stability. The discrete models failed at lower loads than the continuous 

models due to the inclusion of a small artificial concrete tension in the 

continuous model. In all cases, each arch failed at a peak load less than 1 kN.
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The improvement in stability and increase in load capacity of each arch was 

determined when the polymeric reinforcement was included. Over eight arch 

models, the continuous models predicted an increase in load capacity by a 

factor of 1.82 on average. A larger increase factor of 3.63 was predicted on 

average over the eight discrete models.

When the backfill was modelled, the effect of the polymeric reinforcement 

was less significant. The largest contribution to the load capacity of the arch 

was provided by the backfill. In the model with lowest arch ring thickness 

(Arch 5-S30B2) the backfill increased the failure load by a factor of 44.2.

It was concluded that the backfill contributes most of the stability, regardless 

of the presence of the polymeric reinforcement on the arch extrados. 

Continuous and discrete element modelling methods were carried out and 

compared. It was found that the continuous models predicted the load- 

deflection behaviour more accurately when compared to the physical 

laboratory results.

An artificial tensile strength of 0.05 N/mm2 was used in modelling each arch. 

Lower values did not give accurate predictions and studying this value across 

several arches did not always produce convergence. Care must be exercised 

when using this value as it is very sensitive to the predicted peak load.

The polymeric reinforcement was found to increase the predicted peak load 

of a backfilled arch by 3 % when using the continuous NLFEA models.

The reinforced discrete NLFEA models overestimated the predicted peak 

load and in some cases, failed to accurately model the arch behaviour.

Accurate predictions of peak load were found when comparing the NLFEA 

continuous model results to those of the physical tests.

The arches failed as a mechanism. Some of the hinges were more obvious in 

the discrete model but in the continuous model the position of the hinges 

were evident when the plastic strains were viewed.

The predicted stresses in all arch NLFEA models were less than 6 N/mm2 

indicating that the arches failed by hinge formation and not material crushing. 

The thrustline position was compared in solid and hollowcore arch rings and 

indicated slight differences in stress distribution, as well as stress 

concentration around the cores.
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■ Full-scale arch models were constructed to examine scale effects and a scale 

factor of 9.2 was determined when comparing third-scale model results with 

those of the full-scale models. The deflections under maximum serviceable 

axle loads were also predicted, with a maximum deflection of 0.48 mm in a 

full-scale 5 m x 2 m (span x rise) arch bridge. In addition the model did not 

include surfacing or transverse stiffening effects between adjacent arch rings.
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7.0 Introduction

The benefits of using the finite element analysis method are demonstrated in this 

chapter in the form of a parametric study which enables various parameters, both 

geometrical and material, to be studied and far in excess of those possible 

experimentally in the same time scale. The finite element method has been widely 

used in other research not only to predict the capacities of physical models, but also 

to expand what is known about arch bridge behaviour - from macro terms such as 

modelling techniques to micro terms of physical properties of various components 

and their contribution to the behaviour of the arch bridge system.

The parametric studies can be categorized as either material or geometrical. The 

objective of using conceptual models is to investigate the significant parameters 

which influence arch bridge behaviour. When laboratory or field results are 

compared with numerical results there are often differences in the results, and a finite 

element model can be updated by more accurately reflecting the parameters which 

may have been estimated in the first NLFEA run. This process is known as model 

updating (Mottershead and Friswell, 1995). The models discussed in the previous 

chapter used accurate material values established from material tests (as detailed in 

Chapter 4). In this chapter these values are varied across a wider range in order to 

determine their influence on the behaviour of arch bridge systems. The continuous 

NLFEA model developed in the previous chapter is used here.

7.1 Influence of Load Position

The critical load point for an arch is recognised as being in the thirdspan or quarter- 

span position but can be closer to the crown when the level of backfill is very low at 

the crown extrados. For an arch ring only, the system will be more resistant to 

loading at midspan, as the load is spread on both sides without eccentricity until the 

load becomes sufficiently high to form a hinge in the midspan intrados (loading at 

the springing is not practically possible unless the arch has a very shallow profile). 

An eccentric applied load, such as at the thirdspan or quarter-span region will cause 

rotation in the arch with downward deformation under the load and upward 

deformation in the opposite region of the arch. The difference in stability between
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the thirdspan and midspan regions of an arch was demonstrated by McCloud (2009) 

who tested the stability of a model scale arch built with clay tiles and mortar. When 

McCloud stood on the arch in the thirdspan region it immediately collapsed, but in 

contrast remained intact when he stood at the midspan of the arch model. As 

discussed in the literature review (Section 2.9.1), other research has shown that the 

critical load point lies in the third-span to quarter-span region.

In the previous chapter, the behaviour of a single arch was observed with the load 

applied at the midspan, thirdspan and quarter-span points respectively. According to 

this analysis, the thirdspan point was found to be the most critical of the three. 

However in this chapter, only small differences in peak loads were observed between 

loading positions at the midspan, thirdspan and quarter-span for a backfill height of 

200 mm above the extrados. The midspan loading becomes more critical at low 

levels of crown backfill due to low dispersal of wheel load through the fill. In order 

to compare load positions, an artificial tensile capacity for the concrete was provided 

in the arch ring as the NLFEA required a value above zero when using the 

continuous ring model. Using a value very close to zero (0.005 N/mm2) gave 

numerical instability causing the arch to fail at low load values irrespective of load 

position. The low value of 0.05 N/mm2 (as used in Chapter 6) was used here. The 

effect of the artificial tensile strength is discussed in the next section.

When the arch contains backfill, the effect of the load position changes as the depth 

of till varies across the arch due to curvature. The applied wheel load is dispersed 

through the fill at an angle depending on the material type. The higher the depth of 

fill, the wider zone of influence at the arch extrados and the load is transferred to a 

larger length of the ring (Figure 7.1). The influence of the depth of fill is investigated 

in Section 7.6.

The combination of the load position along with the varying depth of fill is a 

complex relationship. The midspan region has the lowest depth of fill and the arch 

springing has the maximum depth of fill. The difference in these depths depends on 

the curvature of the arch, that is, its span to depth ratio. Before backfilling, the 

midspan of the arch is the favourable load position (that is, the stronger position). 

However, when backfilled, the midspan region contains the shallowest fill depth and 

thus less load dispersal onto the extrados creating a more severe load condition.
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Conversely, the thirdspan region, before backfilling, is a less favourable region to 

apply the load whereas after backfilling, the fill depth is greater in this region and 

thus the fill transfers the load onto a wider segment of the arch.

The arches modelled are a third-scale of a 5 m x 2 m arch. This was kept consistent 

to assess other variables. Four models were constructed with a 150 mm long patch 

load (as per Chapter 5 and 6) applied at the midspan, intermediate point (halfway 

between midspan and thirdspan), thirdspan and quarter-span points respectively 

using the generic model shown in Figure 7.2. These models were constructed with a 

67 mm arch ring and 200 mm fill depth at the extrados crown point using plane strain 

elements. The material properties, as based on the measured properties (see Chapter 

4) were kept constant in each of the four analyses as shown in Table 7.1. The results 

can be seen in Figures 7.3 and 7.4.

Figure 7.1: Load dispersal through fill at: (a) midspan; (b) thirdspan

▼

Figure 7.2: Generic load comparison NLFEA model
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Table 7.1: Material property values used in Load Position Parametric Study

Fill Concrete

Pfill Efiii qp c’ F‘-'concrete o,

20 kN/nf 40 MPa 34° 51 kPa 26.5 GPa 0.05 N/mirf

The assumption that the critical load point for an arch ring lies in the thirdspan- 

quarter-span region cannot be always applicable when the backfill is varied, as the 

behaviour is more complex with the interaction of arch ring and backfill together.

In this numerical model, the thirdspan loading produced a peak load of 27.3 kN 

compared to a peak load of 26.1 kN when applied at the midspan, indicating that the 

midspan was a more critical location for the load than the thirdspan. The value of 

peak load, relative to it position, can be seen in Figure 7.3. The lowest peak load 

occurred at the intermediate point (— position, between midspan and thirdspan)

which would suggest that it is the most critical location, although all positions give 

similar results.
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Figure 7.3: Effect of load position for a backfilled arch
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Figure 7.4: NLFEA models at peak loads for: (a) midspan; (b) intermediate point; (c) 

thirdspan; (d) quarter-span, loading positions

7.2 Influence of Concrete Tensile Yield Stress

The benefit of analysing the arch as one continuous ring is two fold; namely; a 

saving in the time taken for both constructing and analysing the model. There is also 

less chance of instability in the computation as it is simpler than discrete blocks 

which have more numerically onerous contact analysis. In order to use the 

continuous ring method effectively, the analysis accuracy relates to the artificial 

concrete tensile capacity in the arch ring. The FlexiArch contains no mortar in the 

joints and therefore has zero tensile capacity at the intrados face - this is reflected in 

the discrete model. However, in the continuous model, a very low value of tensile 

yield stress is required, in order to achieve a stable arch ring and to model the system 

effectively. As this value greatly affects the predicted capacity of the arch bridge, 

adopting a very low value that gives conservative predictions is favourable.

Each of the analyses, investigating the effect of the concrete tensile yield strength, 

included the arch with backfill to 200 mm above the crown extrados. The first 

analysis used six different concrete tensile yield stresses with the same material 

properties as presented earlier in Table 7.1 (with the exception of the concrete tensile 

yield stress, ot as this is the parameter being investigated). The results of peak load 

versus concrete tensile yield stress can be seen in Figure 7.5 and the relationship is
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relatively linear up to a tensile stress of 0.5 N/mm2. Larger differences in the 

predicted peak load were observed at stresses less than 0.5 N/mm2 whereas the 

difference between 0.5 and 1.0 N/mm' was found to be low. A value of 0.05 N/mm2 

was chosen for the numerical modelling of the 67 mm arch as it gave the closest 

predicted behaviour to that of the discrete model for the same arch system. The 

influence of the concrete tensile yield stress was also investigated for a longer span 

shallower arch of the same thickness. A third-scale model of a 10 m x 2 m arch 

system was constructed and various concrete tensile yield strengths were input 

similarly to the previous models. The results can be seen in Figure 7.6 and a similar 

response to the 5 m x 2 m arch system was evident. Therefore a value of 0.05 N/mm2 

was chosen for the numerical modelling of the arch systems.

Influence of Arch Concrete Tensile Strength

Third-scale 5 m x 2 m arch, 67 mm thick

Concrete Tensile Strength (N/mm2)

Figure 7.5: Influence of concrete tensile strength on predicted peak load

Influence of Arch Concrete Tensile Strength

Third-scale 10 m x 2 m arch, 67 mm thick

Concrete Tensile Strength (N/mm2)

Figure 7.6: Influence of concrete tensile strength on predicted peak load
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7.3 Influence of Arch Ring Thickness

This section discusses the effect of varying the arch ring thicknesses on the predicted 

peak loads. Six thicknesses in the range of 30 mm to 150 mm were modelled in a 

plane strain analysis using the properties in Table 7.2 and the results are shown in 

Figure 7.7. Both linear and non-linear trendlines are shown. The effect of varying the 

arch thickness appeared to be linear but with the trendline tending to the vertical axis. 

However this would suggest an arch of zero thickness has a predicted peak load of 20 

kN which is not valid. The non-linear trendline is perhaps more valid. However, the 

predicted peak load of arches of ring thickness less than 30 mm was not studied and 

could be further investigated in further research.

These findings were checked using mechanism analysis and a spreadsheet as detailed 

in Section 7.12 and Appendix F. The relationship between arch ring thickness and 

peak load for an arch ring appeared to be non-linear. However, whenever the backfill 

was added, the trend appeared to be more linear and similar to the NLFEA result in 

Figure 7.7.

Table 7.2: Material properties for arch thickness parametric study

Fill Concrete
Ben c’ ĉ

concrete o,

40 MPa 34° 51 kPa 26.5 GPa 0.05 N/mm2

Effect of Arch Ring Thickness on Predicted Peak Load

y = 0.0951x + 20.192
R2 = 0.9847

y = 6.85661n(x) - 1.4022
♦ Plane Strain Analysis

Arch Ring Thickness (mm)

Figure 7.7: Effect of arch ring thickness on the predicted peak load
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7.4 Influence of Plane Stress Condition

Plane stress occurs when one of the principal stresses is zero (i.e. ox, oy or oz) 

normally as the result of the dimension in the transverse direction (oy). For plane 

strain, the strain, for example ey for the length in the y-direction is constrained and 

negligible compared to the cross-sectional strains but induces a stress due to this 

constraint.

As almost all arch bridges are built with spandrel walls, the fill can be considered as 

restrained in the lateral direction, with the reasonable assumption that the spandrels 

are rigid. However, it is more common to produce a 2-D bridge model where the 

spandrels and wing walls are not included. This is a viable solution as it is more 

efficient than a 3-D analysis. However, in some cases, it has been shown that the 

arch has considerably higher strength when acting compositely with the spandrels. 

Assumptions can then be made relating to their contribution to the structure, and in 

the case of the backfill, a plane stress or strain condition applied. Fanning et al. 

(2001) investigated longitudinal and transverse effects in the assessment of masonry 

arch bridges and, in their numerical models, the restraint to the fill due to the 

spandrel walls was accounted for by restraining the fill material in the transverse 

direction. That is, a plane strain model was used. Laboratory tests are usually carried 

out on scaled models which do not contain structural spandrels (which in practice 

would be connected to the arch barrel). However, transverse restraint is applied 

through the formwork used to contain the backfill. The level of restraint is usually 

not measured. It is possible that an arch system and laboratory model may experience 

behaviour that reflects a condition somewhere between plane stress and plane strain.

The fill parameters, namely the angle of friction and cohesion were determined from 

shear box tests under a plane strain condition. Using the cohesion value of 51 kPa, as 

determined from the material tests, the finite element models with a plane strain 

condition were found to give more accurate predictions of peak loads. Finite element 

models with a plane stress condition did not give accurate predictions, unless an 

artificially high cohesion value was used in the analysis.

Plane strain and plane stress conditions were compared over a range of arch 

thicknesses as shown in Figure 7.8. The plane stress condition was found to predict
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peak loads that were considerably lower than those of the plane strain condition. This 

is because the fill cohesion and fill angle of friction are dependant on normal 

pressure (i.e. lateral restraint here) to give them their strength. The plane strain 

results had a higher sloping trendline indicating perhaps the further increase in 

predicted peak load when the plane strain condition is used.

Effect of Arch Ring Thickness on Peak Load

2 30

^ 20

♦ Plane Strain Condition

x Plane Stress Condition

Arch Ring Thickness (mm)

Figure 7.8: Comparison of plane strain and plane stress conditions

The stress in the transverse direction is compared in both plane stress and plane 

strain models (Figures 7.9 a, b). It can be seen that there is no build up of stress in the 

plane stress model due to the lack of restraint provided in the z-direction but this 

analysis requires an artificial cohesion to enable the analysis to be performed. In the 

plane strain model, the build up of stress can be seen directly under the load point 

where the fill becomes compressed in the vertical direction and is restricted from 

expansion in the z-direction due to the lateral restraint provided. The area where the 

stress builds up can be seen in the orange region in the contoured output.
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In the plane stress model, the fill material properties, such as the friction angle and 

the cohesion, do not have the ability to provide sufficient strength to the fill, as these 

properties are affected by restraint in the lateral direction. As discussed in Chapter 4, 

the fill angle of friction was found from shear box tests where a normal stress was 

applied to a restrained plane of fill material - the restraint was in the form of the 

boundary, and this is not provided in the plane stress numerical model. An artificially 

high value of cohesion of 300 kPa was required to provide a peak load similar to that 

predicted using the plane strain model. 300 kPa was considerably higher than the 

measured value of 51 kPa and thus unrealistic. The plane strain model provided the 

lateral restraint similar to that provided by the formwork in the laboratory tests and 

gave more accurate predictions for the peak load.
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Figure 7.9: Stress in z-direction (a) Plane Stress model; (b) Plane Strain model
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7.5 Influence of Fill Cohesion

A cohesive material can be described as one whose particles adhere to each other by 

means of adhesive and cohesive forces. The cohesion ‘c’ is determined using Mohr- 

Coulomb criterion and usually arises as a consequence of forcing a straight line to fit 

through measured values of shear stress ‘x’ and normal stress ‘o’ even though the 

data may actually fall on a curve. However, it is more usefully regarded as the 

intercept at the shear stress ‘x’ axis which defines the position of the Mohr-Coulomb 

strength line (Wood, 1990).

This fill parameter was found to be the most influential on the peak load of the arch 

system in this parametric study. It was also able to produce accurate predictions 

when a plane strain condition was used. Plane stress was found to produce lower 

failure loads as previously discussed in Section 7.4. Choosing an accurate cohesion 

value was found to be critical in providing an accurate analysis as the peak load was 

very sensitive to this parameter. The cohesion was the most sensitive fill parameter. 

Various cohesion values used in other research are given in Table 7.3. The 

relationships found in Equations 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 were used to relate the Mohr- 

Coulomb material parameters and linear Drucker-Prager material parameters in plane 

strain (Abaqus, 2009 d).

Table 7.3: Fill Cohesion values in other research

Author Cohesion ‘c’

Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2007) 13 kPa

Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2005) 20 kPa

Thavalingam et al. (2001) 30 kPa

Toth et al. (2009) 0-100 kPa

The influence of the fill cohesion can be seen in Figure 7.10 where values in the 

range 1-150 kPa were investigated. The significance of this value on the predicted 

peak load is clearly shown by the range 7 - 53 kN in this figure. The results show a
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nearly linear relationship and this agrees with findings by Cavicchi and Gambarotta 

(2007) as mentioned in the literature review (Section 2.9.9).

A value of 51 kPa was determined in the material testing (see Chapter 4) and this 

was used in the numerical models.

<7° = ----- t------- d [Equation 7.1]
1 - ^tan/?

V3 sin (b
tan/?= ■ - - ■ [Equation 7.2]

J1 + ^-sin20

d V3 cos cb
- = ■ - - [Equation 7.3]
c i

Jl + ^sin2(p

Where:

(7(9 = cohesion yield stress 

P = Drucker — Prager friction angle 

c = cohesion value

Effect of Backfill Cohesion

Cohesion (kPa)

Figure 7.10: Influence of fill cohesion on predicted peak load
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"CO Influence of Height of the Backfill at the Crown Extrados

The fill material has a significant effect on the ultimate strength of masonry arch 

bridges. The fill material generates compressive stresses in the arch ring under dead 

load; it distributes the concentrated wheel loads over larger areas on the arch ring, 

and provides longitudinal restraint to the arch ring under soil-structure interaction. 

As discussed in the review of literature, the heights of fill above the crown extrados 

can vary depending on the bridge type.

The test models in this research had a backfill height of 200 mm above the arch 

crown extrados, based upon a real depth of 600 mm in a typical FlexiArch bridge 

system (at full-scale). In this parametric study, backfill heights in the range of 0 to 

500 mm were investigated as shown in Figure 7.11. The failure load at 0 mm fill 

height refers to the arch ring only. This represents a full scale backfill height range of 

0 m to 1.5 m. The relationship between the backfill height and the predicted peak 

load appeared to be linear. It can be seen that increasing the fill height significantly 

increased the predicted peak load of the arch system.

Effect of Fill Height on Arch Capacity

Fill Height above Crown (mm)

Figure 7.11: Influence of fill height on the predicted peak load

In arch design, in order to provide a higher load capacity, the arch ring thickness 

would be increased. However, increasing the fill height by as little as 100 mm in the
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third-scale model (equivalent to an increase of 300 mm in a real FlexiArch system), 

that is, from 200 mm to 300 mm, gives a 40 % increase in the predicted load 

capacity. However, increasing the fill height generally increases the road level and 

this may not always be desirable in practice.

The effect of the fill cohesion in combination with the fill height was also studied. 

Cohesion values of 25 kPa, 50 kPa and 100 kPa were investigated over the same fill 

depths given in Figure 7.11. Similarly to the previous findings, the effect of fill 

height was found to be relatively linear (Figure 7.12). An increase in the fill cohesion 

produced an increase in the predicted peak load and the relationship was linear for 

each value of cohesion.

Influence of Cohesion and Fill Height

£ loo

o 80
R2 = 0.9979

X 25 kPa

♦ 50 kPa

R2 = 0.9954 A lOOkPa

Fill Height above Crown (mm)

Figure 7.12: Effect of varying fill cohesion and backfill depth

In order to examine the significance of increasing the cohesion at each fill height the 

results were plotted for each cohesion value, given in Figure 7.13. The effect of 

cohesion was found to have increasing influence as the fill height increased - the 

slopes increase as the fill height increases. For further interpretation the predicted 

peak load values were normalised with respect to a fill height and cohesion of 200
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mm and 50 kPa respectively as used in the final numerical models and given in Table 

7.4. Both Figure 7.13 and Table 7.4 show that the cohesion has more effect when 

there is more fill.

Effect of Fill Cohesion at varying Backfill Heights

100 mm

200 mm
R2 = 0.9957

300 mm

500 mm

Fill Cohesion (kPa)

Figure 7.13: Effect of cohesion on predicted peak load at varying backfill heights

Table 7.4: Influence of cohesion and fill height (normalised values)

Cohesion 100 mm 200 mm 300 mm 500 mm

25 kPa 0.42 0.67 0.91 1.54

50 kPa 0.56 1.00 1.40 2.40

100 kPa 0.80 1.52 2.26 3.86

7.7 Influence of the modulus of elasticity of the granular backfill

The influence of the modulus of elasticity of the granular backfill was investigated 

after material testing (see Chapter 4) determined a value lower than used in other 

research. Initial finite element models were built using an elastic modulus of 300 

MPa. However, further testing showed that this value was too high for the fill used. 

There was widespread variance in the reporting of the fill elastic modulus in the
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literature and as illustrated in Table 7.5 with values ranging from as low as 15 MPa 

by Fanning et al. (2001) (to represent poor fill material) to as high as 300 MPa by 

Drosopoulos et al. (2006). The value determined from material tests was 40 MPa.

Table 7.5: Elastic modulus of fill used by other researchers

Author E (MPa)

Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2005) 300

Drosopoulos et al. (2006) 300

Idris et al. (2007) 200

Toth et al. (2009) 20, 200

Shamsabadi et al. (2010) 70-140

Fan and Fang (2010) 60

Wilson and Elgamal (2010) 16-48

Fanning et al. (2001) 15

Effect of Backfill Elastic Modulus on Peak Load

Elastic Modulus, Eb (MPa)

Figure 7.14: Influence of elastic modulus of fill using continuous 2-D NLFEA model

This section illustrates the influence of this parameter on the predicted peak load of 

the backfilled arch bridge system. The elastic modulus value was varied between 5 -
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300 MPa as shown in Figure 7.14. This parameter was found to be sensitive up to 

100 MPa where the effect (up to this value) was found to be non-linear with respect 

to the predicted peak load. The difference in predicted peak load between the values 

of 100 MPa and 300 MPa was found to be 6 %, indicating the behaviour is fairly 

insensitive to values above 100 MPa. However, the difference between the 

experimentally determined value of 40 MPa and 100 MPa was a 12 % increase in 

predicted peak load. A value of 40 MPa was used in the numerical models, based on 

the material tests, but the elastic modulus was found to be less influential on the 

predicted behaviour compared with other parameters such as fill cohesion as 

discussed in Section 7.5.

7.8 Influence of Fill Angle of Friction

The angle of friction, qp, can be derived from a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion 

(Equation 7.4, given in Fig 7.15) where qp is the slope of the failure envelope. Its 

value is commonly found in shear box or triaxial tests for fill material.

i

Figure 7.15: Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion

The values used for the fill angle of friction can be seen in Table 7.6 with most 

values in the range of 30°- 35°. Granular materials such as sands and gravels will 

have higher angles of friction than clays due to their angular geometry; whereas clays 

are flat and plate-like. In this research, the Drucker-Prager plasticity model was used 

and this required an input for the Mohr-Coulomb angle of friction ‘qp’ to be adjusted 

to the equivalent Beta-value, 'P' using Equation 7.5.
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Table 7.6: Typical fill friction angles in other research

Author Friction Angle □

Frunzio et al. (2001) 32°

Thavalingam et al. (2001) 34°

Fanning and Boothby (2001) 35°

Fanning et al. (2001) 27°-35°

Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2005) 37°

Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2007) 30°

Toth et al. (2009) 30°-37.5°

tan /? =
V3 sin(p 

1 + ^sin2(p
[Equation 7.5]

The relationship between these two values can be seen in Figure 7.16. Increments of 

5° were used to determine the influence of the friction angle over the range 15° - 40°. 

Values included in the graphs refer to the Mohr-Coulomb friction angle. However, 

each value for the angle of friction was modified to the corresponding beta value for 

input into the Drucker-Prager plasticity model. The relationship between angle of 

friction and predicted peak load was found to be linear (Figure 7.17) and the 

predicted peak load was found to increase considerably, as much as 40 % if the 

friction angle was doubled.

The findings presented in section 2.9.8 of the literature review corroborate the 

findings shown in Figure 7.17. It can be concluded that the relationship between peak 

load and angle of friction is linear. A value of 34° was used in the numerical models 

based upon material tests (Chapter 4).
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Modifying the Angle of Friction

y = 0.893 lx + 11.9i

Mohr-Coulomb Angle of Friction c()

Figure 7.16: Relationship between Mohr-Coulomb and Drucker-Prager friction angle

Effect of Fill Angle of Friction on Predicted Peak Load

Effect over typically 
used range

Mohr-Coulomb Angle of Friction (J)

Figure 7.17: The effect of fill angle of friction on predicted peak load

7.9 Influence of the Density of the Backfill

As mentioned in Section 7.6, the self-weight of the fill material, with the arch ring, 

induces compression in the arch ring and has a positive effect on the stability of the 

arch. Arches tested to destruction often undergo upward deflection in the area 

opposite to the load and the passive resistance of the fill can reduce this outward
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deformation. This passive pressure is dependent upon the type, height and density of 

the backfdl. A dense fill provides more self-weight to the system and should provide 

additional strength. A loose fill will be less effective structurally as its lower material 

properties will predict lower peak loads (as seen in Sections 7.7 and 7.8).

In this study fill density values of 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22 kN/m3 were investigated as 

shown in Figure 7.18. (The measured value for the well-compacted backfill was 20 

kN/ m3 and this was used elsewhere in the modelling).

The fill density was found to have very little effect on the predicted load in the third- 

scale 5 m x 2 m arch studied. The values were then used in analyses on a third-scale 

10 m x 2 m arch bridge and were once again found to have little effect. The effect of 

the fill density may have more effect when investigated in a full-scale bridge; this 

study was based on third-scale systems only.

Influence of Fill Density

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

▲ A ▲ ▲ ▲

♦ Thirdscale 5 m x 2 m

AThirdscale 10 m x 2 m

12
i

14
1 1

16 18 20 22 24

Z3
C3O

03
(UQ-

-o1>
-o
<u
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25
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15
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5

0

Fill Unit Weight (kN/m3)

Figure 7.18: Influence of the fill density

In the NLFEA model, the force from the dead load of the fill at the right third-span is 

very small compared to the force from the applied load in the same region and this 

may be a contributing factor to the relative insensitivity of the parameter as shown in 

Figure 7.18. Furthermore, the NLFEA results in this chapter (particularly in Sections 

7.5 and 7.6 where cohesion and fill height are studied) would suggest that the both
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cohesion and fill depth had substantial contribution to the arch capacity. Increasing 

the fill height increases the dead load on the arch. Increasing the density also 

increases the dead load of the fill, but it would appear that it is the spread of the live 

load that is more critical in the analysis. Increased fill depth enables the applied load 

to be spread over a wider portion of the fill due to distribution through the fill. This is 

also affected by the cohesion value. The results showed that both these parameters 

contributed more the arch stability than the fill density.

Where fill density is studied in the literature the effects of cohesion may not have 

been included. The type of numerical model and the way in which the fill 

contribution is idealized may have an effect on results and comparative studies. Ng 

and Fairfield (2004) varied the fill density using values of 18, 19, 20 and 21 kN/m3 

and found that the difference between each value amounted to approximately 4 % of 

the collapse load. A modified mechanism method was used and the fill contribution 

was modelled as active and passive pressures.

-j

Subsequently, the density of the arch was varied in six steps between 16 kN/m and 

26 kN/m3. The effect of this parameter was found to be small for the third-scale arch 

used, with increases of approximately 1 % of the failure load found between steps. 

This agreed with the findings of Ng and Fairfield (2004) who also found that the 

predicted peak load was relatively insensitive to this parameter. They varied the arch 

density using values of 19, 20, 21 and 22 kN/m and the difference between each 

value was approximately 1 % of the predicted peak load.

7.10 Influence of Concrete Elastic Modulus

This value was measured experimentally as presented in Chapter 4 but can also be 

estimated from the compressive strength of the concrete using Equation 7.6 

(Hognestad, 1952).

Ec = 4.23fck cube°5 [Equation 7.6]

This value was not found to be critical as the arch ring forms a hinge and the 

behaviour is unaffected if the concrete strength is above 8 GPa (Harvey, 2009). As
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mentioned in the literature, Idris et al. (2008) in the modelling of ancient tunnel 

masonry structures found that the masonry support remained stable “even with an 

elasticity modulus equivalent to 80 MPa (about 98 % reduction of initial elasticity 

modulus value)”.

7.11 Influence of Friction Coefficient (in discrete models)

The coefficient of friction at the contact points was required for the analysis of the 

discrete models. The other NLFEA parametric studies used continuous arch models 

with an artificial concrete tensile strength. However, in the discrete models each of 

the twenty-three voussoirs was modelled and thus a contact analysis with a friction 

coefficient was required between each of the voussoirs and also for the interaction 

between the arch and backfill.

The friction coefficient // describes the ratio of the tangential friction force to the 

normal pressure across the interface (Equation 7.7 and Figure 7.19). It is difficult to 

assume a precise value for the coefficient as it should be measured experimentally. 

However, various ratios are available that have been detennined in tests; most dry 

materials have friction coefficient values between 0.3 and 0.6.

It is often stated that the coefficient of friction is a ‘material property’. However, it is 

better categorized as a system property, as it depends on system variables like 

temperature, velocity, atmosphere, as well as on geometric properties of the interface 

between the materials (Dressel, 2008). Although Coulomb’s law would appear to 

state that the coefficient is a constant, it is not stable and may vary from day to day or 

between samples of nearly identical materials (Ruina et ah, 2002). Values of 

coefficients of friction in other research are listed in Table 7.7.

F = [iN [Equation 7.7]

Figure 7.19: Frictional and normal forces in voussoir joint
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Table 7.7: Friction coefficients in other research

Author ft (Arch Joints)

BS EN 12812 (2004) 0.5 - 1.0

Drosopoulos et al. (2006) 0.6

Pallett et al. (2002) 0.4

Author ju (Arch - Fill)

Agboatwala (2010)
kOo

1

mo
Fanning and Boothby (2001) 0.4

A friction coefficient of 0.6 was used in the interaction between the voussoir blocks 

in the finite element model. This value was within the range suggested above but, 

upon further investigation, it was found that the predicted peak load was insensitive 

to this value.

Fanning and Boothby (2001) used a value of 0.4 between arch and fill in their 

analysis after finding that the service load was insensitive to the level of friction 

specified. This is because the masonry arch fails by the formation of hinges and not 

by the sliding of the voussoirs.

The backfill material used in the arch was a well-graded sandy gravel. In the 

modelling of the arch-fill interface, friction coefficients of 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 were 

investigated and were found to have an insignificant effect on the predicted peak load 

or the behaviour or collapse of the arch. The difference in peak load between each of 

the three values was found to be 5 %. The arch-fill interaction was not studied in 

detail in this research. However, it has been mentioned in other research that it does 

indeed play a role in the behaviour of the bridge. Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2005) 

modelled the arch-fill interaction using contact interfaces in their finite element 

model as part of their collapse analysis of masonry bridges.

A coefficient of friction of 0.60 was used to model both the interaction between the 

voussoirs and the interaction between the arch extrados and the backfill.
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7.12 Hand Calculations and the Mechanism Method

This section contains a simple hand calculation that was developed further using a 

spreadsheet. The mechanism method is an upper bound estimate of the arch collapse 

load. The collapse mechanism for an arch is by the formation of four hinges which 

transforms the arch into a mechanism which rotates about an instantaneous centre of 

rotation (Figure 7.20). As this happens, the centres of gravity of the arch segments, 

and the loads these sections carry, alter. This changes the potential energy of the arch 

and its loads. The rate of change of potential energy can be calculated for a virtual 

rotation of any feasible mechanism. The mechanism will form if the magnitude of 

the imposed load is sufficient to cause the rate of change of potential energy to be 

negative (O’Dwyer, 1999).

Chen et al. (2007) applied this using the principle of virtual work to examine the 

mechanism behaviour of a masonry arch with near-surface reinforcement. The virtual 

work of each of the three arch sections is calculated by multiplying the weight of the 

segment by its virtual displacement.

Figure 7.20: Instantaneous centres of rotation in arch mechanism (O’Dwyer, 1999)
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7.12.1 Mechanism and Virtual Work Calculations

The force system in a masonry arch at the point of collapse is shown in Figure 7.21. 

The mechanism occurs as hinges form at A, B, C and D. The arch breaks into three 

blocks in order for the hinges to form. The fill contribution is idealised as a vertical 

and horizontal force acting on each block. The weight of each block acts through its 

centroid as shown. For simplification, this has been taken as halfway along the 

horizontal length. The virtual displacements were determined by considering Figure 

7.22 with each of the three blocks rotating about an instantaneous centre, T.

N.B. Load dispersal 
not included in this
section, but single 
point load applied

block:

near-surface reinforcement

Figure 7.21: Force system in a masonry arch at collapse (Chen et al., 2007)

------- original

—■— deformed

Figure 7.22: Virtual Displacements in a four-hinge mechanism (Chen et al., 2007)
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The four hinges that exist at the point of collapse are initially assumed to be inclined 

to the horizontal axis by the alpha angles (Figure 7.22). There is no requirement for 

hinges A or B to occur at the springing. At failure, blocks 1 and 3 rotate about hinges 

A and B respectively, while block 2 rotates around an instantaneous centre T, which 

is the intersection of the extension of lines AC and BD.

Drawings were produced in a drawing package to determine the position of the 

centre T and the lengths of each block in relation to this (Figure 7.23). The lengths 

are related to the position of the hinges and the observed locations of the hinges from 

the laboratory tests (Chapter 5) were used. The hinges were located at voussoirs 5/6, 

9/10 and 15/16. The location of the fourth hinge was not clear in the laboratory 

testing so it was taken as 23/0 here (i.e. at the support).

Arch 2-S67
Hinge Positions:
5/6
9/10
15/16

23/0

Lengths:
Lac: 418 mm 
Lei: 371 mm 
Ldi: 462 mm 
Lbd: 805 mm

Figure 7.23: Drawing of Arch 2-S67 to determine lengths Lac, La, Lj, and Lbd

The arch and fill densities of 24 kN/m3 and 20 kN/m3 respectively and angle of 

friction of 34° were used as per the measured properties. The virtual work equation 

(Equation 7.8) was then used to calculate the sum of the virtual work done by the 

arch as the point load P is applied at Hinge C. The calculations are conservative as 

load dispersal was not considered and a single point load was applied. The model 

was considered without reinforcement and thus the right hand side of Equation 7.8 is 

zero.
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o o o

YjwiAl+'£Jv‘/i‘+YJHrf+*'Z p Ap = AEj
i=l i=l i=l i=J

[Equation 7.8]

The spreadsheet enabled arch ring thickness, fill height, arch density, and fill height 

to be studied for a third-scale 5 m x 2 m arch profile. The calculations did not include 

the effect of fill cohesion which was found to be very sensitive in the NLFEA. The 

presence of the fill provided a vertical fill dead load and a horizontal active or 

passive fill pressure. A hand calculation for the arch is shown below. The 

spreadsheet calculations are included in Appendix F.

For arch rina only:

3I
1 = 1

WA + = 0 [Equation 7.8b]

Weight of arch segments: wp 273

W2: 327

w3: 437

Virtual Displacements:

0a: (d)) Lci/Lac = 371/418= 0.8870 

0b: (O) Ldi/Lbd = 462/805= 0.5740 

0C: (0)(1+ Lci/Lac) = 1+0.887= 1.8870 

0d: (0)(1+ Ldi/Lbd) = 1+0.574= 1.5740

Subbing the weight and displacement for each segment into Equation 7.8b: 

O[(273x0.887)+(327x0.574)+(457xl .574)+(A1,)(l ,887)]=0 

Divide both sides by O 

242+188+688+1.887 Xp = 0

Xp = 1 1 18/1.887 = 592 N or 0.592 kN
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7.12.2 Results

The effect of arch thickness on the predicted peak load is shown in Figure 7.24. It 

appeared that for the arch ring only this was a non-linear effect. For a 67 mm arch, 

the predicted peak load was 0.59 kN and this was similar to NLFEA predictions 

which were 0.3 kN and 0.8 kN for discrete and continuous ring models.

The effect of arch thickness with a fill height of 200 mm at the crown is shown in 

Figure 7.25. It was not clear whether the influence was non-linear. The predicted 

peak load for the 67 mm arch was 18 kN which was less than the 25 kN prediction in 

the NLFEA. However, the load dispersal was not included in the calculation and the 

result here was comparable.

The arch density is compared against peak load in Figure 7.26. The difference in 

densities of 20 and 24 kN/m3 was approximately 13 % of the predicted peak load. 

The arch density had less of an effect when the fill was included and the relationship 

in Figure 7.27 matched the findings of the parametric study in Section 7.5 where the 

arch density had little or no effect on the NLFEA predicted load.

The fill density is compared against peak load in Figure 7.28. A change in fill density 

of 1 kN/m3 was found to change the predicted peak load by 5 %. The results did not 

align with the NLFEA but it should be noted that the NLFEA included the effects of 

plane strain, fill cohesion and fill angle of friction as well as load dispersal.

However the results here did align with findings by Ng and Fairfield (2004) who 

varied the fill density using values of 18, 19, 20 and 21 kN/m3 and found that the 

difference between each value amounted to approximately 4 % of the collapse load. 

A modified mechanism method was used and the fill contribution was modelled as 

active and passive pressures.

The effect of the backfill height is shown in Figure 7.29. Although the results were 

conservative in relation to the laboratory values, the trend matched the NLFEA 

results.
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The results are compared against the NLFEA findings in Table 7.8. The hand 

calculations are conservative as load dispersal in the fill is not included. However, 

the findings validated the NLFEA results as seen in Figures 7.24 to 7.29.

Table 7.8: Summary of laboratory arch models

Arch NLFEA NLFEA NLFEA incl. Eland Calc Eland Calc

P( kN Pn kN Fill Arch Only incl. Fill

2-S67B2 0.80 0.30 24.13 0.59 16.66

4-S50B2 0.57 0.14 22.42 0.42 15.83

5-S30B2 0.37 n/a* 20.58 0.24 14.88

*model failed under gravity loading (self-weight)

Pc = Predicted peak load of continuous arch ring model 

PD = Predicted peak load of discrete arch ring model

Arch thickness v Predicted Load
♦ Arch Ring Only

n 1.0

• i i ---------------------------- 1---------------------------- ,---------------------------- 1------------------------

o 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
Arch Thickness (mm)
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Figure 7.24: Relationship between peak load and arch thickness (ring only)
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Arch thickness v Predicted Load

Expon. (Arch with 200mm Fill)A Arch with 200mm Fill

Arch Thickness (mm)

Figure 7.25: Relationship between peak load and arch thickness (with backfill)

Arch Density v Predicted Load

"O

o
-J
TJ

OJ
•W

p
CU

♦ 67 mm arch ring only

Arch Density (kN/m3)

Figure 7.26: Relationship between peak load and arch density (ring only)

Arch Density v Predicted Load
A 67 mm arch with 200 mm fill

Arch Density (kN/m3)

240 [

Figure 7.27: Relationship between peak load and arch density (ring only)
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Fill Density v Predicted Load
A67 mm Arch with 200 mm Fill

Fill Density (kN/m3)

Figure 7.28: Relationship between peak load and fill density

Crown Fill Height v Predicted Load

A Fill Height

0 100 200 300 400 500

Fill above Crown Extrados (mm)

Figure 7.29: Relationship between peak load and fill density

7.12.3 Geometric Factor of Safety

In the NLFEA in Chapter 6, it was found that a 30 mm arch could not sustain the 

thrust line due to its self-weight when the discrete model (with zero-tensile capacity 

in the joints) was used.

In the calculations presented here, an arch thickness of 10 mm failed at a load of 0.08 

kN and was thus highly unstable. An arch of 20 mm thickness failed at a load of 0.2 

kN and would suggest that the minimum thickness is close to this value. Both the 

NLFEA model and the calculations here suggested that the minimum ring arch ring
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thickness for stability of a third-scale 5 m x 2 m arch was 20 - 30 mm. Comparing a 

67 mm arch to a 20 mm arch at a load of 0.2 kN thus gives a factor of safety 3.4 for 

arch ring only. When backfill is included, comparing an arch ring of 20 mm 

thickness at 14.4 kN, the 67 mm arch can sustain a load that is larger by a factor of 

1.15.

7.12.4 Summary of Hand Calculations and Findings

A basic numerical analysis has been presented through a hand calculation and a 

spreadsheet. This was used to compare results with some of the findings of the 

NLFEA and laboratory work.

The effect of arch ring only thickness on the collapse load appeared to be non-linear. 

This was less apparent when the backfill was added and the trend was similar to the 

NLFEA results. The predicted load of 0.59 kN was similar to NLFEA predictions.

Increasing the density of the arch in the ring only model increased the collapse load. 

However, when the backfill was added the arch ring density had little or no effect on 

the collapse load. This is because the volume (and weight) of the arch is considerably 

less than the volume of the surrounding backfill. This agreed with the NLFEA 

findings. The predicted peak load for the 67 mm arch was 18 kN which was less than 

the 25 kN prediction in the NLFEA. However, the load dispersal was not included in 

the calculation and the result here was thus conservative.

The fill density was found to be sensitive in the calculations which did not agree with 

the NLFEA predictions. However, load dispersal and fill cohesion was not 

considered in the numerical analysis presented here. The fill density findings agreed 

with the findings of other researchers. The relationship between the backfill height 

and collapse load matched the NLFEA findings.
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7.13 Summary

Several geometric and material parameters were studied and the main conclusions 

are summarised below:

■ The load position was varied at points between midspan and quarter-span 

regions and small differences in predicted peak load were observed (The 

third-span region was loaded in the laboratory tests as detailed in Chapters 3 

and 5).

■ The relationships between many of the parameters and their respective 

predicted peak loads appeared to be linear. This was apparent for the arch 

ring thickness, fill cohesion, the height of backfill above the crown, and the 

fill angle of friction. The fill cohesion was found to be the most sensitive 

material parameter when modelling the backfill.

■ Non-linear relationships were found between the predicted peak load and the 

backfill elastic modulus. However, above 100 MPa only small differences in 

predicted peak load were observed.

■ The effect of the concrete tensile strength on the predicted peak load was 

linear up to 0.5 N/mm2. The behaviour between 0.5 N/mm2 and 1.0 N/mm2 

was also linear but with reduced slope. The concrete tensile strength was 

found to be the most sensitive material parameter when modelling the 

concrete arch using the ‘continuous’ model.

■ The density of both arch and backfill were found to have very low effect on 

the predicted peak load.

■ Varying the concrete elastic modulus and the coefficient of friction (in the 

discrete model) had no effect on the predicted peak load.

■ The generic values chosen for the modelling are given in Table 7.9.

Table 7.9: Summary of generic material values in NLFEA models

Backfill Concrete

Density Efin qp c’ Density F̂concrete <F

20 kN/ mJ 40 MPa 34° 51 kPa 24 kN/ mi 26.5 GPa 0.05 N/mm2 0.6
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8.0 Introduction

This chapter applies the findings of Chapters 6 and 7 to other arch bridge models. 

The importance of the availability of geometric and material data was previously 

highlighted and in this chapter four square arch bridge systems from other research 
were chosen and modelled using NLFEA with the AbaqusR software. In three of the 

four bridges studied, the main geometric and material properties were given. 

However, some values were required to be assumed as they were not in the literature. 

Both given values and the assumed values are highlighted in each case.

The required material and geometric properties from relevant papers were used to 

build the NLFEA models and are presented here. The NLFEA continuous modelling 

technique (as used in the previous chapter) was adopted. Where possible the 

modelling results were compared with numerical analyses carried out in the original 

papers. The plane strain analysis type was adopted as it was found to be accurate in 

previous models, where spandrel walls are included. However, the first of the models 

presented in this chapter used both plane strain and plane stress models as a 

comparison. The experimental collapse load was available for three of the foui 

bridges studied which enabled direct comparison with the NLFEA predictions. Only 

the serviceability behaviour was available for the fourth bridge and so this was 

compared with the NLFEA model.

8.1 Edinburgh University Model

The Edinburgh University Model was an experimental bridge model reported by 

Fairfield and Ponniah (1994) and part of PhD research by Fairfield (1994). The 

model was a backfilled semi-circular single span bridge developed and tested at 

Edinburgh University. The profile was taken to be similar to the Bargower Bridge (as 

described in section 8.2) but no masonry spandrel walls or wing walls were provided 

in order to ensure the model was representative of a section through the centre of the 

bridge. The available information is outlined in the following sections.
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8.1.1 Physical Model & Test Information 

Geometry

The bridge geometry and test set-up are shown in Figure 8.1. The width of the bridge 

model was 1.79 m. Timber sidewalls were constructed to restrain the fill which was 

placed in 50 mm layers to a depth of 150 mm above the crown.

0.33 m

Timber Wall

0.15 m
0.18 m Barrel 

thickness: 
0.102 m

Silica Sand
.00 m

0.675 m2.00 m0.675 m

Figure 8.1: Edinburgh Model Test Set-Up

Material Properties

The arch was built of grey class B engineering bricks with 1:1:6 (cement:lime:sand) 

mortar joints and the fill material was a uniform dried silica sand with an effective 

grain size of 0.6 mm. The density of the brick arch ring was not given. However, the 
typical densities of common red brick and fire clay brick are ~19 kN/in3 and ~24 

kN/m3 respectively (Walker, 2011). A density of 20 kN/m3 was assumed and used in 

the NLFEA model presented in section 8.1.3. Material properties for the arch and the 

backfill were reported by Thavalingam et al. (2001) and are given in Table 8.1 and 

Table 8.2. The arch had low tensile strength due to the presence of mortar joints. The 

fill material had low cohesion and stiffness as it was a uniform sandy backfill.
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Table 8.1: Estimated Arch Material Properties (Thavalingam et ah, 2001)

Density Earch Tensile Strength

20 kN/mJ 1000 MPa 0.02 MPa

Table 8.2: Estimated Backfill Material Properties (Thavalingam et ah, 2001)

Density Efiii <1> Cohesion

15.5 kN/mJ 10 MPa 34° 30 kPa

Loading

The load was applied via a load platen of width 1 80 mm and length 1790 mm (the 

width of the bridge model). Two hydraulic jacks and a steel spreader beam over a 

timber platen were used at a distance of 330 mm from the midspan (equivalent to the 

thirdspan) of the bridge.

Results

A collapse load of 38.1 kN was obtained and occurred due to the formation of four 

hinges.

8.1.2 Review of Edinburgh Numerical Models

In 2001, three numerical techniques were used by Thavalingam et al. (2001) in the 

modelling of the Edinburgh arch. A displacement controlled loading procedure was 

used in each case. The predicted arch behaviour (applied load vs. deflection at the 

load point) using each of the three techniques is shown in Figure 8.2.

The discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA) model contained a system of 

discrete, discontinuous blocks. The area of the backfill was discretized using 

randomly shaped polygons and each of the arch voussoirs was discretized into eight 

sub-blocks connected with very strong joints. The DDA did not simulate the non

linear load-deflection behaviour of the arch very well and a peak load of 32 kN (84 

% of experimental value) was predicted.
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The particle flow code (PFC) model discretized the fill area into 2175 spherical 

particles and the arch into 24 voussoirs, each containing a cluster of 16 fully bonded 

particles. The load deflection behaviour was found to be non-smooth and a load of 

42.7 kN was predicted, 12 % higher than the laboratory collapse load.

The third numerical technique used a plane stress finite element model with Diana 

software. Four node quadrilateral plane stress elements were used for modelling the 

arch voussoirs and backfill. Interface elements were used to model the joints between 

the arch voussoirs. A Drucker-Prager plasticity model was used to model the 

behaviour of the backfill. The load deflection response was non-linear and the model 

predicted a peak load of 49 kN which was 28 % higher than the laboratory collapse 

load.

Diana

Experiment

Normalised displacement

Figure 8.2: Comparison of load-normalised displacement diagrams 

(Thavalingam et ah, 2001)
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8.1.3 Proposed Finite Element Model

A finite element model was constructed using the material information assumed by 

Thavalingam et al. (2001). The following considerations were taken into account 

when choosing between the plane stress and plane strain analysis types. Firstly, the 

experimental test was designed to replicate a slice through the centre section of a real 

bridge (using the geometry of the Bargower Bridge) where no spandrel walls were 

present. Secondly, Thavalingam et al. (2001) used a plane stress analysis in the 

DIANA finite element model built to model the laboratory test. Both of these 

considerations implied a plane stress analysis would be suitable. However, the 

experimental test used timber walls to retain the fill which may have provided some 

restraint in the lateral direction. It was therefore decided to run a plane strain analysis 

also.

The arch elastic modulus value of 1 GPa was considerably lower than the value of 

26.4 GPa used to model the FlexiArch in Chapters 6 and 7. However, it was found in 

both the reported literature and the parametric study that the elastic modulus is not 

critical in influencing the behaviour of the arch. The tensile strength of the material 

or continuum used has far more effect on the arch system behaviour. The backfill 

properties in Table 8.2 were modified to the respective Drucker-Prager values as 

given in Table 8.3.

Table 8.3: Drucker-Prager Backfill Material Properties

Density Efiii P Dilation Angle Cohesion

15.5 kN/mJ 10 MPa "42.66° 42.66° 30 kPa

The NLFEA plane stress model was constructed and a mesh refinement study was 

carried out. A coarse mesh was initially chosen to match that of Thavalingam et al. 

(2001) who used 472 finite elements in the full arch bridge model. A predicted peak 

load of 52.8 kN was determined and was found to BE very close to the predicted 

peak load of 48.8 kN determined by Thavalingam. Subsequently, finer meshes were
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used and the results can be seen in Figure 8.3. Convergence occurred at 36.1 kN 

when 2800 finite elements were used in the model. A plane strain analysis was then 

run using the fine mesh and a peak load of 67.0 kN was predicted which was 

considerably higher than the experimental value and indicated that the plane stress 

was more suitable.

The predicted peak load of 36.1 kN (plane stress) was found to be very close (95 % 

accurate) to the experimental value of 38.1 kN recorded by Fairfield (1994). This 

indicated that the finite element model was accurate through the use of the given 

material properties, but also indicated the importance of refining the mesh density in 

the analysis. Furthermore, an accurate predicted peak load was obtained without the 

study of discrete joints or arch/fill interaction in the model, by using a low tensile 

strength to represent the mortar joints (0.02 MPa). This perhaps indicates that 

accurate material parameters are of higher importance than the micro-modelling of 

the structure. The predicted peak load was found to be conservative and this agreed 

with the findings in Chapter 6 where models built to compare with physical tests also 

predicted loads that were conservative but sufficiently accurate.

Edinburgh Model NLFEA Mesh Refinement

NLFEA Continuous Model

1500 2000 2500
No. of Finite Elements

J 250

Figure 8.3: Mesh refinement study of the Edinburgh Model
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The load deflection response of the NLFEA model and the model by Thavalingam et 

al. (2001) are compared against the peak load of the laboratory model by Fairfield 

(1994) in Figure 8.4. Although the NLFEA model exhibited a stiffer initial response 

than that of Thavalingam, the peak load was considerably closer to Fairfield’s 

laboratory value. The larger deflections in Thavalingam’s model are due to the 

modelling of the discrete joints. However, it predicted a higher load than the 

experimental result, perhaps due to the coarse mesh used.

The position of the hinges was determined through the development of plastic strain 

as shown in Figure 8.5. Plastic strains up to ep = 0.0002 are shown in the grey 

regions, of which five locations were evident in the arch. An arch fails due to the 

formation of four or more hinges, and three distinct hinges were observed. The 

regions of plastic strain at the left quarterspan, left thirdspan and right thirdspan 

corresponded to hinge locations observed by Fairfield (1994) in the laboratory test.

Load Deflection Response of Edinburgh NLFEA Model
60

50
"■3
S3
©

a.
■3
—

■3
©

Oh

— Thavalingam et al. (2001) 
-■Fairfield (1994)
— NLFEA Continuous Model

0 ---------------------r—---------------- 1-------------------- 1--------------------- 1--------------------- 1--------------------- 1--------------------- 1

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175

Vertical Deflection (mm)

Figure 8.4: Comparison of NLFEA load deflection response to Thavalingam NLFEA

and Fairfield experimental result
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Figure 8.5: Development of plastic strain in the Edinburgh Model at 30.9 kN,

8P=0.0002 (plastic strain)

8.2 Bargower Bridge Model

The full scale load test to collapse of the Bargower Bridge was carried out for a 

research programme undertaken by the Transport and Road Research Laboratory 

(TRL) in the UK. Subsequently, the results were taken as a reference to assess the 

ability of finite element models to model the behaviour of arches. Alfaiate and 

Gallardo (2011) and Gago et al. (2002) carried out numerical analyses of the bridge 

and their findings are discussed in section 8.2.2.

The physical load test and modelling information has been extracted from both 

reports of research in order to build the NLFEA model presented here. The NLFEA 

is then compared with the physical results and with findings of other researchers.

8.2.1 Physical Model & Test Information 

Geometry

The Bargower Bridge contains an arch ring of semi-circular profile, built with fifty- 

three sandstone voussoirs along the curve. The bridge geometry and test set-up are 

shown in Figure 8.6. The total width of the bridge was 8.68 m. The depth of the road 

surface was not indicated and a value of 200 mm was assumed. Furthermore, a
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distance of fill at the springing of 1.5 m was assumed and used in the construction of 

the finite element model presented in section 8.2.4.

Load applied at thirdspan0.20 m surfacing (estimate)

.20 mFill:
Silty gravelly sand

Barrel 
thickness: 
0.588 m

<—> <------------------------------------------------------------- > <—>
1.5 m 10.00 m 1.5 m

Figure 8.6: Bargower Bridge Geometry and Load Position

Material Properties

The arch was built of regularly cut-to-shape sandstone voussoirs. Experimental data 

on sandstone specimens determined the material properties shown in Table 8.4. The 

tensile strength of the joints was taken as 1.0 MPa and was this was taken as the 

tensile strength of the arch ring. Alfaiate and Gallardo (2001) used this value as no 

test information was available. However, they retrieved the parameters for the 

interface elements (joints) from other masonry case studies, referring to the work of 

Rots (1997).

Behind the stone spandrel walls, the bridge contained 1 m wide inner side walls 

made of up rubble masonry. The presence of arch haunching was also revealed 

during the demolition, containing crushed sandstone with clay traces. The main 

backfill was comprised of silty gravelly sand. Material properties are given in Table
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8.5. These values were used by Gago et al. (2002) who found they were “good 

estimations of the soil properties”. Material values were also given for the road 

surfacing as shown in Table 8.6. However, the thickness of the surfacing was not 

provided.

Table 8.4: Arch Material Properties, Alfaiate and Gallardo (2001)

Density

26.8 kN/mJ

Tensile Strength (joint)

1.0 MPa

Table 8.5: Backfill Material Properties (Gago et al., 2002)

Density Elm Dilation Cohesion

20 kN/mJ 40 MPa G
O O o 30° 100 kPa

Table 8.6: Surfacing Material Properties (Gago et al., 2002)

Loading

The load was applied by means of hydraulic jacks to a concrete strip cast in the road 

surface across the full width of the bridge and located at the thirdspan where the 

minimum failure load was expected. The displacement of the arch ring was measured 

at the thirdspan points.

Results

The first visible sign of damage occurred at 3400 kN where material falling out of a 

longitudinal crack on the arch intrados was observed. The maximum applied load 

was 5600 kN and load deflection data was available up to 5200 kN.

8.2.2 Review of Bargower numerical models

In 2001, Alfaiate and Gallardo produced a numerical model of the Bargower Bridge 

using a discrete model approach. The backfill contribution was taken as a boundary
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condition by means of elastic supports acting horizontally. A horizontal subgrade 

coefficient varying linearly within a range 1 - 3 MNm':/m was used. Loading was 

simulated by nodal forces at the arch extrados. Four simulations were undertaken. 

The first and second simulations ignored the backing contribution, and the second 

simulation used a tension free material model at the interfaces. Both models failed to 

model the load-deflection behaviour of the physical model. In the third simulation, 

the interaction between the backing and the arch ring was attempted and improved 

the fitting between the numerical and experimental data. However, a peak load 20 % 

less than the experimental load was predicted. In the fourth model, the backing 

subgrade coefficient was increased three times. This increased the global structural 

stiffness predicting a peak load that was 25 % higher than the experimental load. In 

all four simulations the stiffness of the numerical model was found to be less than 

that of the physical test. The authors concluded that it was not possible to reproduce 

the experimentally found collapse mechanism nor the initial stiffness found 

experimentally. This was due to certain parameters which were not included, such as 

the non-linear contribution of the haunching, the contribution of the spandrel walls or 

the influence of the pavement.

In 2002, Gago et al. produced a more refined model where the actual geometry of the 

backfill was modelled and improved material properties were used. A Mohr- 

Coulomb plasticity model was used to model the backfill as a near-cohesionless 

frictional material with an associated flow rule. A plane strain condition was 

assumed to be induced by the lateral restraint of the spandrel walls. The road surface 

was also included in the model which improved the stiffness of the model under the 

load plate, giving higher load dispersal. A combination of material properties from 

both experimental study and from parametric fitting studies were used (Table 8.5 and 

8.6). An incremental iterative solution procedure was used to apply the load in small 

steps. Both linear-elastic and non-linear behaviour was modelled in the fill. 

However, the elastic model could not model the decrease of stiffness which was 

adopted in the non-linear model and gave predictions of the true non-linear 

behaviour in the load-deflection response. The linear FE model overestimated the 

ultimate load by 17 %, whereas the non-linear model predicted a load that was very 

close to the experimental value. The authors concluded that the effect of soil non-
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linearity was important and that the ultimate load of an arch was highly dependant on 

the fill strength.

8.2.3 Proposed Finite Element Model

A finite element model was constructed to compare with the experimental value and 

the findings of Alfaiate and Gallardo (2001) and Gago (2002). The contribution of 

the spandrel walls in stiffening of the arch barrel in the in-plane direction was 

ignored. However, a plane strain analysis was used to simulate the lateral restraint 

provided by the walls. The material properties discussed in the previous section were 

used and Drucker Prager plasticity was used to model the fill. The arch was modelled 

as a continuum with tensile strength of 1.0 MPa. A mesh refinement study was 

carried out to determine a suitable mesh density as shown in Figure 8.7.

Bargower Model NLFEA Mesh Refinement

NLFEA Continuous Model, 
Arch Tensile Strength 1.0 MPa

No. of Finite Elements

Figure 8.7: Mesh refinement study in Bargower Model

Convergence occurred in the model with 4160 finite elements and this mesh density 

was adopted for subsequent models. The predicted peak load using this mesh was
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6250 kN which was 12 % higher than the experimental load. However, upon further 

inspection of the load deflection response at the thirdspan it was found that the peak 

load was likely to be lower. The finite element model showed excessive deformation 

with increasing load, due to the arch ring continuum model where separation of 

voussoirs was not possible.

The numerical model load predictions were examined at deflections below 100 mm 

where the collapse load would be more likely to be found in the experimental model 

due to hinge formation at the discrete joints. At an applied load of 5651 kN 50 mm 

deflection was predicted and at 4843 kN 30 mm deflection was predicted. The load 

corresponding to 50 mm deflection was only 1 % higher than the experimental load 

and the load corresponding to 30 mm deflection was 14 % lower than the 

experimental load. The load deflection responses of several models are shown in 

Figure 8.8. The load deflection behaviour from experimental data is included up to 

5200 kN and the collapse load of 5600 kN is also indicated. Various arch tensile 

strengths were studied to examine which would best fit the experimental behaviour. 

In each case, the initial stiffness of the numerical models was less than the 

experimental results. This agreed with the findings of the models produced in other 

research, as discussed previously in section 8.2.2. However, the tensile strength of 1 

MPa suggested by Alfaiate and Gallardo (2002) best simulated the experimental 

behaviour and the predicted peak load was close to the experimental value. The load 

deflection curve intersected the experimental collapse load line (5600 kN) at 47 mm.

Modelling the arch with a tensile strength close to zero failed to model the behaviour 

accurately. The artificial tensile strength of 0.05 MPa (effectively zero) used in 

previous chapters was tried here but the stiffness did not match the Bargower 

experimental results. This suggested that the either the tensile strength of 0.05 MPa 

was too low (i.e. 1.0 MPa was more accurate) or stiffening effects of the arch barrel 

were provided by the spandrel walls which were not included in the model.
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Load Deflection Response of Bargower NLFEA Models

Collapse Load (field test)

—- Bargower Field Test
------- NLFEA, Tensile Strength 1.0 MPa
--------NLFEA, Tensile Strength 0.5 MPa
— ■ • NLFEA, Tensile Strength 0.05 MPa 
------- Collapse Load

Thirdspan Vertical Deflection (mm)

Figure 8.8: Effect of modifying arch tensile strength on predicted peak load

The zone of thrust in the NLFEA model is shown in Figure 8.9. The plastic strains in 

the same model are shown in Figure 8.10. Both figures indicate the position of the 

hinges at the left thirdspan, right thirdspan and right quarterspan points. The grey 

regions in Figure 8.10 indicate plastic strains in the range 0.002 - 0.17. It can be seen 

that plastic strain is induced beneath the load at the right thirdspan as the area moved 

downwards and at the left thirdspan where the arch moved outwards.
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Figure 8.9: Zone of thrust in Bargower NLFEA model at 5600 kN
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Figure 8.10: Plastic strain (Max In-Plane Principal) in Bargower NLFEA model at 

5600 kN, Sp = 0.002 - 0.17 (plastic strain)
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8.3 Prestwood Bridge

The load test to collapse of the Prestwood Bridge, England was carried out for 

experimental research on masonry arch bridges supported by the Transport Research 

Laboratory. The test result has been used as a means of further studying arch 

behaviour and several numerical models have been constructed to replicate the 

physical test and to study material and geometrical properties.

8.3.1 Physical Model & Test Information 

Geometry

The Prestwood Bridge is a single-span bridge comprised of an arch vault constructed 

with a single ring of bricks and brick spandrel walls with a sandy backfill. The arch 

ring thickness is 220 mm with a shallow fill depth of 165 mm above the crown point. 

The total bridge width is 3.80 m. The bridge geometry and test set-up are shown in 

Figure 8.11. The slenderness (thickness/span) is equal to 1/30 and the flatness 

(rise/span) is close to 1/5. Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2005) suggest that the vault 

shape, of span 6550 mm and rise 1428 mm is distorted from the original shape.

Load at quarter-span

0.30 mFill: Reddish 
Brown Sand Barrel 

thickness: 
0.22 m1.42 m

2.00 m6.55 m2.00 m

Figure 8.11: Prestwood Bridge Geometry and Load Position
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Material Properties

The arch comprises a single ring of bricks laid as headers. The arch was backfilled 

with a reddish brown sand. Material properties as used by Cavicchi and Gambarotta 

(2005) and Betti et al. (2008) are shown in Table 8.7 and 8.8.

Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2007) assumed the arch and fill to be made of no-tension 

perfectly plastic materials. Zero tensile strength of the arch was also assumed by 

Betti et al. (2008) as contact interfaces were used to simulate potential cracks when 

tensile stresses developed. The stiffness of the fill was not clear from the research 

studied. However, Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2005) used a value of 300 MPa in one 

of the numerical models used. As the backfill is a reddish brown sand, this value may 

be too high and a value close to 40 MPa may be more suitable, as used earlier in the 

Bargower Bridge which contained a silty gravelly sand. Betti et al. (2008) used an 

angle of friction of 37° and a dilation angle of 33° and thus a non-associated flow 

plasticity model.

Table 8.7: Arch Material Properties

Density

20 kN/in 15 GPa 7.7 MPa

Tensile Strength (joint)

n/a

Table 8.8: Backfill Material Properties

Density

20 kN/nf

Dilation Cohesion

n/a 37° 33c lOkPa

Loading

The load was applied on a 300 mm wide strip of the road surface along the full width 

of the bridge at the quarterspan position. It was assumed that the arch would fail as a 

four-hinged mechanism when loaded at this position. The 300 mm wide strip was 

used to distribute the load and avoid a premature failure in the fill. The load was 

applied by means of hydraulic jacks with the required reaction provided by concrete 

blocks on a steel frame above the bridge.
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Results

The collapse mechanism exhibited four hinges as shown in Figure 8.12. The 

mechanism developed with negligible material crushing. The first visible sign of 

damage occurred at 173 kN and the experimental collapse load was 228 kN.

Figure 8.12: Collapse mechanism of the Prestwood Bridge after destructive test 

(Cavicchi and Gambarotta, 2005)

8.3.2 Review of Prestwood numerical models

In 2005, Cavicchi and Gambarotta constructed a numerical model of the Prestwood 

Bridge as part of a collapse analysis study taking into account arch-fill interaction. 

Finite element discretization of the bridge based on beam, triangular and interface 

elements were considered. A numerical formulation using limit analysis theorems 

was used as it did not require information about the elastic properties of the material 

considered in the model, which are often difficult to evaluate. It was also suggested 

that limit analysis was “a more suitable tool for capturing the collapse mechanism of 

the structural system”. Modelling the arch without fill predicted a peak load that was 

20 % of the experimental value, whilst modelling the arch with fill and unlimited 

compressive strength predicted a peak load that was 17 % higher than the 

experimental value.

In 2006. Cavicchi and Gambarotta used an upper bound limit analysis in the 

Prestwood bridge model. A mesh convergence analysis was carried out by varying
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the number of triangular and beam elements in the model. In order to determine the 

effects of the plain strain assumption on the bearing capacity of the model, a plane 

stress model was also analysed. The plane stress model predicted a peak load that 

was 76 % of the experimental value. However, the plane strain model was accurate 

and predicted the 228 kN experimental collapse load.

In 2007, Cavicchi and Gambarotta predicted peak loads for the Prestwood Bridge 

using upper and lower bound plane strain analyses. (N.B. This work was carried out 

in 2005 along with research into arch-fill interaction). There was insufficient data to 

allow the cohesion to be specified so a value was chosen to give the average between 

the lower bound and upper bound analyses approximately equal to the experimental 

collapse load. The fill cohesion of 13 kPa was adopted and the predicted peak loads 

for the lower and upper bound analyses were 209 kN and 254 kN respectively. A 

parametric study of material parameters was also carried out.

In 2008, Betti et al. used a discrete-type model with unilateral contact-friction 

interfaces in which no tensile forces could be transmitted in the normal direction 

between interfaces. Forty interfaces were used after research suggested that “the 

exact number of contact-friction interfaces along the length of the bridge tends to be 

meaningless in the case where many interfaces are used”. The fill was simulated with 

two-dimensional plane strain elements. The contact model predicted a peak load of 

225.4 kN (99 % of the experimental value) and four hinges were visible at failure.

In conclusion, several numerical models of the Prestwood Bridge have been 

constructed. In general, the models accurately predicted peak loads that were close to 

the experimental value. The range of these predictions was between 92 — 117 % of 

the failure load with the latter models in 2008 predicting within 1 % accuracy.

8.3.3 Proposed Finite Element Model

A finite element model was constructed to compare predicted peak load with the 

experimental value and with the findings of Cavicchi and Gambarotta (2007) and 

Betti et al. (2008). A plane strain analysis was used to account for the spandrel walls 

as used elsewhere. The material properties from Table 8.8 and 8.9 were used in the
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model and non-associated flow was used in the modelling of the backfill (i.e. the 

dilation angle and the friction angle were not the same value). An elastic modulus of 

40 MPa was used in modelling the sand backfill. The tensile strength of the arch was 

assumed to be low, and the 0.05 MPa value used frequently in this thesis was 

adopted. The arch was modelled as a continuum and a mesh refinement study was 

carried out to determine a suitable mesh density as shown in Figure 8.13. Due to the 

shallow fill depth, the geometry of the model at the crown made meshing difficult 

with quadrilateral elements. The first model did not predict an accurate failure load. 

Subsequent models in the meshing refinement study used triangular elements to 

mesh the narrow region in the fill at the arch crown and beneath the load area. The 

other regions of the model were meshed with quadrilateral elements. In the mesh 

refinement, it was found that the mesh in the arch required 5 elements (depth) in 

order to reach convergence and predict a load close to the experimental value. The 

meshes can be viewed in Appendix F.

Prestwood Model NLFEA Mesh Refinement

Prestwood NLFEA, Tensile 
Strength O.OSMPa

Experimental Collapse Load

No. of Finite Elements
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Figure 8.13: Mesh refinement study in Prestwood Model
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Both associated flow and non-associated flow models were analysed with dilation 

angles of 37° and 33° respectively. The predicted peak loads were 227.4 kN and 

232.6 kN respectively and were found to be very close to the experimental value of 

228 kN. The non-associated flow model used the dilation angle suggested by Betti et 

al. (2008) and was found to predict a peak load that was within 2 % of the 

experimental value. The load deflection behaviour of the NLFEA model is shown in 

Figure 8.14. The response of the structure was found to be stiff with low deflection 

up to about 85 % of the predicted peak load. Betti et al. (2008) observed that the 

relation between displacements and loads was almost linear until a load level 

approximately equal to 58 % of the numerical ultimate load (132.2 kN / 228 kN) 

when the first crack appeared on the arch barrel. This can be seen in Figure 8.15 

where the load deflection response is fairly linear up to 130 kN.

The location of the hinges in the NLFEA model was similar to the experimental 

result as indicated by the contoured stresses in Figure 8.16. A hinge formed near the 

left support, at the left quarterspan, midspan and right quarterspan. The arch fails 

when four hinges form. However, a potential location for a further hinge was also 

predicted at the right springing.

Load Deflection Response of Prestwood NLFEA Model
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Figure 8.14: Predicted load deflection response of Prestwood NLFEA model
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Load Deflection Response of Prestwood NLFEA Model

Prestwood NLFEA 
Non-associated flow

Vertical Quarterspan Deflection (mm)

Figure 8.15: Behaviour of Prestwood NLFEA at lower deflections
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Figure 8.16: Hinge locations in Prestwood NLFEA model, loaded at left quarterspan
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8.4 Tievenameenagh Bridge

Tievenameenagh Bridge is a replacement bridge for the Northern Ireland Roads 

Service and is located on the U1236 road near the Sperrin Mountains in Co. Tyrone. 

A replacement bridge was required as the existing bridge could not meet the 

increased load requirement for this category of road. Constructed in 2008, the bridge 

comprises of eight FlexiArch ring systems (each of 1 m width), precast spandrel 

walls and a lean mix concrete backfill. The bridge is different to the other bridges 

discussed in this chapter in that it uses a concrete backfill rather than the more 

common granular backfill. This significantly increases the strength of the bridge. 

However, the excess strength provided may be unnecessary.

8.4.1 Physical Model & Test Information 

Geometry

Tievenameenagh Bridge contains an arch ring of semi-circular profile, with twenty- 

three precast concrete voussoirs. The joints are dry and contain no mortar. Precast 

spandrel walls are cantilevered off the foundations at each end of the bridge and thus 

do not contribute to the stiffness of the arch barrel. 150 mm surfacing was placed on 

top of infill concrete backfill and compacted hardcore. The bridge geometry and test 

set-up are shown in Figure 8.17.

Materials

The concrete used in the arch ring had a compressive strength of 53 N/mm2 and the 

infill concrete backfill had a compressive strength of 25 N/mm2. Other detailed 

material properties were not available. Compacted hardcore backfill along with road 

surfacing was also used as shown in Figure 8.17. The estimated material values used 

in the finite element analysis are detailed in Section 8.4.3.

Loading

Serviceability load tests were carried out using three trucks with varying axle loads. 

The third truck carried the largest load and the axle loads are indicated in Figure 

8.18. Due to the length of the truck and the spacing of the axles, only the front or rear
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axle was over the arch at any one time. The combined weight of the three rear axles 

was 18 tonnes and the largest deflections occurred when these were above the arch 

span. The front axle weighed 10 tonnes and produced lower deflections.

Triple Axle Load Ref. Pt:

2.64 m
0.15 m Road 
SurfacingOOPCompacted Hardcore

0.50 m

Arch
Thickness: 
0.2 m \

Infill
Concrete

2.00 m

1.00m 5.00 m , 00 m

Figure 8.17: Tievenameenagh Bridge Geometry and Load Position

Figure 8.18: Truck axle loads and view of truck on bridge during test
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Results

No cracking was observed in any of the tests and no movement was visible. The 

maximum deflection occurred in the fourth arch ring under loading from Truck 3. 0.2 

mm deflection occurred at the crown intrados when the centreline of the middle triple 

axle was 1.25 m to the left of the reference point in Figure 8.17. There was no 

visible movement or opening between the voussoirs and the arch rings showed good 

load recovery. It was concluded that the bridge system was “wholly stable to in 

excess of the design loadings for this category of bridge” (Taylor et ah, 2009).

8.4.2 Review of Tievenameenagh numerical models

In 2009, Robinson constructed a simplified NLFEA model of Tievenameenagh 

Bridge (Taylor et ah, 2009). Robinson acknowledged that for traditional arches the 

backfill is a granular material and consequently a Drucker Prager plasticity can be 

used to model it. However, for this case a partial concrete backfill was used which 

altered the failure mode of the arch from the typical four hinge mechanism (when a 

granular backfill is used) to a more localised failure in the arch and fill beneath the 

load. A relatively coarse finite element mesh was used. The model predicted a peak 

load of 75,000 kN indicating high strength in the bridge with concrete backfill. The 

failure was observed to be sudden. The density of the finite element mesh was 

relatively coarse and the arch tensile strength was taken as 0.5 N/mm2.

8.4.3 Proposed Finite Element Model

Finite element models were constructed to examine the behaviour of 

Tievenameenagh Bridge both at serviceability state using the axle loads from the test 

and at ultimate state to determine the peak load. A plane strain analysis was used to 

account for the lateral restraint provided by the spandrel walls.

The material properties used in the analysis are shown in Tables 8.9 - 8.12. The 

concrete compressive strengths for the arch ring and backfill were provided from 

cube tests. However, most of the material parameters were estimated based on 

typical values used elsewhere as well as the research findings from the parametric 

study in Chapter 7. The low arch tensile strength of 0.05 MPa was adopted to model
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the inability of the joints to carry tensile forces. The tensile strength for the concrete 

backfill was assumed as 10 % of the compressive strength. The properties for the 

hardcore fill were estimated. The surfacing material properties in Table 8.12 were 

taken from those used in the Bargower bridge model in Section 8.2.3.

Table 8.9: Arch Material Properties

Density Earch fcu Tensile Strength (joint)

24 kN/m3 30 GPa I 53 N/mirT I 0.05 MPa

Table 8.10: Concrete Backfill Material Properties

Density

18 kN/m 21 GPa 25 N/mm2

Tensile Strength

2.5 MPa

Table 8.11: Compacted Hardcore Material Properties

Density Efiii 4) Dilation Cohesion

20 kN/mJ 100 MPa 34° 34° 50 kPa

Table 8.12: Road Surfacing Material Properties

Density ^surfacing 4> Dilation Cohesion

20 kN/mJ 5000 MPa 30° Oom

1443 kPa

A mesh refinement study was carried out to achieve a suitable mesh density as 

shown in Figure 8.19. The meshes can be viewed in Appendix F. The bridge was 

loaded at the thirdspan over a 0.3 m wide portion across the full width of the bridge. 

The predicted peak load of 39,936 kN was lower than the 75,000 kN from the 

numerical model of Taylor et. al (2009) which used a less dense finite element mesh 

and a higher concrete tensile strength. Both results indicated the significant strength 

of the arch due to the concrete backfill. This is due to the fact that the concrete 

backfill is considerably stronger than granular backfill in compression and tension, as 

well as being approximately 200 times stiffer. The load deflection response of the 

model is shown in Figure 8.20. The model was found to be very stiff until failure 

where the bridge was found to fail very suddenly. The Von Mises stress pattern and
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deflected shape of the bridge can be seen in Figure 8.21 at both 99 % and 100 % of 

the predicted peak load. Stresses of 19 N/mnr were observed in the concrete backfill 

at failure. The plastic strain at 99 % of peak load is indicated in Figure 8.22. The 

coloured regions indicate plastic strains in the range 0.01 - 0.03 and also show that 

the failure is localized to the area beneath the load. This agreed with the findings of 

Taylor et al. (2009).

Tievenameenagh Model NLFEA Mesh Refinement
44000

42000

40000

38000

36000
Thirdspan Load

34000

32000

^ 30000
2000 3000

No. of Finite Elements

Figure 8.19: Mesh refinement study in Tievenameenagh Model

Load Deflection response of Tievenameenagh NLFEA Model
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Figure 8.20: Predicted load deflection response of Tievenameenagh model
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Figure 8.21: Von Mises Stress in Arch at (a) 99 % peak load; (b) 100 % peak load

Figure 8.22: Plastic strain in Arch at 99 % of peak load, 8P = 0.01 - 0.03 (plastic

strain)

Subsequently, the axle loads used in the field test were then applied in the NLFEA 

model in order to compare the serviceability behaviour. Three patch loads of 6.4 t,
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5.8 t and 5.8 t were applied on 0.15 m widths across the full 8.0 m width of the 

bridge.

The maximum stress induced from the self-weight of the model was 0.20 N/mm" and 

was predicted at the arch springing. When the axle loads were applied, this value 

increased to 0.25 N/mm2 indicating very low stresses induced by the applied loads. 

The model results also indicated that no plastic strain developed as a result of the 

applied axle loads. The deflections were very small as shown in Figure 8.23. The 

model indicated very low initial deflection at the crown intrados under the self

weight of the bridge. Subsequently, the application of the axle loads resulted in linear 

deflection.

A 4 m wide model was also produced to examine the behaviour of half the bridge 

width as the applied axle loads were above the 2nd and 4th arch rings. (The 8 m bridge 

contained 8 no. 1 m wide FlexiArch units, each joined together). Although it was 

assumed that the eight arch rings acted as one arch barrel, it is possible that the 

deflections were maximum under the load and little or no deflection occurred in the 

5th, 6th, 7th and 8th arch rings to which no direct axle load was applied. The crown 

deflection is also shown for the 4 m wide model in Figure 8.23. The deflections in 

the 4 m were double that of the 8 m as expected. However, both were still 

considerably less than the 0.2 mm deflection obtained in the field test.

A third model was run with a 5 N concrete backfill. This predicted a crown 

deflection of 0.02 mm under the applied axle loading (Figure 8.23). The predicted 

deflection was still one order of magnitude lower than that of the experimental result.

The differences in deflection can be attributed to one or more of three areas:

■ Measured values were not available for each of the material properties

■ The NLFEA is generally stiffer than the experimental model

* During the experimental load test, some of the deflection may have been 

produced by settling of the arch voussoirs due to the discrete joints
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Load Deflection Response of Tievenameenagh NLFEA Model

--------NLFEA 8m Width,
25 N Backfill

--------NLFEA 4m Width,
25 N Backfill

--------NLFEA 4m Width,
5 N Backfill

Crown Intrados Vertical Deflection (mm)

Figure 8.23: Load deflection behaviour of NLFEA model under 18 tonne axle

loading
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8.5 Summary and Conclusions

Experimental tests on four arch bridges have been presented. Three of the four 

bridges were tested to collapse enabling the ultimate strength of the bridges to be 

determined. Relevant numerical models have been reviewed and used to build the 

NLFEA models for each bridge.

The following conclusions were made:

■ Mesh refinement was necessary to improve the accuracy of each NLFEA 

model.

■ The bridge models with the most material data enabled very accurate NLFEA 

predictions.

■ Where the experimental collapse load was given, the NLFEA models 

predicted peak loads that were very accurate, as indicated in Table 8.14.

■ The location of hinges in the NLFEA models matched that of the 

experimental models with reasonable accuracy. Flowever, a discrete model 

would perhaps better simulate the exact locations of the hinges.

■ Predicting the serviceability behaviour in the fourth bridge (Tievenameenagh) 

studied was difficult and deflections one order less than the experimental 

values were predicted. However, this may have been due to settlement of the 

voussoirs in the test.

■ The predicted collapse load in Tievenameenagh Bridge was very high due to 

the high strength provided by the concrete backfill. The concrete backfill 

changed the typical thrustline and mechanism behaviour expected in an arch 

as the thrustline was contained in the concrete backfill. The failure was more 

localised as large cracking of both arch and backfill beneath the load.

Table 8.14: Comparison of experimental and NLFEA model results

Bridge ^Experimental P NLFEA P NLFEA / PExperimental

Edinburgh 38.1 kN 36.1 kN 0.95

Bargower 5600 kN 5651 kN 1.01

Prestwood 228.0 kN 232.6 kN 1.02

Tievenameenagh n/a n/a n/a
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9.0 Introduction

This research investigation involved the construction and testing of eight third-scale 

flexible concrete arch systems and non-linear finite element analysis using the 

Abaqus software package. The study of the material properties was both useful and 

necessary for higher-quality numerical analyses. A NLFEA parametric study of 

material and geometric parameters highlighted their influence on the behaviour of the 

arch. The conclusions from the review of literature are presented first, the 

experimental study second, and finally the conclusions from the non-linear finite 

element analysis are discussed.

9.1 Conclusions

The history of the arch form from early corbel arches through to masonry arch 

bridges and modern concrete arches was discussed. The development of faster 

methods of construction, such as reinforced concrete caused a considerable decline in 

masonry arch building in the 20th Century. However, recently the deterioration of 

reinforced concrete bridges has caused concern and can cost millions in repair. 

Unreinforced arches that contain no corrodible elements are increasing in popularity 

and the UK Highways Agency recommends the use of the arch form where ground 

conditions permit.

In the review of literature, it was acknowledged that arches are complex three- 

dimensional structures and their behaviour can be difficult to understand. However, 

the use of both physical tests and numerical analysis is useful to fully understand 

arch behaviour. Finite elements analysis has shown that sound knowledge of the 

material properties is important to improve accuracy. Testing and numerical models 

showed that arch bridge capacity is affected more significantly by critical 

parameters, such as crown fill stiffness and cohesion. Other parameters such as the 

masonry strength and arch and fill densities had less significance on the behaviour of 

the arch. The two forms of arch numerical models presented in the literature used 

continuum and discrete element methods. The computational demand can be reduced 

with continuum models which have been found to produce accurate results. The use 

of FRPs as a strengthening method of arches was discussed as well as recent
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FlexiArch research. The merits of the FlexiArch design were highlighted and it was 

concluded that the system is a sustainable solution for short-span crossings as it 

contains no steel or mortar.

The design and construction of eight third-scale flexible concrete arch ring systems 

has been presented in which the main variables were the arch span, arch ring 

thickness and type of voussoir. Five third-scale 5 m x 2 m arches and three third- 

scale 10 m x 2 m arches were constructed. Material properties were determined 

through separate testing of the concrete voussoirs, polymeric reinforcement and the 

well-graded backfill. The measured elastic modulus for the backfill using confining 

pressure in the triaxial apparatus was 40 MPa. This value was lower than values used 

in other literature and raised concerns that the values used elsewhere may have been 

too high.

The testing programme included instrumentation during the lifting process, load test 

on arch ring only, backfilling, and full test load. The following conclusions were 

made from the testing:

■ The maximum tensile strains in the polymeric reinforcement occurred during 

the lifting process when the full self-weight of the arch was carried in tension 

as the arch was fully lifted off the ground. The maximum measured value of 

2667 pc was 7 % of the rupture strain of the reinforcement. The change in 

strains in the polymeric reinforcement during arch ring only tests, backfilling 

operations and full test loads were lower, as the arch behaves as a 

compressive structure until hinges form at the extrados.

■ The deflections in the arch rings were higher when no backfill was included, 

particularly in those with lower arch ring thickness. The deflections during 

backfilling were higher for the third-scale 10 m x 2 m arches and outward 

deflections occurred at the midspan region.

■ In the full test loads, large deflections were observed in the arch system with 

6 mm aggregate backfill due to the bearing failure of the fill beneath the load 

plate. The well-graded scaled backfill had a higher bearing capacity and the 

equivalent arch system had lower deflections in the fill and the arch ring at 

the same level of applied loading.
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■ In the full test loads, the arches with higher arch ring thickness sustained 

higher peak loads than the slender ones. A linear relationship was found 

between arch ring thickness and peak load for the range tested in this 

research.

■ At equivalent SV axle loads, generally the largest deflections, joint openings 

and changes in arch compressive strain occurred in arches with lower arch 

ring thickness although it was difficult to assess a physical trend due to the 

large number of physical tests.

■ The solid voussoir arches had slightly higher peak loads and lower 

deflections than the equivalent hollowcore arches

■ At similar ring thickness, doubling the arch span reduced the value of the 

peak load by approximately half for the range tested in this research.

The thesis contained three chapters outlining the non-linear finite element analysis. 

The first chapter summarised the construction of the NLFEA models to replicate the 

arches tested in the laboratory and the measured material properties were used in the 

analysis. The lack of accurately determined material properties can be a shortcoming 

of finite element arch bridge analysis as discussed in the literature review. Plane 

strain analyses proved to be more applicable to the flexible concrete arch bridge with 

retained fill and the main conclusions are outlined below:

■ The arches without reinforcement and fill were modelled first. The predicted 

failure loads for arches were low due to the absence of external dead load to 

provide stability. The predicted failure loads in the discrete models were 

lower than the continuous models due to the inclusion of a small artificial 

concrete tension in the latter. All the arches failed at a peak load less than 1 

kN. The improvement in stability and increase in load capacity of each arch 

was determined when the polymeric reinforcement was included, 

approximately doubling the predicted peak load.

■ The effect of the polymeric reinforcement was less apparent when the backfill 

was included. The polymeric reinforcement was found to increase the 

predicted peak load of a backfilled arch by ~3 % when using the continuous 

NLFEA models. It was concluded that the largest contribution to the stability
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and load capacity of the arch was provided by the backfdl, regardless of the 

presence of the polymeric reinforcement on the arch extrados.

■ Continuous and discrete element modelling methods were compared. The 

continuous models better predicted the load-deflection behaviour when 

compared to the physical laboratory results. The reinforced discrete NLFEA 

models overestimated the predicted peak load and in some cases, failed to 

accurately model the arch behaviour.

■ The stresses in all arch NLFEA models were less than 6 N/mm2 indicating 

that the arches failed by hinge formation and bearing failure of the backfill 

and not material crushing. The thrustline position was compared in solid and 

hollowcore arch rings and indicated slight differences in stress distribution, as 

well as stress concentration around the cores.

■ Full-scale arch models were constructed to examine scale effects and a scale 

factor of 9.2 was determined when comparing third-scale model results with 

the full-scale models therefore showing that the scale effects were minimal.

The second chapter detailed a parametric study of the effect of various geometric and 

material parameters on the behaviour of the arch, with the following conclusions:

* The load position was varied at points between midspan and quarter-span 

regions and only small differences in predicted peak load were observed for a 

certain level of fill at the crown.

■ The relationship between many of the parameters and their respective 

predicted peak loads appeared to be linear, namely, the arch ring thickness, 

fill cohesion, the height of backfill above the crown, and the angle of friction 

of the backfill. The fill cohesion was found to be the most sensitive material 

parameter.

■ Non-linear relationships were found between the predicted peak load and the 

elastic modulus of the backfill. However, for a value above 100 MPa only 

small differences in predicted peak load were observed.

■ The effect of the artificially low concrete tensile strength on the predicted 

peak load was linear up to 0.5 N/mm2. The behaviour between 0.5 N/mm2 

and 1.0 N/mm2 was also linear but with reduced slope. The concrete tensile
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strength was found to be the most sensitive material parameter when 

modelling the concrete arch using the ‘continuous’ model but values above 

0.1 N/mm2 did not give accurate predictions.

■ The density of both arch and backfill were found to have an insignificant 

effect on the predicted peak load. Varying the concrete elastic modulus and 

the coefficient of friction in the discrete model had no effect on the predicted 

peak load. This did not agree with traditional theory where increasing the 

dead load of the fill increases the predicted peak load. This parameter was 

then checked using mechanism analysis and a spreadsheet. Increasing the fill 

density was found to increase the predicted peak load in line with the findings 

of other researchers (Ng and Fairfield, 2004). However, the mechanism 

analysis did not take into account the load dispersal or cohesion which, in the 

NLFEA, were found to be crucial to the predictions.

The third and final NLFEA chapter applied the proposed NLFEA continuous model 

to four arch bridges found in the literature. In each model, physical test data as well 

as any available analysis were used to construct and validate the proposed model. As 

with all NLFEA models, mesh refinement was necessary to improve the accuracy of 

each model. The following conclusions were made:

■ The bridge models with the most available material data enabled very 

accurate NLFEA predictions and where the experimental collapse load was 

given, the NLFEA models predicted peak loads that were very accurate. The 

location of hinges in the NLFEA models was similar to those in the 

experimental models. However, a discrete model will perhaps simulate the 

locations of the hinges more accurately.

■ The predicted collapse load in Tievenameenagh Bridge was very high due to 

the high strength provided by the concrete saddle over the arch ring. The 

concrete backfill changed the typical thrustline and mechanism behaviour 

expected in an arch as the thrustline was contained in the concrete backfill. 

The failure was more localised as large cracking of both arch and backfill 

beneath the load.
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9.2 Recommendations and Further Research

Three solid arch ring thicknesses of 30 mm, 50 mm and 67 mm were compared in the 

laboratory work. The relationship between arch ring thickness and peak load 

appeared to be linear and this was validated by the finite element analysis. However, 

it was not clear at what minimum thickness the flexible concrete arch can sustain live 

load, or its own dead load. A further study of arch rings of thickness less than 30 mm 

could investigate this and determine if the relationship with peak load is linear for 

low arch ring thickness. Furthermore, arches with/without polymeric reinforcement 

could be compared to Heyman’s stability formula for minimum arch ring thickness.

Two backfill types were compared: 6 mm singly-graded fill and a scaled well-graded 

Type 3 fill. Other backfill types could be investigated in laboratory models and the 

cohesion measured through separate tests. This could then be compared to the 

numerical model study of this material parameter. The effect of very low cohesion 

values (close to zero) could be further investigated in numerical models. As this 

parameter is influenced by the crown fill height, this could also be investigated in the 

laboratory models.

The difference in plane stress and plane strain NLFEA analyses could be compared 

using another finite element package. In the Abaqus model, an artificially high value 

of fill cohesion was required when using a plane stress analysis, as the soil had little 

or no strength otherwise. The plane strain model gave accurate results with the 

measured cohesion value. Thus, the way in which the software deals with the build

up of stress in the out-of-plane direction could be investigated.

Further research is already underway investigating the physical behaviour of the 

FlexiArch under skew angles varying between 15° and 45°. This work builds upon 

the research presented in this thesis and uses the material properties determined from 

testing for the non-linear finite element analyses. As the arches are of 67 mm ring 

thickness, they should enable a comparison between straight arches presented here 

and the skew arches that will be tested.
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Appendix A

This appendix pertains to Chapter 2.0 ‘Literature Review’ and contains any 

supplementary material relating to such.

1.0 Review of Additional Materials

Glass

The use of glass as a structural material appears yet to be only partially appreciated. 

Glass is both transparent and elegant and presents high compression strength and 

excellent durability. Its Young’s modulus is of the order of 70 GPa with compressive 

strengths up to 200 MPa and tensile strengths up to 100 MPa for tempered glass. 

However, its intrinsic brittleness renders its use in structural applications quite 

problematic. In addition, its manufacturing process which supplies only flat slabs of 

small sizes presents difficulties for in-situ connections and thus hinders the 

construction of larger structures.

Carfagni and Silvestri (2007) presented a proposal for an arch footbridge in Venice 

made of structural glass masonry. They conceived an arch design using “bricks” 

made of float glass connected by “mortar” joints of epoxy resins. They carried out 

tests on the cubes made with “glass masonry” and confirmed (at least from a 

theoretical point of view) the possibility of constructing arch footbridges for short or 

medium spans entirely made of glass.

Geotextiles

Arches are not constructed with polymers as the primary material. However, the 

FlexiArch uses a geotextile to connect the voussoirs and information is included in 

this section. Geotextiles are thin, flexible, permeable sheets of synthetic material 

used to stabilize and improve the performance of soil associated with engineering 

works. Correctly designed and installed, geotextiles have the ability to filter, drain,
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reinforce and separate soil. In many applications, geotextiles may be designed and 

selected to perform a combination of these functions. A base of granular fill in an 

embankment could perhaps perform all 4 functions. The development of modem 

geotextiles started in the late sixties. Before that, the idea of using fabrics was 

employed in some constructions such as cotton duck fabric (similar to denim) used to 

stabilize dirt roads; or sheets of canvas used in fill behind retaining walls to reduce 

lateral thrusts. Natural fibres such as jute or cotton are not normally used in the 

manufacture of geotextiles due to their tendency to rot in a damp environment 

(Ingold and Miller, 1988). Instead, plastic is used and thermoplastics are the raw 

material of geotextiles.

2.0 Arch Deterioration, Repair and Strengthening

Deteriorated pointing and brickwork

Masonry arches can suffer from a loss of mortar, mortar decay, spalling and 

delaminating of the voussoirs. Splitting and disintegration may occur leading to the 

complete loss of the voussoir. If left unchecked then there could be a loss of strength 

in the arch leading to barrel deformation and cracking. The main cause of this 

deterioration is often weathering and frost action assisted by water penetration.

Arch Ring Separation

Ring separation is a common problem with multi-ring brick arches and is associated 

with the loss of bond between successive rings caused by weathering and/or stress 

cycling of the mortar. Tapping with a hammer is a simple but limited way of 

attempting to detect its presence.

Weak fill

The behaviour of fill material, particularly for deep arches and spandrel walls, is 

critical to the performance of the bridge. The major problem likely to affect fill is 

that the road surface waterproofing or the drainage breaks down and the fill becomes 

saturated potentially reducing its bearing capacity. Fines may be washed out of the
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fill leading to voids. Water percolating through the arch ring is likely to lead to 

deterioration of the mortar.

Foundation Movement

Arch rings generate lateral pressure at the abutments which can lead to outward 

movement. The fill behind abutments will resist this movement which may in itself 

cause inward movement. The effect on the arch ring will depend on the direction of 

movement and whether it is accompanied by rotation of the abutments. Transverse 

cracking in the arch ring is likely to occur. “Movement of foundations is likely to 

cause the loss of bedding mortar between components of an arch and in severe cases 

to the displacement or loss of brick and stone blocks” (HMSO, 1983).

Scour of foundations

Scour is probably the most common cause of collapse of masonry arch bridges. The 

foundations are often shallow and therefore susceptible to scour (Apreutesei & 

Oliveira, 2005). It is difficult to detect because it is likely to be at its worst when the 

river is in flood and access is difficult.

Table 1: Defects and remedial options (Page, 1993)

Defect Possible Solution

Accumulation of debris and vegetation Routine Maintenance

Deteriorated pointing and brickwork Repoint, Brickwork repairs, Coating of

Masonry

Arch Ring thickness assessed to be

inadequate to carry reqd. traffic loads

Saddle, Sprayed concrete to soffit,

prefabricated liner to soffit, retrofitting of

reinforcement, grouted anchors, asphalt

overlay

Internal deterioration of mortar, e.g.

separation between rings of a multi-ring

brick arch

Grout arch ring, radial anchors

Weak Fill Replace fill with concrete, Grout fill if it
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is suitable

Foundation movement Mini-pile, Grout piers and abutments,

Underpin

Scour of foundations Underpin, Construct invert slab

Outward movement of spandrel walls Fit tie bars, Replace fill with concrete,

Take down and rebuild, Grout fill if

suitable

Arch ring - splitting below spandrel

walls

Stitch (short tie bars spanning the crack)

Water leaking through arch ring Waterproof road surface, Waterproof

arch ring extrados, Improve drainage

Progressive deterioration Waterproof and strengthen

Various methods of arch repair as detailed by Ryall et al. (2000) are detailed below:

Repainting of mortar is widely regarded as essential and may improve arch load 

capacity by restoring the structurally effective arch ring thickness to full depth. When 

done properly, it may be sufficient to prevent the expense of further repair work. If 

done incorrectly, it can accelerate the deterioration of the structure. The mortar 

should not be harder than the brick or stone; it should not be softer or the arch will 

continue to behave with a reduced effective thickness.

Brickwork repairs require a highly skilled workforce and can be carried out using 

mortar provided it is finished to match the colour and texture of the adjacent 

masonry.

Arch grouting is used to fill voids in the arch ring which are caused, for example, by 

ring separation. This will ensure that the full depth of section is available for load 

carrying and does not affect the appearance of the bridge unless grout extrudes from 

cracks and is not removed.

Radial anchors have been used for many years to repair masonry structures and can 

be used to repair ring separation, arch face cracking and movement cracks between 

the arch barrel and the spandrel walls. Diamond drilling techniques are used to core
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through masonry barrel arches, or alternatively through the spandrels and fill, to 

allow the introduction of a variety of anchor systems usually consisting of a series of 

grouted bars.

Saddles or Relieving Slabs may provide an excellent structural solution, and the 

bridge can be widened if required. Saddling involves the removal of fill and casting 

an in-situ concrete arch, which is often reinforced, on top of the existing arch.

Sprayed Concrete is sprayed at high velocity on the intrados of the arch and it 

adheres on impact, filling crevices and compacting material already sprayed. 

However, it will add unwanted weight and reduce headroom and also is unlikely to 

enhance the appearance of the bridge and thus is not usually permitted on a listed 

structure.

Embedded Reinforcement involves the installation of small diameter stainless steel or 

FRP bars into grooves up to 75 mm deep that have been previously cut into the 

surface of the existing masonry. A grout is then applied to encapsulate each bar. 

Retro-reinforcement was simulated in model tests by Garrity (1995) who found that 

reinforcement installed on the intrados strengthens and stiffens the arch by delaying 

the formation of hinges. In addition, a company in the UK has since developed a 

commercial retro-re info reed system, known as Masonry Arch Repair and 

Strengthening (MARS) which involves cutting rebates longitudinally and 

transversely in the arch intrados and then inserting a fabricated in-situ cradle (like a 

skeleton of bars) which is then grouted.

Asphalt overlay is an alternative approach to strengthening arches by increasing the 

thickness of surfacing with a bituminous overlay. Numerical analysis carried out by 

Fairfield and Ponniah (1996) found that 0.1 m overlay increased the arch load 

capacity by 61% for a 2 m span brick arch. The extra cover causes the capacity 

increase by allowing increased stress dispersal.
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3.0 Arch Assessment

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) and Ground-Penetrating Radar (GPR)

Terrestrial laser scanning technology is a good example of recent technological 

advances as it measures the 3D geometry of the objects without making direct 

contact with them. Armesto et al. (2010) describe the process: “The operation of TLS 

equipment is based on the emission of a laser beam with a wavelength in the optical 

or NIR spectrum which makes impact with the target, so that the difference from the 

point of emission to the surface can be obtained by the flight time of the signal or 

according to the phase difference between the signal sent and received”. The accurate 

geometry of the arches is obtained by means of a 3D laser scanner survey, and the 

(X,y,Z) point cloud is processed.

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is a variation on conventional radar, which sends a 

radio signal into the soil/structure which is reflected back by variations in density of 

the material(s) it penetrates. It is very good at detecting the structures of buried 

masonry structures and can effectively show holes or voids below ground. The 

application of ground-penetrating radar as a non-destructive technique for the 

monitoring of ring separation in masonry arch bridges was performed by Diamanti et 

al. (2008). Laboratory experiments were also achieved to validate and update the 

analytical results.
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Appendix B

This appendix pertains to Chapter 3.0 ‘Experimental Investigation’ and contains any 

supplementary material relating to such.

1.0 Polymeric Reinforcement Calculations

Two methods of calculation are detailed below. The first uses trigonometry to 

determine the curved length of the cantilever and then the cantilever moment 

assuming the weight acts halfway along the cantilever length. The second method 

determines the weight of each voussoir block and multiplies each weight by the lever 

arm to the centroid of each block. Thus the sum of the individual voussoir moments 

is the cantilever moment.

1.1 Method 1

Position of Max Moment

Curved Length = 2m

Rise = 0.67 m

Clear span = 1.67 m
Cantilever Length

The self-weight of the cantilever is calculated by the product of its curved length and 

the weight of each of the voussoirs it contains.

The cantilever length (horizontal) is determined from trigonometry and the moment 

is then taken as which can then be divided by the lever arm to calculate

the tensile force in the polymer.

The maximum moment at the lifting point was found to be 0.087 kNm for a third- 

scale arch ring of thickness 67 mm. Dividing this by the lever arm gave a tensile 

force of 1.33 kN. As there are 4 strips in the geotextile (for a 333 mm wide ring) this 

gives an individual strip force of 0.33 kN
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The spreadsheet used to calculate the reinforcement moment is found in the pages 

that follow. It was also used to calculate moments for various thicknesses of arches 

relating to models built in the laboratory.

Cantilever Moment and Tensile Force Calculations (Method 1)

For Third-scale 5 m x 2 m arch

mm
Clear Span 1667 Half-span 833.5
Rise 667 Inverse Cos of 0 0.219551
Voussoir Depth 67 0 degrees 12.57452
Screed Depth 13
Thickness of Ring 80 Angle of Arch Ring 154.851
Width of arch ring 333
No. of voussoirs 23 Angle per Voussoir 6.732651
Internal radius 854
Mid-depth radius 894 Position of Hook 6.5

Angle to lift hook 43.76223

Cantilever Length X
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a degrees 56.33674713
cosine a 0.5541
X 495
Cantilever Length (1) 399

Curved length of cantilever 682
Self-weight - Solid Arch 0.436
Self-weight - Hollow Arch 0.349
Moment - solid (wl/2) 0.0870
Moment - hollow (wl/2) 0.0696

(66 mm blocks)
Outputs: Moment

mm Arch 1-H67B1 0.0695 kNm
kN Arch 2-S67B2 0.0870 kNm
kN Arch 3-H67B2 0.0695 kNm
kNm Arch 4-S50B2 0.0672 kNm
kNm Arch 5-S30B2 0.0448 kNm

Additional Notes:
This method uses trigonometry to calculate the cantilever moment.
It is a simple method using M=wl/2 which assumes the weight of the cantilever acts 
halfway along its length.
The moments for five third-scale 5 m x 2 m (span x rise) arches are shown.

1.2 Method 2

The weight of the screed was included in the moment calculations but was not 

included in the stress block as the screed region is cracked after lifting. The lever arm 

was taken as the distance from the centre of the lifting hook (the root of the 

cantilever) to the centroid of each voussoir. The length of each of these lever arms 

was determined in a drawing package. Subsequently the stress block was 

investigated. The voussoir blocks are in compression under the self-weight of the 

arch as the polymeric reinforcement carries the weight in tension. The lever arm 

between these two forces was calculated assuming the compressive force acts at two 

thirds the depth of the block. The tensile force was then determined as 1.5 kN for a 

333 mm wide ring (containing 4 strips). Thus the strip force was 0.375 kN which is 

considerably lower than the measured peak load of 5.8 kN (indicating a factor of 

safety of 15.5).
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Cantilever Moment and Tensile Force Calculations (Method 2)

Block Dimensions
Lever arms (taken from centre of lifting hook
region to centroid of each voussoir

mm m mm m
Length 333.3 0.3333
Depth 67 0.0670
I. Width 108.2 0.1082
B. Width 104.2 0.1042
M. Width 106.2 0.1062

Concrete Density 24

Block Weight 0.0569

Screed Depth 13 0.0130

Screed Weight 0.0113

Total Weight per Block

Weight of 6.5 Blocks

0.0682

0.4431

Tensile Force
Calculations

Block Depth 67 mm
Lever arm'd' 65 mm
Moment 0.0983 kNm
Tensile Force 1.50 kN
Force per strip 0.375 kN
Strip Capacity 5.8 kN
Factor of Safety 15.5

Theoretical Tensile
Strain during Lifting

Cross-Sectional Area 23.04 mm2
Stress in strip @ 0.375 16.38 N/mm2
Elastic modulus 6.8 GPa
Equivalent strain at full
lift-height 2400 pe

Block 1 362.9 0.3629
Block 2 328.2 0.3282
Block 3 282.2 0.2822
Block 4 225.6 0.2256
Block 5 159.0 0.1590
Block 6 83.5 0.0835
Block 6.5 0.8 0.0008

Moment at root of cantilever = EMf
kNm

Mi 0.0247

m2 0.0224

m3 0.0192

m4 0.0154

M5 0.0108

m6 0.0057
M6.5 0.0001

i:mc 0.0983 kNm
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2.0 Drawings
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Appendix C

This appendix pertains to Chapter 5.0 'Material Testing’ and contains any 

supplementary material relating to such.

1.0 Concrete Tests

Cube 1, Test 3
—VWI —A—VW3 Average

y -'-0.0247.x i 0.4071 8
R2 = 0.9907

-0.0286x +0.9747
R2 = 0.9756

y = -0.0216x - 0.0037 
R2 = 0.9969

Microstrain

Figure 1: Elastic Modulus Test 1

Cube 2, Test 3
—VW2 Average

-0.044x + 3.1745v = -0.0312x + 0.0745
R2 = 0.993

-0.0234x- 1.4635

-400 -350 -300 -250 -200 -150 -100
Microstrain
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Cube 3, Test 3
» VW1 —VW2 * ■ Average

v = -0.0249x - 1.2058 
R2 = 0.9978

-0.0239x-0.l783
R2 = 0.9862

= -0.0255x-2.2167

-200
Microstrain

Figure 3: Elastic Modulus Test 3

Average Elastic Modulus of Concrete Cubes
-♦ — Cube 1 —•—Cube 2 —Cube 3

y = 0.0294x

Figure 4: Elastic Modulus Tests 1-3 including unload curves
*N.B. The trendlines are plotted with the intercept at the origin which gave a higher elastic modulus 

value than previously described in Chapter 4. The average for the load/unload in Figure 4 is 28.3 GPa.

2.0 Polymeric Reinforcement Tests
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Figure 4: Additional pictures from reinforcement elastic tensile tests
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3.0 Granular Backfill Tests

Figure 5: (a) Material for sieve tests; (b) material sample divider

Figure 6: (a) Large CBR compaction mould; (b) Wetting the sample to required M.C.
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Appendix D

This appendix pertains to Chapter 5.0 ‘Experimental Results and Discussion" and 

contains any supplementary material relating to such. Included are the full sets of 

deflection results from arch ring only tests. Additional laboratory test photos are also 

included, as well as supplementary drawings.

1.0 Additional Graphs - Vectored Deflections, Arch Ring Only

Vectored Deflections, Arch 1-H67B1, Ring Only

Right Support 

Left Support 

Left Thirdspan 

Loaded Thirdspan 

Midspan

Deflection (mm)

Vectored Deflections, Arch 2-H67B2, Ring Only

Deflection (mm)
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Vectored Deflections, Arch 3-H67B2, Ring Only
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Vectored Deflection, Arch 6-H75B2, Ring Only
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2.0 Photos from Laboratory Tests

This section includes supplementary pictures from the construction and testing of 

each of the third-scale models.

2.1 Arch 1-H67B1

Installing instrumentation underneath arch; cutting clear plastic sheet for formwork

2.2 Arch 2-H67B2

Initial Ring Test on Arch 2-H67B2 using a jack and dial gauge
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2.3 Arch 3-H67B2

Cracking in backfill from arch deformation in load test; arch after removal of backfill

2.4 Arch 4-S50B2

Settling of loaded plate in backfill; development of intrados hinge beneath load

2.5 Arch 5-S30B2
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2.6 Arch 6-H75B2

Steel formwork to rear side of arch; clear plastic formwork to front (to view hinges)

2.7 Arch 7-H67B2

Deformed shape of arch after test; view of first and second hinges formed during test

2.8 Arch 8-S67B2

Deformed shape of arch after test; view of first and second hinges formed during test
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Appendix E

This appendix pertains to Chapter 6.0 ‘Non-linear Finite Element Analysis’ and 

contains any supplementary material relating to such.

1.0 Central Difference Method

The explicit method uses the Central Difference Method to solve the dynamic 

equation of motion. The central difference method is based on a finite difference 

approximation of the time derivatives of displacement. Taking constant time steps 

Ati = At (where the subscript i denotes the time at the current time step), the central 

difference expressions for velocity and acceleration at time t, are:

ui+l ~ ui-l
Ui ~ 2At

ui+1 — 2ui + ui_1
Ui = At2

Substituting these into the equations of motion for time t,- (equilibrium equations):

miq + cul + kui = pi

gives:

tq+i - 2rq + iq, iq+1 - rq. 
m----------------------------- —---------------------------------h C---------------7TT~.---------------------f k.Ui = PiAt2 2At

The values of iq and are assumed known. Rearranging the equations with the 

known quantities on the right hand side leads to:

r m c ]
lZF+23tlui+l

r m
= Pi - I—+\-At2 2At

r 2m~\
rq_i - k k - —r

L At2!
Ui

We then write this as:
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Where:

m c
At^ + 2Ari

Pi = Pi
m c -i

k -
2m
At2

U:

The unknown ui+1 is then given by:

_ Pi
ui+l — fk

The solution ui+1 at time ti+1 is detemtined from the equilibrium conditions at time 

ti , without the use of the conditions at time ti+1 . Such methods are called explicit 

methods.

In the evaluation of p,- the known values it, and ui^1 are used to compute ui+1 . 

Therefore for the first step u0 and it_1 are required to detenuine 1^ .

Further details in Chopra (1995).

2.0 Contact Model

Kinematic and Penalty Contact Methods

The kinematic contact method advances the kinematic state of the model into a 

predicted configuration without considering the contact conditions. It then 

detennines which slave nodes in the predicted configuration penetrate the master 

surfaces. The depth of each surface nodes penetration, the mass associated with it, 

and the time increment are used to calculate the resisting force. Acceleration 

corrections are then used to obtain a corrected configuration in which the contact 

constraints are enforced.

The penalty contact method searches for slave node penetrations in the current 

configuration. Contact forces that are a function of the penetration distance are 

applied to the slave nodes to oppose the penetration, while equal and opposite forces 

act on the master surface at the penetration point. The “spring” stiffness that relates
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the contact force to the penetration distance is chosen automatically by 

ABAQUS/Explicit for hard penalty contact, such that the effect on the time 

increment is minimal yet the allowed penetration is not significant in most analyses.

3.0 Building the NLFEA Model

This section describes each of the modules in the AbaqusR software and includes the 

key activities carried out in each module in order to build the non-linear finite 

element FlexiArch model.

Part

In order to create each of the parts, nodes were input using co-ordinates and lines and 

arcs used to draw the bridge geometry. Each part was created with a thickness of 333 

mm in the out-of-plane direction. 2-D deformable shell elements were used. The 

backfill, polymer, and arch were each modelled as separate parts. In the case of the 

discrete model, only one voussoir was drawn and then later replicated in a radial 

array to form the full compliment of twenty-three voussoirs. The hollowcore 

voussoirs were created by modifying the solid voussoir using the ‘cut-circular hole’ 

feature. The polymeric reinforcement layer was constructed as an arc and modelled 

as a 1 -D truss element.

Property

The materials for each part were created and material properties assigned. These 

were then assigned in order to create a ‘section’. The thickness of the structure for 

each section was then input. For the third-scale arch models, a thickness of 333 mm 

was used.

Assembly

An instance was created of each part. For the discrete model, 22 instances of the 

original voussoir block were created in order to form the arch. These were 

constructed using a datum plane and a radial array of the first voussoir and required 

the change in angle from any given voussoir to the next to be determined separately 

using trigonometry and a drawing package.
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Step

Two dynamic explicit steps were created; the first entitled ‘gravity’ allowed the 

package to determine the stresses and strains due to the self-weight of the structure 

only. The second step entitled ‘applied load’ then commenced when the previous 

step was completed and applied the live load to the top of the structure in time 

increments. At this stage the desired outputs were specified. Field Output was used 

to request stresses, strains, displacement/velocity/acceleration, and forces/reactions. 

An interval of 50 was selected, thus requesting 50 graphical results at equally spaced 

intervals as the load was applied. These are seen in the contoured graphical outputs 

presented in this chapter. History Output was used to request similar outputs but in 

the form of a graph for any selected nodes. A node was selected at the right thirdspan 

intrados under the load thus allowing load/deflection graphs to be compared to 

measured laboratory values.

Interaction

Creating an interaction between parts required surfaces to be created. For the 

continuous arch model this involved creating the top of the arch extrados as a surface 

and the curved region of the backfill as a surface also. Where the polymer layer was 

included, top and bottom surfaces were also specified; similarly where the screed 

layer was included, its top and bottom surfaces were also specified. In the discrete 

model, further surfaces were required in order to model the contact between the 

twenty-three voussoirs. Three surfaces were created on each voussoir as shown in 

Figure 1.

Block 10

Figure 1: Creation of individual block surfaces for discrete model
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The interaction between each pair of voussoirs at each joint was then specified using 

‘surface-to-surface contact’. The surfaces were then paired, for example, surface 

contact was specified between surface 8b and 9a, 9b and 10a and so on. The surface- 

to-surface contact required an interaction property to govern the behaviour of the 

joints and a friction coefficient of 0.6 was input for the tangential behaviour. The 

normal behaviour was specified as ‘hard contact’ and separation was allowed after 

contact. The arch and interactions are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Arch Discrete Block Model

Two loads were applied in the load module, the first entitled ‘gravity’ applied the 

self-weight of the structure due to the gravity (g=9.81 m/s). This was applied to the 

entire structure in the U2 (vertical and downwards direction). The second load, 

entitled ‘applied load’ was applied to a 150 mm top portion of the backfill above the 

arch right third-span region. This load was applied as a uniform pressure in N/mm2. 

The area of the load plate was calculated and a suitable pressure was input to reflect 

an applied load that was slightly larger than the expected failure load. A typical load 

used was 0.65 N/mm which when multiplied by the plate area (150 mm x 333 mm) 

gave an equivalent force of 32.5 kN. The rate of load application was controlled and 

an amplitude was specified for each of the two loads. The self-weight of the structure
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was applied over a time of 1 second and subsequently the applied load was applied 

over 5 seconds.

Boundary conditions were applied to the extremities of the structure. The ends of the 

backfill were restrained against displacement and rotation in the horizontal direction, 

the base of the fill was restrained against displacement and rotation in the vertical 

direction, and the ends of the arch were restrained against displacement and rotation 

in both the vertical and horizontal direction.

Mesh

The edges of the structure were ‘seeded’ by choosing the desired number of nodes 

(and thus elements) for each edge. The backfill region was partitioned into four 

regions to make this process smoother and to enable a good quality symmetrical 

mesh. Where possible, the seeding was done symmetrically as quadrilateral elements 

were used. A ‘free’ meshing technique was used to mesh each of the voussoirs as 

they were a simple rectangular shape when solid voussoirs were used. Meshing the 

hollowcore voussoirs required a finer mesh to take account of the hole and the 

‘medial axis’ meshing technique was used. A ‘structured’ meshing technique was 

used to mesh the end/lower regions of the backfill and the upper portions of the 

backfill were meshed using a ‘sweep’ technique due to the relative slenderness of 

this region compared to its length (Figure 3). Standard linear quadrilateral plain 

strain elements were used to mesh the structure.

'Sweep' 'Sweep'

'Structured' 'Structured'

Figure 3: Meshing techniques
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The quality of the finite element mesh determines the accuracy of the model and it is 

useful to refine the mesh to produce the most accurate predicted peak load. This was 

discussed in section 6.4.

Job

The model data was then used to create a ‘job’ which was then analysed. The 

progress of the analysis was monitored as the step time and number of increments 

progressed.

Visualization

The visualization module is where the model results were viewed and interpreted. 

The contoured graphical results were viewed by requesting the ‘Field Output’ and 

the graphs of deflection and stress were plotted in ‘History Output’.

4.0 Model Outputs

This section includes the graphical outputs for each of the finite element models 

discussed in Chapter 6. The magnitude of the deflection (vectored) is shown for each 

model at failure. The deformation of the finite elements at failure is considerable, 

particularly in the continuous models where sharp deformation is shown. The 

deformation of the finite elements was more pronounced in the hollowcore arches. 

Although this does not replicate the physical behaviour of the arches it assisted in 

determining when the model had predicted the peak load. Regions in red indicate the 

maximum deformation, which in all cases, occurred at the hinge beneath the load 

plate.
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4.1 Unreinforced Arches

u, Magnitude
r +6.S44e + Dl

— - +6.27de + Dl
- +S.7Me + Dl
- +S.133e + Dl
- -»-4.S63e + Dl
- +:.'59]e + Dl

=

- +3.422e + Dl
- +2.8S2e + Dl
- +2.281e + Dl
- +1.711e + Dl
- +l.l-41e + Dl
- +S.7Me + DD

L +D. DDDe + DD

Figure 4: Deflection at failure of Arch 1-H67B1 continuous model at 0.33 kN

U. Magnitude
+ ].lDSe + D2 
+ 2.87be + D2 
+ 2.61Se + D2 
+ 2.DS3e + D2 
+ 2.l>92e + D2 
+ 1.8DCie + D2 
+ 1.S&9« + D2 
+ 1.3D7e + D2 
+ l.M6e + D2 
+ 7.844e + Dl 
+ S.229e + Dl 
+ 2.61Se + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 5: Deflection at failure of Arch 1-H67B1 discrete model at 0.23 kN.

U, Magnitude

a

+ l.]]de + D2 
+ 1.22De + D2 
+ l.llle + D2
+ l.DDDe + D2 
+e.S9Ze + Dl 
+ 7.78De + Dl 
+ 6.6&9e + Dl 
+ S.SS7e + Dl 
+d.446e + Dl 
+ :.D:<Je + Dl 
+ 2.223e + Dl 
+ l.llle + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD
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Figure 6: Deflection at failure of Arch 2-S67B2 continuous model at 0.80 kN
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u. Magnitude
r +Z.]SDe + DZ

— - +Z.lS4e + DZ
- +1 .'a’S-Be + DZ
- +1.76Ze + DZ
- +l.S67e + DZ
- +l.D71e + DZ
- +1.175e + DZ

— - +9.7'51e + Dl_ - +7.8]]e + Dl
— - +S.87Se + Dl

■ 1' - +].917e + Dl
- - +1.9SSe + Dl_L +D.DDDe + DD

Figure 7: Deflection at failure of Arch 2-S67B2 discrete model at 0.30 kN

U, Magnitude
+ l.]Z9e + DD 
+ l.Z19e + DD 
+ l.lDee + D: 
+9.971e + DZ 
+8.56De + DZ 
+ 7.7SSe + DZ 
+ 6.64 7e + DZ 
+ S.S39e + DZ 
+4.4DZe + DZ 
+ D. ] Z4e + DZ 
+ Z.Z16e + DZ 
+ l.l&8e + DZ 
-HD. DDDe + DD

Figure 8: Deflection at failure of Arch 4-S50B2 continuous model at 0.57 kN

U, Magnitude
+ 1.811e + DZ 
+ 1.66De + DZ 
+ l.S[»e + DZ 
+ l.DS8e + DZ 
+ l.ZD7e + DZ 
+ l.DS6e + DZ 
+9.DSDe + Dl 
+ 7.S44e + Dl 
+ 6.D:5e + Dl 
+4.SZ6e + Dl 
+ 3.D18e + Dl 
+ 1 .SD9e + Dl 
+ D. DDDe + DD
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Figure 9: Deflection at failure of Arch 4-S50B2 discrete model at 0.14 kN
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u. Magnitude
r +'5.<1 D7e + Dl
- +S.62De + Dl
- +7.8:9e + Dl
- +7.DS6e + C'l
- +6.272e + Dl
- +S.4SSe + Dl
- +4.7Me + Dl
- +:.92C»e + Dl
- +D.l]6e + Dl

— - +2.:S2e + Dl

8 - +l.S6Se + Dl
- +7.S:9e + DD
L +D.DDDe + DD

Figure 10: Deflection at failure of Arch 5-S30B2 continuous model at 0.37 kN

U. Magnitude
+ 3.2SDe + D2 
+ 2.979e + D2 
+ 2.7&$e + D2 
+ 2.4]7e + D2 
+ 2.166e + D2 + l.S96e + D2 
+ 1.625e + D2 
+ 1.3S4e + D2 
+ l.&S:e + D2 
+S.124e + Dl 
+ S.dl6e + Dl 
+ 2.7DSe + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 11: Deflection at failure of Arch 5-S30B2 discrete model under self-weight

U, Magnitude

a

+ ].69de + D2 
+ :.]S6e + D2 
+ D.D78e + D2 
+ 2.771e + D2 
+ 2.46]e + D2 
+ 2.1SSe + D2 
+ 1.847e + D2 
+ l.S:9e + D2 
+ 1.2]le + D2 
+'5.2]Se + Dl 
+ 6.1S7e + Dl 
+ 3.D7Se + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 12: Deflection at failure of Arch 6-H75B2 continuous model at 0.76 kN

U, Magnitude
+ 7.613e + Dl 
+ 6.978e + Dl 
+ 6.]^4e + Dl 
+ S.71De + Dl 
+ S.D75e + Dl 
+^.ddle + Dl 
+ :.8D6e + Dl 
+ D.172e + Dl 
+ 2.S]8e + Dl 
+ 1.9DDe + Dl 
+ 1.269e + Dl 
+ 6.]<1de + DD 
+ D.DDDe + DD
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Figure 13: Deflection at failure of Arch 6-H75B2 discrete model at 0.51 kN
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tzr
U, Magnitude

+ l.i:De + D] 
+ l.D36e + D] 
+9.416e + DZ 
+8.d75e + DZ 
+ 7.S3De + DZ 
+ 6.S91e + DZ 
+ S.6SI>e + DZ 
+d.7D8e + DZ 

H- +3.766e + DZ 
+ Z.8Z5e + DZ 
+ 1.86]e + DZ 
+9.<U6e + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 14: Deflection at failure of Arch 7-H67B2 continuous model at 0.49 kN

Li. Magnitude

Pf

' I I |

+d.SDZe + Dl 
+d.dDZe + Dl 
+d.DDZe + Dl 
+ ].6Dle + Dl 
+ D.ZDle + Dl 
+ Z.8Dle + Dl 
+ Z.dDle + Dl 
+ Z.DDle + Dl 
+ 1.6Dle + Dl
+ l.ZDDe + Dl 
+8.DD]e + DD 
+d.DDZe + DD 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 15: Deflection at failure of Arch 7-H67B2 discrete model at 0.37 kN

U, Magnitude

—
+ Z.8Z7e + DZ 
+ Z.S91e + D2 
+ Z.DS6e + DZ 
+ Z.12De + D2 
+ l.EeSe + DZ 
+ l.M9e + DZ 
+ l.dl4e + DZ 
+ 1.17-Be + DZ 
+9.424e + Dl 
+ 7.D68e + Dl 
+4.712e + Dl 
+ ZJS6e + Dl 
+ D.DD&C + DD

Figure 16: Deflection at failure of Arch 8-S67B2 continuous model at 0.79 kN

U. Magnitude
+ l.D72e + D2 
+9.B29e + Dl 
+8.9]5e + Dl 
+8.MZe + Dl 
+ 7.14&- + D1 
+ 6.2SSe + Dl 
+ S.]61e + Dl 
+4.46ee + Dl 
+ :.S74e + Dl 
+ Z.681e + Dl 
+ 1.7S7e + Dl 
+S.53Se + DD 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 17: Deflection at failure of Arch 8-S67B2 discrete model at 0.42 kN
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4.2 Polymer-Reinforced Arches

U, Magnitude

B

+ ].4SSe + DZ 
+ ].17Cc + DZ 
+ 2.S82* + DZ 
+ Z.S92e + DZ 
+ Z.]DSc + DZ 
+ 2.D17e + D2 
+ 1.7Z9e + DZ 
+ l.<141e + DZ 
+ l.lSDe + DZ 
4-S.MSc + Dl 
+ S.763e + Dl 
+ Z.88Ze + D1 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 18: Deflection at failure of Arch 1-H67BI/Arch 3-H67B2 reinforced

continuous model at 0.74 kN

ll. Magnitude
+ Z.dZDe + DZ 
+ Z.Z18e + DZ 
+ Z.D16e + DZ 
-H.SlSe + DZ 
+ 1.613e + DZ 
+ 1.411e + DZ 
+ 1.21De + D2 
+ l.D&8e + DZ 
+«.D66e + Dl 
+ 6.W5e + Dl 
+4.DJJC + D1 
+ 2.D16e + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 19: Deflection at failure of Arch I-H67B1/Arch 3-F167B2 reinforced discrete

model at 0.98 kN

U, Magnitude

= : 
—

B

+ 1.^16e + DZ 
+ i.Z98e + DZ 
+ 1.18&e + D2 
+ l.D6Ze + DZ 
+9.44Ze + Dl 
+8. Z6Ze + Dl 
+ 7.&82e + Dl 
+ S.9Dle + Dl 
+4.7Zle + Dl 
+ D.Sdle + Dl 
+ Z.]61e + Dl 
+ l.lSDe + Dl 
+ D. DDDe + DD

Figure 20: Deflection at failure of Arch 2-S67B2 reinforced continuous model with

at 1.62 kN
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U, M<agn 
+ 1. 
+ 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1

=: llm- +4

a
+z +1 
+ D.

dude
777e + D2 
6Zg« + DZ 
<1Sle + DZ 
JDDe + DZ 
18Se + DZ 
DDbe + DZ 
SSde + Dl 
<lDDe + Dl 
.SZDe + Dl 
4dZe + Dl 
961e + Dl 
4Sle + Dl 
DDDe + DD

Figure 21: Deflection at failure of Arch 2-S67B2 reinforced discrete model at 0.80

kN.

U, MogniluOe
+ 1 87Ze + DZ 
+ 1.716c + DZ 
+ l.S6De + DZ 
+ 1.4Me + DZ 
+ l.Z4Se + DZ 
+ l.l»Ze + DZ 
+9.DSS€ + D1 
+ 7.79Se + Dl 
+ 6.ZD9C + D1 
+4.679e + Dl 
+ 3.11S<e + Dl 
+ l.S6De + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 22: Deflection at failure of Arch 4-S50B2 reinforced continuous model at

1.08 kN

u. M-agniiude
r +l.D7Se + D2
- +9.8SSe + Dl
- +B.96Ze + Dl
- +B.D6S« + D1
- +7.169« + D1
- +6.Z7De + Di

E
E

- +S.377e + Dl
- +4.4Slc + Dl
- +D.SBS« + Di
- +2.68Be + Dl
- +1.7-5Ze + Dl
- +S.96Ze + DD
L +D.DDDe + DD

Figure 23: Deflection at failure of Arch 4-S50B2 reinforced discrete model at 0.96

kN
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u, Magnitude
r +1.1 Z4e + DZ
- +l.D3De + DZ
- +9.3 66e + Dl
- +8.4Z9e + Dl
- +7.493e + Dl
- +6.SS6e + Dl
- +S.619e + Dl
- +4.&B3e + Dl
- + 3.74 6e + D1
- +Z.81De + Dl
- +l.S73e + DlE - +9.366e + DD

L +D.DDDe + DD

Figure 24: Deflection at Failure of Arch 5-S30B2 reinforced continuous model at

0.48 kN

U, Magnitude

s

+ 1.97De + DZ 
♦ l.-BCGe + DZ 
+ 1.6d<le + DZ 
+ l.-dSI>: + DZ 
+ l.D15e + DZ 
+ 1. ISle + DZ 
+9.S65« + D1 
+8. ZZle + Dl 
+ 6.S77e + Dl 
+d.9::e + Dl 
+ ].Z88e + Dl 
+1.6d-de + D1 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 25 : Deflection at failure of Arch 5-S30B2 reinforced discrete model at 0.36

kN

U, Magnitude
+ D.:7de + DZ 
+ 3. DSDe + DZ 
+ Z.81Ze + DZ 
+ Z.S31e + DZ 
+ Z.Z<19e + DZ 
+ l.'5&8e + DZ 
+ 1.667e + DZ 
+ l.dD6e + DZ 
+ l.lZSe + DZ 
+8.4]5e + Dl 
+ S.6Z3e + Dl 
+ Z.81 Ze + Dl 
+ D.DDHe + DD

Figure 26: Deflection at failure of Arch 6-H75B2 reinforced continuous model at

U, Magnitude

z:

z:
I

+ l.Z18e + DZ 
+ 1.116e + DZ 
+ l.DlSe + DZ 
+9.13 Ze + Dl 
+8.117e + Dl 
+ 7.1DZe + Dl 
+ 6.D88e + Dl 
+ S.D73e + Dl 
+4.DS9e + Dl 
+ 3.D44e + Dl 
+ Z.DZ9e + Dl 
+ l.D15e + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD

1.26 kN.
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Figure 27: Deflection at failure of Arch 6-H75B2 reinforced discrete model at 0.96

kN
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U. Magnitude

pr +4.99De + DZ 
+4.S7<3e + DZ 
+4.1S8e + DZ 
+ 3.74Ze + DZ 
+ D.DZ7e + DZ 
+ Z.911e + DZ 
+ Z.495e + DZ 
+ Z.D79e + DZ 
+ 1.663e + DZ 
+ l.Z47e + DZ 
+8.D16e + Dl 
+4.1S8e + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 28: Deflection at failure of Arch 7-F167B2 reinforced continuous model at

0.78 kN

U. Magnitude
+ 3.D&8e + DZ 
+ Z.81Ze + DZ 
+ Z.SS6e + DZ 
+ Z.]Dle + DZ 
+ Z. MSe + DZ 
+ 1.789e + DZ 
+ l.S]4e + DZ 
+ l.Z7Se + DZ 
+ l.DZDe + DZ 
+ 7.b69e + Dl 
+ S. UDe + Dl 
+ Z.SS6e + Dl
+ D.DDlJe + DD

Figure 29: Deflection at failure of Arch 7-H67B2 reinforced discrete model at 0.64

kN

U. Magnitude
+ 1.469e + D2 
+ 1.346e + DZ 
+ l.ZZ4e + DZ 
+ l.lDle + DZ 
+9.79De + Dl 
+8.S67e + Dl 
+ 7.34De + Dl 
+ 6.119e + Dl 
+4 .S9Se + Dl 
+ D.671e + Dl 
+ Z.448e + Dl 
+ l.ZZ4e + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 30: Deflection at failure of Arch 8-S67B2 reinforced continuous model at

1.32 kN

U, Magnitude

Cl + l.S93e + DZ 
+ 1.461e + DZ 
+ l.]Z8e + D2 
+ 1.19Se + DZ 
+ l.D6Ze + DZ 
+9.Z95e + Dl 
+ 7.967e + Dl 
+ 6.639e + Dl 
+ S.Dlle + Dl 
+ 3.98]e + Dl 
+ Z.6S6e + Dl 
+ l.]Z8e + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 31: Deflection at failure of Arch 8-S67B2 reinforced discrete model at 1.20

kN
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4.3 Arches with Backfill - Continuous Models

U. Magnitude

= : 

B

+ Z.9Sle + DZ 
+ Z.7DS« + DZ 
+ Z.4S9e + DZ 
+ Z.ZlDe + DZ 
+ 1.967« + DZ 
+ 1.7Zle + DZ 
+ 1.475« + DZ 
+ l.ZZ9e + DZ 
+9.8]6e + Dl 
+ 7.]77e + Dl 
+4.91Se + Dl 
+ Z.4S9e + Dl
+ D.C«DDe + DD

Figure 32: Deflection at failure of Arch 2-S67B2 reinforced continuous model at

25.02 kN

U, Magnitude
+9.D17e + DZ 
+8.Z66e + DZ 
+ 7.S14e + DZ 
+ 6.76]e + DZ 
+ 6.Dlle + DZ 
+ S.Z6De + DZ 
+4.SD8e + DZ 
+ D.7S7e + DZ 
+ D.DD6e + DZ 
+ Z.ZS4e + DZ 
+ l.SD3e + DZ 
+ 7. S14« + D1 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 33: Deflection at failure of Arch 3-H67B2 reinforced continuous model at

18.85 kN.

U, M-agnitude
+ 1.188e + D3 
+ l.C£9e + DD 
+9.9D&- + DZ 
+8.91D= + DZ 
+ 7.9ZDe + DZ 
+ 6.9]De + DZ 
+ S.94De + DZ 
+4.9SDe + DZ 
+ :.96De + DZ 
+ Z.97De + DZ 
+ 1.9SDe + DZ 
+9.9DDe + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD
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Figure 34: Deflection at failure of Arch 4-S50B2 reinforced continuous model at

23.07 kN
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B

Magn 
+ 1. 
+ 1. 
+9. 
+S. 
+ 7. 
+ 6. 
+ S. 
+d. 
+ D. 
+ Z. 
+ 1. 
+9. 
+ D.

duOe
iz9«+d:
ddsc+d:
411e + DZ 
•47&e + DZ 
SZ9c + DZ 
S££« + DZ 
64 7e + DZ 
7D5« + DZ 
76de + DZ 
SZDe + DZ eezr+oz 
411e + Dl 
C-CDe + DD

Figure 35: Deflection at failure of Arch 5-S30B2 reinforced continuous model at

21.23 kN

U, Magnitude
+ 7.61Ze + DZ 
+ 6.97Se + DZ 
+ 6.D4]e + DZ 
+ S.7Ci9e + DZ 
+ S.D75« + DZ 
+d.d<lDe + DZ 
+ ].£D6e + DZ 
+ D.17Ze + DZ 
+ Z.S]7e + DZ 
+ 1.9DDe + DZ 
+ l.Z69e + DZ 
+ 6.J4J« + D1 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 36: Deflection at failure of Arch 6-H75B2 reinforced continuous model at

12.13 kN
U. Magnitude

□:

a

+ l.dSZe + Dl 
+ 1.358e + Dl 
+ l.Z35e + Dl 
+ l.llle + Dl 
+9.679e + DD 
+S.&d4e + DD 
+ 7.dlI>e + DD 
+ 6.175« + DD 
+d.9dDe + DD 
+ 3.7D5« + DD 
+ Z.4 7De + DD 
+ l.Z3Se + DD 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 37: Deflection of Arch 7-H67B2 reinforced continuous model at 11.05 kN.

(Failure occurred at 11.35 kN, graphical output was too large to include here)

u, Magnitude
—r +7.941e + DZ
— - +7.Z79e + DZ

- +6.617e + DZ
- +S.9S6e + DZ
- +S.Z94e + DZ
- +d.63Ze + DZ
- +3.97De + DZ
- +D.3D9e + DZ

— - +Z.M7e + DZ
- +1.985e + DZ
- +1.3Z3e + DZ

—h +6.617C + D1
L +D.DD&C + DD

Figure 38: Deflection at failure of Arch 8-S67B2 reinforced continuous model at

14.30 kN
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4.4 Arches with Backfill - Discrete Models

Ll, htagnlLuOe

i:

+ 1.<JD1« + DZ 
+ 1.2SS* + DZ 
+ 1.16Sc + D2 
+ l.DSl€ + DZ 
+9.D<ne + Dl 
+8.17Se + Dl 
+ 7.DD7e + Dl 
+ S.S]9« + D1 
+4.671« + D1 
+ :.SMe + Dl 
+ Z.:]6e + Dl 
+ 1.16S« + D1 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 39: Deflection at failure of unreinforced disc, model Arch 2-S67B2 at 20.86

kN

U, Magnitude
+ 1.46Ze + DZ 
+ 1.34De + DZ 
+ l.Z18e + DZ 
+ 1.D96« + DZ 
+9.74Se + Dl 
+8.SZ7e + Dl 
+ 7.DDe« + Dl 
+ 6.05&- + D1 
+4.87Ze + Dl 
+ ].6S4e + Dl 
+ Z.4D6e + Dl 
+ l.ZlSe + Dl 
+ D.DDDC + DD

Figure 40: Deflection at failure of Arch 2-S67B2 reinforced dis. model, 21.94 kN

U, Magnitude

□ + Z.DD4e + DZ 
+ Z.n9e + DZ 
+ 1.945« + DZ 
+ 1.7SDe + DZ 
+ l.SS6e + DZ 
+ 1.361e + DZ 
+ 1.167e + DZ 
+9.7Z5e + Dl 
+ 7.78De + Dl 
+ S.8DSe + Dl 
+ ].S9De + Dl 
+ 1.^45e + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 41: Deflection at failure of Arch 3-H67B2 unreinforced dis. model at 14.23

kN

U, Magnitude
+ D.SMe + DZ 
+ :.ZlZe + DZ 
+ Z.9ZDe + DZ 
+ Z.6ZBe + DZ 
+ Z. DDSe + DZ 
+ Z.M4e + DZ 
+ 1.7SZe + DZ 
+ 1.46Dc + DZ 
+ 1.168e + DZ 
+8.76De + Dl 
+ S.S4De + Dl 
+ Z.9ZDe + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 42: Defelction at failure of Arch 3-H67B2 reinforced disc, model at 17.55 kN
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U, Magnitude
+ 1.982e + D2 
+ 1.817« + D2 
+ 1.6S2e + D2 
+ l.<187e + D2 
+ l.D21e + D2 
+ MS6e + D2 
+9.91&e + Dl 
+8.2S8e + Dl 
+ 6.6D7e + Dl 
+4.9SSe + Dl 
+ 3.DD3e + Dl 
+ 1.6S2« + D1 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 43: Deflection at failure of Arch 7-H67B2 unreinforced dis. model at 12.84

kN

U, Magnitude
+ 1.874e + D2 
+ 1.718e + D2 
+ l.S61e + D2 
+ 1.4D5« + D2 
+ 1.249e + D2 
+ l.C93e + D2 
+9.369>e + D1 
+ 7.8D7e + Dl 
+ 6.246e + Dl 
+4.684e + Dl 
+ D.123e + Dl 
+ 1.S61« + D1 
+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 44: Deflection at failure of Arch 7-H67B2 reinforced dis. model at 20.80 kN

. Magnitude 
+4.4 74e + Dl 
+<LlDle + Dl 
+ D.729e + Dl 
+ D.]S6e + Dl 
+ 2.98De + Dl 
+ 2.61De + Dl 
+ 2.237e + Dl 
+ 1.864e + Dl 
+ 1.491e + Dl 
+ 1 119e + Dl 
+ 7.4S7e + DD 
+ 3.729e + DD 
+ D.DDDe + 0D

Figure 45: Deflection at failure of Arch 8-S67B2 unreinforced disc, model at 16.25

kN
U. Magnitude

n+D.6]le + Dl 
+ D.]28e + Dl 
—+].D25e + Dl 

— - +2.72]e + Dl 
— - +2.<12De + Dl 
-■ - +2.118e + Dl 
— - +1.81Se + Di
1-4- -t-l SHe + Dl
\m- +1.21De + Dl 

+9.D76e + DD 
if|- +6.DSle + DD 
■- +D.D25e + DD 

+ D.DDDe + DD

Figure 46: Deflection at failure of Arch 8-S67B2 reinforced dis. model at 22.42 kN

□:
U. Magnitude

+ 2.6D6e + D2 
+ 2.D89e + D2 
+ 2.171e + D2 
+ 1.9S4e + D2 
+1.7D 7e + D2 
+ l.S2De + D2 
+ l.:D]e + D2 
+ l.D86e + D2 
+5.686e + Dl 
+ 6.S14e + Dl 
+4.34]e + Dl 
+ 2.171e + Dl 
+ D.DDDe + DD
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Figure 47: Deflection at failure of Arch 8-S67B2 at 18.72 kN (Ep0iymer reduced by

90%)
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Appendix F

This appendix pertains to Chapter 7.0 ‘Parametric Study’ and 8.0 ‘NLFEA 

Validation’ and contains any supplementary material relating to such.

1.0 Mechanism Analysis Spreadsheet
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Arch Calculations
Arch ring thickness 67 mm
Transverse dimension 333

Weight Calculation
Length of voussoir (mid-depth) 104 mm
Volume of voussoir 2320344 mm3
Unit weight of arch 24 kN/m3
Weight of one voussoir 54.63 N

Position of Hinges in Mechanism Hinge Position
# Voussoirs in Arch segment 0 5 5/6
# Voussoirs in Arch segment 1 4 9/10
# Voussoirs in Arch segment 2 6 15/16
# Voussoirs in Arch segment 3 8 23/0
Correct No. of Hinges? YES

Weight of Segment 0
NOT

NEEDED
Weight of Segment 1, Wi 273.15 N
Weight of Segment 2, W2 327.78 N
Weight of Segment 3, W3 437.04 N

Angles (from AutoCAD drawing)
Ange of arch 155.00 degrees
Change in angle per voussoir 6.74 degrees
Alpha a 133.80 degrees
Alpha b 12.50 degrees
Alpha c 106.85 degrees
Alpha d 66.41 degrees
Lengths (from AutoCAD drawing)
Lac 418 mm
Ui 371 mm
U 462 mm
Lbd 805 mm

Virtual Work of Arch Only
flonore second and third terms for now. fill will be dealt with later)
1st term in eqtn, block 1, hinge A 242.44
1st term in eqtn, block 2, hinge D 188.12
1st term in eqtn, block 3, hinge B 687.87

Sum 1118.42
Divide the sum by the 4th term in eqtn (load at Hinge C)
Gamma load factor 592.52 N
Arch predicted load (no fill) 0.59 kN
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Virtual Work of Vertical Fill Component
*The default fill height is 200mm at the crown
This can be increased using the additional fill option

Unit Weight of Fill 20
Additional Fill above current 200 mm 0 mm

Block 1: Height of fill above block 348.6 mm
Block 1: Width of fill on block 375.3 mm
Block 2: Height of fill above block 258.2 mm
Block 2: Width of fill on block 643.1 mm
Block 3: Height of fill above block 603.4 mm
Block 3: Width of fill on block 538.4 mm

Block 1: Fill Weight 871.33 N
Block 2: Fill Weight 1105.88 N
Block 3: Fill Weight 2163.64 N
Second term in eqtn, block 1, hinge A 4368.400
Second term in eqtn, block 2, hinge D 634.680
Second term in eqtn, block 3, hinge B 3405.378

Sum 8408.458

Virtual Work of Horizontal Fill Component
Active and Passive Pressures on each Block
Angle of friction, phi 34

0.559
Active Pressure Ka 0.28
Passive Pressure Kp 3.53
Horizontal force on Block 1 343.810 N
Horizontal force on Block 2 2356.398 N
Horizontal force on Block 3 12869.057 N

Third term in eqtn, block 1, hinge A 305.152
Third term in eqtn, block 2, hinge D 1352.367
Third term in eqtn, block 3, hinge B 20254.777

Sum 21912.296

Virtual Work Calculation for Arch With Fill
Virtual Work from First, Second & Third Terms 31439.175

Divide the virtual work sum by the 4th term in eqtn (load at Hinge C)
Gamma load factor______________
Arch predicted load (incl. all fill)

16655.99
16.66

N
kN
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2.0 Edinburgh Model

J 334

Figure 1: Mesh refinement in Edinburgh Model
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3.0 Bargower Model

Figure 2: Mesh Refinement in Bargower Model
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4.0 Prestwood Model

Figure 3: Mesh Refinement in Prestwood Model
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5.0 Tievenameenagh Model

337

Figure 4: Mesh Refinement in Tievenameenagh Model
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